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Preface

This volume contains the papers presented at the 14th International Conference on Membrane Computing, CMC14, (http://www.math.md/cmc14/), which
took place in Chişinău, Moldova, in the period of August 20−23, 2013.
The CMC series was initiated by Gheorghe Păun as the Workshop on Multiset Processing in the year 2000. Then two workshops on Membrane Computing
were organized in Curtea de Argeş, Romania, in 2001 and 2002. A selection of
papers of these three meetings were published as volume 2235 of the Lecture
Notes in Computer Science series, as a special issue of Fundamenta Informaticae (volume 49, numbers 1−3, 2002), and as volume 2597 of Lecture Notes in
Computer Science, respectively. The next six workshops were organized in Tarragona, Spain (in July 2003), Milan, Italy (in June 2004), Vienna, Austria (in
July 2005), Leiden, The Netherlands (in July 2006), Thessaloniki, Greece (in
June 2007), and Edinburgh, UK (in July 2008), with the proceedings published
in Lecture Notes in Computer Science as volumes 2933, 3365, 3850, 4361, 4860,
and 5391, respectively. The 10th workshop returned to Curtea de Argeş in August 2009 (LNCS volume 5957). From the year 2010, the series of meetings on
membrane computing continued as the Conference on Membrane Computing
with the 2010, 2011 and 2012 editions held in Jena, Germany (LNCS volume
6501), in Fontainebleau, France (LNCS volume 7184), and Budapest, Hungary
(LNCS volume 7762).
A Steering Committee takes care of the continuation of the CMC series which
is organized under the auspices of the European Molecular Computing Consortium (EMCC). In 2013, also a regional version of CMC, the Asian Conference
on Membrane Computing, ACMC, takes place in Chengdu, China.
The Steering Committee of the CMC series consists of Gabriel Ciobanu (Iaşi,
Romania), Erzsébet Csuhaj-Varjú (Budapest, Hungary), Rudolf Freund (Vienna, Austria), Pierluigi Frisco (Edinburgh, UK), Marian Gheorghe (Sheffield,
UK) - chair, Vincenzo Manca (Verona, Italy), Maurice Margenstern (Metz,
France), Giancarlo Mauri (Milan, Italy), Linqiang Pan (Wuhan, China), Gheorghe Păun (Bucharest, Romania/Seville, Spain), Mario J. Pérez-Jiménez (Seville,
Spain), Petr Sosik (Opava, Czech Republic) and Sergey Verlan (Paris, France).
The CMC14 conference was organized by Institute of Mathematics and Computer Science of the Academy of Sciences of Moldova Republic.
The Program Committee invited lectures from Jozef Gruska (Brno, Czech
Republic), Gheorghe Păun (Bucharest, Romania/Seville, Spain), Alberto Leporati (Milano, Italy), Marian Gheorghe (Sheffield, UK), Petr Sosik (Opava, Czech
Republic) and Sergey Verlan (Paris, France).
In addition to the texts or the abstracts of the invited talks, this volume
contains 19 full papers and an extended abstract, each of which was subject to
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at least two referee reports. In addition the volume contains 4 short papers in a
progress.
The Program Committee of CMC13 consisted of Artiom Alhazov (Chişinău,
Moldova) co-chair, Gabriel Ciobanu (Iaşi, Romania), Alexandru Colesnicov (Chişinău, Moldova), Erzsébet Csuhaj-Varjú (Budapest, Hungary), Giuditta Franco
(Verona, Italy), Rudolf Freund (Vienna, Austria), Marian Gheorghe (Sheffield,
UK) co-chair, Tomas Hinze (Jena, Germany), Florentin Ipate (Iaşi, Romania),
Alberto Leporati (Milano, Italy), Vincenzo Manca (Verona, Italy), Maurice Margenstern (Metz, France), Giancarlo Mauri (Milan, Italy), Radu Nicolescu (Aucland, New Zealand), Linqiang Pan (Wuhan, China), Gheorghe Păun (Bucharest,
Romania and Seville, Spain), Dario Pescini (Milan, Italy), Agustin Riscos-Núñez
(Seville, Spain), Yurii Rogozhin (Chişinău, Moldova) co-chair, Francisco J. Romero-Campero (Seville, Spain), Petr Sosik (Opava, Czech Republic), György
Vazsil (Debrecen, Hungary), Sergey Verlan (Paris, France) and Claudio Zandron (Milan, Italy).
The Organizing Committee consisted of Artiom Alhazov, Lyudmila Burtseva,
Svetlana Cojocaru, Alexandru Colesnicov, Ludmila Malahov, Olga Popcova and
Yurii Rogozhin.
The editors warmly thank the Program Committee, the invited speakers, the
authors of the papers, the reviewers, and all the participants, as well as all who
contributed to the success of CMC14.

Chişinău, July 2013

Artiom Alhazov
Svetlana Cojocaru
Marian Gheorghe
Yurii Rogozhin
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Kernel P Systems - A Survey
Marian Gheorghe1 and Florentin Ipate2
1

Department of Computer Science
University of Sheffield
Portobello Street, Regent Court, Sheffield, S1 4DP, UK
m.gheorghe@sheffield.ac.uk
2
Department of Computer Science
University of Bucarest
Str Academiei, 14, Bucarest, Romania
florentin.ipate@ifsoft.ro

Different classes of P systems have been introduced and studied for their
computational power or for modelling various problems, like solving simple algorithms, NP-complete problems, or various applications in biology, graphics,
linguistics etc. More recently various distributed algorithms and problems have
been studied with a new variant of P systems. In many cases the specification
of the system investigated requires features, constraints or types of behaviour
which are not always provided by the model in its initial definition. It helps in
many cases to have some flexibility with modelling approaches, especially in the
early stages of investigating a problem, as it might simplify the model, shorten
associated processes and clarify more complex or unknown aspects of the system.
The downside of this is the lack of a coherent and well-defined framework that
allows us to analyse, verify and test this behaviour and simulate the system. In
this respect the concept of kernel P system (kP system) has been introduced
in order to include the most used concepts from P systems with the aim of
modelling a large class of problems and systems.
This new class of P systems use a graph-like structure (so called, tissue P
systems) with a set of symbols, labels of membranes, and rules of various types.
A broad range of strategies to run the rules against the multiset of objects available in each compartment is provided. The rules in each compartment will be
of two types: (i) object processing rules which transform and transport objects
between compartments or exchange objects between compartments and environment and (ii) structure changing rules responsible for changing the system’s
topology. Each rule has a guard resembling activators and inhibitors associated
with certain variants of P systems. We consider rewriting and communication
rules, membrane division, dissolution, bond creation and destruction.
The kP system discussed in this work represents a low level modelling language which are complex enough to describe various problems in a relatively
efficient and adequate way. Its key features will be illustrated by examples. Connections of various other classes of P systems with kernel P systems will be
discussed and the efficient way of solving various problems within this context
will be presented. Its syntax and informal semantics will be introduced and
analysed. Finally, some implementation issues will be identified and references
to the case of a specific implementation of the entire kP systems language, allow-
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ing simulation and formal verification will be made and a discussion regarding
efficient implementations of its backend on a parallel hardware platform will be
presented.
The work reported here includes developments undertaken by other groups
and future plans for further steps in this field.
Acknowledgement. The work of MG and FI was partially supported by
the MuVet project, Romanian National Authority for Scientific Research (CNCS
– UEFISCDI), grant number PN-II-ID-PCE-2011-3-0688.

New Vision and Future of Informatics.
Extended abstract
Jozef Gruska
Faculty of Informatics, Masaryk University
Brno, Czech Republic

Currently dominating perception of computer science has its origin in a very
cleverly written, and much influential, paper of Newel, Simon and Perlis, published in Science in 1967, that well captured the perception of the field at that
time.
The basic ideas presented in their paper were:
”Whenever there are phenomena there can be a science dealing with these
phenomena. Phenomena breed sciences. Since there are computers, there is computer science. The phenomena surrounding computers are varied, complex and
rich.”
Since that time there have been numerous attempts to modernize such a view
of computer science. However, such a computer-centric view of computer science
still dominates.
There are nowadays a variety of reasons why such a computer-centric view of
the field should be seen as very obsolete and actually damaging the development
of the field. They will be discussed in details in the talk. Here are some of them.
– An understanding starts to be developed that information processing plays
key role both in physical and biological nature. For example, quantum, DNA,
molecular information processing.
– Natural sciences are increasingly seen as being to a large extend information
processing driven.
– It starts to be clear that in the future any very significant innovation will
use advanced informatics tools, methods and paradigms.
All that requires that a much broader and deeper view of the field should be
developed.
A new perception of the informatics presented in the talk will see the field
as consisting of four much interleaved components: (a) scientific informatics; (b)
technological informatics; (c) new methodology; (d) application informatics. As a
scientific discipline of a very broad scope and deep nature, Informatics has many
goals. Its main task is Main tasks of scientific informatics are to discover, explore
and exploit in depth, the laws, limitations, paradigms, concepts, models, theories,
phenomena, structures and processes of both natural and virtual information
processing worlds.
To achieve its tasks, scientific Informatics concentrates on new, information
processing based, understanding of universe, evolution, nature, life (both natural
and artificial), brain and mind processes, intelligence, creativity, information
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storing, processing and transmission systems and tools, complexity, security,
and other basic phenomena of information processing worlds.
One way to illustrate such a broad and deep perception of scientific informatics will be in the talk through presentation and analysis of its grand challenges.
The same will be for technological informatics and applied informatics.
Of a key importance for a new perception of informatics is an understanding that informatics, as a symbiosis of a scientific and a technology discipline,
develops also basic ingredients of a new, in addition to theory and experiments,
third basic methodology for all sciences, technologies and society in general.
This new, informatics-based, methodology provides a new way of thinking and a new language for sciences and technologies, extending the Galilean
mathematics-based approach to new heights.
Informatics-driven methodology subsumes and extends the role and improves
tools mathematics used to play in advising, guiding and serving other scientific
and technology disciplines and society in general.
Power of new methodology will be discussed in the paper in details. Here are
only few of the reasoning:
– It brings new dimension to both old methodologies;
– It brings into new heights an enormous power of modeling, simulations and
visualisation;
– It utilises an enormous exploratory and discovery power of automata, algorithms and complexity considerations.
– It utilizes enormous discovery and exploratory power of the correctness and
truth searching considerations and tools.
– It utilizes an enormous potential that the study of virtual worlds brings for
understanding of the real world.
Because of its enormous guiding power for practically all areas of science,
technology and the whole society and an enormously powerful tools informatics
offers, we can see informatics as a new queen and at the same time a new powerful
servant for all of society.
In particular informatics is expected to play the key role in dealing with two
main megachallenges of current science, technology and society. Namely:
– To beat natural human intelligence. More exactly, to create superpowerful non-biological intelligence and its merge with biological intelligence.
– To beat natural human death. More exactly, to increase much longevity
for human bodies and to achieve uploading for human minds. In more details,
to fight natural death as another disease and to find ways to upload human
mind to non-biological substrate.
There starts to be enough reasons to see the above megachallenges as being
currently realistic enough. Here are some of them.
– Since information processing keeps developing exponentially we can assume
to have soon (2045?) laptops with information processing power and capacity
larger than of all human brains.
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– Exponential scaling up in genetic and nanotechnologies and AI create a basis
for making two megachallenges as already feasible ones.
– Exponential developments of information processing technologies are believed to imply enormous speed up developments in science and technology.
– Tools and efforts to reverse engineering brains keep also developing exponentially and so we can assume to have quite soon ways to simulate functionality
of human brains.
– Society starts to put enormous effort to develop genome engineering, to
model human brains and minds as well as to vastly extend human longevity.
– A vision starts to be accepted to see the development of superintelligent
machines as the next stage of evolution.
Some related food for thoughts.
– There is nothing in biology found yet that indicates the inevitability of death.
Richard Feynman
– It seems probable that once the machine thinking method had started, it will
not take long to outstrip our feeble power. They would be able to converse
with each other to sharpen their wits. At some stage therefore, we should
have to expect machine to take control.
Alan M. Turing
– Let an ultraintelligent machine be defined as a machine that can far surpass all intellectual activities of any man, however clever. Since the design
of machines is one of intellectual activities, an ultraintelligent machine could
design even better machines; there would then unquestionably be and ”intelligent explosion” and the intelligence of man would be left far behind. Thus
the first ultraintelligent machine is the last invention that man needs ever
make.
I. J. Good, 1965, a British mathematician
– Since there is a real danger that computers will develop intelligence and take
over we urgently need to develop direct connections to brains so that computers can add to human intelligence rather than be in opposition. Stephen
Hawking

Computational Complexity of P Systems
with Active Membranes
Alberto Leporati
Dipartimento di Informatica, Sistemistica e Comunicazione
Università degli Studi di Milano-Bicocca
Viale Sarca 336/14, 20126 Milano, Italy
alberto.leporati@unimib.it

Abstract. P systems with active membranes constitute a very interesting model of computation, defined in the framework of Membrane
Computing. Since their appearance, they have been used to solve computationally difficult problems (usually in the classes NP and PSPACE),
due to their ability to generate an exponential size workspace in a polynomial number of time steps. Several computational complexity techniques
have thus been applied to study their computing power and efficiency.
During the talk, I will survey some of the techniques and the main results which have been obtained in the last few years by the group of
Membrane Computing at the University of Milano-Bicocca (also known
as the “Milano Team”), sometimes in collaboration with colleagues from
the international Membrane Computing community.

1

Introduction

P systems with active membranes are a very interesting and stimulating model
of computation, defined in the framework of membrane systems [9]. They were
first introduced in [10] to attack NP-complete problems. Since then, they have
generated several variants; a general survey of these can be found in chapters 11
and 12 of [11].
In this model of P systems, also the membranes play an active role in the
computations: they possess an electrical charge that can inhibit or activate the
rules that govern the evolution of the system, and they can also increase exponentially in number via division rules. This latter feature makes them extremely
efficient from a computational complexity standpoint: using exponentially many
membranes that evolve in parallel, they can be used to solve NP-complete and
even PSPACE-complete problems [22, 1] in polynomial time. Surprisingly, polarizations are not even needed (provided that division rules are powerful enough)
to solve these kinds of problems, as shown in [28, 4]. On the other hand, when
the ability of dividing membranes is limited the efficiency apparently decreases:
the so-called Milano theorem [27] tells us that no NP-complete problem can be
solved in polynomial time without using division rules, unless P = NP holds.
Needless to say, several computational complexity techniques have been applied to investigate the computational power and efficiency of P systems with
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active membranes. During my talk, I will survey some of these techniques as well
as the main results which have been obtained in the last few years by the group
of Membrane Computing at the University of Milano-Bicocca (the so-called “Milano team”), sometimes in collaboration with colleagues from the international
Membrane Computing community.
This extended abstract is organized as follows. In Section 2 I recall the formal
definition and operation of P systems with active membranes, as well as the
definition of time and space complexity. Section 3 summarizes the results on the
complexity of P systems with active membranes that will be illustrated during
the talk.

2

P Systems with Active Membranes

We start by recalling the definition of P systems with active membranes that
will be used in the rest of this paper (and during the talk as well). For a more
formal definition we refer the reader to chapter 12 of [11].
Definition 1. A P system with active membranes of initial degree d ≥ 1 is a
tuple Π = (Γ, Λ, µ, w1 , . . . , wd , R), where:
– Γ is a finite alphabet of symbols (the objects);
– Λ is a finite set of labels for the membranes;
– µ is a membrane structure (i.e., a rooted unordered tree) consisting of d
membranes, enumerated by 1, . . . , d; furthermore, each membrane is labeled
by an element of Λ, not necessarily in a one-to-one way;
– w1 , . . . , wd are strings over Γ , describing the initial multisets of objects placed
in the d regions of µ;
– R is a finite set of rules.
As usual in Membrane Computing, the membrane structure of a P system
is represented symbolically as a string of balanced nested brackets, where each
pair of corresponding open/close ones represents an individual membrane. The
nesting of brackets corresponds to the ancestor-descendant relation of nodes in
the tree; brackets at the same nesting levels can listed in any order.
Each membrane possesses, besides its label and position in µ, another attribute called electrical charge (or polarization), which can be either neutral (0),
positive (+) or negative (−) and is always neutral before the beginning of the
computation.
The rules are of the following kinds:
– Object evolution rules, of the form [a → w]α
h
They can be applied inside a membrane labeled by h, having charge α and
containing an occurrence of the object a; the object a is rewritten into the
multiset w (i.e., a is removed from the multiset in h and replaced by every
object in w).

Computational Complexity of P Systems with Active Membranes
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β
– Send-in communication rules, of the form a [ ]α
h → [b]h
They can be applied to a membrane labeled by h, having charge α and such
that the external region contains an occurrence of the object a; the object
a is sent into h becoming b and, simultaneously, the charge of h is changed
to β.
β
– Send-out communication rules, of the form [a]α
h → [ ]h b
They can be applied to a membrane labeled by h, having charge α and
containing an occurrence of the object a; the object a is sent out from h to
the outside region becoming b and, simultaneously, the charge of h is changed
to β.
– Dissolution rules, of the form [a]α
h →b
They can be applied to a membrane labeled by h, having charge α and
containing an occurrence of the object a; the membrane h is dissolved and
its contents are left in the surrounding region unaltered, except that an
occurrence of a becomes b.
β
γ
– Elementary division rules, of the form [a]α
h → [b]h [c]h
They can be applied to a membrane labeled by h, having charge α, containing
an occurrence of the object a but having no other membrane inside (an
elementary membrane); the membrane is divided into two membranes having
label h and charges β and γ; the object a is replaced, respectively, by b and c
while the other objects in the initial multiset are copied to both membranes.
– Nonelementary division rules, of the form

γ
 +

 δ
  ǫ
− α
−
ǫ
δ β
[ ]h1 · · · [ ]+
hk [ ]hk+1 · · · [ ]hn h → [ ]h1 · · · [ ]hk h [ ]hk+1 · · · [ ]hn h
They can be applied to a membrane labeled by h, having charge α, containing the positively charged membranes h1 , . . . , hk , the negatively charged
membranes hk+1 , . . . , hn , and possibly some neutral membranes. The membrane h is divided into two copies having charge β and γ, respectively; the
positive children are placed inside the former, their charge changed to δ,
while the negative ones are placed inside the latter, their charges changed
to ǫ. Any neutral membrane inside h is duplicated and placed inside both
copies.
Each instantaneous configuration of a P system with active membranes is
described by the current membrane structure, including the electrical charges,
together with the multisets located in the corresponding regions. A computation
step changes the current configuration according to the following set of principles:
– Each object and membrane can be subject to at most one rule per step,
except for object evolution rules (inside each membrane any number of evolution rules can be applied simultaneously).
– The application of rules is maximally parallel: each object appearing on the
left-hand side of evolution, communication, dissolution or elementary division must be subject to exactly one of them (unless the current charge of
the membrane prohibits it). The same reasoning applies to each membrane
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that can be involved to communication, dissolution, elementary or nonelementary division rules. In other words, the only objects and membranes that
do not evolve are those associated with no rule, or only to rules that are not
applicable due to the electrical charges.
– When several conflicting rules can be applied at the same time, a nondeterministic choice is performed; this implies that, in general, multiple possible
configurations can be reached after a computation step.
– While all the chosen rules are considered to be applied simultaneously during
each computation step, they are logically applied in a bottom-up fashion:
first, all evolution rules are applied to the elementary membranes, then all
communication, dissolution and division rules; then we proceed towards the
root of the membrane structure. In other words, each membrane evolves only
after its internal configuration has been updated.
– The outermost membrane cannot be divided or dissolved, and any object
sent out from it cannot re-enter the system again.
A halting computation of a P system is a finite sequence of configurations
C = (C0 , . . . , Ck ), where C0 is the initial configuration, every Ci+1 is reachable
by Ci via a single computation step, and no rules can be applied anymore in Ck .
A non-halting computation consists of infinitely many successive configurations
C = (Ci : i ∈ N).
P systems can be used as recognisers by employing two specified objects yes
and no; exactly one of these must be sent out from the outermost membrane during each computation, in order to signal acceptance or rejection respectively; we
also assume that all computations are halting. If all computations starting from
the same initial configuration are accepting, or all are rejecting, the P system is
said to be confluent. If this is not necessarily the case, we have a non-confluent
P system, and the overall result is established as for nondeterministic Turing
machines: it is acceptance iff an accepting computation exists.
In order to solve decision problems (i.e., decide languages), we use families
of recogniser P systems Π = {Πx : x ∈ Σ ⋆ } for some finite alphabet Σ. Each
input x is associated with a P system Πx that decides the membership of x in the
language L ⊆ Σ ⋆ by accepting or rejecting. The mapping x 7→ Πx is restricted,
in order to be computable efficiently; usually one of the following uniformity
conditions is imposed.
Definition 2. A family of P systems Π = {Πx : x ∈ Σ ⋆ } is said to be semiuniform if the mapping x 7→ Πx can be computed in polynomial time by a deterministic Turing machine.
The Turing machine can encode its output Πx by describing the membrane
structure with brackets, the multisets as strings of symbols (in unary notation)
and listing the rules one by one. However, any explicit encoding of Πx is allowed
as output, as long as the number of membranes and objects represented by it
does not exceed the length of the whole description, and the rules are listed one
by one. We pose this restriction in order to enforce the initial membranes, initial
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objects and rules to be at most polynomial in number, as they can be superpolynomial if more compact representations (e.g., binary numbers) are used;
this mimics a (hypothetical) realistic process of construction of the P systems,
where membranes and objects are presumably placed one by one, and require
actual physical space in proportion to their number (see also how the size of a
configuration is defined in the following, and [7]).
Definition 3. A family of P systems Π = {Πx : x ∈ Σ ⋆ } is said to be uniform
if the mapping x 7→ Πx can be computed by two deterministic polynomial-time
Turing machines M1 and M2 as follows:
– The machine M1 , taking as input the length n of x in unary notation, constructs a P system Πn with a distinguished input membrane (the P system
Πn is common for all inputs of length n).
– The machine M2 , on input x, outputs a multiset wx (an encoding of the
specific input x).
– Finally, Πx is simply Πn with wx added to the multiset placed inside its
input membrane.
Notice how the uniform construction is just a restricted case of semi-uniform
construction. The relations between the two kinds of uniformity have not completely been clarified yet; see [11, 7] for further details on uniformity conditions
(including even weaker constructions).
Finally, we describe how time and space complexities for families of recogniser
P systems are measured.
Definition 4. A uniform or semi-uniform family of P systems Π = {Πx : x ∈
Σ ⋆ } is said to decide the language L ⊆ Σ ⋆ in time f : N → N iff, for each
x ∈ Σ⋆,
– the system Πx accepts if x ∈ L, and rejects if x ∈
/ L;
– each computation of Πx halts within f (|x|) computation steps.
The notion of space complexity has been formally introduced in the Membrane Computing setting in [14], in order to analyse the time/space trade-off
that is common when solving computationally hard problems via P systems.
The size |C| of a configuration C of a P system is given by the sum of the number of objects and the number of membranes; this definition assumes that every
component of the system requires some fixed amount of physical space, thus approximating (up to a polynomial) the size of a real cell. The space required by a
halting computation C = (C0 , . . . , Ck ) is then given by |C| = max{|C0 |, . . . , |Ck |},
and the space required by a P system Π is
|Π| = max{|C| : C is a computation of Π}.
We can finally give the following definition.
Definition 5. A uniform or semi-uniform family of P systems Π = {Πx : x ∈
Σ ⋆ } operates in space f : N → N if |Πx | ≤ f (|x|) for all x ∈ Σ ⋆ .
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Several complexity classes can be defined referring to the languages recognized by P systems with active membranes (possibly with restrictions on their
rules), when a polynomial, exponential, logarithmic (or other) bound is fixed
on the amount of time or space allowed in computations. Here we do not recall
them, so as not to burden the exposition. For precise definitions, we refer the
reader to the cited papers.

3

The Complexity of P Systems with Active Membranes

During the talk I will focus on techniques and results concerning the time and
space complexity of P systems with active membranes, that is, the amount of
time and/or space needed to solve a given problem. The leading question will be:
“When we bound the amount of time and/or space by this quantity, what is the
class of decision problems (resp., languages) we can solve (resp., recognize)?”.
Referring to [26], I will first show that a deterministic single-tape Turing
machine, operating in polynomial space with respect to the input length, can
be efficiently simulated (both in terms of time and space) by a semi-uniform
family of P systems with active membranes and three polarizations, using only
communication rules. Basing upon this simulation, a result similar to the space
hierarchy theorem [21] can be obtained for P systems with active membranes:
the larger the amount of space we can use during the computations, the harder
the problems we are able to solve.
We then continue to consider the case in which only communication rules
and nonelementary division rules (which apply to membranes containing other
membranes) are allowed. It turns out that the resulting P systems are not computationally universal, neither in the uniform nor in the semi-uniform setting;
nonetheless, they are very powerful, as they characterize the class of languages
decidable by Turing machines using time (or, equivalently, space) bounded by an
exponential function iterated polynomially many times (known as tetration) [13].
The computing power of polynomial-time P systems with division rules operating only on elementary membranes (that is, membranes not containing other
membranes) is possibly the most interesting case. It is a known fact that elementary division rules suffice to efficiently solve NP-complete problems (and, due
to closure under complement, also coNP-complete ones). This result dates back
to 2000 in the semi-uniform case [27], and to 2003 in the uniform case [12]. Since
these results do not require membrane dissolution rules, they hold also for the
so-called P systems with restricted elementary active membranes [1], where dissolution is avoided. Although a PSPACE upper bound was proved in 2007 [23],
no significant improvement on the NP ∪ coNP lower bound for these P systems
has been found until 2010. Following [16] and [17], I will show that there exists a uniform family of P systems with restricted elementary active membranes
that solves the PP-complete problem
Sqrt-3sat: given a Boolean formula of
√
m variables in 3CNF, do at least 2m among the 2m possible truth assignments
satisfy it? The ability to solve all decision problems in the complexity class PP
will follow by an analogous solution of the NP-hard problem Threshold-3sat:
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Given a Boolean formula of m variables in 3CNF, and a non-negative integer
k < 2m , do more than k assignments (out of 2m ) satisfy it? Note that the complexity class PP appears to be larger than NP, since it contains NP as a subset
and it is closed under complement: thus NP ∪ coNP ⊆ PP. However, neither
the upper bound proved in [23] nor the lower bound proved in [16] are known to
be strict.
The existence of the uniform family of P systems with restricted elementary
active membranes shown in [16, 17] has an interesting consequence. As shown in
[19], it is possible to use the P systems that solve Threshold-3sat (presented in
[17]) as modules inside a larger P system; this allows us to simulate subroutines
or oracles. In this way, the class PPP turns out to be solvable in polynomial time
by P systems, without requiring nonelementary division or dissolution rules. This
result, together with Toda’s theorem [25], allows us to conclude that P systems
with restricted elementary active membranes are able to solve all the decision
problems residing in the polynomial hierarchy PH [24].
I will then pass to consider the characterization of P systems with active
membranes occurring in polynomial, exponential and logarithmic space.
Concerning polynomial space, we will focus our attention on recognizer P
systems with active membranes (that, in this context, means associating three
polarizations to the membranes, whereas division and dissolution rules are forbidden). Following [15], I will show that these P systems are able to efficiently
simulate deterministic register machines, using only communication and evolution rules. Such a simulation will then be used to illustrate the following result:
recognizer P systems with active membranes are able to solve, in a uniform way,
the PSPACE-complete problem Quantified-3sat, using a polynomial amount
of space (and an arbitrary amount of time — in a sense, we are here trading time
for space). This means that the complexity class PSPACE is contained into the
class of decision problems which can be solved in polynomial space by the above
kind of recognizer P systems; furthermore, such P systems can solve in arbitrary
time (and polynomial space) problems which cannot be solved in polynomial
time unless P = PSPACE. On the contrary, in [18] it has been proved that
P systems with active membranes can be simulated by Turing machines with
only a polynomial increase in space complexity. By combining this result with
the above stated ability of P systems to solve PSPACE-complete problems in
polynomial space, we obtain a characterization of PSPACE in terms of membrane systems. An interesting aspect is that this result holds for both confluent
and non-confluent systems, and even when strong features such as division rules
are used.
A similar result can be obtained for P systems with active membranes working in exponential space. In particular, in [2] it is shown that exponential-space P
systems with active membranes characterise the complexity class EXPSPACE.
This result is proved by simulating Turing machines working in exponential space
via uniform families of P systems with restricted elementary active membranes;
the simulation is efficient, in the sense that the time and space required are at
most polynomial with respect to the resources employed by the simulated Turing
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machine. In fact, it should be noted that the simulation technique used in [18]
does not seem to be applicable when the space bound is exponential (or even
super-exponential). Indeed, we would need to use P systems with an exponential
number of membranes with distinct labels, and such systems cannot be built in a
polynomial number of steps by a deterministic Turing machine — as required by
the notion of polynomial-time uniformity usually employed in the literature [12].
Finally, investigation on P systems with active membranes working in logarithmic space is currently in progress. Here a new notion of uniformity is
needed, which is weaker than the P systems themselves, otherwise one could
cheat by letting the Turing machine that builds the P systems solve the problem directly. Inspired by Boolean circuits complexity [6] we have thus introduced
DLOGTIME-uniformity [20], and we have proved that DLOGTIME-uniform
families of P systems with active membranes working in logarithmic space (not
counting their input) can simulate logarithmic-space deterministic Turing machines. It remains to be established whether these P systems may or not characterize the class L of problems solvable in logarithmic space by deterministic
Turing machines, or maybe solve harder problems like, for instance, those in NL.
Acknowledgements I warmly thank the organizers of the 14th International
Conference on Membrane Computing for inviting me. The research here described was partially supported by Università degli Studi di Milano-Bicocca,
Fondo di Ateneo (FA) 2011.
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Abstract. Some open problems and research topics are pointed, about
three classes of P systems: catalytic, numerical, and spiking neural P systems. In each case, several issues are briefly discussed, in general, related
to questions already formulated as open problems in the literature and
also related to recent results dealing with these questions. With respect
to spiking neural P systems, a new variant is proposed, systems with the
evolution rules associated with the synapses, not with the neurons; the
universality of this new class of SN P systems is proved.

1

Introduction

In spite of the large bibliography accumulated in the almost fifteen years since
this research area was initiated, [26], membrane computing still exhibits a lot of
open problems and research topics, some of them “going back to basics”, others
being related to more recent branches of the theory. We recall here three sets of
such problems, from both categories mentioned above.
First, we start from the already “classic” question whether or not catalytic P
systems with one catalyst, or purely catalytic P systems with two catalysts are
computationally universal, and we add to this basic issue three related research
topics: (i) give an example of a P system with two catalysts computing a nontrivial (e.g., non-semi-linear) set of numbers, find additional features to be added
to (ii) P systems with one catalyst or to (iii) purely catalytic P systems with two
catalysts in order to get universality. Recent results in this respect were reported
– see, e.g., [11], [8].
Then, we consider the numerical P systems. Besides the basic question, of
constructing a complexity theory for these systems, especially related to and
important for applications, open problems related to a recent important progress
concerning the power of enzymatic numerical P systems ([20]) are formulated. In
particular, an interesting question concerns of the computing power of numerical
P systems with a small number of enzymes.
Finally, with respect to the spiking neural (SN) P systems, we mention two
problems already mentioned elsewhere (e.g., in [15]) and we also introduce a new
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class of SN P systems, where the spiking and the forgetting rules are associated
with the synapses, not with the neurons. The universality of this class of SN P
systems is proved – and the move of rules on synapses seems to be useful, the
proof is simpler than in the case of rules placed in neurons.
In view of the assumed non-Turing computing power/behavior of the brain,
an interesting issue would be to find SN P systems able to compute beyond
Turing barrier; suggestions from the hypercomputation area could be useful.
The reader is assumed to be familiar with membrane computing (e.g., from
[28], [33], [40]), hence we recall no prerequisites. Instead, for the use of the reader,
we indicate a series of primary references, without being complete from this point
of view; further references can be found in the above mentioned comprehensive
sources of information in membrane computing.

2

Catalytic P Systems

P systems with catalytic rules were already introduced in [26], with their computing power left open.
We denote by N Pm (catr ) the family of sets of numbers computed (generated)
by P systems with at most m membranes, using catalytic or non-cooperative
rules, containing at most r catalysts. When all the rules of a system are catalytic,
we say that the system is purely catalytic, and the corresponding families of sets
of numbers are denoted by N Pm (pcatr ). When the number of membranes is not
bounded by a specified m (it can be arbitrarily large), then the subscript m is
replaced with ∗.
The following fundamental results are known:
Theorem 1. (i) N P2 (cat2 ) = N RE, [10];
(ii) N REG = N P∗ (pcat1 ) ⊆ N P∗ (pcat2 ) ⊆ N P2 (pcat3 ) = N RE, [13], [14].
Two intriguing open problems appear here, related to the borderline between
universality and non-universality: (1) are catalytic P systems with only one catalyst universal? (2) are purely catalytic P systems with two catalysts universal?
The conjecture is that both these questions have a negative answer, but it is also
felt that “one catalyst is almost universal”: many features which look “innocent”
at the first sight are enough to lead P systems with one catalyst to universality
(see [11]) – and similar results were obtained also for purely catalytic P systems
with two catalysts (see [8]).
Here we briefly recall the universality results for one catalyst P systems with
additional ingredients:
– Introducing a priority relation among rules, [26].
– Using promoters and inhibitors associated with the rules.
– Controlling the computation by means of controlling the membrane permeability, by actions δ (decreasing the permeability) and τ (increasing the
permeability), [27].
– Besides catalytic and non-cooperating rules, also using rules for membrane
creation, [22].
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– Considering, instead of usual catalysts, bi-stable catalysts, [34], or mobile
catalysts, [18].
– Imposing target restrictions on the used rules, [11]; the universality was obtained for P systems with 7 membranes, and it is an open problem whether
or not the number of membranes can be diminished).
– Imposing to P systems the idea from time-varying grammars and splicing
systems, [11]; the universality of time-varying P systems is obtained for one
catalyst P systems with only one membrane, having the period equal to 6,
and it is open the question whether the period can be decreased.
– Using in a transition only (labeled) rules with the same label – so-called label
restricted P systems, [19].
Several of these results were extended in [8] to purely catalytic P systems
with two catalysts. It remains open to do this for all the previous results, as well
as to look for further ingredients which, added to one catalyst P systems or to
purely catalytic P systems with two catalysts, can lead to universality. It would
be interesting to find such ingredients which work for one catalyst systems and
not for purely catalytic systems with two catalysts, and conversely. Suggestions
from the regulated rewriting area [6] or the grammar systems area [3] in formal
language theory can be useful.
We end this section with a somewhat surprising issue: we know that
N P2 (cat2 ) = N RE, but no example of a P system with two catalysts which
generates a non-trivial set of numbers (for instance, {2n | n ≥ 1}, {n2 | n ≥ 1})
is known. In fact, the problem is to find a system of this kind as simple as possible (otherwise, just repeating the construction in the proof from [10], starting
from a register machine computing a set as above, we get an example, but of a
large size).1

3

Numerical P Systems

Numerical P systems form an “eccentric” class of P systems, because of their
“non-syntactic” character, far from language and automata theory, but closer
to numerical analysis. This is probably one of the reasons for which only a
few papers were accumulated in this area. However, because of the economic
motivations, [31], and of the recent applications in robot control, [24], [25], [38],
[37], the subject started to call the attention. There are many questions to be
investigated in this framework (see a list of such questions in [30]).
Two recent papers, making important steps ahead in the study of numerical P
systems are [20] and [21]. The first paper considerably improves the universality
results for enzymatic numerical P systems. We do not recall here the definitions,
but we only mention that one deals with enzymatic numerical P systems working
in the so-called all-parallel or one-parallel modes introduced in [39].
1

Petr Sosı́k told me recently that he is progressing in finding such a simple/readable
example.
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Thus, two immediate questions are to consider also the case of (i) numerical
P systems without enzymes and (ii) of sequential numerical P systems (with or
without enzymes).
Then, let us remember that the enzyme variables behave like catalysts (actually, they are closer to promoters) in catalytic P systems. This suggests the
problem of considering numerical P systems with a small number of enzymes.
Which is the smallest number of enzyme variables for which enzymatic numerical
P systems (working in a specified manner: sequential, all-parallel, or one-parallel)
is universal?

4

Spiking Neural P Systems

The SN P systems area contains many open problems and research topics. We
have mentioned in the Introduction the paper [15]. Three main problems are
recalled there:
– To further investigate the power and the properties of SN dP systems, that
is, to combine the idea of distributed P systems introduced in [6] with that
of spiking neural P systems from [17]. SN dP systems were introduced in
[16], but only briefly investigated.
– To investigate the possibility of using SN P systems as pattern recognition
devices, in general, in handling 2D patterns. One of the ideas is to consider
a layer of input neurons which can read an array line by line and the array
is recognized if and only if the computation halts.
– In some sense, the SN P systems is the only class of P systems which have
only a few and somewhat metaphoric applications in the study of the “real”
brain, of interest for biologists, and this is an important issue: should we
change the definition of an SN P system in order to have such applications,
or we simply failed to find them in the present setup?
Actually, several modifications in the initial definition of SN P systems were
considered already. We only mention the SN P systems with astrocytes ([29],
[1]), the SN P systems with request rules ([5]), the SN P systems with antispikes ([23]), and the axon computing systems ([4]).
Here we introduce one further modification in the initial definition, namely,
we move the firing rules (they can be both spiking and forgetting rules, of the
standard forms in SN P systems) on the synapses. The neurons contain spikes;
when the number of spikes in a given neuron is “recognized” by a rule on a
synapse leaving from that neuron, then the rule is fired, a number of spikes
are consumed and a number of spikes are sent to the neuron at the end of the
synapse. Precise details will be given immediately. Using one rule per synapse,
with all synapses firing in parallel, we get computations, in the usual style of SN
P systems.
In what follows, we prove the universality of SN P systems with rules on
synapses (with the result of a computation being the number of spikes stored in
a designated neuron, the output one, in the end of the computation).
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Formally, an SN P system with rules on synapses is a construct
Π = (O, σ1 , . . . , σm , syn, io ),
where O = {a} contains the spike symbol, σi , 1 ≤ i ≤ m, are the neurons, of the
form σi = (ni ) (the number of spikes initially present in neuron σi ), io is the
output neuron (usually labeled by out), and syn is the set of synapses, i.e., pairs
of the form ((i, j), R(i,j) ), where i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m}, with i 6= j, and R(i,j) is a
finite set of rules of the following forms:
1. E/ac → ap ; d, with E a regular expression over O, c ≥ p ≥ 1, d ≥ 0;
2. as → λ, for s ≥ 1.
The rules of the first form are spiking rules: if E/ac → ap ; d ∈ R(i,j) and the
neuron σi contains k spikes such that ak ∈ L(E), k ≥ c, then the rule is enabled,
k spikes from σi are consumed and p spikes are sent to neuron σj after a delay
of d steps. The rules of the latter form are usual forgetting rules; as → λ ∈ R(i,j)
is applied only if σi contains s spikes, which are removed by the use of this rule.
We start from the initial configuration, (n1 , n2 , . . . , nm ). As usual in the SN
P area, we work sequentially on each synapse (at most one rule from each set
R(i,j) can be used), in parallel at the level of the system (if a synapse has at
least one rule enabled, then it has to use a rule).
A delicate problem appears when several synapses starting in the same neuron have rules which can be applied. We work here with the restriction that all
rules which are applied consume the same number of spikes from the given neuron. Let us assume that the applied rules on the synapses leaving from σi are of
the form Eu /ac → apu ; du ; then c spikes are removed from σi (and not a multiple
of c, according to the number of applied rules). Of course, this restriction can
be replaced by another strategy: various rules can consume various numbers of
spikes and in this way the sum of these numbers of spikes is removed from the
neuron.
Actually, we choose this restriction because this is the case in the proof below,
where, furthermore, no delay and no forgetting rule is used.
n
We denote by N sSNm
P the family of sets of numbers computed (generated)
by SN P systems with at most m neurons and at most n rules associated with a
synapse; as usual, the indices n, m are replaced with ∗ when no bound is imposed
on the respective parameter.
Theorem 2. N sSN∗2 P = N RE.
Proof. We only prove the inclusion N RE ⊆ N sSN∗2 P and to this aim se construct an SN P system with rules on synapses which simulates a register machine
M = (m, H, l0 , lh , I) (number of registers, set of instruction labels, initial label,
halt label, set of instructions). We assume that register 1, the one where the
result is obtained, is never decremented.
As usual, for each instruction of M we construct a module of our SN P system
Π. With each register of M we associate a neuron; if register r contains the
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number n, then this is encoded in the associated neuron σr by means of 2n spikes.
With each l ∈ H we also associate a neuron σl . Further neurons are present in the
modules below. There are two distinguished neurons, σg (a “garbage collector”)
and σout (the output neuron). Initially, all neurons are empty, with the exception
of σl0 , where we place two spikes. In general, a neuron σl , l ∈ H, is active if it
gets two spikes; rules on the synapses leaving σl can then be used. When some
neuron σl is active, then the instruction labeled with l starts to be simulated.
Here are the mentioned modules (we give them in the graphical form, with
the obvious meaning: neurons are represented by circles, with the number of
spikes specified inside, and the synapses have the rules written near them):
The module associated with an ADD instruction li : (ADD(r), lj , lk ) is given in
Figure 1. It works as follows. After introducing two spikes in σli , both synapses
leaving this neuron fire. One of them sends two spikes to σr (and this corresponds
to increasing by one the value of this register), and the other one sends one or
two spikes to neuron ci1 . Depending on this number, one of the neurons σlj , σlk
gets two spikes and in this way the modules associated with those neurons/labels
become active.

li
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Fig. 1. The ADD module.

The module associated with a SUB instruction li : (SUB(r), lj , lk ) is given in
Figure 2.
After activating neuron σli , both σr and σci1 receive one spike. In this way,
σr contains an odd number of spikes and its synapses can fire. If there is only one
spike in σr (hence the neuron was empty), then a spike is sent to σci2 , and σlk
gets two spikes. If the register r is not empty, then neuron σlj gets two spikes,
through neuron ci3 (while 3 spikes are removed from σr ). In both cases, the
continuation of the simulation of the register machine is correct.
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Fig. 2. The SUB module.

Note the important detail that if any of the neurons ci2 , ci3 receives only one
spike, the synapse having associated the rule a → a must be enabled, and in
this way the spike is removed (and one spike is added to the “garbage collector”
σg ). This is useful also in ensuring that the SUB modules do not interfere in an
unwanted way: several SUB instructions can send a spike to the same register
r; if the spike does not come from the neuron σli , then neurons ci2 , ci3 will get
only one spike, which is immediately moved in the “garbage collector”, hence no
neuron σlj , σlk is activated.
The module associated with the HALT instruction lh : HALT is given in Figure
3. If σlh receives two spikes, its synapse send one spike to neuron σ1 (which is
never decreased during the computation of M , hence this is the first time when
this neuron contains an odd number of spikes). Each pair of spikes will send
one spike to neuron σout , and the process stops when only one spike remains in
σ1 . Thus, in the end, the output neuron will contain the number stored in the
halting configuration by register 1 of M .
In conclusion, M and Π compute the same set of numbers.
⊓
⊔
It is worth mentioning that the maximal number of rules associated with
each synapse in the previous proof is two, because of the need of having nondeterminism in the functioning of the system. If we will use an SN P system in
the accepting mode (start the computation by introducing a number of spikes in
a neuron and accept that number if the computation halts), then we can have
only one rule associated with each synapse.
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lh
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?
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a2k+1 /a2 → a

?
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Fig. 3. The HALT module.

The result of a computation can be also defined as the number if steps elapsed
between the first and the second spike sent to the environment by the output
neuron (a “pseudo-synapse” should be considered, having rules associated, between the output neuron and the environment); the necessary changes in the
HALT module from the previous proof remains as an exercise for the reader.
A natural problem which appears in this framework is to find small universal
SN P systems with rules on synapses, a direction of research with many results
in terms of usual SN P systems.
We end this section with one further research idea: changing the definition
of SN P systems in such a way to obtain hypercomputations, going beyond the
Turing barrier. In membrane computing there are are, as far as we know, only two
papers dealing with this subject (but not with SN P systems), the accelerated
P systems with membrane creation from [2], and the lineages of P systems from
[35]. Suggestions from the general hypercomputation area could be useful – see,
e.g., the survey from [36].

5

Final Remarks

We end this note by recalling the attention about the “mega-paper” [12], where a
lot of open problems and research topics in membrane computing can be found.
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Abstract
We resume computational complexity aspects of various models of membrane
systems. The scope of studied models include P systems with active membranes,
P systems with proteins on membranes, tissue P systems both with membrane
separation and membrane division, and spiking neural P systems. A sequence of
common types of problems is studied in relation to these P system models.
The first studied problem is a condition guaranteeing the polynomial equivalence of P systems and Turing machines. This problem is not completely trivial
as many models of P systems can store information in unary mode, resembling counter machines which, however, are exponentially slower than Turing
machines.
Perhaps the most focused problem in this area is the ability of the system
to solve NP/co-NP complete problems in polynomial time. Interesting characterizations of the borderline between tractability and intractability, i.e., P/NP,
has been recently shown. Many of these models can process, in polynomial time,
both problems in NP and co-NP, using the popular strategy of trading space for
time. However, their exact relation to these complexity classes remains open.
Similarly important, although less popular, is the relation between NP/coNP and PSPACE. Several models of P systems has been shown to characterize the class PSPACE, giving an opportunity to characterize the NP/PSPACE
borderline. The class PSPACE itself characterizes parallel computations with an
unlimited number of processors but a limited propagation of data between them.
A relation of P systems to the classes of the polynomial hierarchy would be very
interesting. There are also studies investigating the power of P systems working in sublinear time. Finally, a relation between spatial complexity of Turing
machines and P systems has been recently studied.
Last, but not least, we question the role of families of P systems, their uniformity conditions and their necessity to solve computationally hard problems
in polynomial time.
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Abstract
In this presentation we focus on the model called formal framework for P
systems introduced in [2] and later developed in [1]. It aims to provide a concrete
model of P systems that can act as descriptional language powerful enough to
represent in a simple way most of the variants of P systems with the goal of
better understanding and comparison of different models of P systems.
Informally speaking, a definition of a P system consists of:
– a description of the initial structure (indicating the graph relation between
the compartments and any additional information like labels, charges, etc),
– a list of the initial multisets of objects present in each compartment at the
beginning of the computation,
– a set of rules, acting over objects and / or over the structure.
A computation of a P system can be defined as a sequence of transitions between
configurations ending in some halting configuration. To give a more precise description of the semantics we must define the following 4 notions (functions):
– Applicable(Π, C, δ) – the set of multisets of rules of Π applicable in the
configuration C, according to the derivation mode δ.
– Apply(Π, C, R) – the configuration obtained by the (parallel) application of
the multiset of rules R to the configuration C.
– Halt(Π, C, δ) – a predicate that yields true if C is a halting configuration of
the system Π evolving in the derivation mode δ.
– Result(Π, C) – a function giving the result of the computation of the P
system Π, when the halting configuration C has been reached. Generally
this is an integer function, however it is possible to generalize it, allowing
e.g. Boolean or vector functions.
The transition of a P system Π according to the derivation mode δ (generally this is the maximally parallel mode) is defined as follows: we pass from a
configuration C to C ′ (written as C ⇒ C ′ ) iff
C ′ = Apply(Π, C, R), for some R ∈ Applicable(Π, C, δ)
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In general, the result of the computation of a P system is interpreted as the
union of the results of all possible computations (in the same way as the language generated by a grammar is defined in formal language theory, gathering
all possible derivations). Note that this is a theoretical (non-constructive) definition, since there may exist an infinite number of halting configurations reachable
from a single initial configuration C0 .
The precise definition of the four functions above depends on the selected
model of P systems. The goal of works [1–3] is to provide a concrete variant of
P systems (hence with concrete definitions of these functions), called a formal
framework, such that most of existing models of P systems could be obtained by
a restriction (eventually using a simple encoding) of this formal framework with
respect to different parameters.
The configuration of the formal framework is a list of multisets corresponding
to the contents of membranes of a P system and the rules generalize most kind
of rules used in the P systems area. Based on this general form of rules, the
applicability and the application of a (group of) rule(s) are defined using an
algorithm. This permits to compute the set of all applicable multisets of rules
for a concrete configuration C (Applicable(Π, C)). Then this set is restricted
according to the derivation mode δ (Applicable(Π, C, δ)). For the transition, one
of the multisets from this last set is non-deterministically chosen and applied,
yielding a new configuration. The result of the computation is collected when
the system halts according to the halting condition.
The aim of the presentation is not to present the framework itself, but rather
several examples of its application for the description and the comparison of
different variants of P systems with static structure, with probabilities and with
dynamic structure. We also show how these investigations lead to new research
ideas and open problems.
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Abstract. This paper describes membrane computational models parsing affixed Romanian words with prefixes, suffixes, terminations, alterations in the root, and continues previous works on word derivation modeling. An algorithm for Romanian affixes extraction is given, and several
models of P systems are proposed.
Keywords: affixation, morphemes, parsing, P system models, membrane computing, linguistic resources.

1

Introduction

Linguistic resources are necessary to solve different problems in natural language
processing (NLP). They can exist as text collections, corpora, or dictionaries
containing a lot of information. Processing of big volume of information takes
the corresponding computer resources. Many problems in computer linguistics
could be solved more effectively using parallel computations. Formal models
based on principles of bio-molecular computations have inherent parallelism.
Therefore, we found it natural to use these models to solve such problems. Models
of membrane systems [10] for Romanian word derivation were proposed in [5, 4,
2, 1].
This paper discusses construction of membrane, or P systems to parse Romanian words with affixes. This is important because it permits to solve the
inverse problem of creation of affixed linguistic. This contributes to replenishment of corpora and dictionaries, and to formation of morphological word nest
for derivation.
Affixation is the most productive technique to form new Romanian words as
the Romanian language possesses 86 prefixes and approximately 600 suffixes [8].
Nevertheless, this process has its peculiarities. Using inflexion, we get a priori
correct words and know their morphological categories. Affixation as a mechanism of new word production cannot guarantee their correctness and does not
permit to preview their semantic and morphological categories. This characterizes affixation as a totally non-regular process that complicates word generation.
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That is why automated affixation is a difficult task as compared with other
methods of word derivation.
Using data extracted from accessible lexicographical resources, we developed
methods to check affixed words [6, 9]. We found their quantitative and qualitative
characteristics. We developed a technique to produce affixed words, and got a
set of restrictions that permits to filter inappropriate words.
We proposed in [1] several models of P systems to select affixed Romanian
words based on these results. This is a continuation of that work, where we allow
a derivation step to have more than one root alternation, addition of a prefix
and a suffix, replacement of a termination with another one, as well as all of the
above.
The paper consists of introduction, two sections, and conclusion. Sec. 2 gives
main definitions of membrane systems and word derivation model. Sec. 3 of this
paper discusses automated affix selection inside a word. An algorithm to solve
this problem is given. A model of P system with replication is constructed to
automatically analyze derived words with affixes. The model uses the matrix of
rules taking into account alterations in the root in dependence of fixed prefixes
and suffixes that we proposed. Sec. 4 gives examples of the constructed model
work at affixed Romanian words parsing.

2
2.1

Definitions
Word derivation model

Consider a finite alphabet V . We assume that we are given a finite set of word
pairs A of root alternations and finite languages Pref of prefixes, RR of roots,
Suf of suffixes and T of terminations (T may include the empty word), all over
d to denote
V . We also write elements of A in the form x → y. We use Pref, Suf
the sets Pref, Suf, where all symbols of each word have lines or hats over them.
These two cases correspond to operations of adding a prefix and adding a suffix.
We denote the marked terminations by T = { t | t ∈ T }, and the termination




d ∪ T ∪ A.
rewriting rules by T = { t1 → t2 | t1 , t2 ∈ T }. Let Op = Pref ∪ Suf
The fourth case (A) corresponds to an operation of performing an alternation.
Moreover, we assume we are given a finite language M over Op. A derivation
step corresponding to a control word s = oi1 · · · oik ∈ M consists of k operations
from a set described above. We now define them more formally, using the syntax
o(w) to denote the result of operation o over a word w (note that the result of
some operations may be undefined on some words, the corresponding choice not
leading to any result):
–
–
–
–
–

p(w) = pw,
sb(w t ) = wb
st,
( x → y )(w x ) = w y ,
(x → y)(w1 xw2 ) = w1 yw2 ,
(oi1 · · · oim )(w) = oi1 (· · · (oim (w)) · · ·).
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We will speak about the problem of accepting a language obtained by removing the prefix, suffix and termination marks from the words of the minimal
language L, such that
– if wt ∈ RR, then w t ∈ L, and
– if w ∈ L and s ∈ M then s(w) ∈ L is defined.
Moreover, we would like the acceptor to also produce the lexical decomposition
of the input.
2.2

Computing by P systems

Membrane computing is a recent domain of natural computing started by Gh.
Păun in 1998. The components of a membrane system are a cell-like membrane
structure, in the regions of which one places multisets of objects which evolve
in a synchronous maximally parallel manner according to given evolution rules
associated with the membranes. The necessary definitions are given in the following subsection, see also [11] for an overview of the domain and to [12] for the
comprehensive bibliography.
Let O be a finite set of elements called symbols, then the set of words over
O is denoted by O∗ , and the empty word is denoted by λ.
Definition 1. A P system with string-objects and input is a tuple

Π = O, Σ, µ, M1 , · · · , Mp , R1 , · · · , Rp , i0 , where:
– O is the working alphabet of the system whose elements are called objects,
– Σ ⊂ O is an input alphabet,
– µ is a membrane structure (a rooted tree) consisting of p membranes,
– Mi is an initial multiset of strings over O in region i, 1 ≤ i ≤ p,
– Ri is a finite set of rules defining the behavior of objects from O∗ in region
i, 1 ≤ i ≤ p, as described below,
– i0 identifies the input region.
In this paper we consider string rewriting with target indications. A rule
x → (y, tar) ∈ Ri can be applied to a string uxv in region i, resulting in a string
uyv in region specified by tar ∈ {inj | 1 ≤ j ≤ p} ∪ {here, out}. The target here
may be omitted, together with a comma and parentheses.
We assume the following computation mode: whenever there are multiple
ways to apply different rules (or the same rule) to a string, all possible results
are produced (each possible result is performed on a different copy of the string;
the string is either replicated, or assumed to be present in sufficient number of
copies to allow this).
In our model of P systems, the membrane structure does not change. A
configuration of a P system is its “snapshot”, i.e., the multisets of strings of
objects present in regions of the system. While initial configuration is C0 =
(M1 , · · · , Mp ), each subsequent configuration C ′ is obtained from the previous
configuration C by maximally parallel application of rules to objects, denoted by
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C ⇒ C ′ (no further rules are applicable together with the rules that transform
C into C ′ ). A computation is thus a sequence of configurations starting from
C0 , respecting relation ⇒ and ending in a halting configuration (no rule is
applicable).
If S is a multiset of strings over the input alphabet Σ ⊆ O, then the initial
configuration of a P system Π with an input S over alphabet Σ and input region
i0 is
(M1 , · · · , Mi0 −1 , Mi0 ∪ S, Mi0 +1 · · · , Mp ).
We consider the strings sent out of the skin membrane into the environment
as the result of the computation.

3

Main construction

We proceed with parsing as the reverse process of the generation. For each
possible decomposition of the string, the system sends outside a string, obtained
from the input by erasing the endmarkers and inserting hyphens (for technical
reasons, letters in prefixes and suffixes are marked, the reverse alternations are
performed in both the termination and the rest of the word, and the termination
is moved to the left of suffixes). In the notation below, we use ′ as a morphism:
u′ is a string obtained from u by priming all its letters.
We construct the following P system for accepting words x given in form
$1 x$2 . We use an enumeration of elements of Op and T : Op = {o1 , · · · , ok } and
T = {t1 , · · · , tn }. We recall that elements oj , 1 ≤ j ≤ k are of the following forms:
p, sb, t1 → t2 , and x → y, where p ∈ Pref, s ∈ Suf, t1 , t2 ∈ T and x, y ∈ V ∗ .
We also define a set W = Suf (M r ) of suffixes of the mirror language of M ;
words from W may appear in angular brackets. This corresponds to operations
remaining to be undone at possible points of the parsing process.
Π = (O, µ, Σ, w1 , w2 , wo1 , · · · , wok , wt1 , · · · , wtn ,
R1 , R2 , Ro1 , · · · , Rok , Rt1 , · · · , Rtn , i0 = 2),
O = V ∪ V ∪ Vb ∪ T ∪ Op ∪ {$1 , $2 , −, h, i}, V = {a, · · · , z},
Σ = V ∪ {$1 , $2 }, V = {a, · · · , z}, Vb = {b
a, · · · , zb},
µ = [ [ ]2 [ ]o1 · · · [ ]ok [ ]t1 · · · [ ]tn ]1 ,
wi = λ, i ∈ {1, 2} ∪ Op ∪ T,
R1 = {hi → hwi | w ∈ M r } ∪ {ho → (h, ino ) | o ∈ Op},
∪ {hi t → (λ, int ) | t ∈ T },
∪ {$1 q − t$2 → (q − t, out) | qt ∈ RR, t ∈ T },
R2 = {t$2 → ($2 hi t , out) | t ∈ T },
Rp = {$1 p → (p − $1 , out)}, p ∈ Pref,
Rsb = {s$2 → ($2 − sb, out)}, s ∈ Suf,
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Rq = { t2 → ( t1 , out)}, q = t1 → t2 , t1 , t2 ∈ T.
Ra = {(y → x, out)}, a = (x → y) ∈ A,
Rt = {$2 → (−t$2 , out)}, t ∈ T.
Indeed, the work of Π consists of the reverse application of operations of adding
affixes and alternations in terminations and the rest of the word, according to the
control words from M . The role of endmarkers $1 and $2 consists of ensuring that
prefixes from Pref and suffixes from Suf are only removed from the appropriate
ends of the word.
The first step consists in marking of a termination in the word, sending the
string out to region 1. The subsequent evolution is reduced to selecting and
performing reverse derivation steps in regions corresponding to the operations;
region 1 serves to control the substeps of the process. At any time, the system
sends a copy of the word into a region corresponding to its termination, and
back to region 1, effectively unmarking the termination and moving it to the left
of all suffixes, separated by a hyphen from the root, in case the control word was
emptied to hi. If the word between the markers (the root and the termination)
matches some word in RR, the resulting word is sent out.
Besides accepting words, the system also produces the decomposition of the
word. In order to do so, instead of removing prefixes and suffixes, they are moved
outside of the interval between $1 and $2 .
3.1

A finer algorithm

We propose a variation of the algorithm above, fulfilling the following goal: the
alternations are only allowed in the root of the word, not in the prefixes or suffixes
to be removed. We proceed as follows: all reverse alternations are replaced with
the prime version of the letters. Once the choice is made to stop performing the
operations (the string is in a region corresponding to its termination and the
control symbol is removed), every letter can be unprimed, and then the result
is sent out if some word from RR is obtained between the markers. We present
the resulting P system.
Π = (O, µ, Σ, w1 , w2 , wo1 , · · · , wok , wt1 , · · · , wtn ,
R1 , R2 , Ro1 , · · · , Rok , Rt1 , · · · , Rtn , i0 = 2),
O = V ∪ V ′ ∪ V ∪ Vb ∪ T ∪ Op ∪ {$1 , $2 , −}, V = {a, · · · , z},
V ′ = {a′ , · · · , z ′ }, V = {a, · · · , z}, Vb = {b
a, · · · , zb}, Σ = V ∪ {$1 , $2 },
µ = [ [ ]2 [ ]o1 · · · [ ]ok [ ]t1 · · · [ ]tn ]1 ,
wi = λ, i ∈ {1, 2} ∪ Op ∪ T,

R1 = {hi → hwi | w ∈ M r } ∪ {ho → (h, ino ) | o ∈ Op},
∪ {hi t → (λ, int ) | t ∈ T },
∪ {$1 q − t$2 → (q − t, out) | qt ∈ RR, t ∈ T },
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R2 = {t$2 → ($2 hi t , out) | t ∈ T },
Rp = {$1 p → (p − $1 , out)}, p ∈ Pref,
Rsb = {s$2 → ($2 − sb, out)}, s ∈ Suf,

Rq = { t2 → ( t1 , out)}, q = t1 → t2 , t1 , t2 ∈ T.

Ra = {(z → x′ , out) |′−1 (z) = y}, a = (x → y) ∈ A,
Rt = {a′ → a | a ∈ V } ∪ {$2 → (−t$2 , out)}, t ∈ T.
The notation ′−1 means removing all primes from the letters of the argument.
Although it assumes an exponential number of rules with respect to the size of
a root alternation, this size is never too long.

4

Parsing in the Romanian language

We start by illustrating the work of the last P system by an example of a
fragment of a computation where Pref = {des}, RR = {praf}, Suf = {ui,re},
T = {λ} and M = {(d e s), (a → ă)(b
ubi), (b
reb)}, and the system processes input
$1 desprăfuire$2 . For conciseness, we only list the first evolution of the copies of
the string leading to the output, using the notation (string,region). (The other
two are obtained if the prefix des is marked before both suffixes or after one of
them, yielding the same results, while for technical reasons some strings remain
blocked in the system, not contributing to the result).
($1 desprăfuire$2 , 2) ⇒ ($1 desprăfuire$2 hi λ , 1) ⇒
($1 desprăfuire$2 h(b
reb)i λ , 1) ⇒ ($1 desprăfuire$2 hi λ , (b
reb)) ⇒
ubi)(a → ă)i λ , 1) ⇒
($1 desprăfui$2 − rbebhi λ , 1) ⇒ ($1 desprăfui$2 − rbebh(b
($1 desprăfui$2 − rbebh(a → ă)i λ , (b
ubi) ⇒ ($1 desprăf$2 − u
bbi − rbebh(a → ă)i λ , 1)
′
b
⇒ ($1 desprăf$2 − u
bi − rbebhi λ , (a → ă) ⇒ ($1 despra f$2 − u
bbi − rbebhi λ , 1)
⇒ ($1 despra′ f$2 − u
bbi − rbebh(d e s)i λ , 1) ⇒
′
($1 despra f$2 − u
bbi − rbebhi λ , (d e s)) ⇒ (d e s − $1 pra′ f$2 − u
bbi − rbebhi λ , 1)
′
b
⇒ (d e s − $1 pra f$2 − u
bi − rbeb, λ) ⇒ (d e s − $1 praf$2 − u
bbi − rbeb, λ) ⇒
b
b
bi − rbeb, 1) ⇒ (d e s−praf- -b
ui − rbeb, 0).
(d e s − $1 praf-$2 − u
By inspecting the examples, we have come to the conclusion that a derivation
step can include, in the worst case, a prefix, a suffix, two root alternations
and replacing a termination with another one. Some of the above mentioned
operations may be absent.
We should note that the division of a word into morphemes may sometimes
differ from the one commonly accepted in linguistics. However, this should not
restrict the generality of the approach, and we did so in order to simplify the
explanation.
In the parsing process described above, we accounted for the prefixes, suffixes,
root alternations and the terminations. As we have already stated, Romanian
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language has 86 prefixes and about 600 suffixes, see, e.g., [8]. Processing the dictionary [7] (not claiming its comprehensiveness) let us distinguish the following
types of root alternations during the word derivation:
– of vowels: a→ ă, a→ e, e→ ă, o→ u, ı̂→ i, ă→ e,
ea→ e, e→ ea, oa→ o, oa→ u, ia→ ie
– of consonants: t→ ţ, d→ z, h→ ş, z→ j, d→ j, t→ c, t→ ci
Note that, if desired, we can use the context information to refine the scope of
the the root alternation rules, e.g., if we only wanted to perform the alternation
a→ ă between letters t and r, we could write this as a rule tar→ tăr, which does
not affect the model at all.
The set of terminations that we use in our algorithm (set T ) consists of
terminations for nouns and adjectives (ă, e, ea, a, i, ică, the empty termination
λ, u, o, a, l, iu, ui, iu, ie, uie) and those for verbs (a, ea, e, i, ı̂).
We now proceed with some more examples of input and output, so let us
agree that
Pref ⊇ {im,ı̂n,de,re,des},
RR ⊇ {pune,flori,flex,scrie,cicl,fac,tânăr,fată,mult,deştept,brad,praf},
Suf ⊇ {ere, are, ibil, re, ire, i, iţ, im, uţ, ui},
T ⊇ {λ, ă, e},
A ⊇ {â → i, ă → e, a → e, t → ţ, e → ea, a → ă},
M ⊇ {(ı̂ m), (i n), (d e), (r e), (d e s), (b
erbeb), (b
arbeb), (bibbbib
l), (b
reb), (bib
reb),
b
b
b
(â → i)(ă → e)(ı̂n)(i), (a → e)(ibţ), (t → ţ)(im),
b ( λ → e)
ubţ), (a → ă)(b
ubi)}.
(e → ea)( λ → ă ), (a → ă)(b

Examples without root alternations: words
$1 ı̂nflorire$2 , $1 flexibil$2 , $1 descriere$2 , $1 reciclare$2 , $1 desfacere$2 (burst
into blossom, flexible, description, recycling, disassembling) will yield output
ı̂ n-flori--b
reb, flex--bibbbib
l, d e-scrie--b
reb, r e-cicl--b
arbeb, and d e s-fac-b
erbeb, respectively.
Examples with root alternations: words $1 ı̂ntineri$2 , $1 fetiţă$2 , $1 mulţime$2 ,
$1 deşteaptă$2 , $1 brăduţ$2 and $1 desprăfuire$2 (youthen, little girl, multitude,
dignified (fem.), small spruce, undusting) will yield output ı̂n-tânăr--bi, fat-ă-bibţ,
ubi − rbeb, respectively.
mulţ--bim,
b deştept-, brad-b
ubţ, and d e s-praf--b

5

Conclusions

The paper discussed P systems used to word derivation in Romanian, namely,
affixation of nouns, adjectives, and verbs as most productive parts of speech
at lemmas affixation. We proposed variants of membrane parsing model taking
into account alternations in the root dependent of fixed prefixes and suffixes.
We may deduce that these models can be used not only for Romanian but for
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other languages with analogous type of word derivation. These models can also
be integrated into another NLP applications to solve more complicated problems
in computer linguistics.
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Abstract. We present a real-time extension of P systems in which each
membrane and each object has a lifetime attached to it, and we use these
lifetimes to define and to study various behavioural equivalences. We also
establish sufficient conditions for guaranteeing progression over time.

1

Introduction

Biologists are becoming increasingly aware that formal methods can help to avoid
resources consumption in lab experiments [3]. The field of “computational methods in system biology” provides formal frameworks which are able to faithfully
describe the behaviour of complex systems, to provide qualitative and quantitative reasoning, as well as to compare the similar behaviour of two related
systems. During the last years, membrane computing [9, 14] has been applied
to biology and could have an important impact in understanding how biological
systems work, giving at the same time a way to describe, manipulate, analyse
and verify them.
In this paper we define and study a real-time extension of P systems, inspired
by the P systems with lifetimes defined in [1]. Inspired from biology where cells
and intracellular proteins have a well-defined lifetime, we assign real-time lifetimes to each membrane and to each object. In order to simulate the passage of
d
d
time, we use rules of the form (a, t)
(a, t−d) for objects, and [ ](i,t)
[ ](i,t−d)
for membranes, for d ∈ R and d ≤ t. If the lifetime of an object a reaches 0 then
the object is used to create a new multiset of objects u by applying a rule of the
form (a, 0) → u, while if the lifetime of a membrane i reaches 0 then the membrane is marked for dissolution by applying a rule of the form [ ](i,0) → [δ](i,0) .
After dissolving a membrane, all objects and membranes previously contained in
it become elements of the immediately upper membrane. A similar idea has been
considered for spiking P systems, where a life duration was added for spikes, but
not for cells [11]. If a spike has a lifetime equal to zero, it is removed.
A time-independent P system is a P system that always produces the same
result, independently of the execution times of the rules [6]. If one assumes the
existence of two time scales (an external time for the user, and an internal time
for the device), then it is possible to construct accelerated P systems [5].
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Behavioural equivalence is an important concept in biology, necessary for
comparing the behaviour of various (sub)systems. For example, an artificial organ should be the functional equivalent of a natural organ, meaning that both
behave in a similar manner up to a given time; e.g. the artificial kidney has the
same functional characteristics as an “in vivo” kidney. Recently, it was shown
in [12] that the vas deferens’ of the human, canine and bull are equivalent in many
ways, including histological similarities. In [10], different methods are presented
for comparing protein structures in order to discover common patterns.
When choosing which equivalence relation to adopt for a given model, we
need to decide what properties are to be preserved by the equivalence relation. In membrane computing, two P systems (also called membrane systems)
are considered to be equivalent whenever they have the same input/output behaviour [14]. Such an equivalence does not consider the temporal evolution of
the two systems. Behavioural equivalences (bisimulations) for membrane systems
were defined in [2, 4, 8]. As a novelty, we are looking for systems with equivalent
timed behaviour. By defining several equivalences, we offer flexibility in selecting
the right one when verifying biological systems and comparing them.
In computer science, theoretical methods are used to implement software
tools able to verify the properties of complex concurrent systems. It is reasonable to expect that, for real-time P systems, we can create or adapt some tools
based on verification techniques using temporal logics. What we do in this paper
represents a first step in this direction, namely establishing the formal framework
used in software verifications for biological systems sensitive to timeouts.

2

Real-Time P Systems

Membrane systems are essentially parallel and nondeterministic computing models inspired by the compartments of eukaryotic cells and their biochemical reactions. The structure of the cell is represented by a set of hierarchically embedded membranes which are all contained inside a skin membrane. The molecular
species (ions, proteins, etc.) floating inside cellular compartments are represented
by multisets of objects described by means of symbols over a given alphabet.
The objects can be modified or communicated between adjacent compartments.
Chemical reactions are represented by evolution rules which operate on the objects, as well as on the compartmentalised structure (by dissolving, dividing,
creating, or moving membranes).
A membrane system can perform computations in the following way: starting
from an initial configuration (the initial membrane structure and the initial multisets of objects placed inside the membranes), the system evolves by applying
the evolution rules of each membrane in a nondeterministic manner. A rule is
applicable when all the objects which appear in its left hand side are available
in the membrane where the rule is placed.
Several variants of membrane systems are inspired by different aspects of living cells (communication through membranes, membrane mobility, etc.). Their
computing power and efficiency have been investigated using the approaches of
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formal languages, grammars, register machines and complexity theory. Membrane systems are presented together with many variants and examples in [13].
Several applications of these systems are presented in [9]. An updated bibliography can be found at the P systems web page http://ppage.psystems.eu.
For an alphabet V = {a1 , . . . , an }, we denote by V ∗ the set of all strings
over V ; λ denotes the empty string and V + = V ∗ \{λ}. We use the string
representation of multisets that is widely used in the field of membrane systems. An example of such a representation is the multiset u = aba, where
u(a) = 2, u(b) = 1. Given two multisets u, v over V , for any a ∈ V , we have
(u⊎v)(a) = u(a)+v(a) as the multiset union, and (u\v)(a) = max{0, u(a)−v(a)}
as the multiset difference. We use R+ to denote the non-negative reals.
Next we define real-time P systems, a variant of P systems with lifetimes [1].
Definition 1. A real-time P system of degree n ≥ 1 is a construct
Π = (Vt , Ht , µt , w1 , . . . , wn , L, (R1 , ρ1 ), . . . , (Rn , ρn )), where:
1. Vt ⊆ V × (R ∪ ∞) is a set of pairs of the form (a, ta ), where a ∈ V is an
object and ta ∈ (R ∪ ∞) is the lifetime of the object a;
2. Ht ⊆ H × (R ∪ ∞) is a set of pairs of the form (h, th ), where h ∈ H is a
membrane label and th ∈ (R ∪ ∞) is the lifetime of the membrane h;
3. µt ⊆ Ht × Ht is a tree that describes the membrane structure, such that
((i, ti ), (j, tj )) ∈ µt denotes that the membrane labelled by j with lifetime tj
is contained in the membrane labelled by i with lifetime ti ; this structure does
not depend on the lifetimes of the involved membranes;
4. wi ⊆ (Vt )∗ is a multiset of pairs from Vt assigned initially to membrane i;
5. L is a set of labels that attaches a unique label to each rule from R1 , . . . , Rn ;
6. Ri , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is a finite set of evolution rules from membrane i of the
following forms:
(a) r : u → v, with u ∈ Vt+ , either v = v ′ or v = v ′ δ, v ′ ∈ ((Vt ×
{here, out}) ∪ (Vt × {inj | 1 ≤ j ≤ n}))∗ , r ∈ L; δ is a special symbol not appearing in V ;
Considering that the multiset of objects u was placed inside membrane i,
the targets indicate where, in the membrane structure, the multiset of
objects v obtained from u should be placed: here - it remains in i; out
- is placed in the parent membrane of i; inj - is moved in a child of i
labelled by j.
(b) r : (a, 0) → u, for all a ∈ V , u ∈ Vt+ , r ∈ L
If an object a has the lifetime 0 then the object is replaced with the
multiset u, thus simulating the degradation of proteins and the fact that
new compounds are obtained.
(c) r : [ ](i,0) → [δ](i,0) , for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, r ∈ L
If the lifetime of a membrane i reaches 0 the membrane is dissolved.
7. ρi , for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is a partial order relationship defined over the rules in
Ri specifying a priority relation between these rules.
Therefore, a real-time P systems consists of a membrane structure µ containing
n ≥ 1 membranes, where each membrane i gets assigned a finite multiset of objects wi and a finite set of evolution rules Ri . The sets Vt and Ht are potentially
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uncountable, but at any moment a real-time P system contains just a finite number of objects and membranes. An evolution rule can produce the special object
δ to specify that, after the application of the rule, the membrane containing δ
has to be dissolved. After dissolving a membrane, all objects and membranes
previously present in it become elements of the immediately upper membrane,
while the rules of the dissolved membrane are removed. When no rule from Ri ,
1 ≤ i ≤ n, is applicable, all clocks of a real-time P system are decreased with
the same value (the minimum value of the present delays), such that a new rule
from Ri , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is applicable.
Definition 2. For a real-time P system Π the initial configuration is defined as
C0 = (µt , w1 , . . . , wn ). The set of all configurations over a real-time P system Π
is denoted by CΠ .
Example 1. Consider the following real-time P system of degree 2:
Π1 = (a × (R ∪ ∞), {1 × ∞, 2 × (R ∪ ∞}), {(1, ∞), (2, 5)}, ∅, (a, 2), {r}, ∅,
({r : (a, 0) → (a, 6)})). Graphically this looks like this:
(a, 2)
r : (a, 0) → (a, 6)
(2, 5)
(1, ∞)

The initial configuration for Π1 is C10 = ({(1, ∞), (2, 5)}, ∅, (a, 2)). Starting from
this initial configuration, Π has the following evolution:
2
3
r
C10
({(1, ∞), (2, 3)}, ∅, (a, 0)) → ({(1, ∞), (2, 3)}, ∅, (a, 6))
...
Graphically this steps of evolution are represented as
(a, 2)

(a, 0)

2

r : (a, 0) → (a, 6)
(2, 5)
(1, ∞)

r : (a, 0) → (a, 6)
(2, 3)
(1, ∞)

(a, 6)

r

→

r : (a, 0) → (a, 6)
(2, 3)

3

...

(1, ∞)

2

The label of is determined by comparing the lifetime of object a (namely 2)
with the lifetime of membrane 2 (namely 5), and then taking the minimum value
3
(namely 2). Similar for the label of , that is the minimum between 6 and 3.

3

Timed Labelled Transition Systems

The operational semantics of a formalism is typically defined by using labelled
transition systems. For formalisms involving time, modelling the passage of time
may be encoded in timed labelled transition systems that distinguish between
transitions due to rules and those due to passage of time.
Definition 3. A timed labelled transition system (shortly TLTS) is a
tuple (CΠ , C0 , L, →, ) where CΠ is a set of configurations, C0 is the initial
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configuration, L is a set of labels, →⊆ CΠ ×L×CΠ is a rule transition relation
r
and ⊆ CΠ × R+ × CΠ is a timed transition relation. We write C → C ′ for
d
(C, r, C ′ ) ∈→ and C
C ′ for (C, d, C ′ ) ∈ . If there is no such C ′ ∈ CΠ such
r

that C → C ′ (C

d

r

C ′ ), then we write C →
6 (C 6

d

).

The timed labelled transition system of Definition 3 is general and can be
applied to any formalism involving time. A particular system for real-time P
systems is given by Table 1 and Definition 4.

Table 1. Rule Transitions (left column) and Timed Transitions (right column)

(OBJ)

r : (a, 0) → u ∈ Ri , (a, 0) ∈ wi ,
C = (µt , w1 , . . . , wn )

(a, t) ∈ Vt ,
0≤d≤t

(TOBJ)

r

C → C ′ = (µ′t , w1′ , . . . , wn′ ), with µ′t = µt ,
wi′ = (wi \(a, 0)) ⊎ {ut | (ut , here) ∈ u}
′
wj = wj ⊎ {ut | (ut , out) ∈ u, ((j, tj ), (i, ti )) ∈ µt }
wk′ = wk ⊎ {ut | (ut , ink ) ∈ u, ((i, ti ), (k, tk )) ∈ µt }
′
wm
= wm , m 6= i, j, k

(a, t)

d

(a, t − d)

0≤d≤t
wi

(MEM)

d

wi′ ,

r : [ ](i,0) → [δ](i,0) ,
((j, tj ), (i, 0)) ∈ µt C = (µt , w1 , . . . , wn )
r

with

wi′

(TMEM)

(i, t) ∈ Ht , 0 ≤ d ≤ t
(i, t)

0 ≤ d ≤ ti , 0 ≤ d ≤ tj
(i, ti )

d

(a, t − d)

= {(a, t − d) | (a, t) ∈ wi }

C → C ′ = (µ′t , w1′ , . . . , wn′ )
with wi′ = ∅, wj′ = wi ⊎ wj
wk′ = wk , f or k 6= i, k 6= j
and µ′t = ((µt \((i, ti ), (j, tj )))
\{(i, 0), (k, tk )}) ⊎ {(j, tj ), (k, tk ))

(TSTRUCT)

d

∀(a, t) ∈ wi , (a, t)

(TMULT)

d

(i, t − d)

∀((i, ti ), (j, tj )) ∈ µt ,

(i, ti − d)

(j, tj )
d

d

(j, tj − d)

µ′t

µt
with µ′t = {((i, ti − d), (j, tj − d)) | ((i, ti ), (j, tj )) ∈ µt }
d ∈ R+ , µt
(EVOL)

r : u → v ∈ Ri , u ∈ wi ,
C = (µt , w1 , . . . , wn )
r

C → C ′ = (µ′t , w1′ , . . . , wn′ )
with wj′ = wj , f or j 6= i
and wi′ = (wi \u) ⊎ v

d

µ′t ,
d

wi′
∀1 ≤ i ≤ n, wi
C = (µt , w1 , . . . , wn )

(TEVOL)
C

d

C ′ = (µ′t , w1′ , . . . , wn′ )
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The transition relation → describes rule application and a sequence of such
transitions describes an execution within the same instant of real-time, whereas
the timed transition relation
describes the passage of real-time. The operational semantics of a real-time P system Π is:
Definition 4. For a membrane system Π the TLTS is (CΠ , C0 , L, →, ) where
the relations → and
are the smallest relations satisfying the inference rules
from Table 1, the priority relations ρi of Π, and the following constraint expressing that → has a higher priority than
and guaranteeing maximal progress:
d
r
′
if there exists C such that C → C ′ , then C 6 for all d > 0.
In Table 1, in rule (OBJ) an object (a, 0) ∈ wi is replaced by a multiset u
and the membrane structure remains unchanged, thus the configuration C =
(µt , w1 , . . . , wn ) is transformed into the configuration C ′ = (µ′t , w1′ , . . . , wn′ ) with
µ′t = µt , and the objects distributed among membranes according to the structure µt and the targets from u. Rules (EVOL) and (TEVOL) are similar to
(OBJ). In rule (MEM) a membrane i is dissolved and thus wi , wj (i is placed
inside j) and µt are modified to wi′ = ∅, wj′ = wi ⊎ wj and µ′t (identical to
µt excepting that the pair ((i, ti ), (j, tj )) is removed and all (i, it ) are replaced
by (j, jt )).
Proposition 1. For any C, C ′ , C ′′ ∈ CΠ , and any d, d′ ∈ R+ ,
1. (Zero time advance) C

0

2. (Time determinacy) If C
3. (Time continuity) C
and C

4

′
′′ d

d+d′

C.
d

C ′ and C

d

C ′′ , then C ′ = C ′′ .

C if and only if there is a C ′′ such that C

d

C ′′

C ′.

Timed Equivalences

Behavioural equivalence should be used to compare systems behaviour; whenever
two systems are shown to be identical, no observer or context can distinguish
between them. A good behavioural equivalence guarantees that, in any context,
a system can be safely replaced by an equivalent system, thus allowing compositional reasoning. A suitable notion of equivalence between timed systems is
obtained by extending the standard notion of bisimilarity to take into account
timed transitions [7].
The notions defined in this section are generally applicable to all formalisms
involving time than can be encoded in TLTS. Since in the previous section we
defined a specific TLTS for real-time P systems, we use their corresponding
behavioural equivalences to compare membrane systems (e.g., as in Example 1).
Definition 5. Let (CΠ1 , C01 , L1 , →, ) and (CΠ2 , C02 , L2 , →, ) be two TLTS.
A binary relation R ⊆ CΠ1 × CΠ2 is called a strong timed simulation (ST
simulation) if whenever (C, D) ∈ R, then:
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r

1. for any r ∈ L, C ′ ∈ CΠ1 , if C → C ′ , then there exists some D′ ∈ CΠ2 such
r
that D → D′ and (C ′ , D′ ) ∈ R;
2. for any d ∈ R+ , C ′ ∈ CΠ1 , if C
d
that D
D′ and (C ′ , D′ ) ∈ R.

d

C ′ , then there exists some D′ ∈ CΠ2 such

If R and R−1 are strong timed simulations, then R is called a strong timed
bisimulation (ST bisimulation). We define strong timed bisimilarity by
def

∼ = {(C, D) ∈ CΠ1 × CΠ2 | thereexists a ST bisimulation R and (C, D) ∈ R}
The definition treats timed transitions as rule transitions and thus the strong
timed bisimilarity coincides with the original notion of bisimilarity over two
labelled transition systems (CΠ1 , C01 , L1 ∪ R+ , → ∪
) and (CΠ2 , C02 , L2 ∪
R+ , → ∪ ).
Remark 1. ∼ is an equivalence relation and the largest ST bisimulation.
4.1

Bounded Timed Equivalence

Strong timed bisimilarity is too strong since all behaviours that violate time constraints are considered failures. An alternative is to weaken comparison criteria
to behaviours up to a given deadline, ignoring the behaviours after the deadline.
Example 2. Consider the following systems:
Π1 = (a × (R ∪ ∞), {1 × ∞, 2 × (R ∪ ∞}), {(1, ∞), (2, 5)}, ∅, (a, 2), {r}, ∅,
({r : (a, 0) → (a, 6)})) and
Π2 = (a × (R ∪ ∞), {1 × ∞, 2 × (R ∪ ∞}), {(1, ∞), (2, 7)}, ∅, (a, 4), {r}, ∅,
({r : (a, 0) → (a, 6)})).
The initial configuration for Π1 is C10 = ({(1, ∞), (2, 5)}, ∅, (a, 2)), while for Π2
is C20 = ({(1, ∞), (2, 7)}, ∅, (a, 4)). Before time 2, both Π1 and Π2 have exactly
the same evolutions. If we don’t care about the behaviour of the systems beyond
time 2 it makes sense to identify the two systems up to time 2. Nevertheless,
these systems cannot be identified by strong timed bisimulation. We can see
that Π1 has the following evolution:
2
r
({(1, ∞), (2, 3)}, ∅, (a, 0)) → ({(1, ∞), (2, 3)}, ∅, (a, 6))
C10
but this cannot be matched by the evolution of Π2 :
2
2
r
C20
({(1, ∞), (2, 5)}, ∅, (a, 2))
({(1, ∞), (2, 3)}, ∅, (a, 0)) →
({(1, ∞), (2, 3)}, ∅, (a, 6)).
Hence, Π1 and Π2 cannot be identified by strong timed bisimulation. We need a
notion of equivalence that allows us to identify systems whose behaviours match
up to a given deadline.
A notion of timed bisimilarity up to time t is introduced in [18] to compare the
behaviour of timed CSP processes. This notion can be applied to any pair of
TLTS and thus to our formalism. In order to define an equivalence up to time t
we need the following terminology:
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A binary relation over CΠ1 and CΠ2 is a relation R ⊆ CΠ1 × CΠ2 , where
def
CΠ1 and CΠ2 can be equal. The identity relation is id = {(C, C) | C ∈ CΠ1 ∩
def

CΠ2 }. The inverse of a relation R is R−1 = {(D, C) | (C, D) ∈ R}. The
def

composition of relations R1 and R2 is R1 R2 = {(C, C ′′ ) | ∃C ′ ∈ CΠ1 ∩
CΠ2 such that (C, C ′ ) ∈ R1 ∧ (C ′ , C ′′ ) ∈ R2 }.
Definition 6. The binary relation Rt , t ∈ R+ , over CΠ1 and CΠ2 is called a
strong time-bounded simulation (STB simulation) if whenever (C, D) ∈ Rt ,
then:
r

1. for any r ∈ L, C ′ ∈ CΠ1 , if C → C ′ , then there exists D′ ∈ CΠ2 such that
r
D → D′ and (C ′ , D′ ) ∈ Rt ;
2. for any d ∈ R+ , d < t, C ′ ∈ CΠ1 , if C
d
such that D
D′ and (C ′ , D′ ) ∈ Rt−d .

d

C ′ , then there exists D′ ∈ CΠ2

If Rt and R−1
t , t ∈ R+ are STB simulations, then Rt is called a strong timebounded bisimulation (STB bisimulation). We define STB bisimilarity by
def

≃t = {(C, D) ∈ CΠ1 × CΠ2 | for t ∈ R+ there exists a STB bisimulation Rt
and (C, D) ∈ Rt }
We also define the union of all STB bisimilarities
≃t , as
[
≃t
≃=
t∈R+

The first clause states that the derived configurations are matched up to
the same time t. The second clause states that the derived configurations are
matched up to time t − d, namely when they advance in time (by d time units),
the bound is reduced accordingly.
Now let us come back to Example 1.
Example 3. We have that C10 ≃2 C20 , as the two configurations C10 and C20 have
d

d

C2d . Note that
a timed transition at any time d < 2, namely C10
C1d and C20
2
bisimilarity up to time 2 does not include bisimilarity at time 2 since C10
C12
2
r
r
and C12 → C1′ , but C20
C22 and C22 →
6 C2′ .
This bisimilarity up to time t satisfies the following property that states how
equivalence up to a deadline t includes equivalence up to any bound u ≤ t.
Proposition 2. For any TLTS (CΠ1 , C01 , L1 , →, ) and (CΠ2 , C02 , L2 , →,
t, u ∈ R+ , C ∈ CΠ1 , C ′ ∈ CΠ1 ∩ CΠ2 and C ′′ ∈ CΠ2 :

),

1. If C ≃t C ′′ then for any u ≤ t, C ≃u C ′′ .
2. If C ≃t C ′ and C ′ ≃u C ′′ then C ≃min{t,u} C ′′ .
Furthermore, we also have the following properties.
Proposition 3. For any TLTS (CΠ1 , C01 , L1 , →,

) and (CΠ2 , C02 , L2 , →,

),
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≃
≃
≃
≃
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is
is
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a STB bisimulation.
closed to identity, inverse, composition and union.
the largest STB bisimulation.
an equivalence.

Proof (Sketch).
1. Assume that C ≃ D. By definition of ≃, there must be a STB bisimulation
≃t such that (C, D) ∈≃t . We need to check that ≃ and ≃−1 satisfy the
conditions of STB simulations.
2. (a) The identity timed relation id is a STB bisimulation because any C can
match its own transitions up to any time t.
(b) Since ≃ is a STB bisimulation, the inverse ≃−1 also is one by definition.
(c) If R1 and R2 are STB bisimulations ≃, then we need to show that their
composition R1 R2 is a STB bisimulation as well.
(d) Finally, we obtain that the union ∪i∈I Ri of STB bisimulations Ri is a
STB bisimulation, as follows. Let (C, D) ∈ ∪i∈I Ri ∩ ≃t . Therefore, for
r
r
some i ∈ I, (C, D) ∈ Ri ∩ ≃t . If C → C ′ then D → D′ and (C ′ , D′ ) ∈
′
′
Ri ∩ ≃t and therefore, (C , D ) ∈ ∪i∈I Ri ∩ ≃t ⊆ ∪i∈I Ri . Similarly, if
d

d

C
C ′ for some d < t then D
D′ with (C ′ , D′ ) ∈ Ri ∩ ≃t and so
′
′
(C , D ) ∈ ∪i∈I Ri ∩ ≃t ⊆ ∪i∈I Ri as required.
S
3. Suppose that there is a STB bisimulation R = t∈R+ Rt larger than ≃, i.e.
≃ R. So there are C, D and t for which (C, D) ∈ Rt while C 6≃t D. But
C 6≃t D is only possible if there is no STB bisimulation Rt that contains
(C, D), contradicting the assumption.
4. To show that ≃ is an equivalence, we should prove that ≃ is reflexive, symmetric and transitive.
⊓
⊔
4.2

Bounded Timed Bisimulation “up to” Techniques

In what follows we provide some techniques that extend the “up to” techniques
from [17] to the context of bounded timed bisimulations. The standard proof
technique to establish that C1 and C2 are bisimilar is to find a bisimulation
R such that (C1 , C2 ) ∈ R and R is closed under transitions: the derivatives
(C1′ , C2′ ) of (C1 , C2 ) are also in R. Since such derivatives are added to R without
the possibility of manipulating them, a bisimulation relation often contains many
strongly related pairs. As an example, a bisimulation relation might contain pairs
of configurations obtainable from other pairs through application of algebraic
laws (e.g., composition). These redundancies can make both the definition and
the verification of a bisimulation relation annoyingly heavy and tedious. This
means that sometimes is difficult to find directly such a relation R.
A property that we naturally expect to hold is that symbols which do not
appear in the left-hand side of the evolution rules, do not influence the evolution
of real-time P systems when added to the initial configurations. Consider the
configuration C0 = (µt , w0 , w1 ), and two objects (b, 3) and (c, 3) that appear
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only in time passing rules. To prove that C01 = (µt , w0 (b, 3), w1 ) and C012 =
(µt , w0 (c, 3), w1 ) are bisimilar, we would like to use the binary relation
def

R = {(C01 , C02 )}
But, according to Definition 6, R is not a bisimulation relation. If we add
pairs of configurations to R in order to turn it into a bisimulation relation, then
we might find that the simplest solution is to take the relation
def
R′ = {(C, D) | C ≃ C01 , D ≃ C02 }
The size of R′ is rather discouraging. However, this extension is unnecessary
since the bisimilarity between the two configurations in R already implies the
bisimilarity between the configurations of all pairs of R′ . The notions defined
in the current section aim to simplify the bisimulation proof method. The new
technique would allow for the above example to prove that C01 and C02 are
bisimilar simply using the relation R. In this sense, we generalise the bisimulation
proof method by relaxing Definition 6. There is an useful alternative technique,
the so-called bisimulation “up to” some relation R′ : for a relation R, which is
not a bisimulation, if (C1 , C2 ) ∈ R, then the derivatives (C1′ , C2′ ) are in R′ .
Under certain conditions we can establish that C1 and C2 are bisimilar. For
this technique, a general framework that works on untimed labelled transition
systems is presented in [16]. We cannot use directly that framework, but the
framework can be extended to timed labelled transition systems. We begin by
introducing a notion of a timed relation “progressing” towards another timed
relation:
Definition 7. Let (CΠ1 , C01 , L1 , →, ) and (CΠ2 , C02 , L2 , →, ) be two TLTS
and let Rt , R′t , t ∈ R+ be any timed relations. We say that Rt strongly progresses to R′t , written Rt 7→ R′t , if for any C, D ∈ CΠ , whenever (C, D) ∈ Rt ,
then:
r

1. for any r ∈ L, C ′ ∈ CΠ1 , C → C ′ , then there exists D′ ∈ CΠ2 such that
r
D → D′ and (C ′ , D′ ) ∈ R′t ;
d
2. for any d ∈ R+ , d < t, C ′ ∈ CΠ1 , C
C ′ , then there exists D′ ∈ CΠ2 such
d
that D
D′ and (C ′ , D′ ) ∈ R′t−d .
The definition is similar to that of STB bisimulation, except that the derivatives
(C ′ , D′ ) must be in R′t′ rather than in Rt′ . In fact, STB bisimulation can be
seen as a specific case:
Remark 2. R is a STB bisimulation if and only if R 7→ R.
Proposition 4. If Rt 7→ R′t and R′t is a STB bisimulation, then Rt ⊆≃.
Hence, to establish that C ≃t D it is enough to find a relation Rt with
(C, D) ∈ Rt which strongly progresses to a known STB bisimulation R′t . The
choice of R′t depends on the particular equivalence we are trying to establish.
One of the most common cases is when R′t =≃t . However, in general we may not
have at hand a relation R′t known to be a bisimulation. Nevertheless we may find
that Rt progresses to a relation R′t = F(Rt ) for some function F on relations.
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The idea is that if Rt progresses to F(Rt ) and F satisfies certain conditions,
then Rt is included in ≃t . Thus, to establish C ≃t D we need to find such F
and Rt containing (C, D).
Before we can characterise F functions, we need the following:
Proposition 5. Let Rt , R′t , R′′t , R′′′
t ⊆ CΠ ×CΠ , t ∈ R+ be some timed relations.
1. If Rt ⊆ R′t and R′t 7→ R′′t then Rt 7→ R′′t .
2. If Rt 7→ R′t and R′t ⊆ R′′t then Rt 7→ R′′t .
′
′′ ′′′
3. If Rt →
7 R′′t and R′t 7→ R′′′
t then Rt Rt 7→ Rt Rt .
Proof (Sketch).
1. Assume Rt ⊆ R′t and R′t 7→ R′′t . Let (C, D) ∈ Rt . Then (C, D) ∈ R′t and
since R′t 7→ R′′t , we have that
r
r
(a) C → C ′ implies D → D′ with (C ′ , D′ ) ∈ R′′t , (and vice-versa)
d

(b) C
C ′ for d < t implies D
This shows that Rt 7→ R′′t .

d

D′ with (C ′ , D′ ) ∈ R′′t−d (and vice-versa)

The other two cases are treated in a similar manner.

⊓
⊔

Proposition 6. Let {Ri }i∈I and {R′j }j∈J be two sets of timed relations, and
def S
def S
define the relations R = i∈I Ri and R′ = j∈J R′j . Then
1. If for each i ∈ I there is a j ∈ J such that Ri 7→ R′j , then R 7→ R′ .
2. If for each i ∈ I there is a i′ ∈ I such that Ri 7→ Ri′ , then R is a STB
bisimulation.
These functions on relations are characterised as follows:
Definition 8 (Safe functions). A function F on timed relations is sound if
for any timed relations R, if R 7→ F(R) then R ⊆≃.
However, using this definition it is hard to check whether a function is safe.
An example of a function that is not safe is the function that maps every relation to the universal relation CΠ × CΠ . In what follows we define a class of
sound functions for which membership is easy to check. We define strongly safe
functions:
Definition 9 (Strongly safe functions). A function F on timed relations is
strongly safe if for any timed relations R, R′ , if R ⊆ R′ and R 7→ R′ then
F(R) ⊆ F(R′ ) and F(R) 7→ F(R′ ).
Proposition 7. The following functions are safe:
def

1. Fid (R) = R;
def

2. Fid (R) = id;
def

3. F≃ (R) = ≃.
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The main property, the core of the technique, is the following:
Lemma 1. If R 7→ F(R) for some strongly safe function F then R ⊆≃ and
F(R) ⊆≃.
This technique relies on having a safe function F on timed relations. We have
given a few basic safe functions Fid , Fid and F≃ , but often these are not enough.
As shown in [16, 17], it is possible to start from basic safe functions and build
more complex ones. The following proposition gives us some basic operators on
these functions which preserve the safety property.
Proposition 8. If Fi , F and G are strongly safe, so are ∪i∈I Fi , F ◦ G and FG,
def

def

def

where (∪i∈I Fi )(R) = ∪i∈I Fi (R), (F ◦ G)(R) = F(G(R)) and (FG)(R) =
F(R)G(R).
This gives us some commonly used safe functions:
Lemma 2. The following functions are safe:
def

1. Fius = Fid ∪ F≃ ;
def

2. Fsis = F≃ Fid F≃ .
For example using Fius we can prove C ≃t D by finding a relation Rt containing
(C, D) which progresses to Fius (RT ) = Rt ∪ ≃, namely its derivatives (C ′ , D′ )
are in either Rt or in ≃. Another common example is using Fsis (Rt ) =≃ Rt ≃.
In this case, proving C ≃t D requires finding an Rt containing (C, D) which
progresses to ≃ Rt ≃, namely for its derivatives (C ′ , D′ ) there are C1 and C2
such that C ′ ≃t′ C1 , (C1 , C2 ) ∈ Rt′ and C2 ≃t′ D′ .

5

Conclusion

In this paper we proposed a real-time extension of P systems, in which the
semantics is given by two types of rules: the transition relation → describes rule
application and a sequence of such transitions describes an execution within the
same instant of real-time, whereas the timed transition relation
describes the
passage of real-time.
Over this class of membrane systems we have define timed bounded equivalences using timed labelled transition systems, and an extended Sangiorgi “up
to” technique. An important goal of defining these bisimulations is to offer flexibility in selecting the right one when verifying biological systems and comparing
them. A good behavioural equivalence guarantees that, in any context, a membrane system can be safely replaced by an equivalent membrane system.
Acknowledgements. Many thanks to the reviewers for their useful comments. The work was supported by a grant of the Romanian National Authority
for Scientific Research, project number PN-II-ID-PCE-2011-3-0919.
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The Geometric Membrane Structure of Finite
Interactive Systems Scenarios
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Abstract. Finite interactive systems (FIS) are one of many equivalent
presentations of regular 2-dimensional languages (2Reg). Known regular expressions for 2Reg (denoted 2RE) are based on intersection and
renaming, giving little insight on the structure of regular languages. Recently, the authors have introduced a new type of regular expressions
for 2-dimensional languages using arbitrary shapes and tiling operations
parametrized by restrictions on the connection interfaces. Their result on
the representation of FIS languages with this type of regular expressions
(a Kleene theorem) is based on an unexpected connection between the
shapes of scenarios in finite interactive systems and membrane systems.
Compared with the usual P systems, these FIS-based membrane systems
are more rigid (geometric) and they lack the dynamics; probably, the latter issue can be solved by adding a new dimension in the model, going
to 3-dimensional shapes. The paper provides a detailed analysis of the
FIS-based membrane systems.
Keywords: parallel programming, interactive programming, finite interactive systems, regular expressions, regular algebra, two-dimensional
languages, scenarios, Kleene theorem, membrane computing, P systems

1

Introduction

Natural computing gathers a diversity of powerful and precise models of computation, sharing the same source of inspiration, the lows of nature. In particular,
membrane computing [19–21], a recent branch of natural computing, takes its
roots from the study of cellular membranes.
Various types of membrane systems, called P systems, have been proposed
as distributed and parallel computing models and also related to other classic
models of interactive computation. For instance, relationship with Petri nets
has been studied in [23]; the possibility of having P systems generating regular languages has been investigated in [8]. It is proved that regular languages
are inverse-morphic images of languages of finite spiking neural P systems, and
recursively enumerable languages are projections of inverse-morphic images of
languages generated by spiking neural P systems.
Kleene originally introduced regular expressions [13] in connection with neural networks and finite automata. Kleene theorem states that finite automata
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and regular expressions are equivalent (i.e., they specify the same language).
In the meantime, regular expressions became a core formalism for many other
models of sequential computation. In particular, they provide the backbone of
a rich algebraic theory of automata, see, e.g. [24, 9, 16, 14, 4, 15, 5]. For parallel
computation, enrichment of the sequential models with mechanisms for modeling
process interaction are needed. We only mention a Kleene theorem for Petri nets
[22, 10]: Petri nets and a class of concurrent regular expressions are equivalent.
A robust class of “regular two dimensional languages” (2Reg) had been proposed in [11, 18]. It may be specified by many equivalent formalisms: a class
of monadic second-order formulas; a type of cellular automata; a class of 2dimensional regular expressions, using intersection and renaming (2RE); a tile
system; etc.
In [7, 6] a type of tissue-like P systems with active membranes is used as a
generative device for rectangular picture languages, arising from tiling in the
integer plane Z2 . The result of a computation is read from all membranes of
the system, each membrane corresponding to a pixel of the picture. The communication graph of the system is a rectangular grid in which an inner node
is connected with four neighbours, a marginal node with three neighbours and
a corner node with two neighbours. The membrane labels, elements of (d +
r)*, hold informations for generating the grid, using two evolution directions: d
(“down”) and r (“right”).
A new representation for two-dimensional languages was introduced in [1].
It is based on contours and their composition (see also [2]). Roughly speaking,
a contour is a closed, non-overlapping line over a Z2 grid, formed by a list of
oriented segments (“right”, “down”, “left” , “up”), starting at a particular point.
The role of a contour is to describe a finite set of cells as its interior area. The
region delimited by a contour holds a general 2-dimensional word, the cells being
filled with letters from a given alphabet. The operation of merging two adjacent
contours is called contour composition. Based on contour composition a new type
of regular expressions for two dimensional languages n2RE was introduced in [1].
In this new formalism n2RE, the intersection and renaming of 2RE are replaced
with a powerful tiling system that builds the words step by step, being closer in
spirit with classical 1-dimensional regular expressions.
The question of finding an n2RE-like representation of FIS languages has
been addressed in [3]. It was shown that a slight extension x2RE of n2RE,
considering compositions involving the extreme cells of the words, is powerful
enough to represent FIS languages. The main technical result is a representation
theorem for scenarios in finite interactive systems which shows that FIS scenarios
have a rich and unexpected recursive membrane structure.
In this paper we explore the FIS-based membrane structures in connection
with P systems. Compared with the usual P systems, these FIS-based membrane
systems are more rigid (geometric). A more important difference is that they lack
the dynamics. However, this latter issue probably can be solved by adding a new
dimension in the model, going to 3-dimensional shapes. The paper provides a
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detailed analysis of the scenarios and the membrane system corresponding to a
small FIS representing Pascal triangle words.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews basic informations
on finite automata, regular expressions, finite interactive systems and classical
2-dimensional regular expressions. Section 3 gives a detailed presentation of the
new type of regular expressions and Section 4 describes the recursive membrane
tiling mechanism for recognizing complete 2x2 FISs languages. Section 5 addresses the question on the relationship with P systems. Related and future
works and references conclude the paper.

2

Preliminaries

In this section we introduce the basic definitions and results regarding finite
automata and finite interactive systems (the latter is an extension of finite automata in two dimensions).
2.1

Finite automata and regular expressions

Finite automata. To describe the informal model of finite state automata let us
consider the example given in Fig. 1.
a


a 
*

?
Ai
HH
b H
j

a


Bi

b-

i
Cl

a

Fi
a
6 b 6
I
@
a
a@ b b
@? b ?
i b - Ei
l
D
Gi


6
Fig. 1. A (complete, deterministic) finite state automaton

Such an automaton is used to recognise words. A word over an alphabet V is
accepted if starting from an initial state (a state with a small incoming arrow)
and following transitions associated to the letters in the word eventually a final
state is reached (a state bearing a double-circle notation). For instance, the word
bbab is accepted, while bbaaa is not accepted. An automaton is complete if in each
state there is at least one outgoing arrow for each element in V . An automaton
is deterministic if in each state there is at most one outgoing arrow for each
element in V.
Regular expressions.
Definition 1. (regular expressions [13]) Regular expressions over an alphabet
V are obtained applying the rules (1) and (2) below a finite number of times:
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(1) 0, 1 and a(∈ V ) are regular expressions;
(2) if E, F are regular expressions, then E + F, E · F and E ∗ are regular expressions.
The language (or event) |E|, specified by a regular expression E, is inductively
defined as follows: |0| = ∅; |1| = {λ}; |a| = {a}; |E +F | = |E|∪|F |; |E ·F | =
|E| · |F |; |E ∗ | = |E|∗ .
2
The relationship between regular languages and regular expressions is given
by the following fundamental theorem of Kleene.
Theorem 1. (Kleene, 1956) A language is regular (e.g., it is recognized by a
nondeterministic finite automaton) iff it may be specified by a regular expression.
An algebraic proof for this result can be found in [26]. It is based on an
algebraic proof of the following identity:
∗  ∗


ab
a + a∗ bwca∗ a∗ bw
=
cd
wca∗
w
where w = (ca∗ b + d)∗ .
2.2

Finite interactive systems (FISs)

Finite interactive systems are a two-dimensional extension of finite automata,
well suited for recognising two-dimensional words.
A finite interactive system [27, 28] is defined by:
– a set S of states (denoted by numbers 1, 2, ...) and a set C of classes (denoted
by capital letters A, B, ...);
– a set T of transitions of the fallowing form: (A, 1) → a → (B, 2), where a is
a letter of a given alphabet Σ and A, B, 1, 2 are as above;
– specification of the initial/final states and classes.
A FIS is complete if it specifies a transition (c1, s1) → t → (c2, s2) for any
pair ((c1,s1),(c2,s2)) in ((C × S) × (C × S)).
A useful cross/tile representation may be used; it is based on showing the
transitions and stating which states and classes are initial/final. An example is
1
S1: A a B
2

2
Ac A
2

1
Bb B
1

with 1, A initial and 2, B final.

The FISs recognizing procedure is via accepted scenarios. A scenario alternates class/state information and letters according to the transitions. It is an
accepting scenario if the northern border has initial states, the western border
has initial classes, the eastern border has final classes, and the southern border
has final states.
Graphically, a scenario may be easily obtained using the crosses representing
the transitions and identifying the matching classes or states of the neighbouring
cells. Below, we show a few examples of scenarios for the FIS S1 above.
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word accepting S1 scenario

a b b
c a b
c c a

2.3

1
1
1
A a B b B b B
2
1
1
A c A a B b B
2
2
1
A c A c A a B
2
2
2
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word not-accepting S1 scenario
(on south, 1 is not final)

a b b
c a b

1
1
1
A a B b B b B
2
1
1
A c A a B b B
2
2
1

A known class of 2-dimensional regular expressions - 2RE

We start with “classical” 2-dimensional regular expressions (2RE). They are
introduced below into two stages.
First, simple 2-dimensional regular expressions (simple 2RE) are defined by
two sets of regular operators (one for the vertical direction, the other for the
horizontal direction) which share the additive part. Formally, they use:
1. the additive operators: 0 (for empty set) and + (for union)
2. the vertical composition operators:
— I v (vertical identity), ; v (vertical composition) and * v (iterated vertical
composition)
— our preferred textual notations are: |, ; and *
3. the horizontal composition operators:
— I h (horizontal identity), ; h (horizontal composition) and * h (iterated
horizontal composition)
— our preferred textual notations are: -, > and ^
Next, 2-dimensional regular expressions are obtained adding intersection and
renaming to simple 2RE. Formally, they use the following additional operators
1. intersection: our preferred textual notation is /\
2. renaming via a letter-to-letter homomorphism rho:V->V’ (V and V’ are the
old and the new alphabets, respectively)
Notation: As usual, the set of words specified by an expression E is denoted
by |E|.
A few examples of regular expressions and words satisfying these expressions
are presented below. They are related to the following expression:
E = ( b* ; a ; c*)^ /\ (c^ > a > b^)*.
Subexpressions and represented words:
b* ; a ; c*
b
a
c
c

( b* ; a ; c*)^
b
b
a
c
c

b
b
b
a
c

b
b
a
c
c

a
c
c
c
c

c^ > a > b^

c c a b

(c^ > a > b^)*
c
c
c
a

c
a
c
b

a
b
c
b

b
b
a
b

b
b
b
b

b
b
b
b

It can be proved that the intersection has only square words with a on the
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diagonal, b on the top right area and c on the bottom left area. To conclude,
( b* ; a ; c*)^ /\ (c^ > a > b^)* represents words as

a
c
c
c

b
a
c
c

b
b
a
c

b
b
b .
a

The first part of the expression constrains the column patterns, while the second
the rows. Intersection does the magic action of selecting only the wished 2dimensional words.
The connection between 2RE and FIS languages is formulated in the following
theorem:
Theorem 2. ([11, 28, 25]) The languages represented by finite interactive systems and those specified by 2-dimensional regular expressions 2RE are the same.
The inconveniences of this approach mostly come from the use of renaming
and intersection. For instance the 2RE formalism is not robust under renaming,
i.e one can find two expression E1, E2 over V1, V2 respectively and a renaming
rho:V -> V’ such as |E1|=|E2| but rho(|E1|) != rho(|E2|). Notice that the
expression E3 = ( a* ; a ; a*)^ /\ (a^ > a > a^)*, obtained by syntactically renaming a,b,c as a into the expression E above, represents all rectangular
words of a’s, not only the square ones as one expects. Moreover, intersection and
renaming are difficult to handle and non-intuitive operations.
Hence we propose an alternative formalism based on a system of tiling shapes
and a powerful set of composition operators for these shapes (extending vertical/horizontal compositions, and their iterated versions).

3

A new type of regular expressions - n2RE

This section is devoted to a new type of regular expressions for representing
two-dimensional words.
3.1

General 2-dimensional words

A general 2-dimensional word is a set of unit cells in the 2-dimensional space
filled with letters from the given alphabet. An example is below, also showing
how the recognizing procedure may be extended to non-rectangular words.
a non-rectangular word

accepting S1 scenario

a b
c a
c a

1
1
A a B b B
2
1
A c A a B
2
2
1
A c A a B
2
2

It is also possible to have words with several disconnected components.
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General composition

We define a general composition operator on 2-dimensional words as follows:
given two words, get new words by putting them together such that no interior
cell of the first word may overlap an interior cell of the other.
Actually this is a particular form of tiling. What is perhaps different here
is that no restriction to have a physical contact between the words (via side
borders or corners) is required.
For a graphical example, notice that
C1

C2

C1 . C2 (valid composition)

shows a valid composition, while
C1

C2

C1 . C2 (not valid - overlapping)

shows an example of composition leading to an invalid result (the result has
overlapping areas). In this example, the black points (little black filled squares)
on the contours show how the words are linked: identify these black points to
get the composed words. This composition via identification of black points is
extended to two-dimensional words as follows. For two words W1, W2, consider
arbitrary contours C1, C2 representing them (having as internal areas the shapes
of the words) and arbitrary positions as black points (starting points for representing these contours). Then, W1 . W2 consists of all words resulting from valid
compositions of such contours and placing the letters of the words W1, W2 in the
corresponding positions of the resulting composites. E.g., the composite a . a
a

a

a a
a
a . . . . More
contains, among other, the following words a a
on contour representation of 2-dimensional words may be found in [1, 2].

3.3

Particular composition operators

The new type of 2-dimensional regular expressions, to be defined below, puts
constraints on the connection points on the borders of the composed words.
These constraints act on the following three types of elements: side borders, land
corners (turning points on the border contour having 3 neighbouring cells outside
the word and one neighbouring cell inside), and golf corners (turning points on
the border contour with 3 neighbouring cells inside and one neighbouring cell
outside). The resulting restricted composition operators extend the usual vertical
and horizontal composition operators on rectangular words.
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Points of interest on the words borders. A point is represented as a pair p =
(x, y) ∈ Z2 . A vertical line segment ((x, y), (x, y + 1)) is specified by its middle
point l = (x, y + 0.5); similarly, a horizontal line segment ((x, y), (x + 1, y)) is
denoted by l = (x + 0.5, y). Finally, a unit cell with the corners {(x, y), (x +
1, y), (x + 1, y + 1), (x, y + 1)} is specified by its center point c = (x + 0.5, y + 0.5).
Let us use the following notation (their meaning is explained right after the
listing):
– side borders: elements in C1={w,e,n,s}, where w stands for “west border”,
e for “east border”, n for “north border”, and s for “south border”;
– land corners: elements in C2={nw,ne,sw,se}, where nw stands for “northwest land corner”, ne for “north-east land corner”, sw for “south-west land
corner”, and se for “south-east land corner”;
– golf corners: elements in C3={nw’,ne’,sw’,se’}, where nw’ stands for
“north-west golf corner”, ne for “north-east golf corner”, sw for “south-west
golf corner”, and se for “south-east golf corner”;
– extreme side borders: elements in C4={xw,xe,xn,xs};
– extreme land corners: elements in C5={xnw,xne,xsw,xse}
A line specified by the point l = (x, y + 0.5) is on the east border of a word f
if the cell represented by the point c = (x − 0.5, y + 0.5) is in the internal area
of f , while the cell represented by c = (x + 0.5, y + 0.5) is in the external area
of f . For the other west, north, and south directions, the definition is similar.
A point p = (x, y) ∈ Z2 is on the south-east land corner of a word f if the cell
represented by c = (x − 0.5, y + 0.5) is in the area of f , while the other 3 cells
around are not in the area of f (they are in the external area of f ). For the other
3 types of land corners the definition is similar. A point p = (x, y) ∈ Z2 is on the
south-east golf corner of a word f if the cell specified by c = (x − 0.5, y + 0.5)
is not in the area of f (it is in the external area of f ), while the other 3 cells
around are in the area of f . For the other 3 types of golf corners the definition
is similar.
A cell is an extreme cell if it touches at most one other cell in the interior
area. A side (i.e., north, west, east, south) or a corner on the border of a word
is extreme if it belongs to an extreme cell and does not touch another cell (side
elements with an end point touching another cell are also excluded - they are
not extreme).
Glueing combinations. The constraints on glueing the borders are independently
put on one or more of the following combinations (x, y):
x and y are different and either they are both in {e, w}, or both in {s, n}, or
both are land corners in {nw, ne, sw, se}, or both are combinations golf-land
corners for the same directions.
Spelling out the resulting combinations we get the following lists:
– linking side borders: L1={(w,e), (e,w), (n,s), (s,n)};
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– linking land corners: L2={(nw,ne), (nw,se), (nw,sw), (ne,nw),
(ne,se), (ne,sw), (se,nw), (se,ne), (se,sw), (sw,nw), (sw,ne),
(sw,se)};
– linking golf-land corners: L3={(nw’,nw), (nw,nw’),
(ne’,ne), (ne,ne’), (se’,se), (se,se’), (sw’,sw), (sw,sw’)}.
Let EL1, EL2, EL3 denote linking-combinations where all side borders and land
corners are restricted to be extreme. (e.g. EL1={(xw,xe), (xe,xw), (xn,xs),
(xs,xn)})
The set of all combinations in L1 ∪ L2 ∪ L3 ∪ EL1 ∪ EL2 ∪ EL3 is denoted
by Connect.
Constricting formulas. On each of the above eligible glueing combinations (x, y)
we put a constraint consisting of a propositional logic formula 1 F ∈ P L(φ1 , φ2 ,
φ3 , φ4 ), i.e., a boolean formula built up starting with the following atomic formulas:
φ1 (x, y) = “x < y”, φ2 (x, y) = “x = y”, φ3 (x, y) = “x > y”, and φ4 (x, y) =
“x # y”.
The meaning of the connectors is the following: “<” - left is included into the
right; “=” - left is equal to the right; “>” - left includes the right; “x # y” - left
and right overlaps, but no one is included in the other.
For instance: f (e = w)g means “restrict the general composition of f and g
such that the east border of f is identified to the west border of g”; f (e > w)g the east border of f includes all the west border of g, but some east borders of
f may still be not covered by west borders of g; etc.
We also use the notation
φ0 (x, y) = “x ! y”, where “!” means empty intersection.
Actually, this is a derived formula ¬(φ1 (x, y) ∨ φ2 (x, y) ∨ φ3 (x, y) ∨ φ4 (x, y)).
Particular composition operators. We are now in a position to introduce the
particular composition operators induced by the above constricting formulas.
Definition 2. (restricted compositions)
A restriction formula φ is a boolean combination in P L(F1 , . . . , Fn ), where Fi are
constricting formulas involving certain eligible glueing combinations (xi , yi ) ∈
Connect. A restricted composition operation (F ) is the restriction of the general
composition to composite words satisfying F . A word h ∈ f . g belongs to f (F ) g
if for all glueing combinations (xi , yi ) occurring in F the contact of the xi border
of f and yi border of g satisfies Fi .
2
1

P L(Atom) denotes the set of propositional logic formulas built up with atomic formulas in Atom. For typing reasons, the boolean operations “not”, “and”, and “or”
are denoted by “¬”, “&”, and “V”, respectively.
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The non-restricted general composition f.g is the same as f (.) g.
Notice that the restricted composition operations are not always associative;
e.g.,
((a (s=n) a) (e>w) b) (e>w) c 6= (a (s=n) a) (e>w) (b (e>w) c).
When some parentheses are missing, we suppose a left-parentheses order applies,
as in ((C1 op C2) op C3).
On expressiveness. One can easily show that the side borders (east/west) or
land corners alone are less expressive than acting together. The example below
shows golf-corner points add to the expressive power of the composition as well:
the left composite can not be expressed without golf-corner constraints.
blue (nw’<nw) yellow:
b b b b
b y y y
b b b y
y y y

blue (s#n & e#w) yellow
y y y
b b b b y
y y y
b
b b b

b b b b
b y y y
b b b y
y y y

Not specified glueing combinations. The interpretation we just introduced shows
that the constricting formulas act on the involved glueing combinations, while
for the glueing combinations (xj , yj ) not occurring in the formula no constraints
are imposed, at all. One can also introduce a stricter interpretation (F )s
where the not-occurring combinations are considered to have no contact at all
(empty intersection). In this latter interpretation, the contacts are only those
directly specified in the formula. For instance, a (e=w) s b is empty; to have
the same result as in a (e=w) b, one has to specify all contacts elements as in
a ((e=w)&(ne=nw)&(se=sw)) s b.
Iterated composition operators. The iterated composition operators are denoted
by
( ) ∗ (F ), for a restriction formula F .
Definition 3. The set of expressions obtained using all the operators defined
so far are denoted by x2RE; they represent two-dimensional regular expressions
extended with composition operators on extreme cells. Dropping the operators
involving the extreme cells we get n2RE, the basic new type of regular expressions
for two-dimensional words.
2
Examples The examples below are related to S1, the original FIS we have considered in the beginning of the section. We first show the expressions, then include
samples of words associated to these expressions.
Ea1 = a (se=nw) a:

Ea2 = (a)*(se=nw)
a

a

a
a

a

,

a

a
,

a
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Eb1 = b (.) b:
b
b

,

Eb2 = (b)*(.)
b
b b

b
b b , b ...

c

c
,c c ,c

,

b
b
b b

b
,

b
b

...

b

Ec1 = c (.) c:
c
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Ec2 = (c)*(.)
c
c c

,

...

c
c
c c , c ...
c c
c

Eab = Ea2 (e>w & n>s) Eb2
a b
a

a

a b b
a b
a
,

,

a

a b b
a b
a

...

Eabc = Ec2 (e<w & n<s) Eab
a b
c a

a b b a
a b
a b b
c a , c a b
,
c a c c a

...

Combined with the constraint to have rectangular words, the regular expression Eabc specifies the language of S1. For instance a word in Eabc is accepted
if the result of the expression
Eabc (n=s) s Lx (s=n) s Lx (e=w) s Cx (w=e) s Cx
is not empty, where Lx=(x)*(e=w) and Cx=(x)*(n=s).
Chains, and pretzel-like shapes. A pretzel word is a set of cells such that each
cell has precisely 2 touching cells around and no proper subset has this property.
The construction of pretzels is in two stages: (1) first, we give a procedure for
generating chains; (2) then, a pretzel is produced by an appropriate connection
of two chains.
For constructing a chain, we use the strict interpretation of the composition, i.e., the one where the only connecting elements are those specified in the
constricting formula. This, combined with the restriction to make composition
for extreme elements only, leads to a formula for iterative generation of chains:
start with a cell and iteratively add one cell at a time, connected via an extreme
element.
Finally, a pretzel is obtained composing two chains via their extreme elements
and asking for equality, to avoid having only one end of a chain connected.
Example Expression recognizing chain words over the alphabet V = {a, b, c}:
C = (a + b + c) ∗ [(xse > xnw) ∨ (xsw > xne) ∨ (xne > xsw) ∨ (xnw >
xse) ∨ (xe > xw) ∨ (xn > xs) ∨ (xw > xe) ∨ (xs > xn)] s.
An expression recognizing pretzel words over the alphabet V = {a, b, c}:
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P = C[(xse = xnw) ∨ (xsw = xne) ∨ (xne = xsw) ∨ (xnw = xse)] s C.
c
b

b
a

a

b
a

c
c

b
c

a
b
a

b

c

a
c
c

c

c

b
a

a

b

b

4

c
c

c
b
c

b

b b

a
c

c

b
a

b b
c

Tiling cells, chains, and membranes in complete 2 × 2
finite interactive systems

This section describes a two-dimensional version of the procedure used in Theorem 1. A key ingredient is the expression (a+bd∗ c)∗ , for the complete automation
a

b

c

d

with transitions 1 −→ 1, 1 −→ 2, 2 −→ 1, 2 −→ 2, describing the passing from
state 1 to itself. Actually, it shows there are two indecomposable paths from 1
to 1 which are freely combined. These paths are the following: (1) a, giving a
direct transition from 1 to 1; and (2) bd∗ c, corresponding to going from 1 to 2,
looping there, and finally, going back to 1.
The question we are discussing in this section is on the extension of the above
mechanism to two dimensions. Notice that finite interactive systems are much
more complex than finite automata2 , so one can not expect to get simple results.
A complete 2 × 2 FIS is specified by the fallowing transitions:

.
The states/classes of this FIS will be denoted using the initials of the colors: the
classes are g (green) and r (red), while the states are b (blue) and m (magenta).
A scenario is called indecomposable if all its west, north, est, south borders are
labeled with c1, s1, c2, s2 respectively and it doesn’t contain any sub-scenarios
with this property.
Suppose we want to construct the recognised 2-dimensional words corresponding to scenarios going from g/b, used for west/north borders, to g/b, used
for east/south borders. The indecomposable scenarios include the following combinations:
2

For instance, by the projection of the languages recognised by finite interactive
systems (FISs) to the 1st row (to get string languages), one gets context-sensitive
languages[17]. As a side-effect, this shows emptiness problem for FISs is not decidable.
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The first scenario A specifies the direct passing from g/b to g/b. The 2nd scenario, corresponding to the expression (C (e=w) (K *(e=w))) (e=w) I, is a
generic indecomposable scenario describing the case when one keeps fixed the
state b and goes from g to the other class r, loops there, and finally comes back
to g. The case of the 3rd scenario is similar. Let us denote by Ea, Eb, and Ec
regular expressions for the words corresponding to these 3 types of scenarios.
Much more complicated is the situation with the indecomposable scenarios
corresponding to the case when both g/b are changed going to the combination
r/m, loop (tile!) there, and finally come back to g/b.
The first step (going from g/b to r/m) leads to a kind of pretzel-shape. A
first approximation of this form is described in the following pictures.

and

.

Formally, a pretzel-shape is a word where each cell has precisely 2 neighbouring
cells (on north, south, east, west, or diagonal directions) and no proper sub-word
has this property.
Let us denote by Ed an expression for these pretzel-like scenarios associated
to our complete 2×2 FIS. Given an expression for a pretzel-like scenario f we
denote by f [X] the result of filling the pretzel hole with X. An expression for
defining f [X] may be
f [(s>n)&(w>e)&(n>s)&(e>w)] X.
It is worthwhile to emphasize that this composition may be not empty only in
the case X has no holes.
The second step (tiling in r/m) is relatively easy: it consists in tiling the
interior contour of the pretzel with the following scenarios
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and pretzel-like scenarios from r/m to g/b. The extra constraint put here is to
have no holes after this procedure, except for the interior holes of the included
new pretzel-like words.
The last step (going from r/m to g/b) is similar to the first step.
Suppose we have regular expressions for describing these indecomposable
scenarios. Then, the two-dimensional word language corresponding to the passing
from g/b to g/b satisfies the relation
X = (Ea + Eb + Ec + Ed[X]) ∗ (.)

(1)

We conclude this section formally stating the result obtained so far.
Theorem 3. ([3]) The x2RE formalism and a mechanism for solving the recursive equation 1 are expressive enough to represent the words recognised by the
complete 2×2 FIS.
Notice that the restriction to 2×2 FISs is not important. With an iterative
application of the method, the result carries over finite interactive systems with
an arbitrary number of states/classes. Also, we may use the same tiling mechanism for generating the language of an incomplete 2×2 FIS.
Example. We calculate the set of words passing from g/b to g/b recognized by
the FIS “Pascal triangle” with 4 transitions: D, E, P, I. There are no direct transitions or line/column words from g/b to g/b. Hence the only indecomposable
scenarios from g/b to g/b are pretzel words from g/b to r/m filled with r/m to
r/m scenarios:
Ed = D*(ne=sw)(xe # xw & xs # xn)[(I*(s=n))(sw=ne)(E*(e=w))]

The expression X generates all scenarios passing from g/b to g/b. If additionally we accept only rectangular words, we obtain the language recognized by
the FIS “Pascal triangle”.
X = Ed[P*(.)]*(.)
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Relating FIS scenarios and P systems

In this section we briefly discuss the relationship between the FIS-based membrane systems and P systems. We suppose the reader is familiar with the original
P systems model and the multitude of variations occurring in the literature till
now.
A first observation is that FIS languages are not Turing complete (we already
mentioned this). To get the full computation power one has to add data for
states/classes as in the register-voice interactive model rv-IS [29].
There are two aspects to be discussed: the static structure of the membranes
and the dynamics of the systems.
Static structure. With respect to the static structure, notice that the FIS-based
membrane systems are more rigid (or geometric). An additional difference is that
the contents of the membrane are also rigid/geometric. In particular, there are
cells, chains, walls, or other membranes tiling together and organizing the interior
areas of the membranes. This particular emphasis on the geometric shapes of
the membranes has positive and negative consequences. On the positive side, we
mention a significantly decrease of nondeterminism in the system leading to more
efficient simulations. On the opposite side, the cells are forced to interact with
their neighbouring cells only, making more difficult to model general reaction
rules involving far apart objects of a membrane region.
Dynamics. One way to introduce the dynamics corresponding to P systems runs
is to add a new dimension into the model. One can consider 2FIS, a model where
the 1-dimensional space part of the finite interactive systems is replaced by a
2-dimensional space. Now, each action (cell) has 3 orthogonal directions, say:
up-down and left-right for space and back-front for time. Ignoring the time dimension, one gets usual finite interactive systems, for which the static membrane
structure may be studied as in the present paper. Adding the time dimension, one
can model the passing from a static membrane structure to another. Again, due
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to the rigid/geometric structure of the model some costly high-level operations
in P systems like arbitrary multiplication of the objects in a step, membrane
division, dissolution, or migration can not be done in a step, but probably can
be modelled if more 2FIS steps are allowed.

6

Related and future works

Regular expressions are introduced in the seminal paper by Kleene [13] on the
representation of events in neural nets and automata; it was published in the
early 1950s. Kleene theorem (i.e., the equivalence between finite automata and
appropriate regular expressions) was extended to cover other computing models
of interest and is a basis for the development of algebraic theories for those
models.
The study of two dimensional languages [11, 18] has started in 1960’s. In
1990’s, a robust class of “regular two dimensional languages” has been identified;
it may be specified either by tile systems, or by a type of cellular automata, or by
a class of monadic second-order formulas, etc. Unfortunately, the class is quite
complex - for instance, emptiness property is not decidable, see [17].
Interactive computation [12] is becoming more and more important in the
recent years, in particular due to the advance of multicore computation. We use
a model rv-IS [29] based on space-time duality. In particular, finite interactive
systems [27] are the space-time invariant extension of finite automata in this
context. A Kleene theorem for finite interactive systems follows directly from
their equivalence with tile systems [25].
With respect to P systems, the FIS-based membrane systems model may be
a good proposal for an intermediate level between P-system and physical cells.
If this is the case, then a full translation of high-level P systems concepts to the
low-level FIS-based membrane systems deserves to be done. Finite interactive
systems are strongly related to massively parallel structural programs, hence one
can get efficient implementations this way.
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Abstract. We continue the investigation of 2D P colonies introduced as
a class of abstract computing devices composed of independent agents,
acting and evolving in a shared 2D environment where the agents are
located. Agents have limited information about the contents of the environment where they can move in four directions. In this paper we
continue in the research of modelling of surface runoff by 2D P colonies.
We add to the simulation environment information about flow direction
and amount of water in pits (places without runoff, lakes,...). We compare the data from the simulation with the data generated by simulation
model of water erosion SIMWE.

1

Introduction

P colonies were introduced in the paper [7] as formal models of computing devices belonging to membrane systems and similar to formal grammars called
colonies. This model is inspired by the structure and the behaviour of communities of living organisms in a shared environment. The independent organisms
living in a P colony are called agents. Each agent is represented by several objects
embedded in a membrane. The number of objects inside each agent is the same
and constant during computation. The environment is agents’ communication
channel and storage place for objects. At any moment all agents “know” about
all the objects in the environment and they can access any object immediately.
The reader can find more information about P colonies in [6, 2]. P colonies are
one of the types of P systems. They were introduced in 2000 in [9] by Gheorghe
Păun as a formal model inspired by the structure and the behaviour of cells.
With each agent a set of programs is associated. The program, which determines the activity of an agent, is very simple and depends on the contents of agents and on types and number of objects placed in the environment.
An agent can change the contents of the environment through programs and it
can affect the behaviour of other agents through the environment. This influence
between agents is the key factor in the functioning of the P colony. At any moment each object inside every agent is affected by the execution of the program.
For more information about P systems see [11, 10] or [13].
In addition 2D P colony has the environment in a form of a 2D grid of square
cells. The agents are located in this grid and their view is limited to the cells that
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immediately surround them [1]. Based on the contents of these cells, the agents
decide their future locations.
Behaviour of each agent is based on its set of programs. The programs are
formed from two rules of type rewriting, communication and movement. By using
the rewriting rule one object within the agent is changed (evolved) to another
object. When the communication rule is applied one object from the environment
is consumed by the agent and one object from content of the agent is placed to
the environment. The last type of rules is the movement rule. The condition
for the movement of an agent is to find specific objects in specific locations in
the environment. This is specified by a matrix with elements - objects. The agent
is looking for at most one object in every surrounding cell. If the condition is
fulfilled then the agent moves one cell up, down, left or right.
The program can contain one movement rule at most. To achieve the greatest
simplicity in agent behaviour, we set another condition. If the agent moves, it
cannot communicate with the environment. So if the program contains a movement rule, then the second rule is the rewriting rule.
Although the colony is a theoretical computing model through 2D, it is a suitable tool for modelling the behaviour of natural multi-agent systems - colonies
of bacteria or ants, spreading substances in homogeneous and inhomogeneous
medium.
In this paper we present hydrological modelling flow of liquid over the Earth’s
surface using 2D P colonies. Based on the entered data - the slope surface,
a source of fluid and quantity - we simulate the fluid distribution in the environment.
To obtain the similarity of our model with the real situation of water overflow we compare the results obtained by the simulation using 2D P colonies
with results that provide a hydrological simulation model SIMWE. SIMWE is
implemetnation of process based water erosion simulation developed by Mitas
at al. in 1996 in [8].
The first part of the paper is devoted to 2D P colonies. The rest is organised
as follows: The issue of the flow of liquid over the surface, problem solution maps preparation, definition of the agent, process simulation, comparison with
results of the model SIMWE and future expansion.

2

Definitions

Throughout the paper we assume that the reader is familiar with the basics
of the formal language theory.
We use N RE to denote the family of the recursively enumerable sets of
natural numbers, N is the set of natural numbers. Let Σ be the alphabet. Let
Σ ∗ be the set of all words over Σ (including the empty word ε). We denote
the length of the word w ∈ Σ ∗ by |w| and the number of occurrences of the
symbol a ∈ Σ in w by |w|a .
A multiset of objects M is a pair M = (V, f ), where V is an arbitrary (not
necessarily finite) set of objects and f is a mapping f : V → N ; f assigns
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to each object in V its multiplicity in M . The set of all multisets with the set
of objects V is denoted by V ◦ . The set V ′ is called the support of M and is
denoted by supp(M ) if for all x ∈ V ′P
f (x) 6= 0 holds. The cardinality of M ,
denoted by |M |, is defined by |M | = a∈V f (a). Each multiset of objects M
with the set of objects V ′ = {a1 , . . . an } can be represented as a string w over
alphabet V ′ , where |w|ai = f (ai ); 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Obviously, all words obtained from
w by permuting the letters represent the same multiset M . The ε represents
the empty multiset.

3

2D P colonies

We briefly summarize the notion of 2D P colonies. A P colony consists of agents
and an environment. Both the agents and the environment contain objects.
With each agent a set of programs is associated. There are three types of rules
in the programs.
The first rule type, called the evolution rule, is of the form a → b. It means
that the object a inside the agent is rewritten (evolved) to the object b. The second rule type, called the communication rule, is of the form c ↔ d. When
the communication rule is performed, the object c inside the agent and the object d outside the agent swap their places. Thus, after the execution of the rule,
the object d appears inside the agent and the object c is placed outside the agent.
The third rule type, called the motion rule, is of the form matrix 3 × 3 → “move
direction”. Based on the contents of the neighbouring cells, an agent can move
one step to the left, right, up or down.
A program can contain maximum one motion rule. When there is a motion
rule inside a program, there cannot be a communication rule inside the same
program.
Definition 1. The 2D P colony is a construct
Π = (A, e, Env, B1 , . . . , Bk , f ), k ≥ 1, where
– A is an alphabet of the colony, its elements are called objects,
– e ∈ A is the basic environmental object of the colony,
– Env is a pair (m × n, wE ), where m × n, m, n ∈ N is the size of the environment and wE is the initial contents of environment, it is a matrix of size
m × n of multisets of objects over A − {e}.
– Bi , 1 ≤ i ≤ k, are agents, each agent is a construct Bi = (Oi , Pi , [o, p]) ,
0 ≤ o ≤ m, 0 ≤ p ≤ n, where
• Oi is a multiset over A, it determines the initial state (contents) of
the agent, |Oi | = 2,
• Pi = {pi,1 , . . . , pi,li } , l ≥ 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ k is a finite set of programs, where
each program contains exactly 2 rules, which are in one of the following
forms each:
∗ a → b, called the evolution rule, a, b ∈ A;
∗ c ↔ d, called the communication rule, c, d ∈ A
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∗ [aq,r ] → s, 0 ≤ q, r ≤ 2, aq,r ∈ A, s ∈ {⇐, ⇒, ⇑, ⇓}, called the motion
rule;
∗ The third part of program is natural number h ∈ N , which determine
priority level of the program.
• [o, p] are the coordinates of the initinal placement agent in the environment.
– f ∈ A is the final object of the colony.
The configuration of the 2D P colony is given by the state of the environment
- matrix of type m × n with multisets of objects over A − {e} as its elements, and
by the state of all agents - pairs of objects from alphabet A and the coordinates of
the agents. An initial configuration is given by the definition of the 2D P colony.
The computational step consists of three parts. The first part lies in determining the applicable set of programs according to the actual configuration of
the P colony. In the second part we have to choose one program corresponding
to each agent from the set of applicable programs with maximum priority level.
The third part is the execution of the chosen programs.
A change of the configuration is triggered by the execution of programs and
it involves changing the state of the environment, contents and placement of
the agents.
The computation is nondeterministic and maximally parallel. The computation ends by halting when no agent has an applicable program.
The result of the computation is the number of copies of the final object
placed in the environment at the end of the computation.
The reason for the introduction of 2D P colonies is not the study of their
computational power but monitoring their behaviour during the computation.
We can define measures to describe the dynamics of the computation:
–
–
–
–

4

the
the
the
the
the

number of moves of agents
number of agents inside the certain cell or the set of the cells
number of visited cells (or not visited cells)
number of copies of a certain object in the home cell or throughout
environment.

The issue of the flow of liquid over the surface

The issue of the flow of liquid over the Earth’s surface is studied by experts
from two areas - hydrology and geoinformatics. Both of these disciplines work
closely together on the issue of the so-called “surface runoff”. Surface runoff is
the water flow that occurs when the soil is infiltrated to full capacity and excess
water from rain, meltwater, or other sources flows over the land.
Surface runoff can be generated in four reasons: infiltration excess overland
flow, saturation excess overland flow, antecedent soil moisture, subsurface return
flow. Infiltration excess overland flow occurs when the rate of rainfall on a surface
exceeds the rate at which water can infiltrate the ground, and any depression
storage has already been filled. When the soil is saturated and the depression
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storage filled, and rain continues to fall, the rainfall will immediately produce
surface runoff - saturation excess overland flow. Soil retains a degree of moisture
after a rainfall. This residual water moisture (antecedent soil moisture) affects
the soil’s infiltration capacity. During the next rainfall event, the infiltration
capacity will cause the soil to be saturated at a different rate. The higher the level
of antecedent soil moisture, the more quickly the soil becomes saturated. Once
the soil is saturated, runoff occurs. After water infiltrates the soil on an up-slope
portion of a hill, the water may flow laterally through the soil, and exfiltrate
(flow out of the soil) closer to a channel. This is called subsurface return flow or
throughflow.
We can say that generation surface runoff depends on type of soil, temperature, humidity and rainfall. The task of our model is to determine which way
the flow would run and which areas could be affected by flash floods.
4.1

SIMWE - Simulation of Water Erosion

SIMWE is a bivariate model of erosion, sediment transport and deposition by
overland flow, designed for complex terrain, soil and cover conditions. It uses a
Green’s function Monte Carlo method to solve the underlying continuity equations. More can reader find in [8]. The model is implemented as two modules
in software GRASS GIS. It is a Geographic Information System (GIS) used for
data management, image processing, graphics production, spatial modelling, and
visualization of many types of data (see [4]).
The first module is called r.sim.water and it is a landscape scale simulation
model of overland flow designed for spatially variable terrain, soil, cover and
rainfall excess conditions. A 2D shallow water flow is described by the bivariate
form of Saint Venant equations (e.g. [5]). The numerical solution is based on the
concept of duality between the field and particle representation of the modeled
quantity. The key inputs of the model include elevation, flow gradient vector,
rainfall excess rate and a surface roughness coefficient. Output includes a water
depth raster map and a water discharge raster map.
The second module r.sim.sediment is simulation model of soil erosion, sediment transport and deposition caused by flowing water designed for spatially
variable terrain, soil, cover and rainfall excess conditions. The function of this
module is out of scope of this paper.

5

Application of 2D P colonies in solving the problem
of surface runoff

2D P colonies seem to be suitable tool for modeling surface runoff. The environment can contain objects representing slope of terrain, type of cover and soil.
Agents represent the units of water and their programs determine behaviour of
water running over the surface. We can assume that the soil is already saturated
thus the main factor of overland flow is the slope of the field. The type of terrain
and soil is not implemented yet.
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We divide solution of the problem into two parts - (1) preparation of maps
(2D P colony’s environment) and (2) definition of agents. We assume that the soil
is already saturated thus the main factor of overland flow is the slope of the field.
5.1

Preparation of maps

Map data is obtained from the geographic information system (GIS) and processing system GRASS. We use the map data for the Czech Republic obtained
from dataset FreeGoedataCZ.
Raster graphics images are probably the most appropriate format for modelling real-world phenomena in the field of GIS. To process this format, many
tools were created and can be used for performing various analyses. A raster
image is composed of a regular network of cells, usually in a square shape, to
which values of displayed properties can be assigned independently. More information about GIS and image processing the reader can find in [3] and about
geosimulation in [12].
The first step to simulate the flow of liquid over relief was the determination of
its runoff from individual pixels (cells). Gradient with respect to an adjacent cell
is defined as the ratio of the height difference to the horizontal distance. Gradient
is positive due to the lower neighbours, or negative due to higher and zero in
relation to the neighbours of the same height. Lowest neighbour is neighbour
with the largest positive gradient.
There are two basic algorithms to calculate the runoff:
– Single flow direction (SFD) - each pixel of the liquid flows in one direction
only (toward neighbour in the direction of the largest gradient). Each pixel
belongs to only one basin.
– Multiple flow direction (MFD) - fluid can flow out of each pixel in multiple
directions, maximum of eight. In the case of MFD a unit volume flow is fairly
distributed among all lower neighbours. The MFD may include the pixel to
multiple basins.
There is implemented a tool for calculating the flow direction in GRASS software, called simply TerraFlow. TerraFlow tool works as a multiple flow (MFD)
or simple flow direction (SFD). After its execution integer raster file is created
that specifies the flow direction for each cell.
Eight basic directions of the flow are represented by the numbers 45, 90, 135,
180, 225, 270, 315 and 360 (see Table 1). If there is more than one direction
(MFD), the number contained in the cell is generated as sum of values of the
directions.
In 2D P colony model we can use the result of both algorithms. If the MFD is
used to generate the directions the agent can only move in one of the directions
specified in the cell.
What we obtain from GRASS is a raster file with natural number in each cell
corresponding to the runoff from this cell. Because 2D P colony works with discrete symbols and not with numbers, it needed to transcode numbers to symbols.
A coding table is shown on Table 2.
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135

90

45

180

տ↑ր
← →
ւ↓ց

360

225

270

315
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Table 1. The eight basic directions

direction → ← ↑ ↓ ց ւ ր տ
symbol
a E i m q u y 2
Table 2. The coding table

5.2

Definition of the agent

Agents in 2D P colonies have capacity 2. It follows that the agent contains two
objects, and each program is composed by two rules.
Each of the objects inside the agent carries the information about the state
of the agent. The first object has information about the activity of the agent.
At this stage of the simulation it is the information that the agent “flows” down
the terrain ( object X) or it is still inactive (belonging to the rainfall that have not
fall - objects A, B, C, D, F, G, R, S, T, U, V, W , it stops in sinks - configuration of
agent is V S) . The second object stores information about the previous direction
of flow. This information can further modify the way of the agent as inertia.
Objects and their association to the flow directions are given in the following
table.
direction → ← ↑ ↓ ց ւ ր տ
symbol
9 8 6 7 D D U U
symbol
L K H I I I H H
The first subset of programs with priority 0 is defined for the first step of
computation.
of each “working” agent is Xe.
 The initial configuration
*
+
*
+
∗∗∗
∗ ∗ ∗




∗ a ∗ → ⇒; e → 9; 0 ; (2)
∗ E ∗ → ⇐; e → 8; 0 ;
(1)
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗ ∗

*
+
*
+
∗∗∗
∗ ∗ ∗
(3)  ∗ i ∗  → ⇑; e → 6; 0 ; (4)  ∗ m ∗  → ⇓; e → 7; 0 ;
∗∗∗
∗ ∗ ∗
+
+
* ∗ ∗ ∗ 
* ∗ ∗ ∗ 
(5)  ∗ q ∗  → ⇒; e → D; 0 ; (6)  ∗ u ∗  → ⇐; e → D; 0 ;
∗∗∗
∗∗∗
* ∗ ∗ ∗ 
+
+
* ∗ ∗ ∗ 
(7)  ∗ y ∗  → ⇒; e → U ; 0 ; (8)  ∗ 2 ∗  → ⇐; e → U ; 0 ;
∗∗∗
∗∗∗
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In the case of cross direction (after applying the programs (5) and (6) resp.
(7) and (8)) the agent moves one step left or right and it is necessary to take
one step down (resp. up).
* ∗ ∗ ∗ 
+
* ∗ ∗ ∗ 
+




∗ ∗ ∗ → ⇑; U → H; 1 ;
∗ ∗ ∗ → ⇓; D → I; 1 ; (10)
(9)
∗∗∗
∗∗∗
While agents apply programs with priority 1 (9) and (10), agents, that do not
move in a cross direction, must stand. Therefore, they use a program composed
of two rewriting rules. The programs have priority 2.
(11) hX → X; 6 → H; 2i; (12) hX → X; 7 → I; 2i; (13) hX → X; 8 → K; 2i;
(14) hX → X; 9 → L; 2i;
The following programs with priority 0 are used to guide the agent in the next
steps, the agent may hold information about the movement in the previous step.


*
+
*
+
∗∗∗
∗ ∗ ∗
(15)  ∗ a ∗  → ⇒; H → 9; 0 ; (16)  ∗ E ∗  → ⇐; H → 8; 0 ;
∗∗∗
∗ ∗ ∗
* ∗ ∗ ∗ 
+
* ∗ ∗ ∗ 
+




∗ i ∗ → ⇑; H → U; 0 ; (18)
∗ m ∗ → ⇓; H → 7; 0 ;
(17)
∗∗∗
∗ ∗ ∗
+
+
* ∗ ∗ ∗ 
* ∗ ∗ ∗ 
(19)  ∗ q ∗  → ⇒; H → D; 0 ; (20)  ∗ u ∗  → ⇐; H → D; 0 ;
∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗
*
+
*
+
∗∗∗
∗∗∗
(21)  ∗ y ∗  → ⇒; H → U ; 0 ; (22)  ∗ 2 ∗  → ⇐; H → U ; 0 ;
∗∗∗
∗∗∗


*
+
*
+
∗∗∗
∗ ∗ ∗
(23)  ∗ a ∗  → ⇒; I → 9; 0 ; (24)  ∗ E ∗  → ⇐; I → 8; 0 ;
∗∗∗
∗ ∗ ∗
+
+
* ∗ ∗ ∗ 
* ∗ ∗ ∗ 
(25)  ∗ i ∗  → ⇑; I → 6; 0 ; (26)  ∗ m ∗  → ⇓; I → 7; 0 ;
∗ ∗ ∗
∗∗∗
+
+
* ∗ ∗ ∗ 
* ∗ ∗ ∗ 




∗ u ∗ → ⇐; I → D; 0 ;
∗ q ∗ → ⇒; I → D; 0 ; (28)
(27)
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗ ∗

*
+
*
+
∗∗∗
∗∗∗
(29)  ∗ y ∗  → ⇒; I → U ; 0 ; (30)  ∗ 2 ∗  → ⇐; I → U ; 0 ;
∗∗∗
∗∗∗
+
+
* ∗ ∗ ∗ 
* ∗ ∗ ∗ 
(31)  ∗ a ∗  → ⇒; J → 9; 0 ; (32)  ∗ E ∗  → ⇐; J → L; 0 ;
∗ ∗ ∗
∗∗∗
* ∗ ∗ ∗ 
+
+
* ∗ ∗ ∗ 
(33)  ∗ i ∗  → ⇑; J → 6; 0 ; (34)  ∗ m ∗  → ⇓; J → 7; 0 ;
∗ ∗ ∗
∗∗∗
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* ∗ ∗ ∗ 
(35)  ∗ q ∗  →
∗∗∗
* ∗ ∗ ∗ 
(37)  ∗ y ∗  →
∗∗∗
* ∗ ∗ ∗ 
(39)  ∗ a ∗  →
∗∗∗
* ∗ ∗ ∗ 
(41)  ∗ i ∗  →
∗ ∗ ∗
*
∗∗∗
(43)  ∗ q ∗  →
∗ ∗ ∗
*
∗∗∗
(45)  ∗ y ∗  →
∗∗∗
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+
* ∗ ∗ ∗ 
⇒; J → 7; 0 ; (36)  ∗ u ∗  → ⇐; J → D; 0 ;
∗∗∗
+
+
* ∗ ∗ ∗ 


∗ 2 ∗ → ⇐; J → U ; 0 ;
⇒; J → 6; 0 ; (38)
∗∗∗
+
* ∗ ∗ ∗ 
+


∗ E ∗ → ⇐; K → 8; 0 ;
⇒; K → N ; 0 ; (40)
∗
∗ ∗
+
* ∗ ∗ ∗ 
+
⇑; K → 6; 0 ; (42)  ∗ m ∗  → ⇓; K → 7; 0 ;
∗ ∗ ∗ 
+
+
*
∗∗∗
⇒; K → D; 0 ; (44)  ∗ u ∗  → ⇐; K → 7; 0 ;
∗ ∗ ∗
+
*
+
∗∗∗
⇒; K → U ; 0 ; (46)  ∗ 2 ∗  → ⇐; K → 6; 0 ;
∗∗∗
+

We need one more program for “resetting” inertia. This is for the case when
the slope of the terrain changes extremely. (47) hX → X; N → e; 0i;
The next set of programs with priority 7 applies to the case that there are
sinks in studied area. We add some number of copies of object V to every cell in
the sink area. The number of the objects corresponds to the quantity of water
which can be contained in the sink and the same number of agents have to be
stopped here.
(48) hX ↔ V ; I → S; 7i;(49) hX ↔ V ; J → S; 7i; (50) hX ↔ V ; K → S; 7i;
(51) hX ↔ V ; L → S; 7i;
If we run the obtained 2D P colony in the simulator, agents, which represent
a unit volume of water, will begin to move around the environment. The number
of agents located in one cell at one moment corresponds to the quantity of water
that at once flowed through the territory in one unit of time.
The agents that “overflow” from the filled sinks move on the direction to
the neighboring cell containing direction out of the sink. It is done by following
programs with the priority set to 6.

*
+
α ∗ ∗
(52)  ∗ X ∗  → ⇐; β → U ; 6 ;α ∈ {a, E, i, 2}
∗ ∗ ∗
+
* ∗ α ∗ 
(53)  ∗ X ∗  → ⇑; β → 6; 6 ;α ∈ {i, E, a, y, 2}
∗ ∗ ∗
* ∗ ∗ α 
+
(54)  ∗ X ∗  → ⇒; β → U ; 6 ; α ∈ {y, 2, i, a, E}
∗ ∗ ∗
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+
* ∗ ∗ ∗ 
(55)  α X ∗  → ⇐; β → 8; 6 ;α ∈ {E, i, m, 2, u}
∗ ∗ ∗
+
* ∗ ∗ ∗ 


∗ X α → ⇒; β → 9; 6 α ∈ {a, i, m, y, q};
(56)
∗ ∗ ∗
* ∗ ∗ ∗ 
+


∗ X ∗ → ⇐; β → D; 6 ;α ∈ {E, i, m, 2, u}
(57)
α
∗ ∗
*
+
∗ ∗ ∗
(58)  ∗ X ∗  → ⇓; β → 7; 6 ;α ∈ {a, E, m, q, u}
∗ α ∗
*
+
∗ ∗ ∗
(59)  ∗ X ∗  → ⇒; β → D; 6 ; α ∈ {a, i, m, y, q}; β ∈ {I, J, K, L}
∗ ∗ α

6

The example simulation

The example visualization is based on data from FreeGoedataCZ. A final statistics is done over four different data sets - four different locations.
The processed map is map of area with sink and its size is 10 × 10 and its directions are shown on the Table 3. Transcoded symbols are shown on the Table 4.

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

0
↑
←
←
←
←
←
←
←
←
↓

1 2
↑ ↑
← ց
← ց
← ↓
↓ ւ
↓ ↓
→ ց
↑ →
ր ↑
↓ ↓
Table

3
↑
↓
↓
↓
ւ
ւ
↓
ց
→
↓
3.

4 5 6 7
↑ ↑ ↑ ↑
ւ ւ ← ց
ւ ← ← →
← ← ւ ↓
← ← ւ ↓
ւ ւ ւ ↓
↓ ւ ւ ւ
↓ ւ ւ ւ
↓ ← ւ ←
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Processed map

8
↑
ց
→
→
ւ
ւ
←
ւ
ւ
↓

9
↑
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
↓

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

0 1 2
i i i
E E q
E E q
E E m
E m u
E m m
E a q
E i a
E y i
m m m
Table 4.

3 4 5 6 7 8
i i i i i i
m u u E q q
m u E E a a
m E E u m a
u E E u m u
u u u u m u
m m u u u E
q m u u u u
a m E u E u
m m m m m m
Transcoded symbols

9
i
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
m

A source of water is placed into cells [2, 3], [3, 3], [4, 3], [2, 4], [3, 4], [4, 4], [2, 5],
[3, 5], [4, 5]. In every source cell there are 8 agents. To simulate rain all agents are
not active in the initial configuration. Only one agent has the configuration of
Xe in each cell. The next nineteen become active always in two computational
steps. The numbers of active agents in the environment are shown in the Tables
5(A) - 10(A) - the first column of tables (heatmaps). The tables (heatmaps) in
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the second column (Tables 5(B)-10(B) show corresponding results achieved from
SIMWE algorithm.
0
1.5 4.5 7.5 10.5 13.5 16.5 19.5 22.5 25.5
Legend for heatmaps - depth of water in mm

28.5 . . .

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 2 3 1 0 0 0 0 0
5 0 1 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
6 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Table 5. (A)Active agents after 2nd step of
water after 4 minutes of rainfall (in mm)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
1 ∗ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ∗
2 ∗ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ∗
3 ∗ 0 3.3 4.1 3.7 0 0 0 0 ∗
4 ∗ 0 8.0 9.2 4.8 0 0 0 0 ∗
5 ∗ 3.4 7.1 5.1 4.8 0 0 0 0 ∗
6 ∗ 0.7 4.7 4.1 0.8 0 0 0 0 ∗
7 ∗ 0 0.5 0.9 0.5 0 0 0 0 ∗
8 ∗ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ∗
9 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
computation, (B) raster data - depth of

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 5 5 1 0 0 0 0 0
5 0 1 4 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
6 0 2 4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Table 6. (A)Active agents after 4th step of
water after 8 minutes of rainfall (in mm)

0 1
2
3
4 5 6 7 8 9
0 ∗ ∗
∗
∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
1 ∗ 0
0
0
0 0 0 0 0 ∗
2 ∗ 0
0
0
0 0 0 0 0 ∗
3 ∗ 0 3.3 4.1 3.7 0 0 0 0 ∗
4 ∗ 0 14.8 15.3 4.3 0 0 0 0 ∗
5 ∗ 1.7 12.1 5.6 4.8 0 0 0 0 ∗
6 ∗ 6.2 13.7 4.2 1.8 0 0 0 0 ∗
7 ∗ 0 0.7 4.7 0.5 0 0 0 0 ∗
8 ∗ 0
0
0
0 0 0 0 0 ∗
9 ∗ ∗
∗
∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
computation, (B) raster data - depth of

We compare the simulation process using 2D P colonies and using SIMWE
algorithm.
One agent corresponds to 3 mm of water and two steps of computation take 4
minutes. From previous tables we can derive following results: At the beginning
of simulation the agents move more slowly than water over the surface but at
the second half of simulation the agents move more quickly than water. Area
touched by water is larger in SIMWE simulation but depth of water in these
cells is only about 1 mm. The graphical representation of the frequency of depth
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 4 3 1 0 0 0 0 0
5 0 1 4 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
6 0 3 5 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Table 7. (A)Active agents after 6th step of
water after 12 minutes of rainfall (in mm)

0 1
2
3
4 5 6 7 8 9
0 ∗ ∗
∗
∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
1 ∗ 0
0
0
0 0 0 0 0 ∗
2 ∗ 0
0
0
0 0 0 0 0 ∗
3 ∗ 0 3.3 4.1 3.7 0 0 0 0 ∗
4 ∗ 0 11.9 10.0 4.3 0 0 0 0 ∗
5 ∗ 2.7 13.8 5.7 4.8 0 0 0 0 ∗
6 ∗ 9.5 16.6 8.2 1.8 0 0 0 0 ∗
7 ∗ 0.5 1.6 6.8 1.5 0 0 0 0 ∗
8 ∗ 0 1.6 8.3 0 0 0 0 0 ∗
9 ∗ ∗
∗
∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
computation, (B) raster data - depth of

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 1
2
3
4 5 6 7 8 9
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 ∗ ∗
∗
∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 ∗ 0
0
0
0 0 0 0 0 ∗
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 ∗ 0
0
0
0 0 0 0 0 ∗
3 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
3 ∗ 0 3.3 4.1 3.7 0 0 0 0 ∗
4 0 0 3 3 1 0 0 0 0 0
4 ∗ 0 8.9 10.0 4.3 0 0 0 0 ∗
5 0 1 3 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
5 ∗ 2.7 12.8 5.7 4.8 0 0 0 0 ∗
6 0 1 10 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 ∗ 5.5 32.3 7.4 1.8 0 0 0 0 ∗
7 0 0 0 4 3 0 0 0 0 0
7 ∗ 0.8 1.3 15.6 10.6 0 0 0 0 ∗
8 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0
8 ∗ 0 1.6 2.1 13.2 0 0 0 0 ∗
9 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0
9 ∗ ∗
∗
∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Table 8. (A)Active agents after 8th step of computation, (B) raster data - depth of
water after 16 minutes of rainfall (in mm)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 1
2
3
4 5 6 7 8 9
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 ∗ ∗
∗
∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 ∗ 0
0
0
0 0 0 0 0 ∗
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 ∗ 0
0
0
0 0 0 0 0 ∗
3 0 0 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0
3 ∗ 0 3.3 4.1 3.7 0 0 0 0 ∗
4 0 0 2 4 1 0 0 0 0 0
4 ∗ 0 6.9 12.0 4.3 0 0 0 0 ∗
5 0 2 4 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
5 ∗ 3.7 13.8 5.7 4.8 0 0 0 0 ∗
6 0 2 6 4 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 ∗ 6.2 17.4 14.4 1.8 0 0 0 0 ∗
7 0 0 0 8 1 0 0 0 0 0
7 ∗ 0.5 1.8 25.0 4.9 0 0 0 0 ∗
8 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0
8 ∗ 0 0.6 1.5 13.5 0 0 0 0 ∗
9 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0
9 ∗ ∗
∗
∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Table 9. (A)Active agents after 10th step of computation, (B) raster data - depth of
water after 20 minutes of rainfall (in mm)

of water is shown on the Figure 1. The models give different results in 8.854
percent of cells in whole simulation.

Modelling of Surface Runoff using 2D P colonies
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 2 4 1 0 0 0 0 0
5 0 2 5 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
6 0 2 7 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 0 0 0 6 3 0 0 0 0 0
8 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0
9 0 0 0 0 15 0 0 0 0 0
Table 10. (A)Active agents after 12th step
water after 24 minutes of rainfall (in mm)
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0 1
2
3
4 5 6 7 8 9
0 ∗ ∗
∗
∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
1 ∗ 0
0
0
0 0 0 0 0 ∗
2 ∗ 0
0
0
0 0 0 0 0 ∗
3 ∗ 0 3.3 4.1 3.7 0 0 0 0 ∗
4 ∗ 0 6.9 12.0 4.3 0 0 0 0 ∗
5 ∗ 3.7 15.8 5.7 4.8 0 0 0 0 ∗
6 ∗ 7.2 22.0 6.6 1.8 0 0 0 0 ∗
7 ∗ 1.8 2.0 20.3 9.2 0 0 0 0 ∗
8 ∗ 0 1.6 2.3 25.1 0 0 0 0 ∗
9 ∗ ∗
∗
∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
of computation, (B) raster data - depth of

Fig. 1. Frequency of depth of water in 2D P colony and SIMWE

7

Conclusion

The aim of this paper was to analyse the situation and to create a 2D model
P colonies that would simulate the flow of liquid over the Earth’s surface, a phenomenon called Surface runoff. This process is very common in nature and accumulation of water leads to flash flooding or floods in general. Flow down of water
on the surface is influenced by many factors: the surface slope, soil saturation,
temperature, humidity, size of source and lots of others. We applied the slope
of the terrain in the environment of 2D P colonies. Finally, we compared the
process of the simulations with the results provided by the algorithm SIMWE,
module of geographic information system software GRASS GIS. The simulation
results differs in 8.854 percent of cells.
Remark 1.
This work was partially supported by the European Regional Development Fund
in the IT4Innovations Centre of Excellence project (CZ.1.05/1.1.00/02.0070),
by SGS/24/2013, SGS/7/2011 and by project OPVK no. CZ.1.07/2.2.00/28.0014.
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Abstract. Due to their inherent parallel and non-deterministic nature,
P system implementations require vast computing and storage resources.
This significantly limits their applications, even more so when the calculation of all possible evolutions of the P system is required. This article
exposes the scalability possibilities available with the Big Data ecosystem
for P systems implementations, using Map Reduce parallelism to build
the P system computation tree. The Hadoop based implementation is
then used for generating test suites for cell like P systems, in particular
for context-dependent rule coverage testing. Our preliminary evaluations
on a benchmark of automatically generated P systems confirms that the
proposed approach scales well.
Keywords: P systems testing, Hadoop, P system computation tree, Map
Reduce, Big Data, NoSQL

1

Introduction

Membrane computing, a field of research which studies distributed and parallel
computing models called P systems, is a rapidly growing research area. Initially
coined by Gheorghe Păun in [1], P systems have been studied from a computational and modelling perspective. Many variants have been introduced [2] and
investigated, further a set of applications has been identified and modelled with
such systems. P systems offer the possibility of modelling natural phenomena
using a very natural and logical syntax. Unfortunately natural phenomena are
inherently extremely complex and the simulation of P systems which model such
phenomena inherit the complexity, therefore requiring significant computational
power to process. At a certain point the computational power and storage capacity of a single machine is simply insufficient for the simulations and testing of
such P system, at which point grid or clustered computing is considered. In an
attempt to reuse established technologies for the computations of P systems we
will show a method of using a Map Reduce framework and a NoSQL database
in the simulation of P systems. These technologies (which at times fall under
the blanket term of Big Data) are designed to leverage large scale commodity
hardware clusters as massively scalable environment for parallel computing. We
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will use Big Data technologies to compute a computation tree of a non deterministic P system, and show a potential application of such computations. Some
theoretical work has been done in using Hadoop with P systems in [7] , but no
implementation has been attempted.

2
2.1

Preliminaries
Map Reduce

MapReduce [3] is a framework developed circa 2004 at Google in an attempt to
deal with their very large scale data warehousing needs. Although the Google
implementation of the Map Reduce ecosystem is proprietary, Doug Cutting from
within the Apache foundation developed an open source implementation under
the project name Hadoop. We use this implementation for our experiments. The
Hadoop ecosystem has many subcomponents including a file system, coordination applications, meta programming languages and many other components.
For the purposes of our discussion we will focus on the core map reduce functionality developed as a basis for distributed computation within applications.
Map Reduce is conceptually based on functional programming paradigms or to
be more specific two primitives (higher order functions) called map and reduce.
Map (in functional programming) is defined as a higher order function with
type signature: map :: (α → β) → [α] → [β]. In other words a function that
acts upon a vector of data in one data domain α and returns a vector of data
in another data domain β having transformed from domain α to domain β by
the given transformational function. In more familiar syntax if we have an input
vector A = [a1 , a2 ...an ] and a function f , then map(A, f ) = f (A) = A′ where
A′ = [f (a1 ), f (a2 )...f (an )]. The data type of the resulting vector does not have
to match the data type of initial vector but the cardinality of the two vectors
must be equal.
Reduce also referred to as fold, accumulate, compress, or inject (in functional
programming) is defined as a higher order function with type signature reduce ::
(α → β → β) → [α] → β → β. In other words a function that acts upon a vector
and returns the aggregation of the elements within that vector, aggregating based
on the provided function. If we had our vector V = [v1 , v2 ..vn ] and our reduce
function g), then reduce(V, g) = v ′ where v ′ = g(v1, g(v2, (...g(v( n − 1), vn )))
(assuming a right side evaluation). In this case the type of V and v ′ are the same
but the cardinality of the input vector is n while the cardinality of the result
is 1. At the same time the reduce function g must be associative, commutative,
and distributive as to allow for random ordering in the reduce process. Although
in this example the reduce is right evaluated, evaluation can happen in any
direction and in any order.
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Map-Reduce within the context of Hadoop deviates from this strict definition
of functional programming in a couple of ways. Most notable is the format of
the input and output of both the map and reduce function, which are defined as
a tuple of order 2. These tuples also referred to as a Key Value pair < K, V >
are the basis of all interactions within Hadoop. The Map task takes input of
a < K, V > pair and produces i < K, V > pairs (where 0 ≤ i ≤n). In the
next step (reduce) all < K, V > pairs where the key is identical are passed to
the reduce function. Basically the input of a Reduce function is a key with a
list of values < K, [V, V, V...] >. In the reducer (the execution of a reduce task)
all of the values are reduced together and a series of j < K, V > pairs (where
0 ≤ j ≤ m) are produced which are the output of the entire process. The output
of one execution can now become the input of next run of the application in
series of executions. The Map and Reduce processes are written in Java and the
execution of a Map or Reduce task entails running the map or reduce function
on a server in a cluster of machines. A Mapper is a server in the cluster which
is running a map task at that particular instance in time. Upon initiation of
the application all servers run map tasks until the entire input set has been
exhausted. Afterwards all servers become reducers and run the reduce function
until again all < K, V > pairs produced by the mappers are exhausted. The
resultant < K, V > pairs produced by the reducers are written out to the file
system. Since all of the processes are run on independent servers with very little
shared between processes, clusters can scale up to thousands of servers.
To give an example of MapReduce we can look at the canonical example,
word count. Word count calculates the number of occurrences of each word
within a text. The Map task takes as input a chunk of the file (the key being the
byte offset of the file and the value is the actual test in the file). The map task
tokenizes the test and creates < K, V > pairs where the key is the actual word
and value is the number of occurrences of the word (1 initially). The reducer
takes in each unique key ( in our case word) and does a sum of the integer values
associated with it, fundamentally doing a world count. Figure 2 exemplifies the
case where we have two input files one with the text ”hello world” and the other
with the text ”goodbye world”
2.2

NoSQL Database

NoSQL is actually a blanket term to describe a suite database technologies
which are not compliant to standard relational paradigms. Most of the underlying concepts come from a Google article [4] which describes a technology for
distributed databases. NoSQL comprises of many different database technologies including document orient databases, graph databases, columnar stores and
the technology we used for our experiments Key-Value stores. Most NoSQL
databases use a lightweight mechanism for storing and retrieving data in exchange for greater scalability and availability. Oracle NoSQL database (the implementation of NoSQL used for this article) has similar properties to a map
or dictionary from computer science theory. The database is able to store a key
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Fig. 1: Example of the flow of data with a Map-Reduce execution
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Fig. 2: Steps of Map-Reduce word count
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value pair, and it’s able to retrieve a value based on its corresponding key. In Oracle NoSQL database the keys are defined in a slightly more complex way. A key
is composed of two components: a major component and a minor component,
which are both a list of strings.

Fig. 3: A diagram of how a key is composed

When data is retrieved from the database, partial keys can be used allowing
the retrieval of multiple values at the same time. A partial key (one that only
contains the major component and i minor components where 0 ≤ i < n − 1 and
n is the number of minor components) is used to retrieve multiple keys which
are logically linked and are processed together.
From a physical data storage perspective NoSQL uses a very similar architecture to a Hadoop cluster. NoSQL achieves its scalability and availability through
a distributed storage mechanism. Multiple parallel servers are used to store the
data. Usually the data is mirrored across multiple distinct servers. If a server
is lost, the data can be retrieved from another server with the same data. At
the same time if client requests data from an overloaded server a jump can be
made to another server with lower utilization and the same data. Hashing algorithms are employed to eliminate the need for a linear search of all servers
when retrieving data. In Oracle’s NoSQL Database the major component of the
keys is used as the indicator for which server to use, as an effort is made to keep
all keys with identical major components together on one server. This enables
faster multi-retrieve executions.
There is an important side effect of distributed databases relating to the
consistency of data, or better said the lack there of. NoSQL databases uses a
term called eventual consistency which states given a long enough period in which
no updates occur, the system will reach a consistent state, but at a particular
point in time there is no guarantee the system will be consistent. Given the
distributed nature of the storage (usually triple mirroring) an update pushed to
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Fig. 4: A diagram of a NoSQL physical deployment

one sever is not guaranteed to propagate to all servers before a reading of the
exact data point, hence a read might offer an old version of that data point.
These limitations must be considered when designing an application against a
NoSQL database. For more information see [9]
2.3

Parallelism

The subject of parallelism in computing can be split into many different categories including symmetric multiprocessing, grid computing massive parallel
processing, grid computing and many more. The focus of this article will be exclusively grid computing, the distribution of work to multiple physical machines
weakly linked through commodity networking, an architecture in which many of
the worlds super computers share. This architecture allows for massive scaling
(theoretically to unlimited number of processing units) while at the same time
eliminating the need for exotic hardware which is both expensive and difficult
to come by. An excellent overview and description of Parallelism in computing
and the different can be found at [8]. Looking at the map and reduce function
from a parallelism perspective it is quite natural that they distribute very nicely.
Looking at the map function there is no link or sharing between the mapping
of individual elements of a vector hence the map function can be executed on a
different node of a cluster for each element of a vector with linear scaling and no
performance impact as the number of nodes increases (baring data movement
issues). The reduce function shares a similar parallelism capability (assuming
associativity, commutativity, and distributivity) as little as two elements can be
reduced (combined) on each node of the cluster and (given a set of n unique keys)
we can theoretically scale to a n node cluster. It is to note there is some com-
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munications overheard as the data produced by a map task (with identical keys)
needs to moved on a single node of the cluster to be able to run the reduce function. For practical purposes implementation is usually limited to thousands of
nodes due to network limitation although larger implementations are suspected
to exist at web 2.0 corporations.
2.4

P systems

A (cell like) P system is a computational model inspired by the chemical reactions
across cell membranes. The formal definition with which we will be working is:
Definition 2.41 A P system is a tuple
Π = (V, µ, W1 , . . . , Wn , R1 . . . Rn )
where
– V is the alphabet (a finite and nonempty) set of objects
– µ is the membrane structure, a hierarchical arrangement of compartments
named membranes identified by integer 1 to n
– Wi where 0 ≤ i ≤ n are strings over V, describing the multisets of objects
initially placed in the i regions of µ.
– Ri 0 ≤ i ≤ n is a finite set of evolution rules for each region i where evolution
rule r is of the form
r : u → (a1 , t1 ) . . . (an , tn )
(1)
where u and ai is a multiset over V, and ti is an element from µ. ti is limited
to the current membrane, the region immediately outside the current region
or any of the region immediately inside the current region.
Although many variations on P system exist, for the purposes of this article
we will concern ourselves with only this very basic definition (above) to look
at how Big Data technologies can help in handling the state explosion problem. Complications such as polarization can be added to the computations upon
request. It is also important to note that although this definition can have P
systems which can only have one possible evolution path, our focus will be on
non-deterministic P system with multiple possible evolutions for every membrane, in every configuration.
2.5

Computation Tree

A computation tree is a directed acyclic graph representation of the evolutions
of a P system. The graph has a single root node (which represents the initial
multiset of the P system), and every edge represents a possible evolution of the
P system. All subsequent nodes in the graph are possible evolutions of the P
system where the edges leading to the node represent the rules which must be
applied to reach that configuration. Our computation tree assumes maximally
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parallel execution. For example if we had the following P system:

Π = (V, µ, W1 , R1 ),
where
–
–
–
–

V = {a, b}
µ = []′ 1
W1 = a2
R1 = {r1 : a → a, b; r2 : a → b}
We would see the computation tree in Figure 4:

Fig. 5: A sample of a computation tree

3

Building a P system computation tree with Hadoop &
NoSQL Database

In developing the computation three of a P system we will be using the Oracle
NoSQL database and Hadoop to facilitate a massively parallel calculation of
the computation tree. The use of these technologies bring several complications
as to ensure all relevant steps are parallelizable. In that we have developed the
following distinct steps which are followed in sequence in order to calculate the
computation tree. They are
1. Load the components (V, µ, Wn , Rn ) of the P system into the NoSQL database
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2. Calculate all possible rule combinations for each multiset at the current level
of the computation tree
3. Calculate the multisets which are produced by applying the rule sequences
discovered in step 2
4. Repeat Step 2 and 3 for subsequent levels of the computation tree
It is important to note that we are creating the computation tree in a breath
first manner where all of the nodes for a level n are calculated before any of the
nodes for level n + 1 are discovered.
3.1

Representing a P system as a series of < K, V > pairs

A < K, V > is a very simple model for storing data and as such there are theoretically many ways in which a P system can be represented as a series of pairs.
For our implementation we focused on developing a model that is most conducive to the computation tree calculations we wanted to do. As such there was
an explicit effort in using integers to represent elements of the P system rather
than strings, as integer operations are much more efficient than string operations. Further integer representations allow for matrix and vector mathematics
to be directly applied during our computations without the need to consider how
strings would be handled. The second design decision was to group elements together by their use within our calculations and not by how they fit in logically
within a P system. Given these design principles we used the following < K, V >
pairs to represent a P system Π = (V, µ, W1 , . . . , Wn , R1 . . . , Rn ).
Alphabet V
There is a single key which stores the alphabet. Its corresponding value
is a Java serialized object which stores an array of strings representing the
alphabet. This is the only place the actual alphabet is stored, and any further
mention of an alphabet object is done through the integer index of this array.
For example if our alphabet is V = [α, β, γ, δ] then to refer to α one would
simple use the number 0, number 1 for β, number 2 for γ and so forth.
Membrane Structure µ
The absolute membrane structure is not very interesting to our calculations,
rather the children and parent membranes of each membrane is useful. As
such for each membrane there are two < K, V > pairs stored. One which
stores the children of that membrane (as a Java serialized array of strings)
and one which stores the parent membrane (as a simple string). Although
storing both parents and children is redundant the overheard is minimal and
it eliminates the need of searching relationship trees to discover ancestry.
This is also a < K, V > pair which holds a list of all membranes IDs (without
any semantic information) to enable iteration through all membranes.
Rules R
The rules are the most performance critical element of our application as they
are used in many of the calculations that are done. The rules are grouped
by membrane and split by sides of the equation, as that is how they will be
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consumed. The rules are stored as integer matrices where each row represents
a rule and each column represents an alphabet object. For example if we had
V = {a, b, c}
R1 = a1 c2 → a2 b1
R2 = b2 → a2 c1
then the first matrix will be all an aggregation of all of the left sides of the
rules. We call this the
 consumers
102
consumers =
020
The second matrix will be an aggregation of all of the right sides of the rules.
We call this the
 producers

210
producers =
201
For each membrane there will be these two matrices stored as Java serialized
objects of two dimensional arrays. The decision to split the rules into left side
and right side was made out of the realization that these two elements will be
used independently of each other. When dealing with rules which produces
objects in multiple membranes we transform the matrix into a cube where
the third dimension maintains a list of all relevant membranes.

Fig. 6: Cube representation of the rules of a membrane
This storage schema assumes a dense coding of the objects and is very efficient if most of the alphabet objects are used in every rule. If there is a
very sparse use of objects within rules then this coding mechanism may use
excess storage.
Multisets
The multisets are stored as an array of integers, similar to the way rules are
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stored. The index of a multiset array corresponding to an object from the
alphabet and the integers stored represents the multiplicity of that object.
3.2

Storing a computation tree as a series of < K, V > pairs

Nodes
To represent a tree as a series of < K, V > we use the smallest piece of information to store in each < K, V > pair, particularly we store the multiset of a
membrane. For P systems which have multiple membranes each membrane has
its own node, so a configuration of the P system is actually comprised of multiple
< K, V > pairs. When storing a node of the computation tree the key under
which it is stored contains a significant amount of meta-data. In defining the
key we exploit the make-up of a key described in section 2.2. There are three
different pieces of information stored in the key of a node.
1. The level of the computation tree this node corresponds to
2. The membrane of the P system this node corresponds to
3. An unique id for this particular configuration.
The first two make up the major component of the Key, while the third makes
up the minor component:
Major Component: List (Level of tree , membrane number)
Minor Component: (Unique id)
It is important to note the Unique id does not uniquely identify a node
in the computation tree, and is only unique in combination with the membrane
number. For example if there are 5 membranes in the P system then there should
be 5 different nodes with the identical Unique id, one for each membrane, and
combined they make up one configuration. This is done so each < K, V > pair
in the database is the minimum unit for calculation, as the computation of a
membrane is completely independent of all other membranes. This will fit in
very nicely into the MapReduce tasks described in the next section.
Edges
For each node of the tree there are two additional data points stored in the
database. These represent the meta-data which would normally be stored in the
edges of the graph:
1. A list of all child configuration for each Unique ID
2. A list of all rules applied on a particular evolution
This information is stored separate to the tree nodes as it applies to multiple
nodes simultaneously. Each node represents only one membrane from a configuration and it is trivial which membrane is the child of which membrane. This
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mapping can only be done at the configuration level as there is a directly link
between the parent and child of a configuration. The same applies to storing
which rules were applied to go from one configuration to another. It is very difficult to separate which rules produced all of the objects in a particular membrane
given membrane communication as such, the rules applied are per configuration
not per node. As described in the previous section the Unique ID identifies a
configuration so it is quite easy to store a < K, V > where the key is the unique
ID and the value is a Java serialized array of all the children or a list of rules
applied. These two supplementary < K, V > enable the traversing of the tree in
a logical way.
3.3

Determining all possible evolutions

One of the most critical and performance intensive aspects of developing the
computation tree is discovering the possible evolutions of a configuration (particularly when dealing with a non deterministic P system). This calculation is
non parallelizable and the performance of the entire system is gated on the algorithm used to discover all possible evolutions. The applicability of a rule is
context dependent (dependent on the particular configuration) hence reuse of
calculation is difficult, and brute force evaluation is a linear search to a potentially very large set of all possible rule combinations. In this section we have
developed two algorithms, one for the general case, and one optimized for a
specific case.
General Case Algorithm
To calculate all of the possible evolutions of a P system from a given configuration for the general case where there is not apriori information about the rules
within a membrane we use a brute force algorithm. This algorithm goes through
each of the rules and discovers the maximum number of time a particular rule
can be applied in a context independent space (i.e. ignoring all other rules). Next
we calculate all of the possible vectors of rules which could possibly be applied.
For a P system where the maximum time rulei can be applied is max(ri ), there
should be at most Πmax(ri ) combinations. Once every possible combination is
calculated each one of these vectors is tested for correctness and maximality. If
they pass both criteria then they are stored in list of possible evolutions of the
P system in that particular configuration. The algorithm for checking a possible
vector is described next.
To describe our function we have the following definitions:
R is the vector of rules in the membrane
X is the vector of rules under test
M is the configuration (multiset) of the membrane
applyAllRules is a function which takes a vector of rules and returns the
multiset resultant from applying those rules
– applicable check if rule r is applicable given the multiset s

–
–
–
–
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The algorithm is:
C ← applyAllRules(R)
if C = M then
return maximal
else
for all c ∈ C do
if |ci | > |mi | then
return incorrect
end if
end for
for all r ∈ R do
if applicable(r, M − C) then
return not maximal
end if
end for
return maximal
end if
Once every possible combination of rules has been tested with this algorithm, the rules vectors (which return maximal) are the vectors which produce
all possible evolutions of the P system from the specified configuration for that
membrane.
Special Case Algorithm
If we impose certain restriction on the acceptable rule, new solving mechanisms for finding all possible maximal combinations of rules become available.
Similar approached have been tried by: [6].To exemplify this approach:
We know that for a given multiset M and a set of rules R where ri is of the
form u → (a1 , t1 ) . . . (an , tn ) and |ri | represents the number of times a rule i is
applied,
∀m ∈ M, Σ|ri | ≤ |m|

(2)

∀v ∈ V∃r ∈ R : r = v → α

(3)

where u of ri contains m
But if
where V is the alphabet of the P system and α is an arbitrary vector over V (in
other words if every object in the multiset is consumed)
then
∀m ∈ M, Σ|ri | = |m|
(4)
Combine (4) with the fact that |ri | ∈ N and you get a system of linear equation
which can be solved. The solutions to the system of equations represents all
possible combinations of rules which satisfy the maximality requirements.
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Numerical Example: If we had the following configuration:
V = {a, b, c}
M = {a4 , b5 , c3 }


r1 = a1 , b1 → α



1 1


r2 = a , c → α
R = r3 = a1 → α



r4 = b1 → α



r = c1 → α
5

where α is any arbitrary multiset over V

By expanding the equation (4) we get


|r1 | + |r2 | + |r3 | = 4
|r1 | + |r4 | = 5


|r2 | + |r5 | = 3
This now becomes a problem of n equations and m unknowns, so to solve we
will rewrite the equations as an augmented matrix.



111004
1 0 0 1 0 5
010013

If we perform Gaussian elimination on this matrix with the solution we get



100 1 0 5
0 1 0 0 1 3 
0 0 1 −1 −1 −4
From here we have two free variables, we will call them t1 and t2 and the solution
is:



r1 = 5 − t1



r2 = 3 − t2
r3 = −t1 − t2 + 4


r4 = t1



r = t
5
2
which produces an infinite number of solution, but we know that |ri | ∈ N so we
can add the following restrictions on t1 and t2
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0 ≥ t1 ≥ 5
0 ≥ t2 ≥ 3


t1 + t2 ≤ 4
and if we plug in all acceptable values for t1 and t2 into the solution matrix
we get the 14 different possible evolutions of that particular configuration.
This algorithm is not exceptionally efficient as Gaussian elimination is O(n3 )
but as rules in a membrane do not change through the evolution of the P system
we can solve the equation for a generic multiset and then simple plug in the
values when calculating all possible evolutions. This will significantly reduce the
amount of time required to calculate all possible evolutions.
3.4

Determining next level’s nodes

Once we have calculated all possible evolutions of a particular configuration of a
P system then the calculation of the next level of the computation tree is quite
straight forward. We follow the steps:
1. Take one possible rule application sequence (calculated in section 4.3)
2. Given the particular input set apply the rule combination and get the output
multiset
3. Take that multiset and do a cross product with the multisets of all of the
other membranes available for the unique ID
4. Break up the resultant configuration and store each node in a unique key in
the database
5. Repeat for all rule application sequences and possible cross products with
different membranes
Following these steps we are able to compute all of the children nodes for a
particular configuration of the P system.
3.5

The Map Reduce implementation

Developing a computation tree for a P system requires the calculation of all
possible evolutions of each node in the tree recursively. As each node’s possible
evolution is absolutely independent of another, its calculation can be performed
independently and most importantly in parallel. To facilitate this parallelism we
use the Map construct of the Hadoop infrastructure, as it allows us to parallelize very naturally this calculation. As the calculation of the next level’s nodes
requires the aggregation of multiple membrane’s possible evolutions, the Reduce construct is used to perform this task. Each MapReduce cycle calculates
one more level of the computation tree, and as multiple calls are made to the
MapReduce infrastructure the output of one cycle becomes the input for the next
cycle. In other words the Map task implements one of the algorithms described
in section 4.3 and stores the results under the Unique Id of the configuration.
The Reduce task receives all of the results from the MAP task for a particular
configuration (a list who’s cardinality is equal to the number of membranes
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in a configuration). In the Reduce task a cross product between the possible
configurations of each membrane and stored the products as the nodes of the next
level. For example if we have 3 membranes and each membrane has 4 possible
evolutions, then we would store 192 nodes in the computation tree (assuming
all of the configurations produce objects in all of the membranes). The cross
product of all of the possible evolutions is 4 X 4 X 4 which is 64. Each of those
configuration has objects in all three membranes, but in the computation tree a
node only represents one membrane, hence for each configuration there will be
3 nodes stored in the database; therefore 64 X 3 = 192 nodes stored.

4

Experimental Results

We developed several P systems of varied size to determine the time required
to generate a computation three of n levels for a particular P system. We also
vary the number of servers in the cluster to be able to get an idea of scaling
possibilities. The cluster was composed of 16 servers each with a single core 2 duo
processor 4 GB of Ram and a single hard disk on a SATA bus. It is important
to note a single server in a modern Hadoop cluster can be more power then
the sum of the 16 machines we used, as such the following results need to be
taken within that context. Most of the 16 nodes were configured identically with
on server dedicated to administrating the Hadoop cluster and another for the
NoSQL database. These two services (Haddop MapReduce server and NoSQL
storage server) were run concurrently on the same physical machines with on
core for each process.
4.1

Testing different algorithms

We experimented with the different algorithms described in section 4.3 to notice
the performance difference between the algorithms. The experiment tried to find
all of the possible evolutions of a single membrane given a different number of
rules. The multiset used for each experiment was a vector with one of each element in the alphabet ( V ). This experiment was performed on a single machine.
These are the results:
Number Of Rules Time for General Case (ms) Time for Equation Solving (ms)
10
15
86
20
1146
188
30
1915509
891
40
8hrs +
30444
50
???
7808309 (2.16 hrs)
To understand the results there are a couple of practical notes to consider for
the Equation Solving algorithm.
1. The calculation of the reduced row echelon form matrix was not taken into
consideration for the total execution time, since it is calculated only once at
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the loading of the P system into the database, hence not relevant in repeated
executions.
2. Although the example in section 3.3 showed lower and upper bounds for each
free variable more complex execution usually only provide lower bounds for
the free variables. As such it required the calculation of theoretical upper
bounds, and then doing a linear search through all combinations of free
variables to check if the comply with restrictions imposed by the equations
in the reduced matrix.
3. The use of the Equation Solving algorithm has a static set-up time which
is why for small search sets the General Case algorithm is more efficient as
there is no set-up required for that algorithm.
4.2

Testing Number of Nodes

We used some P systems with varying number of rules to test how many nodes
we could store in the database and how much space would be required. All
experiments were performed with simple mirroring of data across the cluster.
Our first test used a simple P system with 4 membranes, 3 objects and 5
rules per membrane. This P system had a high number of possible evolutions
per membrane. Our experiment of running this P system had:
Number Of Nodes Storage Space Execution time
65471486
84.9 GB
16.54 hrs
This experiment did not finished as Hadoop time-out start to disrupt the execution.
We did run the computation again without clearing the database to see if more
nodes could be stored. The results were:
Number Of Nodes Storage Space Execution time
77186334
105.4 GB
5.52 hrs
This execution was exited by the system due to database issues. We believe
it might be configuration issues or networking issues but error logs did not provide and useful information.
We did also use a much larger P system with 5 membranes, 10 objects and 30
rules per membrane and the following results were achieved:
Number Of Nodes Storage Space Execution time
40445334
90 GB
10.52 hrs
This execution also timed out due to system resource limitations.
These experiments were designed to show the size of the computation trees which
could be stored in the database. The number of nodes stored is not the total
number of nodes which exist in the computation tree but the number of nodes
store before system stability issues interfered. We can extract from those results
we have about 770 thousand nodes per gigabyte, and 450 thousand nodes per
gigabyte for the respective P systems. The storage requirements do not grow
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perfectly proportionally with the number of objects in the multiset as metadata
describing the edges of the tree is also stored in the database which is not affected
by the alphabet size.
4.3

Testing with different numbers of servers

We will also vary the cluster size from 2 to 16 servers with the same P system
to test the scaling factor use a P system of 3 membranes 10 objects and 25 rules
per membrane. We observed the following results:
Tree Level
1
2

Number Of Nodes 2 Servers 4 Servers 8 Servers 16 Servers
18411
2m 51s
1m 22s
1m 43s
1m 18s
1438047
55m 34s 24m 12s 12m 44s
7m 56s

This experiment really demonstrates the scaling factor of Hadoop where doubling
the number of nodes effectively doubles the performance of the application. The
results of the experiments were significant despite the cluster being composed of
low power machines. Hadoop clusters have scaled to thousands of servers where
each server was significantly more powerful than the machines used for these
tests. This experiment also shows the potential variance of the system. The first
line of the table required to derivation of a single node (the root node) hence
no parallelism was possible. All results for the first derivation should be the
same as the number of servers does not matter for a non parallelisable task. The
variance in the numbers is because of unpredictable elements in the Hadoop
infrastructure.
4.4

Variance in results

Hadoop (as an infrastructure) is designed for large scale deployment of a distributed system (100 - 1000 of servers), and there is a high potential for server
failure, server slowdowns, and data loss, situations which Hadoop is designed to
deal with. These include data replication across servers (to deal with server loss)
and speculative execution to deal with individual server performance issues. As
exact execution path are both unpredictable, the timing results provided in this
article come with a potential error factor. Repeated experiments will produce
the same results but with different execution times, although these deltas are
usually within an acceptable margin.

5

Practical Uses

To demonstrate a practical use of this application we developed a tool which
would perform (Context Dependent Rule Coverage) CDRC test oracle discovery
using the computation tree stored on the database. CDRC is a testing strategy
where all possible sequences of 2 rules which can sequentially occur during the
simulation of a Psystem are tested. For more details on CDRC please see article
[5] . The process of discovering tree walks, which cover context dependent rules,
is as followed:
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1. Go through all of the rules and discover the CDRC rule pairs. Store these
inside the NoSQL database
2. Run a Map task which take as input a unique configuration at a specific level
of the computation, the goes through all children nodes of that configuration
and tests the applied rules of the two steps.
3. Each evolution of the P system (which covers a CDRC rule pair) is stored
and the CDRC pair is removed from the database as it is discovered.

6

Previous Work

Many attempts have previously been made to generate P system simulators
which use parallel computing with varying levels of success. These are all enumerated in: [8]. Possibly the most successful attempts have used speciality hardware to enable the simulation. These include GPU, FPGA, and Micro Controller
implementations. These simulators usually run much faster (per server) then the
one developed in this article, but they have two major drawbacks: they require
speciality equipment and they are limited to the storage and processing capacity
of a single device. Our solution is able to scale to multiple commodity machines
extending the storage capacity to very large data sets. At the same time a possible integrated approach between Hadoop and GPU approach would be very
interesting to attempt as it might enable a best of both worlds implementations
were the drawbacks of both system can be counterbalanced.
There have also been attempts at using clustered computing, using either
c++ and Message Passing Interface, or Java and remote method calls. Both
methods showed great potential but were limited by the communication overhead
of the implementations. Our approach uses a distributed database to enable our
communication and a slightly different approach to simulation (given tour multi
path approach). Although Hadoop is a more rigid infrastructure then the other
used, its rigidity also mitigates some of the issues faced with bespoke clustering
technologies.

7

Conclusion

In this article we have show how big data technologies can be used to massively
extend the reach of our P system simulators and calculators. The use of these
technologies constituted several conceptual elements:
1. The use of a NoSQL database to store the computation tree of a P system
2. The use of a Hadoop Map task to compute all possible evolutions of a membrane
3. Two different algorithms which can be used to compute the possible evolutions of a membrane
4. The use of a Hadoop Reduce task to simulate membrane communication
with the context of developing a computation tree
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5. The implementation of this code which scale to computing and storing millions of nodes of a computation tree within a distributed storage to allow
sub second access to the data even on low grade hardware.
6. The explanation and implementation of a possible use of the computation
tree in Context Dependent Rule Coverage testing.
We can now extend the use of Hadoop and NoSQL to empower P system to
simulate real world problems and possibly find solutions as we now have a viable
strategy for potentially unlimited scaling.
Further work will now be performed to extend the application both from a
technology perspective and a P system perspective. We will extend the technology to allow for other NoSQL database to underpin the system as to allow for
the use of server rental services. We will also try the extend in the type of P
system which can be simulated including conditional rules. We will also look at
using this technology for different practical purposes including different testing
strategies.
For access to the source code for this application go to GitHub at URL:
https://github.com/alexciobanu/psystem
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Abstract. Continuing the study of connections between classical and
P automata variants, we show that dP automata, i.e., distributed systems of P automata, where the input multiset is mapped to the set of
strings consisting of all permutations of its elements, are as powerful as
the class of distributed systems of special restricted counter machine acceptors. These variants of counter machines read multisets (represented
as sets of all permutations of their elements) and manipulate counters in
a conventional manner.

1

Introduction

P automata are purely communicating P systems accepting strings in an automaton-like fashion. In the standard case they are based on antiport systems with
promoters or inhibitors. The concept was introduced in [3, 4]; for a summary on
P automata the interested reader is referred to Chapter 6, [13]. Elements of the
language (over some alphabet) of a P automaton are obtained by some mapping
of the multiset sequences which enter the system through the skin membrane
during an accepting computation.
Studying simple, non-erasing mappings, it was shown that if the rules of the
P automaton are applied sequentially, then the accepted language class is strictly
included in the class of languages accepted by one-way Turing machines with a
logarithmically bounded workspace (1LOGSPACE), or if the rules are applied
in the maximally parallel manner, then the class of context-sensitive languages
is obtained [1]. If the input mapping is defined in such a way that it maps a
multiset to the set of strings consisting of all permutations of its elements, i.e.,
mapping fperm is used, then a class of languages is obtained that is strictly
included in the class of so-called restricted logarithmic space Turing machines
[6]. (In the case of nondeterministic restricted logarithmic space Turing machines
⋆
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the actual workspace available for computation is in logarithmic accordance with
the already consumed input.) To prove the statement, special variants of counter
machines, called RCMA (restricted counter machine acceptors) and SRCMA
(special restricted counter machine acceptors) were introduced making it possible
to read multisets (represented as sets of all permutations of their elements) and
manipulating counters in a conventional manner.
Motivated by communication complexity questions, the notion of a distributed
P automaton (a dP automaton, in short) was introduced in [12]. Such a system
consists of a finite number of component P automata which have their separate
inputs and which may communicate with each other by means of special antiportlike rules. A string accepted by a dP automaton is defined as the concatenation
of the strings accepted by the individual components during a computation performed by the system [12]. The generic variant of dP automata ([12]) uses the
mapping fperm to define its language, that is, a string accepted by a component P automaton is the concatenation of strings which are permutations of the
objects of the multisets imported by the skin membrane during an accepting
computation; all combinations are considered.
In the last two years, dP automata were studied in detail (see, for example [12], [8], [14], and [15, 16]). It was shown that using the mapping fperm ,
dP automata are strictly more powerful than P automata (with fperm ), but the
language family accepted by them is strictly included in the family of contextsensitive languages.
Investigations have been made to compare P and dP automata classes to
classical or well-known classes of acceptors as well. Connections between dP automata and non-deterministic multi-head finite automata were studied in [5],
based on the concepts of agreement languages of dP automata and the notion of
a two-way dP automaton. The strong agreement language consists of all words
which can be accepted in such a way that all components accept the same sequence of multisets. In case of weak agreement languages the accepted multiset
sequences can be different, only the equality of the images of all accepted sequences is required. In [5], it was shown how the languages of non-deterministic
one-way and two-way multi-head finite automata can be obtained as the agreement languages of one-way and two-way finite dP automata. (A dP automaton
is finite if the number of its configurations is a finite number.)
Continuing this line of research, in this paper we show that the classes of
concatenated and agreement languages of dP automata with mapping fperm
and working in the nondeterministic maximally parallel mode, are equal to the
classes of concatenated and agreement languages of distributed systems of special
restricted counter machine acceptors.

2

Preliminaries and Definitions

We assume the reader to be familiar with the basics of formal language theory
and membrane computing; for details consult [18] and [13].
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An alphabet is a finite non-empty set of symbols. For an alphabet V , we
denote by V ∗ the set of all strings over V ; if the empty string, λ, is not included,
then we use notation V + . The length of a string x ∈ V ∗ is denoted by |x|. For
any symbol a ∈ V , |x|a denotes the number of occurrences of the symbol a in x;
and for any set of symbols A ⊆ V , the number of occurrences of symbols from
A in x is denoted by |x|A .
A finite multiset over an alphabet V is a mapping M : V → N where N is the
notation for the set of non-negative integers; M (a) is said to be the multiplicity
of a in M . M can also be represented by any permutation of a string w =
M (a )
M (a ) M (a )
a1 1 a2 2 . . . an n ∈ V ∗ , where if M (x) 6= 0, then there exists j, 1 ≤ j ≤ n,
such that x = aj . The set of all finite multisets over an alphabet V is denoted
◦
by V ◦ , and we use the notation V +
for denoting the set of nonempty (finite)
multisets. The empty multiset is denoted by λ as in the case of the empty string.
If confusion may arise, we make explicit whether we speak of a string or a
multiset.
A P system is a structure of hierarchically embedded membranes (a rooted
tree), each membrane (node) having a unique label and enclosing a region containing a multiset of objects. The outmost membrane (the root of the tree),
called the skin membrane, is unique and usually labeled with 1. Each region
(membrane) is associated with a set of rules over multisets of objects which are
used for changing the configuration of the P system.
An antiport rule is of the form (u, in; v, out), u, v ∈ V ◦ for a finite set of
objects V . If such a rule is applied in a region, then the objects of u enter from
the parent region and in the same step, objects of v leave to the parent region.
If only (u, in) or (u, out) is indicated, then we speak of symport rules. (Note
that the meaning of the “in” tag in these rules is different from the meaning
of the target indicator “in” in the rules of type u → (v, in) used in other types
of P systems.) Antiport rules can be associated with promoters or inhibitor
multisets of objects, denoted by (u, in; v, out)|z , or (u, in; v, out)|z̄ , z ∈ V ◦ . In
the first case the rule can only be applied if the objects of the promoter multiset
z are all present in the given region, in the second case, the rule can be applied
if no element of z is present. Analogously, promoters or inhibitors can be added
to symport rules as well. The environment is supposed to contain an unlimited
supply of objects, thus if an antiport rule (with promoters or inhibitors) is to
be applied in the skin region, then the requested multiset is always available to
enter the system from the environment.
A P automaton (of degree k) is a membrane system Π = (V, µ, w1 , . . . , wk ,
P1 , . . . , Pk ) with object alphabet V , membrane structure µ, initial contents (multisets) of the ith region wi ∈ V ◦ , 1 ≤ i ≤ k, and sets of antiport rules with
promoters or inhibitors Pi , 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Furthermore, P1 must not contain any
rule of the form (a, in) where a is an object from V .
The configurations of the P automaton (the actual k-tuple of multisets of
objects over V in the regions) can be changed by transitions. The transition is
performed by applying rules according to the working mode of the P automaton. For simplicity, we consider only the non-deterministic maximally parallel
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(working) mode, where as many rules are applied simultaneously in the regions at the same step as possible. Thus, a transition in the P automaton Π
is (v1 , . . . , vk ) ∈ δΠ (u0 , u1 , . . . , uk ), where δΠ denotes the transition relation,
u1 , . . . , uk are the contents of the k regions, u0 is the multiset entering the system from the environment, and v1 , . . . , vk , respectively, are the contents of the k
regions after performing the transition. A sequence of transitions starting from
the initial configuration (w1 , . . . , wk ) is a computation.
In this way, there is a sequence of multisets which enter the system from
the environment during the steps of any computation. If the computation is
accepting, that is, if it halts, then this multiset sequence is called an accepted
multiset sequence.
From any accepted multiset sequence over V , a string of the accepted language, that is, a string over some alphabet Σ is obtained by the application of
∗
a mapping f : V ◦ → 2Σ , mapping each multiset to a finite set of strings.
∗
Let Π be a P automaton as above, and let f be a mapping f : V ◦ → 2Σ for
some finite alphabet Σ. The language over Σ accepted by Π with respect to f
is defined as
L(Π, f, Σ) = {f (v1 ) . . . f (vs ) | v1 , . . . , vs is an accepted multiset sequence of Π}.
In [8] the authors consider P automata with fperm . Since in this case Σ does
not differ from V , we denote the accepted language by L(Π, fperm ). The class
of languages accepted by Π automata defined by mapping fperm is denoted by
L(PA, fperm ). We note that the first appearance of fperm is in [7], where the
so-called analyzing P system, a closely related concept to the P automaton was
introduced, almost at the same time as [3].
A finite collection of P automata forms a distributed P automaton, a dP automaton, in short, introduced in [12]. A dP automaton (of degree n ≥ 1) is
a construct ∆ = (V, Π1 , . . . , Πn , R), where V is the alphabet of objects; Πi =
(V, µi , wi,1 , . . . , wi,k , Pi,1 , . . . , Pi,ki ) is a P automaton of degree ki ≥ 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
called the ith component of the system; R is a finite set of rules of the form
+
◦
zi |(si , u/v, sj )|zj , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, i 6= j, uv ∈ V , called the set of inter-component
communication (shortly, communication) rules of ∆; sk , 1 ≤ k ≤ n denotes the
skin membrane of Πk . The multisets zi , zj are promoters (or inhibitors) associated to the rule which can be applied if region si and sj contain (or not contain)
the elements of the multisets zi , zj , respectively.
We say that ∆ accepts the n-tuple (α1 , . . . , αn ), where αi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is
a sequence of multisets over V , if the component Πi , starting from its initial
configuration, using the symport/antiport rules (with promoters or inhibitors)
as well as the inter-component communication rules in the non-deterministic
maximally parallel way, takes from the environment the multiset sequence αi ,
1 ≤ i ≤ n, and ∆ eventually halts, i.e., enters an accepting configuration.
Analogously to single P automaton, we may associate a language to a dP automaton by using a mapping from the object multisets to an alphabet of symbols.
In this paper we study systems with the mapping fperm , see above. We note that
in [3] the mapping to define the alphabet of the language of the dP automaton
was considered in a more general manner.
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The (concatenated) language of ∆ (introduced in [12]) with respect to the
mapping fperm , is defined as
Lconcat (∆, fperm ) = {w1 . . . wn ∈ V ∗ | wi ∈ fperm (vi,1 ) . . . fperm (vi,si ) and
αi = vi,1 . . . vi,si , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, for an n-tuple of
accepted multiset sequences (α1 , . . . , αn )}.
In [5] two variants of languages based on agreement of the components were
introduced, namely, the weak and strong agreement languages. The strong agreement language consists of all words which can be accepted in such a way that all
components accept the same sequence of multisets. In weak agreement languages,
however, the accepted multiset sequences can be different, only the equality of
the images of all accepted sequences is required. Note that in the special case of
fperm , the two types of agreement languages coincide, since in general (considering multisets from V ◦ containing at least two different symbols a, b ∈ V, a 6= b of
the underlying alphabet), the sets of words obtained as the images of two multiset sequences under the permutation mapping are equal only if the multiset
sequences themselves are also equal. Thus, to obtain a “weaker” requirement,
similarly to the weak agreement languages for more general input mappings in
[5], we will use here a variant of the notion defined as follows.
The (weak) agreement language with respect to the mapping fperm is defined
as
Lagree (∆, fperm ) = {w ∈ V ∗ | w ∈ fperm (vi,1 ) . . . fperm (vi,si ) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
where αi = vi,1 . . . vi,si , 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
and (α1 , . . . , αn ) is an n-tuple of accepted multiset
sequences of ∆}.
In the case of Lconcat (∆, fperm ), the words accepted by the components are
concatenated to obtain the words of the language accepted by the dP automaton.
In the case of the agreement language Lagree (∆, fperm ), those words are accepted
by the dP automaton which can be obtained as the image of the accepted multiset
sequence of all of the components, or in other words, the language accepted by
the distributed automaton is the intersection of the sets of words Li obtained
as the images of the accepted multiset sequences αi of an n-tuple of sequences
(α1 , . . . , αn ) accepted by the system in a computation.
The classes of concatenated and weak agreement languages accepted by
dP automata and defined by mapping fperm are denoted by Lconcat (dPA, fperm )
and Lagree (dPA, fperm ).
Example 1. Let ∆ be a dP automaton ∆ = ({a, b, c, d}, Π1 , Π2 , ∅) with Πi =
({a, b, c, d}, [ ]1 , d, Pi ), 1 ≤ i ≤ 2, where P1 = {(ab, in; d, out), (c, in; a, out)}, P2 =
{(a, in; d, out), (bc, in; a, out)}.
The systems ∆ has only one computation where Π1 and Π2 accept the following sequences of two multisets: In the sequence accepted by Π1 , the first
multiset contains a symbol a and a symbol b, the second contains a symbol c.
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In the sequence accepted by Π2 , the first multiset contains a symbol a, the second contains a symbol b and a symbol c. Thus, ∆ accepts the pair of sequences
of multisets ({a, b}{c}, {a}{b, c}). (We enumerated the elements between curly
brackets, as in the usual set notation.)
Then, the concatenated language of ∆ is Lconcat (∆, fperm ) = {abcabc, bacabc,
abcacb, bacacb}, while the agreement language is Lagree (∆, fperm ) = {abc}.
In the following we recall some notions concerning complexity classes used
to characterize classes of languages accepted by P automata. We start with a
notion from [1].
A nondeterministic Turing machine with a one-way input tape is restricted
logarithmic space bounded if for every accepted input of length n, there is an
accepting computation where the number of nonempty cells on the work-tape(s)
is bounded by O(log d) where d ≤ n is the number of input tape cells already
read, that is, the distance of the reading head from the left end of the one-way
input tape. The class of languages accepted by such machines is denoted by
r1LOGSPACE.
The following two variants of counter machines were introduced in [6]: A
restricted k-counter machine acceptor M , an RCMA in short, is a (nondeterministic) counter machine with k counters (holding non-negative integers) and
a one-way read only input tape. Thus, M = (Q, Σ, k, δ, q0 , F ) for some k ≥ 1,
where Q is the set of internal states, Σ is the input alphabet, q0 ∈ Q is the
k
initial state, F ⊆ Q is the set of final states, and δ : Q × Σ ∗ × C k → 2Q×D ,
where C = {zero, nonzero}, denoting the two types of observations the machine can make on its counters, D = {increment, decrement, none} denoting
the operations the machine can execute on its counters. (Note that δ is finitely
defined, that is, defined for a finite subset of Σ ∗ , and a counter can be incremented/decremented by one at any computational step.) Moreover,
– the transition relation is defined in such a way that the reading head is
able to read a finite multiset of symbols in one computational step in the
following sense: δ(q, x, α) = δ(q, y, α) for each x, y ∈ Σ ∗ which represent the
same multiset. Moreover,
– the sum of the values stored in the counters can only increase as much in
one computational step as the number of symbols read in that same step,
that is, for all (q ′ , β) ∈ δ(q, x, α) we have |β|increment − |β|decrement ≤ |x|.
A special restricted k-counter machine acceptor, an SRCMA in short, is a
restricted k-counter machine acceptor M = (Q, Σ, k, δ, q0 , F ), but in addition,
the transition relation δ is defined in such a way, that if the length of the string
x read in one computational step is l, then the sum of the values stored in the
counters can only increase at most as much as l − 1 in the same computational
step. Thus,
– for all (q ′ , β) ∈ δ(q, x, α), we have |β|increment − |β|decrement ≤ |x| − 1.
The classes of languages accepted by RCMA and SRCMA are denoted by
L(RCMA) and L(SRCMA).
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Distributed Systems of Counter Machine Acceptors
and dP Automata

A distributed system of special restricted counter machine acceptors, a dSRCMA
in short, is a system M = (Σ, M1 , . . . , Mn , δM ) for some n ≥ 1, where Σ is an
alphabet, Mi = (Qi , Σ, k, δi , qi,0 , Fi ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n are SRCMA, the components
of the system, and δM is the communication relation, where if we denote Q =
Sn
k 2
(Q×D k )2
and, as above, C = {zero, nonzero},
i=1 Qi , then δM : (Q × C ) → 2
D = {increment, decrement, none}.
When a dSRCMA works, each component processes its own input in a parallel
and synchronized manner. The components may use their own transition relations δi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, or when appropriate, they may communicate as described by
δM . The relation δM governs the communication of the components as follows.
Let us assume that the internal control and the counters of Mi1 and Mi2 for some
1 ≤ i1 , i2 ≤ n are in the configurations (q1 , α1 ) and (q2 , α2 ), q1 ∈ Qi1 , q2 ∈ Qi2 ,
and αi ∈ C k , 1 ≤ i ≤ 2, respectively. Now, if (q1′ , β1 , q2′ , β2 ) ∈ δ(q1 , α1 , q2 , α2 ),
then the components change their internal states to q1′ and q2′ , respectively, and
update their counter contents according to βi ∈ Dk , 1 ≤ i ≤ 2, respectively. It is
important to note, that δM is defined in such a way that the sum of the counter
contents cannot increase during a communication step, that is, taking β1 and β2
from above, it holds that |β1 β2 |increment ≤ |β1 β2 |decrement .
Let (w1 , . . . , wn ) be the n-tuple of words accepted by the components of the
dSRCMA system M. The concatenated language and the agreement language of
M are defined as
Lconcat (M) = {w1 . . . wn ∈ Σ ∗ | (w1 , . . . , wn ) is an accepted
n-tuple of words of M},
and
Lagree (M) = {w ∈ Σ ∗ | (w, . . . , w) is an accepted
n-tuple of words of M}.
The classes of concatenated languages and agreement languages accepted by
dSRCMA systems are denoted by LX (dSRCMA) for X ∈ {concat, agree}.
Now we are going to show that dSRCMA systems and dP automata characterize the same class of languages.
Lemma 1 LX (dPA, fperm ) ⊆ LX (dSRCMA) for any X ∈ {concat, agree}.
Proof. Let L = LX (∆, fperm ), for X ∈ {concat, agree}, and let ∆ be the dP automaton ∆ = (Σ, Π1 , . . . , Πn , R), Πi = (Σ, µi , wi,1 , . . . , wi,mi , Pi,1 , . . . , Pi,mi ),
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. We construct a dSRCMA system M = (Σ, M1 , . . . , Mn , δM ) such
that L = LX (M).
The components Mi = (Qi , Σ, k, δi , qi,ini , Fi ) of M are able to simulate the
computations of the components of ∆ by keeping track of the number of different
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objects in the different regions of Πi . Mi has three counters for each symbolregion pair, these are called storage counters, temporary counters, and assistant
counters; three additional counters for each symbol-component pair, plus three
additional ones for each symbol and the environment, these are called output
counters, input1 counters, input2 counters. In addition, Mi has di additional
counters called input assistant counters where di is the maximal number of
objects which can enter the skin membrane of Πi from the environment or from
an other component by the application of one antiport rule (di = max({|v| |
(u, out; v, in)|z ∈ Pi,1 ∪ {zi |((i, 1), u/v, (j, 1))|zj ∈ R | 1 ≤ j ≤ m} }). Apart from
these, the components may need a number of assistant counters in order to be
able to perform basic arithmetic operations and to check the equality of counter
values during the computation. In order to have an equal number of counters
in each component, we can take the maximum of the sum of the values defined
above as the number k of counters in any component. These counters are initially
empty, so the number of objects in the initial configuration of Mi is recorded in
the components (ci,1 , . . . , ci,k ) of the internal state qi,ini = (qi,0 , ci,1 , . . . , ci,k ) ∈
Q′i × Nk .
The simulation of a computational step (v1 , . . . , vmi ) ∈ δΠi (u0 , u1 , . . . , umi )
of Πi by Mi can be described as follows. First Mi nondeterministically chooses
symport/antiport rules (with promoters or inhibitors) from the sets Pi,j , 1 ≤
j ≤ mi , of Πi or from the communication rules in R, then updates the counters
which keep track of the configuration of Πi according to the chosen rules. The
storage counters corresponding to the region and the objects which leave the
region are decremented with the necessary amount of objects, and the number
of objects entering the region are added to the corresponding temporary counters. If objects are exchanged between the skin regions of different components
by the use of a communication rule of R, then the dSRCMA system also uses a
communicating transition (described by δM ) to increase the temporary counters
corresponding to the exchanged symbols and the skin regions of the two components. If an object leaves to the environment from the skin region of Πi , then
the corresponding output counter of Mi is incremented.
(Note that the “counter components” of the internal states are also taken into
account: their value and the value of the corresponding “real” counter together
represent the number of objects in Πi . When such an “internal counter” is decremented, then the increment of the necessary temporary counter also takes place
in the corresponding “internal” version of that counter. This way this nondeterministic rule choosing and configuration modifying phase of the computation
of Mi does not increase the overall sum of the values stored in the different
counters.)
When this phase is finished, Mi checks whether the configuration change
implied by the rules chosen above corresponds to the maximally parallel mode
of rule application. This means that Mi must check the applicability of rules in
each region, which can be done one by one, using the corresponding assistant
counters to store the numbers which are subtracted from various counters during
the process in order to be able to easily restore the original configuration when
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the checking of the applicability of a rule fails. The check also includes the
skin region, to make sure that the multiset leaving to the environment is also
maximal.
After the checking of the maximality of the chosen rule set, M realizes the
configuration change by updating the storage counters using the values from
the temporary counters, and by simulating the entering of objects from the
environment (corresponding to the ones that leave the skin region), which can be
done as follows. The number and type of objects which are supposed to leave to
the environment are recorded in the output counters of the component. First Mi
chooses antiport rules (u, out; v, in)|z ∈ Pi,1 and decrements the output counters
corresponding to the objects of u while incrementing the input assistant counters
of the component. Now Mi reads |v| symbols from its input tape, and records
them in the input1 counters, and also records the symbols of v (from the chosen
antiport rule) in the input2 counters. This process can be repeated a number of
times, and when it is finished, the SRCMA component Mi correctly simulated
the entering of objects into the skin region of Πi from the environment, if two
conditions are satisfied: first, the output counters should be empty, and second,
each input1 and input2 counter corresponding to the same symbol should hold
the same value. The second requirement corresponds to the fact that the same
multiset of objects was read from the tape of Mi (although, possibly in a different
order) as can be imported from the environment into the skin membrane of Πi
using the antiport rules that were chosen previously by Mi .
After completing this phase of the computation, M can start the simulation
of the next computational step of Π in the same way as described above. Before
continuing with the simulation, M can check whether the current configuration
is final or not, and decide to proceed or to stop accordingly. (A configuration is
final if it is halting, thus, if no rule can be applied in any of the regions.)
Note that the input reading operations do not violate the requirement that
the sum of the numbers stored in the counters of an SRCMA can only increase
in a computational step as much as c − 1, where c is the number of symbols read
in that step. This holds because at least one symbol left the simulated system,
thus, at least once one of the output counters were decremented, and at the same
time, one of the input assistant counters was incremented. This means that after
decrementing the input assistant counter, it is possible to increment the input1
and input2 counters altogether by the value of |v|. This is sufficient, because we
can store any value c = 2·j +l, l ∈ {0, 1} by storing j in the counter and keeping
track of l in the state of the finite control, thus, by increasing the sum of the
overall counter contents by |v|, we can store two numbers which are both less or
equal to |v|.
We have seen that the words obtained by permuting the elements of the
multisets in the multiset sequences accepted by the components of the dP automaton Π coincided with the words which can be accepted by the components
of the dSRCMA system M. This means that LX (dPA, fperm ) ⊆ LX (dSRCMA)
for any X ∈ {concat, agree}.
⊓
⊔
Lemma 2 LX (dSRCMA) ⊆ LX (dPA, fperm ) for any X ∈ {concat, agree}.
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Proof. We show how a dSRCMA system M = (Σ, M1 , . . . , Mn , δM ) with Mi =
(Qi , Σ, k, δi , qi,0 , Fi ), 1 ≤ i S
≤ n, can be simulated by a dP automaton. Let
n
the transitions defined by ( i=1 δi ) ∪ δM be labeled in a one-to-one manner
by the set lab(M), and let the simulating dP automaton be defined as ∆ =
(V, Π1 , . . . , Πn , R). For any Mi = (Qi , Σ, k, δi , qi,0 , Fi ), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we define
Πi = (V, µi , wi,1 , . . . , wi,k+2 , Pi,1 , . . . , Pi,k+2 ) as follows.
The alphabet is V = Σ ∪ {q0 , C, D, E, F } ∪ {Bi,t , t1 , t2 , t3 , t4 | 1 ≤ i ≤
6, t ∈ lab(M)} ∪ {Ai A′i | 3 ≤ i ≤ k + 2}, the membrane structure is µi =
[ [ ]i,2 [ ]i,3 . . . [ ]i,k+2 ]i,1 , and the rule sets with the initial membrane contents
are as follows. (For easier readability, instead of the string notation, we denote
the initial multisets by enumerating their elements between curly brackets, as in
the usual set notation.)
wi,1 = {q0 , C, D},
Pi,1 = {(a, out; u, in)|t1 | a ∈ Σ, t ∈ lab(δi ) is a transition of M
which reads a string representing u from the input tape}
wi,2 = {a, Bj,t , t1 , (t2 )k , (t3 )k , (t4 )k | 1 ≤ j ≤ 6, t ∈ lab(δi )} where a is some
element of Σ and (tj )k denotes k copies of the object tj ,
Pi,2 = {(t1 a, out; q0 D, in) | a ∈ Σ, t ∈ lab(δi ) labels a transition
from qi,0 ∈ Qi } ∪
{(B1,t D(t2 )k , out; t1 , in) | t ∈ lab(δ)} ∪ {(a, out)|D | a ∈ Σ} ∪
{(B2,t (t3 )k , out; B1,t , in), (B3,t (t4 )k , out; B2,t , in),
(B4,t , out; B3,t (t2 )k , in), (B5,t , out; (t3 )k B4,t , in),
(B6,t , out; (t4 )k B5,t Ca, in), (s1 a, out; B6,t D, in) | t, s ∈ lab(δ) where
s is a transition which can follow t, a ∈ Σ} ∪
{(E, out; B6,t , in) | t ∈ lab(δi ) is a transition leading to a final
state of M } ∪
{(a, in)|C , (C, out) | a ∈ Σ},
and for 3 ≤ j ≤ k + 2, let
wi,j = {Aj , A′j , F, F },
Pi,j = {(Aj , out; t2 , in), (A′j , out)|t2 , (Aj A′j , in), (F, in; F, out)} ∪
{(t2 a, out; t3 , in), (t2 F, out), (t3 , out; t4 , in), (t4 , out) | t ∈ lab(δi ) is a
transition which decrements the value of counter j − 2} ∪
{(t2 , out; t3 , in), (t3 , out; t4 , in), (t4 , out; a, in) | t ∈ lab(δi ) is a
transition which increments the value of counter j − 2} ∪
{(F a, out)|t2 , (t2 , out; t3 , in), (t3 , out; t4 , in), (t4 , out) | t ∈ lab(δi ) is a
transition which requires that the value of counter j − 2 is zero}.
Let also
R = {t2 t4 |((i, 1), u/λ, (j, 1))|t2 t4 | where t ∈ δ(M) labels a transition
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which results in the increase of the sum of the counter
contents of Πj by |u|} ∪
{t2 t4 |((i, 1), λ/v, (j, 1))|t2 t4 | where t ∈ δ(M) labels a transition
which results in the increase of the sum of the counter
contents of Πi by |v|}.
Each of the components Πi of the system defined above has a skin region
(region (i, 1), a region representing the finite control (region (i, 2)), and k regions
corresponding to the k counters of Mi (regions (i, j), 3 ≤ j ≤ k + 2, referred to
as the counter regions). The counter regions represent the values stored in the
counters of Mi with objects from Σ, region (i, j) contains as many such objects
as the values stored in counter j − 2. The object q0 present in the skin region
in the initial configuration is exchanged for a symbol t1 for a transition symbol
t ∈ lab(δi ) denoting a transition from the initial state.
The simulation of a computational step of Mi starts by having one terminal
object a ∈ Σ, and a transition symbol t1 for some transition t ∈ lab(δi )∪lab(δM )
in the skin membrane. If t ∈ lab(δi ), then the terminal object a is used by a
rule (a, out; u, in)|t1 to import a multiset u ∈ Σ ◦ which is read by Mi during
the transition t. Otherwise, if t ∈ lab(δM ) no symbols are imported from the
environment. Now the transition symbol is moved back to region (i, 2), and
k copies of t2 (corresponding to the same transition, but indexed with 2) are
exported to the skin region together with all the copies of objects from Σ which
are not used inside the counter regions (these are stored in region (i, 2) until they
are needed). In the next six steps, the values stored in the k counter regions are
modified as necessary while the symbol B1,t is changed to B6,t , increasing its
index by one in every step. If a counter needs to be decremented or checked for
being zero, then the objects t2 enter and take with them a terminal object to
the skin region or perform the zero check as necessary. Meanwhile k copies of
t3 are released from region (i, 2) which continue the process by changing to t4
and then bringing in terminal objects to the counter regions when the counter
in question needs to be incremented during transition t. If t ∈ lab(δM ) is a
communication transition, then the a number of objects which are necessary to
maintain the values of the counters as required by t are also transferred between
the components using the communication rules of R. Such a rule can be applied
only in the step when both t2 and t4 are present in the skin region.
After the modification of the counter values, the remaining terminal objects
are transported back to region (i, 2), and the symbol s1 ∈ lab(δi ) ∪ lab(δM ) for
the next transition appears, together with exactly one terminal object a ∈ Σ,
so the simulation of the next computational step of Mi can start in the same
manner.
The simulation finishes when, after executing a transition leading to a final
state of Mi , the symbol E is exported from region (i, 2) to the skin region and
the component halts.
Note that the components of the SRCMA system read multisets in the sense
that whenever (q ′ , β) ∈ δ(w, q, α) for some w ∈ Σ ∗ , then also (q ′ , β) ∈ δ(w̄, q, α)
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where w̄ is any permutation of w. This means that the components of the dP automaton described above accept the same words as the components of the dSRCMA system, thus, they also accept the same concatenated or agreement languages.
⊓
⊔
Combining the two lemmas above, we obtain the following
Corollary 3 LX (dPA, fperm ) = LX (dSRCMA), for X ∈ {concat, agree}.

4

Conclusion

In this paper we have shown that dP automata with mapping fperm are as
powerful as the class of distributed systems of special restricted counter machine
acceptors. Observing the proof and the concept of dSRCMA, the reader may
easily notice that dSRCMA realize multi-head SRCMA in some sense, i.e., the
(weak) agreement language of dP automata corresponds to the language of a
multi-head SRCMA. We plan research in this direction, i.e., on the relation
between one-way and two-way multi-head RCMA and SRCMA and languages
of one-way and two-way dP automata in the future.
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Abstract. Recent research in membrane computing examines and confirms the anticipated modelling potential of kernel P systems in several
case studies. On the one hand, this computational model is destined to
be an abstract archetype which advocates the unity and integrity of P
systems onto a single formalism. On the other hand, this envisaged convergence is conceived at the expense of a vast set of primitives and intricate semantics, an exigent context when considering the development
of simulation and verification methodologies and tools. Encouraged and
guided by the success and steady progress of similar undertakings, in
this paper we directly address the issue of formal verification of kernel P
systems by means of model checking and unveil a software framework,
kpWorkbench, which integrates a set of related tools in support of our
approach. A case study that centres around the well known Subset Sum
problem progressively demonstrates each stage of the proposed methodology: expressing a kP system model in recently introduced kP-Lingua;
the automatic translation of this model into a Promela (Spin) specification; the assisted, interactive construction of a set of LTL properties
based on natural language patterns; and finally, the formal verification
of these properties against the converted model, using the Spin model
checker.

1

Introduction

Membrane computing, the research field introduced by Gheorghe Păun [20],
studies computational models, called P systems, inspired by the functioning
and structure of the living cell. In recent years, significant progress has been
made in using various types or classes of P systems to model and simulate
systems and problems from many different areas [4]. However, in many cases,
the specifications developed required the ad-hoc addition of new features, not
provided in the initial definition of the given P system class. While allowing more
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flexibility in modelling, this has led to a plethora of P system variants, with no
coherent integrating view, and sometimes even confusion with regard to what
variant or functioning strategy is actually used.
The concept of kernel P system (kP system) [7] has been introduced as a response to these problems. It integrates in a coherent and elegant manner many
of the P system features most successfully used for modelling various applications and, thus, provides a framework for formally analyzing these models. The
expressive power and efficiency of the newly introduced kP systems have been
illustrated by a number of representative case studies [6], [13]. Furthermore, the
kP model is supported by a modelling language, called kP-Lingua, capable of
mapping the kernel P system specification into a machine readable representation.
Naturally, formal modelling has to be accompanied by formal verification
methods. In the membrane system context, formal verification has been approached, for example, using rewriting logic and the Maude tool [1] or PRISM
and the associated probabilistic temporal logic [10] for stochastic systems [3].
Several, more recent, successful attempts to apply model checking techniques
on transition P systems also exist [16], [17], [14]. However, to the best of our
knowledge, there is no integrated formal verification approach to allow formal
properties to be specified in a language easily accessible to the non-specialist
user and to be automatically verified in a transparent way.
This paper proposes precisely such an integrated verification approach, which
allows formal properties, expressed in a quasi-natural language using predefined
patterns, to be verified against a kP-Lingua representation of the model using
model checking techniques and tools (in this case the model checker Spin and the
associated modelling language Promela). Naturally, this approach is supported
by adequate tools, which automatically convert the supplied inputs (natural
language queries and kP-Lingua representation) into their model checking specific counterparts (LTL queries and Promela representation, respectively). The
approach is illustrated with a case study, involving a kP system solving a wellknown NP-complete problem, the Subset Sum problem.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 recalls the definition of a kernel
P system - the formal modelling framework central to our examination. We
then review, in section 3, some of the primary challenges of model checking
applicable to kP system models and discuss the transformations such a model
must undergo, in order to be exhaustively verified by Spin. We also present our
implemented approach to achieve an automatic model conversion, targeting the
process meta language, Promela. In section 4, we address the complementary
requirement of specifying system properties as temporal logic formulae. The
section also includes an array of EBNF formal definitions which describe the
construction of LTL properties that relate to kP system state constituents, a
guided process which employs selected natural language query patterns.
Section 5 applies our proposed methodology, exemplifies and demonstrates all
stages of the process with a case study - an instance of the Subset Sum problem.
Finally, we conclude our investigation and review our findings in section 6.
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Kernel P systems

A kP system is made of compartments placed in a graph-like structure. A compartment Ci has a type ti = (Ri , σi ), ti ∈ T , where T represents the set of all
types, describing the associated set of rules Ri and the execution strategy that
the compartment may follow. Note that, unlike traditional P system models, in
kP systems each compartment may have its own rule application strategy. The
following definitions are largely from [7].
Definition 1. A kernel P (kP) system of degree n is a tuple
kΠ = (A, µ, C1 , . . . , Cn , i0 ),
where A is a finite set of elements called objects; µ defines the membrane structure, which is a graph, (V, E), where V are vertices indicating components, and
E edges; Ci = (ti , wi ), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is a compartment of the system consisting of
a compartment type from T and an initial multiset, wi over A; i0 is the output
compartment where the result is obtained.
Each rule r may have a guard g denoted as r {g}. The rule r is applicable
to a multiset w when its left hand side is contained into w and g is true for w.
The guards are constructed using multisets over A and relational and Boolean
operators. For example, rule r : ac → c {≥ a3 ∧ ≥ b2 ∨ ¬ > c} can be applied iff
the current multiset, w, includes the left hand side of r, i.e., ac and the guard is
true for w - it has at least 3 a′ s and 2 b′ s or no more than a c. A formal definition
may be found in [7].
Definition 2. A rule can have one of the following types:
– (a) rewriting and communication rule: x → y {g},
where x ∈ A+ and y has the form y = (a1 , t1 ) . . . (ah , th ), h ≥ 0, aj ∈ A and
tj indicates a compartment type from T – see Definition 1 – with instance
compartments linked to the current compartment; tj might indicate the type
of the current compartment, i.e., tli – in this case it is ignored; if a link does
not exist (the two compartments are not in E) then the rule is not applied;
if a target, tj , refers to a compartment type that has more than one instance
connected to li , then one of them will be non-deterministically chosen;
– (b) structure changing rules; the following types are considered:
• (b1) membrane division rule: [x]tli → [y1 ]ti1 . . . [yp ]tip {g},
where x ∈ A+ and yj has the form yj = (aj,1 , tj,1 ) . . . (aj,hj , tj,hj ) like
in rewriting and communication rules; the compartment li will be replaced by p compartments; the j-th compartment, instantiated from the
compartment type tij contains the same objects as li , but x, which will
be replaced by yj ; all the links of li are inherited by each of the newly
created compartments;
• (b2) membrane dissolution rule: [x]tli → λ {g};
the compartment li and its entire contents is be destroyed together with
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its links. This contrasts with the classical dissolution semantics where the
inner multiset is passed to the parent membrane - in a tree-like membrane structure;
• (b3) link creation rule: [x]tli ; []tlj → [y]tli − []tlj {g};
the current compartment is linked to a compartment of type tlj and x is
transformed into y; if more than one instance of the compartment type
tlj exists then one of them will be non-deterministically picked up; g is a
guard that refers to the compartment instantiated from the compartment
type tli ;
• (b4) link destruction rule: [x]tli − []tlj → [y]tli ; []tlj {g};
is the opposite of link creation and means that the compartments are
disconnected.
Each compartment can be regarded as an instance of a particular compartment type and is therefore subject to its associated rules. One of the main distinctive features of Kernel P systems is the execution strategy which is now statutory
to types rather than unitary across the system. Thus, each membrane applies its
type specific instruction set, as coordinated by the associated execution strategy.
An execution strategy can be defined as a sequence σ = σ1 &σ2 & . . . &σn ,
where σi denotes an atomic component of the form:
– ǫ, an analogue to the generic skip instruction; epsilon is generally used to
denote an empty execution strategy;
– r, a rule from the set Rt (the set of rules associated with type t). If r is applicable, then it is executed, advancing towards the next rule in the succession;
otherwise, execution halts, pruning the remainder of the sequence;
– (r1 , . . . , rn ), with ri ∈ Rt , 1 ≤ i ≤ n symbolizes a non-deterministic choice
within a set of rules. One and only one applicable rule will be executed if
such a rule exists, otherwise the atom is simply skipped. In other words the
non-deterministic choice block is always applicable;
– (r1 , . . . , rn )∗ , with ri ∈ Rt , 1 ≤ i ≤ n indicates the arbitrary execution of a
set of rules in Rt . The group can execute zero or more times, arbitrarily but
also depending on the applicability of the constituent rules;
– (r1 , . . . , rn )⊤ , ri ∈ Rt , 1 ≤ i ≤ n represents the maximally parallel execution
of a set of rules. If no rules are applicable, then execution proceeds to the
subsequent atom in the chain.
The execution strategy itself is a notable asset in defining more complex behaviour at the compartment level. For instance, priorities can be easily expressed
as sequences of maximally parallel execution blocks: (r1 )⊤ &(r2 )⊤ & . . . &(r3 )⊤
or non-deterministic choice groups if single execution is required. Together with
composite guards, they provide an unprecedented modelling fluency and plasticity for membrane systems. Whether such macro-like concepts and structures are
preferred over traditional modelling with simple but numerous compartments in
complex arrangements is a debatable aspect.
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kP system models and the Spin model checker

Formal verification of P systems has become an increasingly investigated subject,
owing to a series of multilateral developments which have broaden its application scope and solidified some domain specific methodologies. Although there
have been several attempts that successfully demonstrated model checking techniques on P systems ([16], [17], [14]), the analysis is always bound to an array of
constraints, such as specific P system variants with a limited feature set and a
very basic set of properties. Nevertheless, there are notable advancements which
have paved the path towards a more comprehensive, integrated and automated
approach we endeavour to present in this paper.
The task of P system model checking is perhaps a most inviting and compelling one due to the many onerous challenges it poses. On the one hand we are
confronted with the inherent shortcomings of the method itself, which have a
decisive impact on the tractability of some models and, in the best case, the efficiency or precision of the result is severely undermined. Speaking generally, but
not inaccurately, model checking entails an exhaustive, strategic exploration of a
model’s state space to assert the validity of a logically defined property. Hence,
the state space is of primary concern and we can immediately acknowledge 1.
the requirement for models to have a finite state space and 2. the proportionality
between the state space size and the stipulated computational resources, which
ultimately determines the feasibility of the verification process.
On the other hand, the complex behaviour of certain computational models
translates to elaborate formal specifications, with intricate semantics and more
often than not, a vast set of states. However, it is the tireless state explosion
problem that diminishes the applicability of model checking to concurrent systems, a rather ironical fact, since such systems are now the primary target for
exhaustive verification.
We shall not delve any further into general aspects since our focus is not the
vivisection of a methodology, but rather the introduction of a robust, integrated
and automated approach that constellates around kernel P systems and overtly
addresses the predominant challenges of model checking emphasised so far.
The three most conspicuous features that typify membrane systems are 1.
a structured, distributed computational environment; 2. multisets of objects as
atomic terms in rewriting rules and 3. an execution strategy according to which
the rules are applied. We recall that kP systems explicitly associate an instruction set to an array of compartments employing the type - instance paradigm. As
it turns out, this distinction is highly relevant in mapping a formal state transition system, where a system state is conveyed compositionally, as the union of
individual states attributed to instances (in our case), or disjoint volatile components in more generic terms. Thus, a kP system state S is an aggregate of SC , the
set of compartment states and µ which denotes the membrane structure as a set
of interconnections between compartments. A compartment state is identified by
its associated multiset configuration at a particular computational step, together
with the membrane type the compartment it subject to. The following set like
expression exemplifies a kernel P system state for three compartments c1 , c2 and
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c3 , of types t1 , t2 , t2 , having configurations 2a b, a 2c and empty respectively. The
second fragment is a set of pairs which symbolize links between compartments:
c1 is connected to both c2 and c3 , who do not share a link in-between.
({(c1 , t1 , {2a, b}), (c2 , t2 , {a, 2c}), (c3 , t2 , {})}, {(c1 , c2 ), (c1 , c3 )})
Since kP systems feature a dynamic structure by preserving structure changing rules such as membrane division, dissolution and link creation/destruction,
a state defined in this expansive context is consequently variable in size. This
is not unnatural for a computational model, however it does become an issue
when conflicting with the requirement of a fixed sized pre-allocated data model
imposed by most model checker tools. The instinctive solution is to bound the
expansion of these collections to a certain maximum based on the algorithmic
necessities. For instance, an initial analysis of the problem we are modelling can
provide relevant details about the number of steps required for a successful execution, the number of divisions that may occur and the maximum number of
links generated.
One of the most fruitful advantages of model checking is the fact it can be
completely automated. The principal insight is that both the system’s state space
(commonly referred to as global reachability graph) and the correctness claim
specified as a temporal logic formula can be converted to non-deterministic finite
automata. The product of the two automata is another NDFA whose accepted
language is either empty in which case the correctness claim is not satisfied,
or non-empty if the system exhibits precisely the behaviour specified by the
temporal logic statement. There are numerous implementations of this stratagem
boasting various supplementary features, a survey of which is beyond the scope of
this study. The model checker extensively adopted in formal verification research
on membrane systems is Spin. Developed by Gerard J. Holzmann in the 1990s,
Spin is now a leading verification tool used by professional software engineers and
has an established authority amidst model checkers. Among plentiful qualities,
Spin is particularly suited for modelling concurrent and distributed systems by
means of interleaving atomic instructions. For a more comprehensive description
of the tool, we refer the reader to [11].
A model checker requires an unambiguous representation of its input model,
together with a set of correctness claims expressed as temporal logic formulae.
Spin features a high level modelling language, called Promela, which specializes
in concise descriptions of concurrent processes and inter-process communication
supporting both rendezvous and buffered message passing. Another practical
and convenient aspect of the language is the use of discrete primitive data types
as in the C programming language. Additionally, custom data types and single
dimensional arrays are also supported, although in restricted contexts only.
The kernel P systems specification is an embodiment of elementary components
shared by most variants, complemented by innovative new features, promoting
a versatile modelling framework without transgressing the membrane computing paradigm. Characterised by a rich set of primitives, kP systems offer many
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high level functional contexts and building blocks such as the exhaustive and
arbitrary execution of a set of rules, complex guards and the popular concept
of membrane division - powerful modelling instruments from a user centric perspective. An attempt, however, to equate such a complex synthesis of related
abstractions to a mainstream specification is a daunting and challenging task. It
is perhaps evident that users should be entirely relieved of this responsibility, and
all model transformations should be handled automatically. It is precisely this
goal which motivates the development of kpWorkbench, a basic framework
which integrates a set of translation tools that bridge several target specifications we employ for kernel P system models. The pivotal representation medium
is, however, the newly introduced kP-Lingua, a language designed to express
a kP system coherently and intuitively. kP-Lingua is described in detail in [7],
which includes an EBNF grammar of its syntax. We exemplify kP-Lingua in our
dedicated case study, presented in section 5 of this paper.
One of the fundamental objectives in devising a conversion strategy is to
establish a correspondence with respect to data and functional modules between
the two specifications. In some cases, a direct mapping of entities can be identified:
– A multiset of objects is encoded as an integer array, where an index
denotes the object and the value at that index represents the multiplicity of
the object;
– A compartment type is translated into a data type definition, a structure consisting of native elements, the multiset of objects and links to other
compartments, as well as auxiliary members such as a temporary storage
variable, necessary in order to simulate the inherent parallelism of P systems.
– A compartment is an instance of a data type definition and a set of compartments is organised into an array of the respective type;
– A set of rules is organised according to an execution strategy is mapped
by a Proctype definition - a Promela process;
– A guard is expressed as a composite conditional statement which is evaluated inside an if statement;
– A rule is generally converted into a pair of instructions which manage subtraction and addition on compartment multisets, but can also process structural elements such as compartments and links;
– Exhaustive and arbitrary execution are resolved with using the do
block;
– Single non-deterministic execution is reflected by an if statement with
multiple branches; we note that Promela evaluates if statements differently
than most modern programming languages: if more than one branch evaluates to true, then one is non-deterministically chosen.
It is not, however, the simplicity and limpidity of these projections that prevail, especially when dealing with a computational model so often described as
unconventional. Rather, concepts such as maximal parallelism and membrane
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division challenge the mainstream modelling approach of sequential processes
and settle on contrived syntheses of clauses. These artificial substitutes operate
as auxiliary functions and therefore require abstraction from the global state
space generated by a model checker tool. Spin supports the hiding of mediator
instruction sets by enveloping code into atomic or d step blocks. Although this
is a very effective optimisation, we are still faced with the problem of instruction
interleaving, the de facto procedure which reconciles parallel and sequential computation. It is not this forced simulation of parallelism that obstructs a natural
course for P system verification with Spin, but rather the inevitable inclusion of
states generated by interleaved atomic instructions or ensembles of instructions.
In our approach we overcome this obstacle with a hybrid solution, involving
both the model in question and the postulated properties. Firstly, we collapse
individual instructions (to atomic blocks) to the highest degree permitted by
Spin, minimizing the so-called intermediate state space which is irrelevant to
a P system computation; and secondly, we appoint the states relevant to our
model explicitly, using a global flag (i.e. a boolean variable), raised when all processes have completed a computational step. Hence, we make a clear distinction
between states that are pertinent to the formal investigation and the ones which
should be discarded. This contrast is in turn reflected by the temporal logic formulae, which require adjustment to an orchestrated context where only a narrow
subset of the global state space is pursued. The technique is demonstrated in
our case study of section 5.
While the approach is a practical success, its efficacy is still a questionable
matter. Although a substantial set of states is virtually neglected when asserting a correctness claim, the complete state space is nevertheless generated (i.e.
including the superfluous states) and each state examined: if the state is flagged
as a genuine P system state, then it is queried further, otherwise it is skipped.
In terms of memory usage, the implications are significant and certainly not to
be underestimated, particularly when the model exhibits massively parallel and
non-deterministic behaviour.
We conclude the section with an informal synopsis of the kP system - Promela
translation strategy and the rationale behind some of its noteworthy particularities:
– While each compartment type is represented by a Promela process definition,
a Scheduler process is employed to launch and coordinate the asynchronous
execution of procedures per compartment. The following pseudo-code illustrates the managerial role played by our scheduler:
process Scheduler {
while system is not halted {
for each type T_i {
for each compartment C_j of type T_i {
appoint process P(T_i) to compartment C_j;
}
}
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start all appointed processes;
wait until all appointed processes finish;
state = step_complete;
print configuration;
state = running;
}
}
– Each compartment consists of two multisets of objects, one which rules operate on and consume objects from; and the second which temporarily stores
the produced or communicated objects. Before the end of each computational
step, the content of the auxiliary multiset is committed to the primary multiset, which also denotes the compartment’s configuration. This interplay is
required to simulate a parallel execution of the system.

4

Queries on kernel P systems

A much debated aspect of model checking based formal verification is specifying and formulating a set of properties whose correctness is to be asserted.
Since model checking is essentially an exhaustive state space search, there is a
persistent and irreconcilable concern over the limitations of this method when
investigating the behaviour of concurrent models, generative of an astronomical state spaces. More precisely, the complexity of the model itself has a great
subversive impact on the property gamut which can be employed such that the
procedure remains feasible given reasonable computational resources.
It is not just the inherent limitations of this technique which must be taken
into consideration, but also the effort and tenacity required to formally express
specific queries concisely and faithfully into prescribed logical frameworks. Amir
Pnueli’s seminal work on temporal logic [19] was a major advance in this direction, enabling the elegant representation of time dependent properties in deductive systems. Essential adverbial indicators such as never and eventually
have a diametric correspondent in temporal logic, as operators which relate system states in terms of reachability, persistence and precedence, supporting more
powerful queries in addition to simple state equivalence assertions and basic invariance. Exploiting the potential of these logics, as evident as it may seem, can
still be problematic and laborious under certain circumstances.
Firstly, devising a temporal logic formula for a required property is a cumbersome and error-prone process even for the experienced. It is often the case
that the yielded expressions, although logically valid, are counter-intuitive and
abstruse, having little to tell about the significance of the property itself. As with
any abstraction that is based on pure logical inference, it is devoid of meaning
outside the logical context. To clearly emphasize our affirmations, consider the
following example:
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G (vm f unctional = true ∧ vm coin > 0 →
F (vm dipsensed drink > 0 ∧ F (vm coin = 0)) ∨
F (vm f unctional = f alse))
is a faithful LTL (linear time temporal logic) representation of a property
which can be phrased as “a vending machine, if functional, will always dispense
a drink after having accepted coins and will either become dysfunctional or its
coin buffer will be depleted.” Although we have used intuitive variable names, it
is not immediately apparent what this expression stands for, requiring a thorough understanding of the LTL specification together with effort and insight to
accurately decipher its meaning.
The second notable issue we wish to evince is the correctness of the formula
itself which can often be questionable even if the property is of moderate complexity and is syntactically accepted by a model checker tool. How can one prove
that a temporal logic expression is indeed a valid representation of a property we
wish to verify? Is this a genuine concern we should address, or is it acceptable
to assume the faithfulness of temporal logic expressions to specific queries, as
formulated by expert and non-expert users?
In response to these controversies, we propose a strategy that facilitates a
guided construction of relevant LTL properties and automates the translation to
their formal equivalent. It is the Natural Language Query (NLQ) builder that
was developed to support this methodology. The tool features a rich set of natural
language patterns, presented to users as sequences of GUI (graphical user interface) form elements: labels, text boxes and drop-down lists. Once the required
values have been selected or directly specified and the template populated, NLQ
automatically converts the natural language statement to its temporal logic correspondent. The translation from an informal to a formal representation is based
on an interpreted grammar which accompanies each natural language pattern.
In table 1, we illustrate a selection of patterns whose instantiation generates
properties suitable for kP system models and their formal verification. Table
2 depicts the EBNF based grammar according to which, state formulae are
derived, with reference to kernel P system components.
In order to verify kP systems modeled in kP-Lingua using Spin model checker,
properties specified in LTL should be reformulated in Spin language for the
corresponding Promela model. In Table 3, we give LTL formulae of the patterns
shown in Table 1, and their corresponding translations in Spin language for the
Promela specification. Each LTL formula described for P systems in general (and
kP systems in our case) should be translated to Spin using a special predicate,
pInS, showing that the current Spin state represents a P system configuration
(the predicate is true when a computation step is completed) or represents an
intermediate state (it is false if intermediary steps are executed) [14, 17].
The idea of capturing recurring properties into categories of patterns was
initiated by Dwyer et al. in their seminal paper of 1999 [5]. This study surveyed
more than five hundred temporal properties and established a handful of pattern
classes. In [8], this mapping was extended to included additional time related
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Pattern

::= Occurrence | Order

Occurrence
Order

::= Next | Existence | Absence | Universality |
Recurrence | Steady-State
::= Until | Precedence | Response

Next
Existence
Absence
Universality
Recurrence
Steady-State
Until

::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=

Response
Precedence
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stateFormula ‘will hold in the next state’.
stateFormula ‘will eventually hold’.
stateFormula ‘never holds’.
stateFormula ‘always holds’.
stateFormula ‘holds infinitely often’.
stateFormula ‘will hold in the long run (steady state)’.
stateFormula ‘will eventually hold, until then’ stateFormula
‘holds continuously’.
::= stateFormula ‘is always followed by’ stateFormula.
::= stateFormula ‘is always preceded by’ stateFormula.
Table 1. Grammar for query patterns.

patterns and their associated observer automata. This was further supplemented
with real-time specification patterns in [15].
A unified pattern system was introduced in [2], adding new real-time property
classes. Probabilistic properties were similarly catalogued based on a survey of
200 properties [9], and provisioned with a corresponding structured grammar.
An analogous undertaking can also be observed in [18], where an array of
query templates which target biological models was proposed.
Although the NLQ builder is based on an extensive set of patterns investigated in above mentioned literature, the templates relevant to our formal
examination of kP system models represent a small subset of this collection;
particularly we only employ patterns which generate temporal properties.

5

Case study: the Subset Sum problem

In this section we demonstrate the proposed methodology with a case study, the
subject of which is the well known Subset Sum problem.
The Subset Sum problem is stated as follows:
Given a finite set A = {a1 , . . . , an }, of n elements, where each element ai has an
associated weight, wi , and a constant k ∈ N , it is requested to determine
P whether
or not there exists a subset B ⊆ A such that w(B) = k, where w(B) = ai ∈B wi .
The Subset Sum problem is representative for the NP complete class because
it portrays the underlying necessity to consider all combinations of distinct elements of a finite set, in order to produce a result. Consequently, such a problem
requires exponential computational resources (assuming P 6= NP), either in the
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stateFormula

::= statePredicate | statePredicate ‘does not hold’ |
stateFormula ‘and’ stateFormula |
stateFormula ‘or’ stateFormula

statePredicate

::= numericExpression relationalOperator numericExpression

numericExpression

::= objectCount | localObjectCount | compartmentCount |
linkCount | linkToCount | numericLiteral

linkCount

::= ‘the number of links from’ compartmentQuery
‘to’ compartmentQuery

linkToCount

::= ‘the number of links to’ compartmentQuery

compartmentQuery

::= ‘all compartments’ | ‘compartments’ compartmentCondition

compartmentCondition ::= ‘of type’ typeLabel | ‘of type other than’ typeLabel |
‘linked to’ compartmentQuery |
‘not linked to’ compartmentQuery |
localObjectCount relationalOperator numericExpression |
linkToCount relationalOperator numericExpression
localObjectCount

::= ‘the number of objects’ localObjectCondition

objectCount

::= ‘the number of objects’ objectCondition

localObjectCondition

::= ‘with label’ objectLabel |
‘with label different than’ objectLabel |
localObjectCondition ‘and’ localObjectCondition |
localObjectCondition ‘or’ localObjectCondition

objectCondition

::= localObjectCondition |
‘in’ compartmentQuery |
‘not in’ compartmentQuery |
objectCondition ‘and’ objectCondition |
objectCondition ‘or’ objectCondition

relationalOperator

::= ‘is equal to’ | ‘is not equal to’ | ‘is greater than’ |
‘is less than’ | ‘is greater than or equal to’ |
‘is less than or equal to’

numericLiteral

::= ? {0-9} ?

Table 2. EBNF based grammar for state formulae.
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Pattern
Next
Existence
Absence
Universality
Recurrence
Steady-State
Until
Response
Precedence

Informal Formula
p will hold in the next state
p will eventually hold
p never holds
p always holds
p holds infinitely often
p will hold in the steady state
p will eventually hold,
until then q holds continuously
p is always followed by q
p is always preceded by q

LTL formula
Xp
Fp
¬(F p)
Gp
GFp
FGp

Spin formula
X(!pInS U (p && pInS))
<>(p && pInS)
!(<>(p && pInS))
[] (p || !pInS)
[](<>(p && pInS) || !pInS)
<>([](p || !pInS) && pInS)

pUq

(p || !pInS) U (q && pInS)
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G (p → F q)
[]((p -> <> (q && pInS)) || !pInS))
¬(¬p U (¬p ∧ q)) !((!p || !pInS) U (!p && q && pInS))

Table 3. LTL formulae and translated Spin specifications of the property patterns

temporal (number of computational steps) or spatial (memory) domain, or both.
The Subset Sum problem explicitly denominates combinations of integers as subsets of the initial set A, or more accurately, the set of weights respective to A. It
is therefore transparent that the number of all combinations which can be generated and evaluated is the cardinality of the power set of A, that is 2n . Since
our elements are in fact integers, optimisations have been considered, leveraging the intrinsic order relation between numbers, coupled with efficient sorting
algorithms to avoid generating all possible subsets [12]. This did not, however,
manage to reduce the complexity of the problem to a non-exponential order.
P system variants endowed with membrane division proved to be ideal computational frameworks for solving NP complete problems efficiently. The insightful strategy, often referred to as trading space for time, can be envisaged
as the linear generation of an exponential computational space (compartments)
together with the linear distribution (replication) of constituent data (multiset
of objects). The topic is very popular in the community and was subject to extensive investigation; while the underlying principle is pertinent to our study,
we shall illustrate it more sharply as applied, using a kernel P system model to
solve the Subset Sum problem:
Consider the kP system
kΠ = ({a, x, step, yes, no, halt, r1 , . . . , rn }, µ, (M ain, {a}), (Output, {step}))
with µ represented by a link between the two instances of type Main and Output
respectively.
The rules for compartments of type Main are:
– Ri : a −→ [a, ri ][wi x, a, ri ]{¬ri }, 1 ≤ i ≤ n
– Rn+1 : a −→ (yes, halt)Output {= kx}
– Rn+2 : a −→ λ {> kx}
where
– n is the number of elements in set A, that is the cardinal of A;
– ri with 1 ≤ i ≤ n is an object which flags the execution of a membrane
division rule, prohibiting multiple applications of the same addition;
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– wi is the weight of the ith element in the set A, with 1 ≤ i ≤ n;
– k is the constant
we refer to, when assessing the sum of the values in a
P
subset; if wi = k, then a solution has been found;
The execution strategy σ(M ain) unfolds as follows:
σ(M ain) = (Rn+1 , Rn+2 )&(R1..n )
Thus, each step a compartment of type Main performs two preliminary evaluations: if the number of x objects is precisely k, then a yes and a halt object
are sent to the output membrane. We recall the specialised halt object as a
universal, model independent and convenient means of halting a computation
for kernel P systems: when such an object is encountered in any of the system’s
compartments, the execution stops at the completion of the computational step.
This is generally preferred to specifying halting conditions which relate to configurations or system states particular to the modelled problem.
If the multiplicity of x is greater than k, a condition assessed with the guard
> kx, the compartment is dissolved, pruning a fruitless search path. Otherwise,
a division rule is selected non-deterministically, splitting the compartment in
two and adding wi xs to the current multiplicity of x in one of the newly created
regions, while preserving the weight of x in the other. Both compartments also
receive a ri object which marks the execution of the ith rule. This will be prevented from executing a second time by the guard ¬ri . The object a is auxiliary
and recurs in every compartment of type Main.
There is only one compartment of type Output which persists throughout the
execution, playing the role of an output membrane, as its name plainly indicates:
either it receives a yes object if a solution is found, or it generates a no object if
the computation does not halt after n + 1 steps. The two rules which correlate
with this behaviour are:
– R1 : step −→ 2step
– R2 : (n + 2)step −→ no, halt
The rules are executed sequentially:
σ(Output) = (R1 &R2 )
Remark 1. The illustrated algorithm is a faithful linear time solution to the
Subset Sum problem: it computes an answer to the stipulated enquiry in maximum n + 2 steps, where n is the cardinality of the set A of elements.
Remark 2. The algorithm will generate the sums of all subsets of A in linear time
using membrane division; the process is interrupted when a solution is found and
computation halts at this stage. A notable difference to the skP (simple kernel
P) system based solution presented in [13], is the use of non-deterministic choice
in the selection of division rules. This rather unconventional approach facilitates
the generation of subset sums that is irrespective of the order of elements in A.
Evidently, the artifice owes its merit to the commutativity of integer addition.
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Remark 3. The kP system model requires a total of: n + 6 distinct objects, n + 4
rules of which n+1 employ basic guards and a maximum of 2n +1 compartments.
Remark 4. Although we have extensively referred to integer weights (of the elements in A) throughout this section, it is important to note that we can not
directly represent negative numbers as object multiplicities alone (some encoding
can be devised for this purpose). Since the only mathematical operation required
is addition, which is a monotonically increasing function, a simple translation to
the positive domain can be mapped on the set of weights w(A), which in turn
makes this issue irrelevant.
We next demonstrate the implementation of our kP system model in kPLingua, highlighting some of the most prominent features of its syntax. The
illustrated model maps an instance of the Subset Sum problem with n = 7
elements: w(A) = {3, 25, 8, 23, 5, 14, 30} and k = 55.
type Main {
choice {
= 55x:
> 55x:
}
choice {
!r1: a
!r2: a
!r3: a
!r4: a
!r5: a
!r6: a
!r7: a
}
}

a -> {yes, halt} (Output) .
a -> # .

->
->
->
->
->
->
->

[a,
[a,
[a,
[a,
[a,
[a,
[a,

r1][3x, a, r1] .
r2][25x, a, r2] .
r3][8x, a, r3] .
r4][23x, a, r4] .
r5][5x, a, r5] .
r6][14x, a, r6] .
r7][30x, a, r7] .

type Output {
step -> 2 step .
9 step -> no, halt .
}
{a} (Main) - {step} (Output) .
The code comprises of two type definitions, Main and Output, together with
the instantiation of two, linked, compartments of the respective types. The first
two rules are guarded by {= 55x} and {> 55x} respectively, and organized in
a choice block since they are mutually exclusive and each may execute once
and only once. Indeed, enclosing these rules in a maximally parallel grouping
would result in equivalent behaviour. A guard always relates to the multiset
contained in the compartment it evaluates in and terminates with a colon; the
− > symbol denotes the transition of a non-empty multiset on the left hand side
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to a rewrite-communication outcome (objects yes, halt into the compartment
of type Output), or a single structure changing element (# which symbolises
membrane dissolution). Next, the choice block is applied as a non-deterministic
selection of one of the rules it envelopes: there are seven division rules, which
resemble the addition of a value from w(A). Each rule is prefixed by a guard !ri ,
in order to prevent its subsequent application which would equate to multiple
additions of the same number.
Type Output lists two rewriting rules which execute successively and nonrepetitively. The first rule increments the number of step objects in the compartment, updating the step count as the computation unfolds. The second rule
will only execute if we have reached the 9th step and no halt object was received
from any of the Main compartments, effectively pronouncing a negative answer
to the problem.
The kP-Lingua implementation is a compact and intuitive representation of
the formally described model presented earlier. The specification is next translated into Spin’s modelling language, Promela, a fully automated process accomplished by a kP-Lingua parser and kP system - Promela model converter,
constituent tools of kpWorkbench. We document this stage of our approach with
several fragments of the rather cryptic Promela encoding, as generated by our
converter.
#define A0_SIZE 9
#define A1_SIZE 4
typedef
int
int
int
int
int
bit
bit
bit
}

C0 {
x[A0_SIZE] = 0;
xt[A0_SIZE] = 0;
c1Links[1];
c1LCount = 0;
c1LSize = 0;
isComputing = 0;
isDissolved = 0;
isDivided = 0;

typedef
int
int
int
int
int
bit
}

C1 {
x[A1_SIZE] = 0;
xt[A1_SIZE] = 0;
c0Links[100];
c0LCount = 0;
c0LSize = 0;
isComputing = 0;

int step = 0;
bit halt = 0;
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C0 m0[20];
int m0Count = 0;
int m0Size = 0;
C1 m1[1];
int m1Count = 0;
int m1Size = 0;
int m0DissolvedCount = 0;
int stepsExp = 1;
In table 4 we elucidate the constituent elements of the above printed data
structures and variable declarations.
A0 SIZE, A1 SIZE
C0, C1
x, xt
c1Links[1]
isComputing
isDissolved
isDivided

The size of the alphabet for each type of compartment;
The compartment types Main and Output respectively;
The arrays which store multiplicities of objects encoded as indices;
The array of links to compartments of type C1;
A flag indicating whether a process is running on this instance or not;
A flag indicating whether the compartment is dissolved or not;
Indicates if the compartment was divided
(and henceforth considered non-existent);
m0, m1
The arrays which store compartments of type
C0 (Main) and C1 (Output), respectively;
m0[0].x[2]
The object with index 2 in the 0th compartment of type C0;
m1[0].x[0]
Multiplicity of object step in compartment 0 of type Output;
m1[0].x[1]
Multiplicity of object yes in the output compartment;
m1[0].x[2]
Multiplicity of object no in the output compartment;
m1[0].x[3]
Multiplicity of object halt in the output compartment;
m0DissolvedCount The number of dissolved compartments of type Main;
stepsExp
A number updated each step with the value of 2step .

Table 4. Interpretation of variable expressions generated in Promela

The second key requirement for the model checking methodology we exemplify in this section is the provision of LTL formulae the validity of which is to be
asserted against the model. As methodically described in the previous section,
a set of properties is generated by instantiating various natural language patterns. These are appointed as templates to be completed by the user with model
variables or numeric constants, interactively, through a graphical user interface.
Several screenshots which illustrate the Natural Language Query (NLQ) builder,
integrated into kpWorkbench are supplied in the Appendix.
Table 5 lists an array of ten properties we have compiled and derived from
natural language patterns for the Subset Sum example. These properties have
been successfully verified with Spin on a Core i7 980X based machine, with 24GB
RAM and running Windows 8 Professional Edition.
Devising a set of properties assisted by the NLQ tool becomes an intuitive,
effortless and streamlined task, however, there may be cases when a generated
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natural language statement does not reflect the meaning of the property in its
entirety, although it is logically equivalent. This may lead to shallow interpretations if the formal representation is not consulted and ultimately to oversights
of relevant implications of the property. For example, in Table 5, the property
a ‘yes’ result is eventually observed within no more than three step is as a fabricated form of there exists a non-deterministic execution strategy that yields
an affirmative result to the problem in no more than three steps. The second
expression is significantly more elevate and meaningful in comparison with its
generated counterpart which clearly describes the underlying LTL formulae, but
requires a deeper understanding of the model for an accurate interpretation.

Property Pattern
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Natural Language Statement and Spin formula
The computation will eventually halt.
Until
halt == 0 U halt > 0
(m1[0].x[3] == 0 || !pInS) U (m1[0].x[3] > 0 && pInS)
The computation will halt within n + 2 steps.
(halt == 0 && steps < n + 2) U (halt > 0 && steps <= n + 2)
Until
(m1[0].x[3] == 0 && m1[0].x[0] < n+2 || !pInS) U
(m1[0].x[3] >= 0 &&m1[0].x[0] <= n+2 && pInS)
The computation will eventually halt with either a ‘yes’ or ‘no’ result.
halt == 0 U (halt > 0 && (yes > 0 || no > 0))
Until
(m1[0].x[3] == 0 || !pIns) U
(m1[0].x[3] > 0 && (m1[0].x[1] > 0 || m1[0].x[2] > 0) && pInS)
At least one membrane division will eventually take place
Until
(before a result is obtained).
(yes == 0 && no == 0) U m0Count > 1
(m1[0].x[1] == 0 && m1[0].x[2] == 0) || !pInS U m0Count > 1 && pInS
A ‘yes’ result is eventually observed within no more than three steps.
Existence
F (yes > 0 && steps <= 3)
<> (m1[0].x[1] > 0 && m1[0].x[0] <= 3 && pInS)
A ‘yes’ result is eventually observed within more than three steps.
Existence
F (yes > 0 && steps > 3)
<> (m1[0].x[1] > 0 && m1[0].x[0] > 3 && pInS)
A result (‘yes’ or ‘no’) is eventually obtained
Existence
without any membrane dissolutions.
F (yes > 0 || no > 0) && m0DissolvedCount == 0
<> ((m1[0].x[1] > 0 || m1[0].x[2] > 0)
&& m0DissolvedCount == 0 && pInS)
A ‘yes’ result is eventually obtained with membrane dissolution occuring.
Existence
F yes > 0 && m0DissolvedCount > 0
<> (m1[0].x[1] > 0 && m0DissolvedCount > 0 && pInS)
The number of compartments in use is always equal to 2stepcount .
Universality G m0Count + 1 == TwoToTheNumberOfSteps
[] (m0Count + 1 == TwoToTheNumberOfSteps || !pInS)
There will never be a negative answer for this example.
Absence
!F no > 0
!(<> (m1.x[2] > 0 && pInS ))

Table 5. List of properties derived from natural language patterns using NLQ and
their generated LTL equivalent
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Conclusions

The approach to kernel P system model checking presented in this paper is a
powerful synthesis of concepts and ideas, materialised into an aggregate of software tools and template data sets. The investigation permeates two innovative
leaps, namely the kP system computational model in the context of membrane
computing and the use of natural language patterns to generate temporal logic
properties in the field of model checking. After establishing a model equivalence
relation together with a procedural translation from a generic representation to
a notation required by Spin, non-specialist users can benefit from the standard
features offered by the model checker. The often intricate and abstruse process
of constructing temporal logic formulae has also been abstracted to natural language statements and interactive visual representation through graphical user
interface (GUI) elements. Another consequential advantage of significance is the
correctness guarantee conferred by an automatic model conversion and formula
generation.
Our case study illustrated in section 5, demonstrates the feasibility of this
approach with its illustrious qualities, but also exposes the potential limitations
of the method: on one hand, the notorious state space explosion problem is an
inexorable fact that circumscribes the model checking of concurrent and nondeterministic systems; on the other hand, some generated properties, products
of composite natural language patterns, are devoid of meaning and can possibly
lead to shallow or inaccurate interpretations and even confusion.
Evidently, a more consistent qualitative evaluation of the methodology, involving several other case studies is required to highlight its potential and limitations more generally. It would be interesting to see the outcome of future
investigations in this newly established context.
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Abstract. Whether purely catalytic P systems with only two catalysts
can already be computational complete, is still an open problem. Here
we establish computational completeness by using specific variants of
additional control mechanisms. At each step using only multiset rules
from one set of a finite number of sets of rules allows for obtaining computational completeness with two catalysts and only one membrane. If
the available sets of rules change periodically with time, computational
completeness can be obtained with two catalysts in one membrane, too.
Moreover, we show computational completeness for purely catalytic P
systems with two mobile catalysts and two membranes.

1

Introduction

P systems with catalytic rules were already considered in the originating papers
for membrane systems, see [8]. In [3] two catalysts were shown to be sufficient for
getting universality/computational completeness (throughout this paper, with
these notions we will indicate that all recursively enumerable sets of (vectors
of) non-negative integers can be generated). Since then, it has become one of
the most challenging open problems in the area of P systems, whether or not
one catalyst might already be enough to obtain computational completeness.
Similar questions also arise in the context of purely catalytic P systems: purely
catalytic P systems (working in the maximally parallel mode) with only one
catalyst simply correspond with sequential P systems with only one membrane,
hence, to multiset rewriting systems with context-free rules, and therefore can
only generate linear sets; purely catalytic P systems working in the maximally
parallel mode are computationally complete with (at most) three catalysts in
only one membrane as shown in [3]; the question whether two catalysts are
sufficient or not is another interesting question still open since the beginning of
the membrane systems area.
Using additional control mechanisms as, for example, priorities or promoters/inhibitors, P systems with only one catalyst can be shown to be computationally complete, e.g., see Chapter 4 of [10]. On the other hand, additional
features for the catalyst may be taken into account; for example, we may use
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bi-stable catalysts (catalysts switching between two different states) or mobile
catalysts (catalysts able to cross membranes).
P systems with mobile catalysts were introduced in [5], and their universality
with one catalyst was proved with using three membranes and target indications
of the forms here, out, and inj . In [4], this result was improved by replacing the
target indications inj with the weaker one in. Here we will prove that two mobile
catalysts “traveling” between two membranes yield computational completeness
in the case of purely catalytic P systems.
Recently, several variants of P systems using only one catalyst together with
control mechanisms for choosing the rules applicable in a computation step have
been considered: for example, in [6] the rules are labeled with elements from an
alphabet H and in each step a maximal multiset of rules having the same label
from H is applied. In [4], a short proof for the universality of these P systems
with label selection with only one catalyst in a single membrane was given. In
this paper, we will show a similar result for purely catalytic P systems with only
two catalysts in a single membrane.
Regular control languages were considered already in [6] for the maximally
parallel derivation mode, whereas in [1] universality was proved for the sequential
mode: there even only non-cooperative rules were needed in one membrane for
time-varying P systems to obtain universality (in time-varying systems, the set
of available rules varies periodically with time, i.e., the regular control language
∗
is of the very specific form W = (U1 . . . Up ) , allowing to apply rules from a
set Ui in the computation step pn + i, n ≥ 0; p is called the period ), but a
bounded number of steps without applying any rule had to be allowed. In [4],
time-varying P systems using the maximally parallel derivation mode in one
membrane with only one catalyst were shown to be computationally complete
with a period of six and the usual halting when no rule can be applied. We here
prove a similar result for purely catalytic P systems with only two catalysts in
a single membrane.

2

Prerequisites

The set of integers is denoted by Z, the set of non-negative integers by N. An
alphabet V is a finite non-empty set of abstract symbols. Given V , the free
monoid generated by V under the operation of concatenation is denoted by
V ∗ ; the elements of V ∗ are called strings, and the empty string is denoted by
λ; V ∗ \ {λ} is denoted by V + . Let {a1 , · · · , an } be an arbitrary alphabet; the
number of occurrences of a symbol ai in a string x is denoted by |x|ai ; the Parikh

vector associated with x with respect to a1 , · · · , an is |x|a1 , · · · , |x|an . The
Parikh image of a language L over {a1 , · · · , an } is the set of all Parikh vectors
of strings in L, and we denote it by P s (L). For a family of languages F L, the
family of Parikh images of languages in F L is denoted by P sF L; for families
of languages of a one-letter alphabet, the corresponding sets of non-negative
integers are denoted by N F L.
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A (finite) multiset over the (finite) alphabet V , V = {a1 , · · · , an }, is a mapping f : V −→ N and represented by hf (a1 ) , a1 i · · · hf (an ) , an i or by any string
x the Parikh vector of which with respect to a1 , · · · , an is (f (a1 ) , · · · , f (an )).
In the following we will not distinguish between a vector (m1 , · · · , mn ) , its representation by a multiset hm1 , a1 i · · · hmn ,an i or its representation by a string x
having the Parikh vector |x|a1 , · · · , |x|an = (m1 , · · · , mn ). Fixing the sequence
of symbols a1 , · · · , an in the alphabet V in advance, the representation of the
mn
1
is unique. The set of all
multiset hm1 , a1 i · · · hmn , an i by the string am
1 · · · an
◦
finite multisets over an alphabet V is denoted by V .
The family of regular and recursively enumerable string languages is denoted
by REG and RE, respectively. For more details of formal language theory the
reader is referred to the monographs and handbooks in this area as [2] and [11].
A register machine is a tuple M = (m, B, l0 , lh , P ), where m is the number of
registers, P is the set of instructions bijectively labeled by elements of B, l0 ∈ B
is the initial label, and lh ∈ B is the final label. The instructions of M can be of
the following forms:
– l1 : (ADD (j) , l2 , l3 ), with l1 ∈ B \ {lh }, l2 , l3 ∈ B, 1 ≤ j ≤ m.
Increase the value of register j by one, and non-deterministically continue
with instruction l2 or l3 . This instruction is usually called increment.
– l1 : (SU B (j) , l2 , l3 ), with l1 ∈ B \ {lh }, l2 , l3 ∈ B, 1 ≤ j ≤ m.
If the value of register j is zero then continue with instruction l3 , otherwise
decrease the value of register j by one and continue with instruction l2 .
The two cases of this instruction are usually called zero-test and decrement,
respectively.
– lh : HALT .
Stop the execution of the register machine.
A configuration of a register machine is described by the contents of each
register and by the value of the current label, which indicates the next instruction to be executed. Computations start by executing the first instruction of P
(labeled with l0 ), and terminate with reaching the HALT -instruction.
Register machines provide a simple universal computational model [7]. In the
generative case as we need it later, we start with empty registers, use the first two
registers for the necessary computations and take as results the contents of the
k registers 3 to k + 2 in all possible halting computations; during a computation
of M , only the registers 1 and 2 can be decremented. In the following, we shall
call a specific model of P systems computationally complete or universal if and
only if for any (generating) register machine M we can effectively construct an
equivalent P system Π of that type simulating each step of M in a bounded
number of steps and yielding the same results.
2.1

P Systems

The basic ingredients of a (cell-like) P system are the membrane structure, the
objects placed in the membrane regions, and the evolution rules. The membrane
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structure is a hierarchical arrangement of membranes. Each membrane defines
a region/compartment, the space between the membrane and the immediately
inner membranes; the outermost membrane is called the skin membrane, the region outside is the environment, also indicated by (the label) 0. Each membrane
can be labeled, and the label (from a set Lab) will identify both the membrane
and its region. The membrane structure can be represented by a rooted tree
(with the label of a membrane in each node and the skin in the root), but also
by an expression of correctly nested labeled parentheses. The objects (multisets) are placed in the compartments of the membrane structure and usually
represented by strings, with the multiplicity of a symbol corresponding to the
number of occurrences of that symbol in the string. The evolution rules are multiset rewriting rules of the form u → v, where u is a multiset of objects from a
given set O and v = (b1 , tar1 ) . . . (bk , tark ) with bi ∈ O and tari ∈ {here, out, in}
or tari ∈ {here, out} ∪ {inj | j ∈ Lab}, 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Using such a rule means “consuming” the objects of u and “producing” the objects b1 , . . . , bk of v; the target
indications here, out, and in mean that an object with the target here remains
in the same region where the rule is applied, an object with the target out is
sent out of the respective membrane (in this way, objects can also be sent to
the environment, when the rule is applied in the skin region), while an object
with the target in is sent to one of the immediately inner membranes, nondeterministically chosen, whereas with inj this inner membrane can be specified
directly. In general, we omit the target indication here.
Formally, a (cell-like) P system is a construct
Π = (O, µ, w1 , . . . , wm , R1 , . . . , Rm , f )
where O is the alphabet of objects, µ is the membrane structure (with m membranes), w1 , . . . , wm are multisets of objects present in the m regions of µ at
the beginning of a computation, R1 , . . . , Rm are finite sets of evolution rules,
associated with the regions of µ, and f is the label of the membrane region from
which the outputs are taken (f = 0 indicates that the output is taken from the
environment).
If a rule u → v has at least two objects in u, then it is called cooperative, otherwise it is called non-cooperative. In catalytic P systems we use non-cooperative
as well as catalytic rules which are of the form ca → cv, where c is a special
object which never evolves and never passes through a membrane (both these
restrictions can be relaxed), but it just assists object a to evolve to the multiset
v. In a purely catalytic P system we only allow catalytic rules. In both catalytic
and purely catalytic P systems, we replace O by O, C in order to specify those
objects from O which are the catalysts in the set C.
The evolution rules are used in the (non-deterministic) maximally parallel
way, i.e., in any computation step of Π we choose a multiset of rules from the
sets R1 , . . . , Rm in such a way that no further rule can be added to it so that
the obtained multiset would still be applicable to the existing objects in the
membrane regions 1, . . . , m.
The membranes and the objects present in the compartments of a system
at a given time form a configuration; starting from a given initial configuration
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and using the rules as explained above, we get transitions among configurations;
a sequence of transitions forms a computation. A computation is halting if it
reaches a configuration where no rule can be applied. With a halting computation
we associate a result, in the form of the number of objects present in region f
in the halting configuration. The set of vectors of non-negative integers and the
set of (Parikh) vectors of non-negative integers obtained as results of halting
computations in Π are denoted by N (Π) and P s (Π), respectively.
The family of sets Y (Π), Y ∈ {N, P s}, computed by P systems with at most
m membranes and cooperative rules and with non-cooperative rules is denoted
by Y OPm (coop) and Y OPm (ncoo), respectively. It is well known that for any
m ≥ 1, Y REG = Y OPm (ncoo) ⊂ N OPm (coop) = Y RE, see [8].
The family of sets Y (Π), Y ∈ {N, P s}, computed by (purely) catalytic
P systems with at most m membranes and at most k catalysts is denoted by
Y OPm (catk ) (Y OPm (pcatk )); from [3] we know that, with the results being
sent to the environment, we have Y OP1 (cat2 ) = Y OP1 (pcat3 ) = Y RE.
If we allow catalysts to move from one membrane region to another one,
then we speak of P systems with mobile catalysts. The families of sets N (Π)
and P s (Π) computed by P systems with at most m membranes and k mobile
catalysts are denoted by N OPm (mcatk ) and P sOPm (mcatk ), respectively. If we
only allow catalytic rules, the corresponding families of sets N (Π) and P s (Π)
are denoted by N OPm (mpcatk ) and P sOPm (mpcatk ), respectively.
For all the variants of P systems of type X, we may consider to label all the
rules in the sets R1 , . . . , Rm in a one-to-one manner by labels from a set H and
to take a set W containing subsets of H. Then a P system with label selection is
a construct
Π = (O, µ, w1 , . . . , wm , R1 , . . . , Rm , H, W, f )
where Π ′ = (O, µ, w1 , . . . , wm , R1 , . . . , Rm , f ) is a P system as defined above,
H is a set of labels for the rules in the sets R1 , . . . , Rm , and W ⊆ 2H . In any
transition step in Π we first select a set of labels U ∈ W and then apply a
non-empty multiset R of rules such that all the labels of these rules in R are
in U in the maximally parallel way, i.e., the set R cannot be extended by any
further rule with a label from U so that the obtained multiset of rules would
still be applicable to the existing objects in the membrane regions 1, . . . , m. The
family of sets N (Π) and P s (Π) computed by P systems with label selection
with at most m membranes and rules of type X is denoted by N OPm (X, ls)
and P sOPm (X, ls), respectively.
Another method to control the application of the labeled rules is to use
control languages (see [6] and [1]). A controlled P system is a construct
Π = (O, µ, w1 , . . . , wm , R1 , . . . , Rm , H, L, f )
where Π ′ = (O, µ, w1 , . . . , wm , R1 , . . . , Rm , f ) is a P system as defined above, H
is a set of labels for the rules in the sets R1 , . . . , Rm , and L is a string language
over 2H from a family F L. Every successful computation in Π has to follow a
control word U1 . . . Un ∈ L: in transition step i, only rules with labels in Ui are
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allowed to be applied (but again in the maximally parallel way, i.e., we have to
apply a multiset R of rules with labels in Ui which cannot be extended by any rule
with a label in Ui such that the resulting multiset would still be applicable), and
after the n-th transition, the computation halts; we may relax this end condition,
∗
and then we speak of weakly controlled P systems. If L = (U1 . . . Up ) , Π is called
a (weakly) time-varying P system: in the computation step pn + i, n ≥ 0, rules
from the set Ui have to be applied; p is called the period. The family of sets
Y (Π), Y ∈ {N, P s}, computed by (weakly) controlled P systems and (weakly)
time-varying P systems with period p, with at most m membranes and rules
of type X as well as control languages in F L is denoted by Y OPm (X, C (F L))
(Y OPm (X, wC (F L))) and Y OPm (X, T Vp ) (Y OPm (X, wT Vp )), respectively.
In the following sections we will prove several computational completeness
results for purely catalytic P systems with only two catalysts: first we will give
a proof for P systems with label selection, then for time-varying P systems, and
finally for P systems with mobile catalysts.
Before we are going to show these special computational completeness results,
we exhibit some general features of purely catalytic P systems:
Remark 1. For purely catalytic P systems with only one catalyst collecting the
results in the environment, we only have to consider the minimal membrane
structure [ ] 1 with the catalyst being in the skin membrane: in order to allow
for sending out the results from the skin membrane, the catalyst has to be there;
any symbol that would be sent to an inner membrane would be lost anyway for
being used in the further steps of a computation; hence, we can simply omit
these symbols to even be generated and therefore can omit all inner membranes,
too.
As a consequence of these observations we infer that the maximal parallelism
in the case of purely catalytic P systems with only one catalyst reduces to the
sequential application of rules where in each step of a computation exactly one
rule is applied:
Lemma 1. For purely catalytic P systems with only one catalyst collecting the
results in the environment, even combined with some additional control mechanism, we get the same results as for sequential P systems with the minimal
membrane structure [ ] 1 (eventually equipped with the same additional control
mechanism).
As is well known, sequential P systems with the minimal membrane structure
[ ] 1 (or even any other more complicated membrane structure) correspond with
multiset rewriting systems using only context-free rules, i.e., we have:
Theorem 1. For any m ≥ 1 and any Y ∈ {N, P s},
Y REG = Y OPm (ncoo) = Y OPm (pcat1 ) = Y OPm (pcat1 , ls) .
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Proof. We only have to show Y OPm (pcat1 , ls) ⊆ Y OPm (pcat1 ). Yet the additional control mechanism of allowing to select only rules with the same label in
each computation step does not increase the generative power, as in every step
we anyway can only use exactly one rule, i.e., label selection in the case of purely
catalytic P systems with only one catalyst does not yield additional power.
Remark 2. For purely catalytic P systems with only two catalysts collecting the
results in the environment, we only have to consider the membrane structures
[ ] 1 and [ [ ] 2 ] 1 : as in Remark 1 we can argue that at least one catalyst has
to be in the skin membrane. If only one catalyst is in the skin membrane and
the second catalyst is in an inner membrane, then this second one has to be in
a membrane directly connected with the skin region, otherwise it would not be
able to contribute to the computations in the P system.
Remark 3. Except for the case of purely catalytic P systems with mobile catalysts, for all other cases of control mechanisms considered in this paper (and for
many others considered in the literature so far, too) we can restrict ourselves
to the minimal membrane structure [ ] 1 when dealing with purely catalytic P
systems with only two catalysts: instead of letting the second catalyst work in a
second membrane, we put it into the skin membrane and let it work on primed
symbols: symbols originally sent into the inner membrane now get primed; on
the other hand, instead of sending out symbols from the second membrane, we
just generate unprimed symbols with this second catalyst. This procedure of
using marked symbols within the skin membrane instead of using inner membranes is well known in the P systems area as “flattening procedure”, even for
any number of inner membranes.
Remark 4. For P systems with mobile catalysts, the case with the minimal membrane structure [ ] 1 corresponds with the original question whether the inclusion
Y OP1 (pcat2 ) ⊆ Y RE is strict or not; therefore, in this case the solution being
optimal with respect to the membrane structure we could aim for proving computational completeness was getting a result for the membrane structure [ [ ] 2 ] 1 ,
and as will be shown in Section 5, two mobile catalyst moving within this simple
membrane structure [ [ ] 2 ] 1 are already sufficient for obtaining computational
completeness.

3

Computational Completeness of P Systems with Label
Selection

Whereas with Theorem 1 we have shown that Y REG = Y OPm (pcat1 , ls) for
any m ≥ 1, in [4] it was shown that Y OP1 (cat1 , ls) = Y RE, Y ∈ {N, P s};
the following theorem establishes the corresponding result for purely catalytic P
systems with two catalysts.
Theorem 2. Y OP1 (pcat2 , ls) = Y RE, Y ∈ {N, P s}.
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Proof. We only prove the inclusion P sRE ⊆ P sOP1 (pcat2 , ls). Let us consider
a register machine M = (n + 2, B, l0 , lh , I) with only the first and the second
register ever being decremented, and let A = {a1 , . . . , an+2 } be the set of objects
for representing the contents of the registers 1 to n + 2 of M . We construct the
following P system:
Π = (O, {c1 , c2 } , [ ] 1 , c1 c2 dl0 , R1 , H, W, 0),
O = A ∪ B ∪ {c1 , c2 , d, #} ,
H = {l, l′ | l ∈ B} ∪ {lx | x ∈ {1, 2, d, #}} ,
and the sets of labels in W and the rules for R1 are defined as follows:
A. Let li : (ADD (r) , lj , lk ) be an ADD instruction in I. If r > 2, then the
(labeled) rules
li : c1 li → c1 lj (ar , out) , li′ : c1 li → c1 lk (ar , out) ,
are introduced, and for r ∈ {1, 2}, we introduce the rules
li : c1 li → c1 lj ar , li′ : c1 li → c1 lk ar .
In both cases, we define {li , li′ } to be the corresponding set of labels in W . The
contents of each register r, r ∈ {1, 2}, is represented by the number of objects
ar present in the skin membrane; any object ar wit r > 2 is immediately sent
out into the environment.
B. The simulation of a SUB instruction li : (SUB (r) , lj , lk ), for r ∈ {1, 2}, is
carried out by the following rules and the corresponding sets of labels in W : For
the case that the register r, r ∈ {1, 2}, is not empty we take the (labeled) rules
li : c1 li → c1 lj , lr : c2 ar → c2 , ld : c2 d → c2 #,
(if no symbol ar is present, i.e., if the register r is empty, then the trap symbol
# is introduced) and for the case that the register r is empty, we introduce the
rules
li′ : c1 li → c1 lk , lr′ : c2 ar → c2 #
(if at least one symbol ar is present, i.e., if the register r is not empty, then the
trap symbol # is introduced); the corresponding sets of labels to be taken into
W are {li , lr , ld } and {li′ , lr′ }, respectively. In both cases, the simulation of the
SUB instruction works correctly if we have made the right choice.
C. We also add the labeled rule l# : # → # to R1 and {#} to W , hence,
the computation cannot halt once the trap symbol # has been generated.
In sum, we have shown P s (M ) = P s (Π), which completes the proof.
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Computational Completeness of Time-Varying P
Systems

In [4] it was shown that Y OP1 (cat1 , αT V6 ) = Y RE, Y ∈ {N, P s}, α ∈ {λ, w};
the following theorem establishes the corresponding result for purely catalytic P
systems with two catalysts.
Theorem 3. Y OP1 (pcat2 , αT V6 ) = Y RE, Y ∈ {N, P s}, α ∈ {λ, w}.
Proof. We only prove the inclusion P sRE ⊆ P sOP1 (pcat2 , αT V6 ). Let us consider a register machine M = (n + 2, B, l0 , lh , I) with only the first and the
second register ever being decremented. Again, we define A = {a1 , . . . , an+2 }
and divide the set of labels B \ {lh } into three disjoint subsets:
B+ = {li | li : (ADD (r) , lj , lk ) ∈ I} ,
B−r = {li | li : (SUB (r) , lj , lk ) ∈ I} , r ∈ {1, 2} ;
moreover, we define B− = B−1 ∪ B−2 as well as
n
o 
B ′ = l, ˜l, ˆl | l ∈ B \ {lh } ∪ l− , l0 , ¯l− , ¯l0 , | l ∈ B− .
The main challenge in the construction for the time-varying P system Π is that
the catalyst has to fulfill its task to erase an object ar , r ∈ {1, 2}, for both
objects in the same membrane where all other computations are carried out,
too; hence, at a specific moment in the cycle of period six, parts of simulations
of different instructions have to be coordinated in parallel. The basic components
of the time-varying P system Π are defined as follows (we here do not distinguish
between a rule and its label):
Π = (O, {c1 , c2 } , [ ] 1 , c1 c2 l0 , R1 ∪ · · · ∪ R6 , R1 ∪ · · · ∪ R6 , (R1 . . . R6 ) , 0),
∗

O = A ∪ {a′1 , a′2 } ∪ B ′ ∪ {c1 , c2 , h, lh , #} .
We now list the rules in the sets of rules Ri to be applied in computation
steps 6n + i, n ≥ 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ 6:
R1 : in this step, the ADD instructions are simulated, i.e., for each li :
(ADD (r) , lj , lk ) ∈ I we take
c1 li → c1 ar ˜lj , c1 li → c1 ar ˜lk (only in the sixth step of the cycle, from ˜lj
and ˜lk the corresponding unmarked labels lj and lk will be generated); in order
to obtain the output in the environment, for r ≥ 3, ar has to be replaced by
(ar , out);
c1 l → c1 l− , c1 l → c1 l0 initiate the simulation of a SUB instruction for register
1 labeled by l ∈ B−1 , i.e., we make a non-deterministic guess whether register r
is empty (with introducing l0 ) or not (with introducing l− );
c1 l → c1 ˆl marks a label l ∈ B−2 (the simulation of such a SUB instruction
for register 2 will start in step 4 of the cycle);
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c2 # → c2 # keeps the trap symbol # alive guaranteeing an infinite loop once
# has been generated;
c2 h → c2 eliminates the auxiliary object h needed for simulating SUB instructions and eventually generated two steps before.
R2 : in the second and the third step, the SUB instructions on register 1 are
simulated, i.e., for all l ∈ B−1 we start with
c1 a1 → c1 a′1 (if present, exactly one copy of a1 can be primed, but only if a
label l− for some l from B−1 is present) and
c2 l− → c2 ¯l− h, c2 l− → c2 ¯l0 for all l ∈ B−1 ;
all other labels ˜l for l ∈ B+ ∪ B−2 block the catalyst c1 from erasing a copy of
a1 by forcing the application of the corresponding rules c1 ˜l → c1 ˜l for c1 in order
to avoid the introduction of the trap symbol # by the enforced application of a
rule c2 ˜l → c2 # with the catalyst c2 , i.e., we take
c1 ˜l → c1 ˜l, c2 ˜l → c2 # for all l ∈ B, and
c1 ˆl → c1 ˆl, c2 ˆl → c2 # for all l ∈ B−2 ;
c2 # → c2 # keeps the computation alive once the trap symbol has been
introduced.
R3 : for all li : (SUB (1) , lj , lk ) ∈ I we take
c1 ¯li0 → c1 ˜lk , c2 a′1 → c2 #, c2 ¯li0 → c2 # (zero test; if a primed copy of a1 is
present, then the trap symbol # is generated);
c2 ¯li− → c2 ˜lj , c1 a′1 → c1 , c1 h → c1 # (decrement; the auxiliary symbol h is
needed to keep the catalyst c1 busy with generating the trap symbol # if we
have taken the wrong guess when assuming the register 1 to be non-empty);
c1 ˜l → c1 ˜l, c2 ˜l → # for all l ∈ B (with these labels, we just pass through this
step);
c1 ˆl → c1 ˆl, c2 ˆl → # for all l ∈ B−2 (these labels pass through this step to
become active in the next step);
c2 # → c2 #.
R4 : in the fourth step, the simulation of SUB instructions on register 2 is
initiated by using
c1 ˆl → c1 l− , c1 ˆl → c1 l0 for all l ∈ B−2 , i.e., we make a non-deterministic
guess whether register r is empty (with introducing l0 ) or not (with introducing
l− );
c1 ˜l → c1 ˜l, c2 ˜l → c2 # for all l ∈ B (with all other labels, we already only pass
through this step);
c2 # → c2 #,
c2 h → c2 (if h has been introduced by c2 l− → c2 ¯l− h in the second step for
some l ∈ B−1 , the second catalyst now is free to erase h).
R5 : in the fifth and the sixth step, the SUB instructions on register 2 are
simulated, i.e., for all l ∈ B−2 we start with
c1 a2 → c1 a′2 (if present, exactly one copy of a2 can be primed) and
c2 l− → c2 ¯l− h, c2 l− → c2 ¯l0 for all l ∈ B−2 ;
c1 ˜l → c1 ˜l, c2 ˜l → c2 # for all l ∈ B;
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c2 # → c2 #.
R6 : the simulation of SUB instructions li : (SUB (2) , lj , lk ) ∈ I on register 2
is finished by
c1 ¯li0 → c1 lk , c2 a′2 → c2 #, c2 ¯li0 → c2 # (zero test; if a primed copy of a2 is
present, then the trap symbol # is generated);
c2 ¯li− → c2 lj , c1 a′2 → c1 ,c1 h → c1 # (decrement; the auxiliary symbol h is
needed to keep the catalyst c1 busy with generating the trap symbol # if we
have taken the wrong guess when assuming the register 2 to be non-empty; if it
is not used, it can be erased in the next step by using c2 h → c2 in R1 );
c1 ˜l → c1 l, c2 ˜l → c2 # for all l ∈ B;
c2 # → c2 # .
Without loss of generality, we may assume that the final label lh in M is
only reached by using a zero test on register 2; then, at the beginning of a new
cycle, after a correct simulation of a computation from M in the time-varying P
system Π no rule will be applicable in R1 (another possibility would be to take
c1 ¯li0 → c1 instead of c1 ¯li0 → c1 lh in R6 ).
At the end of the cycle, in case all guesses have been correct, the requested
instruction of M has been simulated and the label of the next instruction to
be simulated is present in the skin membrane. Only in the case that M has
reached the final label lh , the computation in Π halts, too, but only if during the
simulation of the computation of M in Π no trap symbol # has been generated;
hence, we conclude P s (M ) = P s (Π).

5

Computational Completeness of P Systems with
Mobile Catalysts

Whereas in [4] it was shown that Y OP3 (mcat1 ) = Y RE, Y ∈ {N, P s}, the
following theorem establishes a similar result for purely catalytic P systems
with two mobile catalysts proving Y OP2 (mpcat2 ) = Y RE; as we see, in the
case of purely catalytic P systems with mobile catalysts there might be a tradeoff between the number of membranes and the number of mobile catalysts, as
their sum in both cases is four.
Theorem 4. Y OP2 (mpcat2 ) = Y RE, Y ∈ {N, P s}.
Proof. We only prove the inclusion P sRE ⊆ P sOP2 (mpcat2 ). Let us consider
a register machine M = (n + 2, B, l0 , lh , I) with only the first and the second
register ever being decremented. Again we define A = {a1 , . . . , an+2 } as the set
of objects for representing the contents of the registers 1 to n + 2 of M ; the
terminal symbols ar for r > 2 are collected in the environment, whereas the
symbols a1 and a2 are stored in the innermost membrane 2. The skin region is
used to take those symbols we need for guiding the simulation of a computation
in M .
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The set of labels B \ {lh } is divided into three disjoint subsets:
B+ = {li | li : (ADD (r) , lj , lk ) ∈ I} ,
B−r = {li | li : (SUB (r) , lj , lk ) ∈ I} , r ∈ {1, 2} ;
moreover, we define B− = B−1 ∪ B−2 as well as

B ′ = {l | l ∈ B} ∪ l′ , l′′ , l− , l0 | l ∈ B− .
We now construct the following P system:
Π = (O, {c1 , c2 } , [ [ ] 2 ] 1 , c1 c2 l0 l0′ , R1 , R2 , 0),
O = A ∪ B ′ ∪ {c1 , c2 , #} .
In general, for simulating an instruction labeled by l from M , we start with
c1 c2 l in the skin region, whereas region 2 stores the contents of the registers 1
and 2 by the corresponding numbers of symbols a1 and a2 . The sets of rules are
constructed as follows:
A. Let li : (ADD (r) , lj , lk ) be an ADD instruction in I. If r > 2, then the rules
c1 li → c1 lj (ar , out) , c1 li → c1 lk (ar , out) are introduced in R1 ; if r ∈ {1, 2},
in R1 we introduce the rules c1 li → c1 lj (ar , in) , c1 li → c1 lk (ar , in). In both
cases, the catalyst c2 remains inactive.
B. The simulation of a SUB instruction li : (SUB (r) , lj , lk ), r ∈ {1, 2}, is
carried out by the following rules:
In the first step, from R1 we use the rule cr li → li′ (cr , in) to send the corresponding catalyst cr into membrane 2 for there to check the presence of a symbol
ar and eventually erase one copy of it. The second catalyst again remains inactive
and stays in the skin region.
In the second step, in the skin region we use the rule c3−r li′ → c3−rli′′ . In the
second membrane, the catalyst cr will use the rule cr ar → cr li− , out from R2
in case the register r is not empty, otherwise cr has to stay in region 2.
In the third step, we may face two situations in the skin region: if cr is
present again after having decremented the number of symbols ar in membrane
2, then we have to use the rules cr li′′ → cr lj and c3−r li− → c3−r , thus already
getting the configuration c1 c2 lj in the skin region for starting the simulation of
the instruction labeled by lj . Moreover, the rule cr li− → cr # guarantees that the
two catalysts work together in a correct way, because otherwise, if cr had to stay

in membrane 2, in the skin region we have to use the rule c3−r li′′ → c3−r li0 , in .
In this case, we need another step to finish the simulation: in membrane 2 we now
have the two symbol li0 allowing cr to get out by using the rule cr li0 → (cr lk , out),
which yields the configuration c1 c2 lk in the skin region for starting the simulation
of the instruction labeled by lk .
Finally, the rule c2 # → c2 # in R1 guarantees that the computation will
never halt once the trap symbol # has been introduced during the simulation
of a SUB instruction.
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In all cases, the simulation of the SUB instruction works correctly, and we
return to a configuration with the two catalysts and l for some label from B in
the skin region.
The computation in Π halts if and only if we reach the configuration with
c1 c2 lh in the skin region. In sum, we have the equality P s (M ) = P s (Π), which
completes the proof.

6

Final Remarks

Several new computational completeness results for purely catalytic P systems
using only two catalysts together with some additional control mechanism were
established in this paper, but the original problem of characterizing the sets
of non-negative integers generated by purely catalytic P systems with only two
catalysts still remains open. For other variants of additional control mechanisms,
the case of purely catalytic P systems with two catalysts remains for future
research, too.
Acknowledgements. This paper is a continuation of the results established together with Gheorghe Păun in [4], where we considered several variants of control
mechanisms to obtain computational completeness for catalytic P systems with
only one catalyst. I am very grateful to Gheorghe for all the interesting discussions on the topics elaborated in this paper, but especially for pushing me to
again put some energy on considering these topics.
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Abstract. In this paper we solve the SAT problem (the satisfiability
problem of propositional formulas in conjunctive normal form) by a polynomially uniform family of P systems with active membranes in linear
time in the number of propositional variables occurring in the input
formula. In those polynomially uniform existing solutions which do not
employ non-elementary membrane division or membrane creation the
computation time depends also on the number of the clauses in the formula. In our solution we do not use non-elementary membrane division,
but we use such membrane division rules where the labels of the involved
membranes can change. We also use membrane creation rules, but compared to existing solutions with membrane creation rules our systems use
asymptotically less objects and membranes during their computations.
Keywords: Membrane computing; P systems; SAT problem

1

Introduction

P systems with active membranes [9] are widely investigated variants of P systems [8]. These systems have the possibility of dividing elementary membranes
which combined with the massive parallelism that is present in these systems
can yield exponential workspace in linear time. This feature is frequently used
in P system based efficient solutions of well known NP-complete problems such
as the SAT problem. The SAT problem (satisfiability problem of propositional
formulas) is probably the best known NP-complete decision problem where the
question is whether a given propositional formula in conjunctive normal form
(CNF) is satisfiable.
Solving SAT efficiently by P systems with active membranes is a subject of
many papers in the literature (see e.g. [1], [2], [3], [4], [6], [7], [9], and [12]). These
solutions differ, for example, in the types of the rules employed, the possibility
of changing the labels of the membranes, and the use of the polarizations of
the membranes. On the other hand, these solutions commonly work in a way
where all possible truth valuations of the input formula are created and then a
satisfying one (if it exists) is chosen.
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The above mentioned works solve SAT by polynomially (semi-)uniform families of P systems. This means that the P systems in these families can be constructed in polynomial time by a deterministic Turing machine from the size
of the input formula (in the uniform case) or from the formula itself (in the
semi-uniform case). (For more details on polynomially (semi-)uniform families
of P systems we refer to [11] or [12]). The size of the input formula is usually
described by the number of distinct variables and the number of clauses in the
formula. The P systems introduced in the above works can decide SAT in polynomial time in the size of the input formula. This means that the number of
the computation steps of these systems usually depends also on the number of
clauses. The only exceptions are the solutions of [4] and [6], where SAT is solved
in linear time in the number of variables. However, this efficiency was achieved
in these works by use of additional type of rules. In [4] the presented P systems
employ non-elementary membrane division rules, while in [6] the P systems can
create and dissolve membranes.
In [5] two families of polarizationless P systems were given which use neither
non-elementary membrane division nor membranes creation, but still can solve
SAT in linear time in the number of the variables in the input formula. These
solutions implement a decision procedure which is strongly based on the well
known resolution rule of propositional logic. However, the first solution is not
polynomially uniform since its object alphabet is exponential in the number of
the variables. The second solution, on the other hand, uses a polynomial time
constructable family of P systems, but the P systems are constructed from the
input formula, thus it is a semi-uniform solution.
In this paper we present a family of P systems that is based on these systems
but do not have their drawbacks in the following sense. Our new solution is a
polynomially uniform solution still capable to decide the satisfiability of a formula in linear time in the number of variables. On the other hand, in contrast
to the solutions of [5], we could not avoid the use membrane creation. Because
of this reason, the time efficiency of our solution is comparable to that of the
solution of [6]. However, our P systems use asymptotically less objects and membranes during their computations. A more detailed comparison of the solution of
[6] and our solution will be given after presenting the main result of this paper.
It also should be pointed out that our solution uses such elementary membrane division rules which can change the labels of the membranes involved.
Although these rules are powerful ones, it seems that their relabelling feature
can be traded for the use of polarizations of the membranes. We will discuss this
question in the conclusions section.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we clarify the used notations
and notions and give the necessary definitions and preliminary results. Section
3 contains our families of P systems, and Section 4 presents some concluding
remarks.
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Definitions

Alphabets, Words, Multisets. An alphabet Σ is a non-empty and finite set
of symbols. The elements of Σ are called letters. Σ ∗ denotes the set of all finite
words (or strings) over Σ, including the empty word ε. We will use multisets
of objects in the membranes of a P system. As usual, these multisets will be
represented by strings over the object alphabet of the P system. The set of
natural numbers is denoted by N. For a number n ∈ N, we denote the set
{1, 2, . . . , n} by [n].
The SAT Problem. Let X = {x1 , x2 , x3 , . . .} be a recursively enumerable set
of propositional variables (variables, to be short), and, for every n ∈ N, let Xn :=
{x1 , . . . , xn }. An interpretation of the variables in Xn (or just an interpretation
if Xn is clear from the context) is a function I : Xn → {true, f alse}.
The variables and their negations are called literals. A clause C is a disjunction of finitely many pairwise different literals satisfying the condition that there
is no x ∈ X such that both x and x̄ occur in C, where x̄ denotes the negation
of x. The set of all clauses over the variables in Xn is denoted by Cn . A formula
in conjunctive normal form (CNF) is a conjunction of finitely many clauses. We
denote the conjunction and the disjunction operator by ∧ and ∨, respectively.
However, when it is more convenient, we will treat formulas in CNF as finite sets
of clauses, where the clauses are finite sets of literals. A clause C ∈ Cn is called
a complete clause if, for every x ∈ Xn , x ∈ C or x̄ ∈ C. Let F orm be the set
of all formulas in CNF over the variables in X and, for every n ∈ N, let F ormn
be the set of those formulas in F orm that have variables in Xn . It is easy to
see that F orm is a recursively enumerable set (notice that, for a given n ∈ N,
F ormn is a finite set).
Let ϕ ∈ F ormn (n ∈ N) and let I be an interpretation for ϕ. We say that I
satisfies ϕ, denoted by I |= ϕ, if ϕ evaluates to true under the truth assignment
defined by I. Notice that I |= ϕ if and only if, for every C ∈ ϕ, I |= C. We say
that ϕ is satisfiable if there is an interpretation I such that I |= ϕ. The SAT
problem (boolean satisfiability problem of propositional formulas in CNF) can
be defined as follows:
Given a formula ϕ in CNF, decide whether or not there is an interpretation I such that I |= ϕ.
Let ϕ ∈ F orm. The set of variables occurring in ϕ, denoted by var(ϕ), is defined
by var(ϕ) := {x ∈ X | ∃C ∈ ϕ : x ∈ C or x̄ ∈ C}. Next we define an operation
on a clause in Cn . This operation is a key component in our method of solving
the SAT problem by P systems. For a clause C ∈ Cn and a set Y ⊆ Xn (n ∈ N)
such that var(C) ∩ Y = ∅, let CY be the following set of clauses. Assume that
Y = {xi1 , . . . , xik } (k ≤ n, 1 ≤ i1 < . . . < ik ≤ n). Then let CY := {C ∪
{l1 , . . . , lk } | j ∈ [k] : lj ∈ {xij , x̄ij }}. Intuitively, CY is the set of those clauses
that can be created by adding, for every variable x ∈ Y , x or x̄ to C. For
example, if C = {x1 , x̄2 } and Y = {x3 }, then CY = {{x1 , x̄2 , x3 }, {x1 , x̄2 , x̄3 }}.
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S
For a formula ϕ = {C1 , . . . , Cm } ∈ F ormn (m, n ∈ N), let ϕ′ := C∈ϕ CY ,
where Y := Xn − var(C).
The following statement claims that the satisfiability of a formula ϕ ∈ F ormn
can be reduced to the question whether ϕ′ contains every complete clause in Cn .
Proposition 1. For a formula ϕ ∈ F ormn (n ∈ N), ϕ is satisfiable if and only
if | ϕ′ |< 2n .
The formal proof of this statement can be found, for example, in [5]. We
only note here that the correctness of this statement is based on the following
observations. For a formula ϕ ∈ F ormn , C ∈ ϕ, and x ∈ Xn − var(C), ϕ is
satisfiable if and only if the formula (ϕ − C) ∪ C{x} is satisfiable. Moreover,
trivially, a set of complete clauses is satisfiable if and only if it contains every
complete clause in Cn , for some n ∈ N.
As an example consider the formula ϕ = (x1 ∨ x̄2 ) ∧ x̄1 ∧ x2 ∈ F orm2 . Let
us denote the clauses of ϕ by C1 , C2 , and C3 , respectively. Clearly var(C1 ) =
{x1 , x2 }, var(C2 ) = {x1 }, and var(C3 ) = {x2 }. Thus, the clauses of ϕ′ are C1 ,
C2 ∪ {x2 }, C2 ∪ {x̄2 }, C3 ∪ {x1 }, and C3 ∪ {x̄1 }, i.e., ϕ′ = (x1 ∨ x̄2 ) ∧ (x̄1 ∨ x2 ) ∧
(x̄1 ∨ x̄2 ) ∧ (x1 ∨ x2 ) (notice that the second clause of ϕ′ can be created from
both C2 and C3 ). As ϕ′ contains every complete clause in C2 , using Proposition
1 we can derive that ϕ is unsatisfiable.
Our P systems will be based on the above method of creation of complete
clauses. In fact, we are going to implement Algorithm 1. In this algorithm the
complete clauses are created iteratively, adding missing literals to the clauses of
a formula step by step.
Algorithm 1: Deciding the satisfiability of a formula in CNF by creating
complete clauses
input : A formula ϕ in CNF with n variables
output: yes if ϕ is satisfiable, otherwise no
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

for i ← 1 to n do
ϕ̂ ← ∅;
foreach C ∈ ϕ do
if xi 6∈ var(C) then
ϕ̂ ← ϕ̂ ∪ C{xi } ;
else
ϕ̂ ← ϕ̂ ∪ C;
end
ϕ ← ϕ̂;
end
if |ϕ| = 2n then
answer ← no;
else
answer ← yes;
return answer
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Proposition 2. Let ϕ ∈ F ormn (n ∈ N). Then Algorithm 1 with input ϕ terminates with the answer yes is and only if ϕ is satisfiable.
Proof. It is easy to see that after the nth iteration of the loop starting at line 1,
ϕ equals to ϕ′ . Thus the statement follows form Proposition 1.
P Systems with Active Membranes. We will use P systems with active
membranes to solve SAT. In these P systems we will use such membrane division
rules that can change the labels of the membranes involved. We will also use
membrane creation and dissolution rules. On the other hand, we will not use the
polarizations of the membranes, thus we leave out this feature from the definition
of these systems. The following is the formal definition of the P systems we will
use (see also [10]).
A (polarizationless) P system with active membranes is a construct Π =
(O, H, µ, w1 , . . . , wm , R), where:
m ≥ 1 (the initial degree of the system);
O is the alphabet of objects;
H is a finite set of labels for membranes;
µ is a membrane structure, consisting of m membranes, labelled (not necessarily in a one-to-one manner) with elements of H;
– w1 , . . . , wm are strings over O, describing the multisets of objects (every
symbol in a string representing one copy of the corresponding object) placed
in the m regions of µ;
– R is a finite set of developmental rules, of the following forms:
(a) [a → v]h , for h ∈ H, a ∈ O, v ∈ O∗
(object evolution rules, associated with membranes and depending on the
label of the membranes, but not directly involving the membranes, in the
sense that the membranes are neither taking part in the application of
these rules nor are they modified by them);
(b) a[ ]h → [b]h , for h ∈ H, a, b ∈ O
(communication rules, sending an object into a membrane; the label
cannot be modified);
(c) [a]h → [ ]h b, for h ∈ H, a, b ∈ O
(communication rules; an object is sent out of the membrane, possibly
modified during this process; the label cannot be modified);
(d) [a]h → b, for h ∈ H, a, b ∈ O
(membrane dissolving rules; in reaction with an object, a membrane can
be dissolved, while the object specified in the rule can be modified);
(e) a → [b]h , for h ∈ H, a, b ∈ O
(membrane creation rules; in reaction with an object a new membrane
with label h can be created; the object a specified in the rule is replaced
in the new membrane by the object b);
(f) [a]h1 → [b]h2 [c]h3 , for h1 , h2 , h3 ∈ H, a, b, c ∈ O
(division rules for elementary membranes; in reaction with an object, the
membrane is divided into two membranes with possibly different labels;

–
–
–
–
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the object a specified in the rule is replaced in the two new membranes
by (possibly new) objects b and c respectively, and the remaining objects
are duplicated);
As usual, Π works in a maximal parallel manner:
– In one step, any object of a membrane that can evolve must evolve, but one
object can be used by only one rule in (a)-(f);
– when some rules in (b)-(f) can be applied to a certain membrane, then one
of them must be applied, but a membrane can be the subject of only one
rule of these rules during each step.
We say that Π is a recognizing P system if
– O has two designated objects yes and no, and every computation of Π halts
and sends out to the environment either yes or no;
– Π has a designated input membrane i0 ;
– for a word w, called the input of Π, w can be added to the system by placing
it into the region i0 in the initial configuration.
A recognizing P system Π is called deterministic if it has only a single computation from its initial configuration to its unique halting configuration. It is called
confluent if every computation of Π halts and sends out to the environment
the same object (yes or no). A family Π := (Π(i))i∈N of recognizing P systems
called polynomially uniform if, for every n ∈ N, Π(n) can be constructed from
n by a deterministic Turing machine in polynomial time in n.
We say that SAT can be solved by a family Π := (Π(i))i∈N of recognizing P
systems if, for a formula ϕ ∈ F orm with size n (n ∈ N), starting Π(n) with a
polynomial time encoding of ϕ in its input membrane, Π(n) sends out to the
environment yes if and only if ϕ is satisfiable.

3

The Main Result

Here we present a polynomially uniform family Π := (Π(i))i∈N of recognizing
P systems that can solve SAT in linear time in the number of distinct variables
in the input formula. As we have mentioned, the P systems in Π implement
Algorithm 1. We use the following encoding of formulas which is often used in
the theory of P systems (see e.g. the definition of cod(ϕ) on page 314 in [11]).
Let ϕ = C1 ∧ . . . ∧ Cm be a formula. Then
cod(ϕ) :=

m
[

({xj,i | xi ∈ Cj } ∪ {x̄j,i | x̄i ∈ Cj }).

j=1

Clearly, for every formula ϕ with m clauses and n variables, cod(ϕ) ⊆ Om,n ,
where Om,n := {xj,i | i ∈ [n], j ∈ [m]} ∪ {x̄j,i | i ∈ [n], j ∈ [m]}. We will use the
+ n also used e.g. in [3] to represent the
size function hm, ni := (n+m)(n+m+1)
2
size of ϕ.
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Definition 1. For every m, n ∈ N, let Π(hm, ni) := (O, H, µ, wskin , waux , w1 , R),
where:
–
–
–
–
–

(k)

(k)

O := Om,n ∪{yes, no, e}∪{di | i ∈ [2n+1], k ∈ [7]}∪{cj | j ∈ [m], k ∈ [3]};
H := {skin, aux, 1, . . . , 2n + 1} ∪ {cj | j ∈ [m]};
µ := [[[ ]1 ]aux ]skin , where the input membrane is [ ]1 ;
(1)
wskin := ε, waux := ε and w1 := d1 ;
R is the set of the following rules (in some cases we also give explanations
of the presented rules):
(7)
(7)
(1)
(7)
(7)
(1)
(a) [d1 ]1 → [d2 ]2 [d3 ]3 and [d2i+k ]2i+k → [d2i+2 ]2i+2 [d2i+3 ]2i+3 , for every
i ∈ [n] and k ∈ {0, 1}
(these rules are for duplicating and separating into new membranes those
objects which encode literals of the input formula);
(j)
(j−1)
(b) [di → di
]2i+k , for every 2 ≤ i ≤ n, 2 ≤ j ≤ 7, k ∈ {0, 1}
(these rules are for counting the steps of the system between two applications of rules in (a));
(c) [x̄j,i → cnj ]2i and [xj,i → cnj ]2i+1 , for every i ∈ [n] and j ∈ [m],
(1)

cj → [cj ]cj , for every j ∈ [m],
(l)

(l+1)

[cj → cj
]cj , for every j ∈ [m] and l ∈ [2],
xj,i → [xj,i ]cj and x̄j,i → [x̄j,i ]cj , for every i ∈ [n] and j ∈ [m],
[xj,i → ε]cj and [x̄j,i → ε]cj , for every i ∈ [n] and j ∈ [m],
(3)
(3)
[cj ]cj → cj , for every j ∈ [m],
(3)

[cj → ε]2i+k , for every i ∈ [n], j ∈ [m] and k ∈ {0, 1}
(these rules are used to select and erase specific objects in those membranes that are created by the rules in (a); the selection is done by introducing new objects (cj ) that can create new membranes ([ ]cj ); these new
membranes can select the corresponding objects which are then erased by
ε-rules; finally the used axillary membranes and objects are erased also);
(j) [xj,i ]2n+k → e and [x̄j,i ]2n+k → e, for every i ∈ [n] and k ∈ {0, 1}
(these rules dissolve those membranes with label 2n + k that contain a
literal of a clause of ϕ; during the dissolution of each such membrane an
object e is introduced);
(k) e[ ]2n+k → [yes]2n+k and [yes]2n+k → [ ]2n+k yes, for every k ∈ {0, 1},
[yes]aux → [ ]aux yes,
[yes]skin → [ ]skin yes
(if there is a membrane with label 2n + k which is not dissolved by the
rules in (j), then the object e introduces the object yes; the other rules
are used to send yes out to the environment);
(l) [e]aux → [e]aux [no]aux ,
[no]aux → [ ]aux no,
[no]skin → [ ]skin no
(if every membrane with label 2n+k could be dissolved by the rules in (j),
then e is used to duplicate the membrane with label aux and to introduce
the object no; the other rules are used to send no out to the environment).
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The computation of Π(hm, ni), for some m, n ∈ N, when the membrane
with label 1 contains cod(ϕ), for a formula ϕ ∈ F ormn with m clauses can be
described as follows:
(1) During the first step the system duplicates the membrane with label 1 creating two new membranes with label 2 and 3, respectively (using the first rule
(1)
in (a)). The object d1 involved by this rule is replaced in the two new mem(7)
(7)
branes by the objects d2 and d3 , respectively. Those objects in membrane
with label 1 which encode literals of the input formula are duplicated and
distributed between the two new membranes. Thus, after the first step, every
clause of the input formula are contained in both of the new membranes.
(7)
(7)
(1)
(2) During the next six steps, the objects d2 and d3 are evolved to d2 and
(1)
d2 , respectively; meanwhile the following happens:
(a) in membrane with label 2 (resp. with label 3), for every j ∈ [m], xj,1
(resp. x̄j,1 ) introduces n pieces of the object cj ;
(b) for every j ∈ [m], every object cj creates a membrane with label cj ; these
(1)
new membranes contain the object cj ;
(c) for every j ∈ [m], the objects xj,1 and x̄j,1 are sent to the membranes
(1)
(2)
with label cj ; meanwhile the objects cj evolve to cj ;
(3)
(2)
(d) the objects xj,1 are erased and the objects cj evolve to cj ;
(e) the membranes with label cj are dissolved;
(3)
(f) the objects cj are erased.
In this way, those literals that belong to a clause containing x̄1 are removed
from the membrane with label 2. Likewise, those literals that belong to a
clause containing x1 are removed from the membrane with label 3. Thus,
those clauses of ϕ that contain x1 are placed to membrane 2, those that
contain x̄1 to membrane 3, and those that do not contain x1 or x̄1 are
placed to both membranes. This corresponds to the operation in line 5 of
Algorithm 1.
(3) After carrying out seven steps similar to the above ones n − 1 times, the
membrane system contains 2n membranes with label 2n + k (k ∈ {0, 1}).
Each such membrane can contain objects which encode clauses of ϕ. Then
those membranes with label 2n + k that contain at least one object xj,i
(i ∈ [n], j ∈ [m]) are dissolved by using the rules in (j). During the dissolution
of each membrane an object e is introduced. So far the number of steps of
the system is 7n + 1. At this point the computation can continue in two
different cases.
(4) If every membrane with label 2n + k is dissolved, then, using the first rule
in (l), the system divides the membrane with label aux, and introduces the
object no. In the last two steps, the object no is sent out to the environment,
and the computation halts.
(5) If there is at least one membrane with label 2n+k that is not dissolved, then
only the first rule in (k) can be applied, introducing the object yes (notice
that the division rule in (l) cannot be applied as the membrane with label
2 is not elementary in this case). In the last three steps of the system, the
object yes is sent out to the environment, and the computation halts.
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It is easy to see that the system halts after at most 7n + 5 steps sending out to
the environment either yes or no. We demonstrate the above described work of
our P systems by the following example.
Example 1. Let ϕ = (x1 ∨ x2 ∨ x3 ) ∧ x̄1 ∧ x̄2 ∧ x̄3 . For the better readability
of the computation of Π(h4, 3i) on this formula, we denote x1 , x2 and x3 by
x, y and z, respectively. Thus, cod(ϕ) = {x1 , y1 , z1 , x̄2 , ȳ3 , z̄4 } (notice that here,
for example, y1 denotes x1,2 meaning that the variable x2 , which is denoted by
y, occurs in the first clause of ϕ). Let Π(h4, 3i) be the P system constructed
in Definition 1 with cod(ϕ) in its input membrane. The initial configuration of
Π(h4, 3i) and its configuration after the first step can be seen on Figure 1.

skin

skin

aux
⇒

1
z1
(1)
z̄4 d1

y1
ȳ3

x1
x̄2

aux
y1
ȳ3

x1
x̄2

2
z1
(7)
z̄4 d2

3
z1
(7)
z̄4 d3

y1
ȳ3

x1
x̄2

Fig. 1. The first step of Π(h4, 3i).

Now we consider the next six steps of the system, but we show only the
computation carried out in the membrane with label 3. The initial configuration
of this membrane and its configuration after each step can be seen in Figure 2.

3
x1
x̄2

c1
(3)

c1

x̄2

z1
(7)
z̄4 d3

y1
ȳ3

c1
(3)

c1

ȳ3

c1 c1 c1
⇒
y1
x̄2 ȳ3

c1

3
⇒
z1
(6)
d
3
z̄4

c1 3
(3)

c1

(3)

c1
(1)
c1

y1
ȳ3

x̄2

c1

c1 3

(2)

⇒ c1

(1)
c1

z1 (5)
z̄4 d3

x̄2

c1

(3)

x̄2

ȳ3

c1
(2)

c1
y1
ȳ3

c1 3
(2)

c1
z1

⇒
(4)

z̄4 d3

3

3
(3)

⇒ c1

z̄4 d3

(1)
c1

(3)

c1

⇒
(2)

z̄4 d3

x̄2

ȳ3

(1)

z̄4 d3

Fig. 2. The evolution of the membrane with label 3 using rules in (c).

In the following we shortly describe what is changed in this membrane after
these steps:
(1) x1 introduces three pieces of the object c1 ;
(1)
(2) each c1 creates a membrane [ ]c1 containing c1 ;
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(1)

(3) y1 and z1 are sent to a membrane with label c1 and the objects c1
(2)
to c1 ;
(2)

evolve

(3)

(4) y1 and z1 are erased and the objects c1 evolve to c1 ;
(5) the membranes with label c1 are dissolved and their contents are released in
membrane with label 3;
(3)
(6) the objects c1 are erased.
The first configuration in Figure 3 is the configuration of the system after
the first seven steps. The rest of the configurations in this figure describe the
evolution of the system during the next fourteen steps.
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ȳ3
z̄4
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ȳ3
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(7)
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skin
aux
7

(1)

d7

Fig. 3. The evolution of Π(h4, 3i) until the last application of rules in (a)–(c).

Let us consider now the last configuration in Figure 3. Here only rules in (j)
can be applied. These rules dissolve those membranes contained in membrane
aux that have at least one object representing a literal of ϕ. The objects in-
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volved by these dissolution rules are chosen non-deterministically. One possible
configuration after the application of these rules can be seen in Figure 4.

skin
aux
e
y1
z1 d(1)
6

e

e

e
(1)

d7

(1)

d6

z̄4

e

e
(1)

d7

(1)

d6

z̄4

e
(1)

d7

ȳ3

(1)

d6

e
ȳ3
z̄4

(1)

d7

Fig. 4. The configuration of Π(h4, 3i) after the application of rules in (j).

The correctness of Π(hm, ni) started with a formula ϕ ∈ F ormn containing
m clauses (n, m ∈ N) follows from the following statement.
Lemma 1. Let ϕ ∈ F ormn containing m clauses (n, m ∈ N). Starting Π(hm, ni)
with ϕ in its input membrane, Π(hm, ni) sends out to the environment yes if
and only if Algorithm 1 terminates with yes on input ϕ.
Proof. First we define a bijection between the membranes with labels in [2n + 1]
and the set {u ∈ {0, 1}∗ | |u| ≤ n} recursively. Let f (1) := ε and consider a
membrane m with label 2i + k (i ∈ [n − 1], k ∈ {0, 1}). Assume that f (m) = u
and let m1 and m2 be those membranes with label 2(i + 1) and 2(i + 1) + 1,
respectively, that are created from m. Then let f (m1 ) := u0 and f (m2 ) := u1.
Clearly f is a bijection and it in fact corresponds to a pre-order traversal of these
membranes.
For a clause C ∈ Cn and a word u ∈ {0, 1}∗ with |u| = i, we say that C
contains the literals determined by u if the following holds. For every j ∈ [i],
xj ∈ C if the jth letter of u is 1 and x̄j ∈ C otherwise. Let moreover ϕi be the
formula ϕ̂ after the ith iteration of the loop starting at line 1 in Algorithm 1.
Finally, we call a membrane quasi-empty if it does not contain an object of the
form xj,i or x̄j,i (i ∈ [n], j ∈ [m]). Then it is not difficult to see that the following
holds:
• Π(hm, ni) sends out to the environment yes with input cod(ϕ) iff
• there is i ∈ [n] and a word u ∈ {0, 1}∗ with |u| = i such that there is a
quasi-empty membrane m with f (u) = m iff
• there is i ∈ [n] and a word u ∈ {0, 1}∗ with |u| = i such that ϕi does not
contain a clause C such that C contains the literals determined by u iff
• Algorithm 1 terminates with yes on input ϕ.
With this, we finished the proof of the lemma.
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Theorem 1. The SAT can be solved by a family Π := (Π(hm, ni))m,n∈N of
polarizationless recognizing P systems with the following properties:
(1) Π is polynomially uniform;
(2) the elements of Π are confluent;
(3) for a formula ϕ with n variables and m clauses, starting Π(hm, ni) with
cod(ϕ) in its input membrane, Π(hm, ni) stops in linear number of steps in
n.
Proof. The fact that Π solves SAT follows from Lemma 1 and Proposition 2.
Property (1) follows from the fact that Π(hm, ni has polynomial size in hm, ni,
for every n, m ∈ N. Property (2) follows form the following observation. Our
system is non-deterministic only when it dissolves the membranes with label
2n + k (using rules in (j)) and when the objects e chose membranes with label
2n or 2n + 1 (first rules in (k)). Clearly these non-deterministic choices do not
affect the output of the system. Property (3) can be seen using the discussion
after Definition 1 concerning the computation of Π(hm, ni.
As we have mentioned before, there is a solution of SAT where the used
P systems employ membrane creation and the number of computation steps of
these systems is bounded by the number of variables of the input formula (see [6]
or Section 12.6.1 in [11]). This solution, roughly, works in the following way. For a
formula ϕ with n variables and m clauses, the P system first creates in 2n steps 2n
membranes, each of them corresponding to a possible evaluation of the variables
in Xn . Meanwhile, the system stores in every membrane, by using new objects,
those clauses of ϕ that are satisfied by the interpretation represented by the
membrane. Finally, the system checks in constant steps, using again membrane
creation, whether there is a membrane such that the objects in that membrane
represent ϕ (i.e., the system decides if there is an interpretation that satisfies
every clause in ϕ). As it is stated in [6], the time complexity of this solution is
θ(n). Moreover, it can be seen that the space complexity of this solution (i.e.,
the maximal number of objects and membranes presented in the system at the
same time during its computation) is θ(2n m) = θ(6n ).
On the other hand, it can be seen that the space complexity of our solution
is θ(n4n ). Indeed, the number of the objects corresponding to the literals of the
input formula is bounded by 4n , and each of these objects can introduce n new
objects (the objects introduced by the first rules in (c)). Moreover, these new
objects are erased after a constant number of steps. It is also worth mentioning
that the solution of [6] has θ(6n ) space complexity whatever the input formula is.
On the other hand, the space complexity of our solution can be asymptotically
less than θ(n4n ) in certain cases. For example, if the input formula has only
complete clauses, then our P systems use only θ(n2n ) objects and membranes.
In summary, while these solutions have the same time complexity, our solution has asymptomatically less space complexity. On the other hand, the solution
of [6] does not use membrane separation or membranes division rules, while our
solution uses membrane division.
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Conclusions

In this paper we presented a polynomially uniform family of P systems that can
decide the satisfiability of a propositional formula in linear time in the number
of the variables in the formula. The given P systems use the classical rules of
P systems with active membranes and, in addition, membrane creation rules
and such elementary membrane division rules which can change the label of the
involved membranes.
It seems that the membrane label changing property in our solution, like in
case of some existing solutions, can be traded for the use of polarizations. In our
solution the membrane label changing is used for the following reason. When
Π(hm, ni) applies the first rule in (c), then the label of the membrane is used
to select the applicable rules: for i ∈ [n], in a membrane with label 2i, only the
objects x̄j,i can be subjects of rules, while in a membrane with label 2i + 1,
only the objects xj,i can be rewritten. If there is no possibility of membrane
label changing, we can use polarizations of the membranes to select whether a
variable or its negation can be rewritten. To ensure that after the ith membrane
division only the ith variable or its negation can be rewritten we can do the
following. We can use n copies of the objects in Om,n and add such rules that
at every step when a membrane division happens a new copy of every object in
Om,n is introduced. Moreover, we can define the rules in (c) such that when the
ith copies of the objects are in the membrane then only the literals containing
the ith variable can be subjects of rules.
It is not clear, on the other hand, whether we can get rid of the membrane
creation rules in our solution. This might be a subject of a further research.
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Abstract. In this paper, we present non-confluent solutions to some
NP-complete problems using recognizer Evolution-Communication P systems with Energy (ECPe systems). We then evaluate the communication
resources used in these systems using dynamical communication measures proposed for computations in ECPe systems. Specifically, we evaluate based on number of communication steps, communication rules and
energy required for all communication.
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1

Introduction

Evolution-Communication P systems with energy [1] (ECPe systems, for short) is
a cell-like variant of P systems which is introduced to investigate communication
on a system where communication is dependent on some ‘energy’ generated when
objects evolve. In [1], dynamical communication resources are also proposed to
evaluate the communication resources of solving problems in ECPe systems.
This study continues the works in [1] by examining the resources used in
solving decision problems, specifically, Vertex Cover Problem (VCP), Independent Set problem (ISP) and 3-SAT Problem (3SP). We construct recognizer P
systems (whose definitions are adapted from [7] and [8]) to non-confluently decide on these problems. We use the dynamical communication measures in [1]
to determine the amount of communication steps, rules, and energy employed
in solving such problems.
The content of this paper is arranged as follows: Section 2 formally defines
the NP-complete problems we investigated, Section 3 discusses the formal definition of ECPe systems and how we can decide on problems using the idea of
non-confluence and recognizer P systems. The main contribution of our work is
provided in Section 4. Finally, our conclusions are given in Section 5.
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Definitions of some NP-complete problems

We present formal definitions of the three NP-complete problems of interest
for our study. Two of these problems use graphs as inputs while the remaining
problem involves evaluation of boolean formula.
A graph is denoted by G = (V, E) where V is a set of vertices and E ⊆ V × V
is the set of edges. Note that in this paper, we only consider simple graphs, that
is, graphs with no loops and parallel edges. Shown in Figure 1 is an example of a
graph where V = {1, 2, . . . , 5} and E = {(1, 2), (1, 3), (1, 5), (2, 3), (3, 4), (4, 5)}.
Without loss of generality, it is imposed that each edge in E is represented by a
pair (i, j), i < j.

1

2

5

3

4
Fig. 1. An example of a graph

A vertex cover V C is a set of vertices in V where for all edge (i, j) ∈ E,
either i ∈ V C or j ∈ V C. We denote V Ck (1 ≤ k ≤ |V |) as a vertex cover with
size less than equal to k. It can be observed that in the graph given in Figure 1,
there exists a vertex cover V C3 = {1, 3, 4}.
Definition 1. Vertex Cover Problem (VCP) Given a graph G = (V, E)
and a positive integer k (1 ≤ k ≤ |V |), is there a vertex cover V Ck ?
An independent set IS is a set of vertices where for all pair i, j ∈ IS, there
is no edge in E connecting i and j. We let ISk be an independent set of size
at least k. In Figure 1, IS2 = {2, 5} is an independent set of size 2. It can be
observed that IS2 = V − V C3 . This is a consequence of the lemma given in [3]
stating that given a graph G = (V, E) and subset V ′ ⊆ V , then V ′ is a vertex
cover for G if and only if V − V ′ is an independent set of G.
Definition 2. Independent Set Problem (ISP) Given a graph G = (V, E)
and a positive integer k (1 ≤ k ≤ |V |), is there an independent set ISk ?
In boolean logic, a boolean formula in conjunctive normal form (CNF) involving a set of variables X is a conjunction of a set of propositional clauses
where a propositional clause is defined as a disjunction of a set of variables in
X that may take on values 1 (true) or 0 (false). Disjunction in a clause involves
performing OR-operations on the variables involved while conjunction involves
performing AND-operations on the result of the clause evaluations.
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Formally, a formula φX in CNF over a set of variables X = {x1 , x2 , ..., xp } is
a conjunction of a set of propositional clauses represented as:
φX = C1 ∧ C2 ∧ . . . ∧ Cm
where m ∈ Z+ and Ci ’s are propositional clauses such that
Ci = (yi1 ∨ yi2 ∨ . . . ∨ yin )
where n ∈ Z+ and yij ∈ X ∪ {x̄ | x ∈ X}, 1 ≤ j ≤ n. The notation x̄ implies a
¯ = x.
negation so that x̄
We define a k-CNF boolean formula as a boolean formula in CNF where each
clause is a disjunction of exactly k variables. We say that a boolean formula is
satisfiable if there exists an assignment for all variables such that the formula
evaluates to true.
Definition 3. 3-SAT Problem (3SP) Given a 3-CNF boolean formula φ over
a set of variables X, is φ satisfiable?
Let a 3-CNF boolean formula φx = (x̄1 ∨ x2 ∨ x3 ) ∧ (x1 ∨ x̄2 ∨ x3 ) ∧ (x̄1 ∨ x2 ∨
x4 ) where X = {x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 }. We say that φ is satisfiable since the formula
evaluates to true when x1 = 0, x2 = 0, x3 = r, x4 = r, r ∈ {0, 1}.

3

ECPe systems

Before we proceed, the readers are assumed to be familiar with the fundamentals
of formal language theory and membrane computing [6].
A new variant of Evolution-Communication P systems [2] has been introduced in [1] to evaluate communication that is dependent on some energy produced from evolution rules. A special object e is introduced to the system to
represent a quantum of energy. We use the definition for EC P system with
energy (ECPe system) from [1].
Definition 4. An EC P system with energy is a construct of the form
′
Π = (O, e, µ, w1 , . . . , wm , R1 , R1′ , . . . , Rm , Rm
, iout )

where:
(i) m pertains to the total number of membranes;
(ii) O is the alphabet of objects;
(iii) µ is the membrane structure which can be denoted by a set of paired square
brackets with labels. We say that membrane i is the parent membrane of
a membrane j, denoted parent(j), if the paired square brackets representing membrane j is located inside the paired square brackets representing
membrane i, i.e. [i . . . [j ]j ]i . Reversely, we say that membrane j is a child
membrane of membrane i, denoted j ∈ children(i) where children(i) refers
to the set of membranes contained in membrane i. The relation of parent
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and child membrane becomes more apparent when we represent the membrane structure as a tree. Since order does not matter in our model, there
can be multiple trees (isomorphic with respect to children of a node), each
corresponding to the same membrane structure representation.
w1 , . . . , wm are strings over O∗ where wi denotes the multiset of object
present in the region bounded by membrane i.
R1 , . . . , Rm are sets of evolution rules, each associated with a region delimited by a membrane in µ;
∗
◦ An evolution rule is of the form a → v where a ∈ O, v ∈ (O ∪ {e}) .
In the event that this type of rule is applied, the object a transforms
into a multiset of objects v in the next time step. Through evolution
rules, object e can be produced, but e should never be in the initial
configuration and object e is not allowed to evolve.
′
R1′ , . . . , Rm
are sets of communication rules, each associated with a membrane in µ; A communication rule can either be a symport or an antiport
rule:
◦ A symport rule can be of the form (aei , in) or (aei , out), where a ∈ O,
i ≥ 1. By using this rule, i copies of object e are consumed to transport
object a inside (denoted by in) or outside (denoted by out) the membrane
where the rule is defined. To consume copies of object e means that upon
completion of the transportation of object a, the occurrences of e are lost,
they do not pass from a region to another one.
◦ An antiport rule is of the form (aei , out; bej , in) where a, b ∈ O and
i, j ≥ 1. By using this rule, we know that there exists an object a in the
region immediately outside the membrane where the rule is declared,
and an object b inside the region bounded by the membrane. In the
application of this rule, object a and object b are swapped using i and
j copies of object e in the different regions, respectively. As in symport
rules, the copies of object e are lost after the application.
We say that a communication rule has a sending and receiving region. For
a rule r ∈ Ri′ associated with an in label, its receiving region is region i and
its sending region is the parent(i). The sending and receiving regions are
reversed for a rule r ∈ Ri′ associated with an out label. For an antiport rule
r ∈ Ri′ , region i and parent(i) are both sending and receiving region. Also,
note that no communication can be applied without the utilization of object
e.
iout ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m} is the output membrane. If iout = 0, this means that the
environment shall be the placeholder of the output.

Rules are applied in a nondeterministic, maximally parallel manner. Nondeterminism, in this case, has the following meaning: when there are more than two
evolution rules that can be applied to an object, the system will randomly choose
the rule to be applied for each copy of the object. The system assumes a universal clock for simultaneous processing of membranes; all applicable rules have
to be applied to all possible objects at the same time. The behavior of maximally parallel application of rule requires that all object that can evolve (or be
transferred) should evolve (or be transferred).
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Note that there is a one-to-one mapping between region and membrane, however, strictly, region refers to the area delimited by a membrane. A configuration
at any time i, denoted by Ci , is the state of the system; it consists of the membrane structure and the multiset of objects within each membrane. A transition
from Ci to Ci+1 through nondeterministic and maximally parallel manner of
rule application can be denoted as Ci ⇒ Ci+1 . A series of transition is said to
be a computation and can be denoted as Ci ⇒∗ Cj where i < j. Computation
succeeds when the system halts; this occurs when the system reaches a configuration wherein none of the rules can be applied. This configuration is called
a halting configuration. If there is no halting configuration—that is, if the system does not halt—computation fails, because the system did not produce any
output. Output can either be in the form of objects sent outside the skin, the
outermost membrane, or objects sent into the output membrane.

3.1

Dynamical communication complexity measures for ECPe
systems

Based on [1], the dynamical communication complexity parameters associated
with a given computation for ECPe systems are:

1 if at least a communication



rule is used in this
ComN (Ci =⇒ Ci+1 ) =
transition,



0 otherwise
ComR(Ci =⇒ Ci+1 ) = the number of communication rules used in this
transition,
ComW (Ci =⇒ Ci+1 ) = the total energy of the
communication rules used
in this transition.

These parameters are related in that ComN ≤ ComR ≤ ComW . They can
be extended in a natural way to results of computations, systems, and sets of
numbers. Again, we adapt the next definition from [1].
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Definition 5. We let N (Π) be the set of numbers computed by the system. For
ComX ∈ {ComN, ComR, ComW }, the following is defined:
ComX(δ) =

h−1
X

ComX(Ci =⇒ Ci+1 ),

i=0

for δ : C0 =⇒ C1 =⇒ . . . =⇒ Ch
is a halting computation,
ComX(n, Π) = min{ComX(δ) |
δ : C0 =⇒ C1 =⇒ . . . =⇒ Ch
in Π with the result n},
ComX(Π) = max{ComX(n, Π) | n ∈ N (Π)},
ComX(Q) = min{ComX(Π) | Q = N (Π)}.
3.2

Solving problems in ECPe systems

When solving problems in P systems, [7] uses the notion of a recognizer P system.
For our definition of recognizer ECPe systems, we use the definition from [8].
Definition 6. Let Π be an ECPe system whose alphabet contains two distinct
objects yes and no, such that every computation of Π is halting and during each
computation, exactly one of the objects yes, no is sent out from the skin to signal
acceptance or rejection. If all the computations of Π agree on the result, then
Π is said to be conf luent; if this is not necessarily the case, then it is said to
be non-confluent and the global result is acceptance if and only if there exists an
accepting computation.
From [7], we can formally represent a decision problem as a pair Y = (IY , θY )
where IY is a language over a finite alphabet and θY is a total boolean function
over IY . A representation of an instance of a decision problem in P systems is
given by a pair (cod, s) where s ∈ N and cod refers to an encoding of the instance
which will be placed in an input membrane in the initial configuration.
Our notion of a P system solving a problem is adapted from definitions in
both [7] and [8] where a problem is solved using a family of P systems. A family
Π(n), n ∈ Z+ , of P systems (specifically ECPe systems in our context) is a set
of P systems that takes a parameter n to construct each system.
Definition 7. A family Π(n), n ∈ Z+ , of ECPe systems, solves a problem
(IY , θY ) if there exists a pair (cod, s) over IY such that for each instance u ∈ IY :
(i) n = s(u) ∈ N and cod(u) is an input multiset of the system Π(n);
(ii) there exists an accepting computation of Π(n) with input cod(u) if and only
if θY (u) = 1.
The following definitions use dynamical communication measures given in Section 3.1 to analyze communication over ECPe systems solving problems.
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Definition 8. Let Y = (IY , θY ) be a decision problem, Π(n), n ∈ Z+ , be a
family of recognizer ECPe systems solving Y with a pair (cod, s) over IX . For
each instance u ∈ IY ,
ComX(u, Π(n)) = min{ComX(δ) | δ : C0 =⇒ C1 =⇒ . . . =⇒ Ch in Π(n)
with n = s(u) and cod(u) is an input multiset in Π(n)},
where ComX ∈ {ComN, ComR, ComW }.To analyze the communication resources used by Π(n) in solving problem Y , ComX(Y, Π(n)) is defined as:
ComX(Y, Π(n)) = max{ComX(u, Π(n)) | u ∈ IY }.
Definition 9. Let F ComX ∈ {F ComN, F ComR, F ComW }. A decision problem Y = (IY , θY ) ∈ F ComX(k) if and only if:
(i) There exists a family Π(n), n ∈ Z+ , of confluent recognizer ECPe systems
that decides Y .
(ii) ComX(Y, Π(n)) = k.
The analogous complexity classes for non-confluent recognizer ECPe systems are
N F ComN , N F ComR, and N F ComW .
We say that Y ∈ F ComN RW (p, q, r) if and only if Y ∈ F ComN (p),
Y ∈ F ComR(q) and Y ∈ F ComW (r). We use NFComNRW for non-confluent
recognizer ECPe systems.
We note here that the definition of F ComX in the previous definition is slightly
modified from its definition in [1].

4

ECPe system solutions to NP-hard Problems

In this section, we shall present solutions to three NP-hard problems, namely,
the vertex cover problem, the independent set problem and the 3-SAT problem.
Let the Vertex Cover Problem (V CP ) be represented by a pair V CP =
(IV CP , θV CP ) where IV CP = {w(G,k) |w(G,k) is a string representing a graph G
and a positive integer k}. If the graph G contains a vertex cover of size at most
k, θV CP (w(G,k) ) = 1; otherwise, θV CP (w(G,k) ) = 0.
Theorem 1. V CP ∈ N F ComN RW (6, |VG |+3k +6, 3|EG |+|VG |+k +5) where
EG is the edge set and VG is the vertex set of the input graph G.
Proof. To prove our claim, we need to satisfy the requirements in Definition 9.
To do this, we first introduce a family (denoted by ΠV CP (n)) of ECPe systems
for V CP = (IV CP , θV CP ). We then show that ComN (V CP, ΠV CP (n)) = 6,
ComR(V CP, ΠV CP (n)) = |VG |+3k+6, and ComW (V CP, ΠV CP (n)) = 3|EG |+
|VG | + k + 5.
The first part of our proof provides a formal definition of ΠV CP (n). We also
define a pair (cod, s) over IV CP and show that for each instance of IV CP , the
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two conditions given in Definition 7 are satisfied. Our family of ECPe systems
for VCP is defined as a tuple ΠV CP (n):
ΠV CP (n) = (O, [0 [1 ]1 [2 ]2 [3 ]3 ]0 , w0 , ∅, ∅, R0 , R0′ , R1 , R1′ , R2 , R2′ , R3 , R3′ )
where:
◦ O = {Aij , vi , vbi , i, bi, i | 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n} ∪ {c, c′ , d, d′ , #0 , #1 , #2 , #3 , #4 , #5 }
∪ {α0 , α1 , β0 , β1 , β2 }
◦ w0 = v1 v2 . . . vn cod(w(G,k) ) #0
◦ R0 = {Aij → ie, Aij → je | 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n} ∪ {vi → vbi e | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}
∪ {#0 → #1 , #1 → #2 , #2 → #3 , #3 → #4 , #4 → #5 α0 β0 e3
∪ {c → c′ e2 , d → d′ e} ∪ β2 → yese, α1 → no e}
◦ R0′ = {(no e, out), (yes e, out)}
R1 = {b
vi → bi | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {c′ → e}
′
vi e, in), (ie, in; bie, out) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {(c′ e, in)}
R1 = {(b
R2 = {d′ → e} ∪ {bi → in−2 | 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n} ∪ {α0 → α1 }
R2′ = {(bie, in), (ie, in; ie, out) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {(d′ e, in), (α0 e, in)}
∪ {(#5 e, in; α1 e, out)}
◦ R3 = {β0 → β1 , β1 → β2 e}
◦ R3′ = {β0 e, in), (#5 e, in; β2 e, out)}
◦
◦
◦
◦

We associate a pair (cod, s) over IV CP such that for a given instance w(G,k) ∈
IV CP we have n = s(w(G,k) ) = |VG | and the encoding cod(w(G,k) ) is a multiset
containing Aij for every (i, j) ∈ EG , k copies of object c and |EG | − k copies of
object d. As shown in the construct ΠV CP (n), the encoding is placed as part
of the input in membrane 0. This guarantees that s(u) is a natural number
and cod(u) is an input multiset for ΠV CP (n), thus, satisfying condition (i) of
Definition 7.
In order to show that condition (ii) of Definition 7 is satisfied, we discuss the
system’s computation:
Setup phase In this phase, for each edge in input region 0, an endpoint is nondeterministically chosen to cover that edge and represent that edge in the region.
Also, representations of all the vertices are produced in region 1, along with an
amount of energy equal to the maximum size of the vertex cover.
Initially, objects vi (1 ≤ i ≤ n), c and d evolves to vbi , c′ , and d′ , respectively
(through rules vi → vbi e, c → c′ e2 , d → d′ e). At the same time, objects Aij
nondeterministically evolves to one of i and j through any of rules Aij → ie and
Aij → je. The value i or j represents the vertex that is chosen to cover the edge
(i, j) ∈ E.
In the next step, the single quanta of energy produced in the production of
objects vbi (1 ≤ i ≤ n), c′ , and d′ will be used to communicate the vbi and c′ in
region 1, and the d′ in region 2. The third step involves evolution of communicated objects in region 1 and 2. Specifically, c′ will evolve to object e and vbi
becomes bi (through rules c′ → e and vbi → bi (1 ≤ i ≤ n)) in region 1 while d′
changes to e in region 2. Also, in region 0, #m−1 evolves to #m in step m for
m = 1, 2, 3.
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Finding a candidate solution. In region 1, vertices to form a candidate vertex
cover are selected and communicated to region 0.
The next step involves swapping the object bi in region 1 with its counterpart
i in region 0 through rule (ie, in; bie, out) in membrane 1. In this case, at most
one copy of an object i will be placed in region 1. The set of all objects i
that is transported in region 1 represents the candidate vertex cover chosen by
a computation. Note that the size of the vertex cover is at most k. This size
is assured by the limited number of e’s in region 1 that will be used for the
transportation. Also note that for each i representing a vertex in the candidate
vertex cover, there is now a corresponding bi in region 0. Moreover, the second
quanta of energy produced in region 0 in the production of c′ is now utilized in
the selection of a candidate vertex cover. During this selection, at most k of the
edges are already verified to be covered by the vertices in the chosen set. Also,
in region 0, #3 evolves to #4 in this step.
Validating candidate solution. Representation of the vertices in the candidate
solution are produced in region 2. These objects are used to validate that all
edges are covered by the selected vertex cover. This is true if no representation
of the edges is retained in region 0.
In the next step, the bi in region 0 is transported to region 2 (through rule
(bie, in)) to signal that the vertex represented by i is in the candidate vertex cover.
At the same time, #4 evolves to #5 α0 β0 e3 in region 0. In the succeeding step, the
objects α0 and β0 are communicated to regions 2 and 3, respectively, using up
two of the quanta of energy, while the bi in region 2 will produce |V |−2 copies of i.
The i will then be used to determine if the vertices chosen to cover the remaining
(|E| − k) unverified edges are present in the candidate. This ascertaining is done
by applying the rule (ie, in; ie, out). Note that the maximum degree of simple
graph is |V | − 1. Since one incident edge for each vertex in the candidate vertex
cover has been verified in the previous phase, then a maximum of (|V | − 1) − 1 =
|V | − 2 edges that may be incident to a vertex still remain to be verified. Also,
during this step, α0 and β0 evolve to α1 and β1 respectively.
Output phase. In this phase, object yes is released to the environment if a valid
vertex cover is selected. Otherwise, object no will be sent out.
Note that region 2 started with |E| − k quanta of energy which equals the
number of unverified edges at the start of the previous phase. Hence, in the case
where not all of the vertices chosen (nondeterministically) to cover the edges in
the setup phase belong to the candidate vertex cover, at least one e will be left
in region 2. This case will allow the object α1 to be sent out to region 0 and the
object #5 to enter region 2 through the rule (#5 e, in; α1 e, out). If the candidate
solution is indeed a vertex cover, then no e is left in region 2 not allowing the
rule (#5 e, in; α1 e, out) to be used. Now, at this same step, object β1 evolves to
β2 e. Hence, at the next step, the presence of object #5 in region 0 allows the
rule (#5 e, in; β2 e, out) to be used and β2 exits to region 0 while #5 enters region
3.
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Finally, note that only one of the objects α1 and β2 will be communicated
to region 0 by a computation. If α1 is in region 0, it evolves to no e and no is
then released to the environment. This case signals that the computation failed
to produce the desired vertex cover. Whereas, if β2 is in region 0, it evolves to
yes e and yes is subsequently released to the environment. This case signals that
the computation succeeded in finding a vertex cover with size at most k of the
input graph G.
To complete our proof, we analyze the communication resources at each stage
of the computation.
◦ The setup phase discussed previously takes three transitions. In this phase,
the system communicates c′ , d′ and vbi (1 ≤ i ≤ |VG |) from membrane 0 in
exactly one communication step. Thus:
• The number of communication steps to accomplish this phase is one.
• The number of communication rules applied is 2 + |VG |
• The number of communicated objects is |EG | + |VG |, i.e. (|EG | − k)
number of d′ , k number of c′ and |VG | number of vbi .
◦ Finding a candidate solution requires at least one communication step. In
this phase, there will be one antiport rule for every member of the candidate
solution. Thus:
• The number of communication steps to accomplish this phase is one.
• The maximum number of communication rules occurs when the size of
the candidate solution is k. In this case, the number of communication
rules applied is k.
• Following the previous item, the maximum number of communicated
objects is 2k since for every antiport rule, two objects are being communicated at the same time.
◦ For the validation and output phase:
• The first communication step is used to initially place the bi representing
the vertices of the candidate solution in membrane 2. This communication step is also necessary for the initial steps of the output phase. For
validating whether all remaining edges are covered, another communication step is needed. Finally, two additional communication steps will be
used to produce a yes or a no and send to the environment.
• In the first communication step, a maximum of k rules of the form (bie, in)
(1 ≤ i ≤ |V |) will be used. Simultaneously, rule (α0 e, in) ∈ R2′ and
(β0 e, in) ∈ R3′ will be used. In the succeeding communication step, a
maximum of k rules of the form (ie, in; ie, out) will be used to validate the
|EG |−k remaining edges. This case occurs when the size of the candidate
solution is exactly k. The next communication steps involves the used
of either (a) (#5 e, in; α1 e, out) and (no e; out), or (b) (#5 e, in; β2 e, out)
and (yes e; out). Thus, the maximum number of communication rules
applied will be k + k+2 + 2.
• Following the previous item, the maximum number of communicated
objects will be k + 2 + 2(|EG | − k) + 3.
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From our discussion above, it can be observed that the path with the most
expensive communication resource (steps, rules and objects) is achieved when
the candidate solution examined is of size equal to k and when this candidate is
evaluated to be true. Summing the communication resources at each phase, we
get ComN (V CP, ΠV CP (n)) = 6, ComR(V CP, ΠV CP (n)) = |VG | + 3k + 6, and
ComW (V CP, ΠV CP (n)) = 3|EG | + |VG | + k + 5.
An Example for VCP Given an instance represented in Figure 1 with k = 3, an
ECPe system solving VCP is a construct:
ΠV CP (5) = (O, [0 [1 ]1 [2 ]2 [3 ]3 ]0 , w0 , ∅, ∅, R0 , R0′ , R1 , R1′ , R2 , R2′ , R3 , R3′ )
where:
◦ O = {Aij , vi , vbi , i, bi, i | 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 5} ∪ {c, c′ , d, d′ , #0 , #1 , #2 , #3 , #4 , #5 }
∪ {α0 , α1 , β0 , β1 , β2 }
◦ w0 = v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 A12 A13 A15 A23 A34 A45 c3 d3 #0
◦ R0 = {Aij → ie, Aij → je | 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 5} ∪ {vi → vbi e | 1 ≤ i ≤ 5}
∪ {#0 → #1 , #1 → #2 , #2 → #3 , #3 → #4 , #4 → #5 α0 β0 e3
∪ {c → c′ e2 , d → d′ e} ∪ β2 → yes e, α1 → no e}
◦ R0′ = {(no e, out), (yes e, out)}
R1 = {b
vi → bi | 1 ≤ i ≤ 5} ∪ {c′ → e}
′
vi e, in), (ie, in; bie, out) | 1 ≤ i ≤ 5} ∪ {(c′ e, in)}
R1 = {(b
R2 = {d′ → e} ∪ {bi → i3 | 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 5} ∪ {α0 → α1 }
R2′ = {(bie, in), (ie, in; ie, out) | 1 ≤ i ≤ 5} ∪ {(d′ e, in), (α0 e, in)}
∪ {(#5 e, in; α1 e, out)}
◦ R3 = {β0 → β1 , β1 → β2 e}
◦ R3′ = {β0 e, in), (#5 e, in; β2 e, out)}

◦
◦
◦
◦

Below is an example of a computation for ΠV CP (5), represented as a series
of configurations (Ci ) (0 ≤ i ≤ 11):
C0 : [0 v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 A12 A13 A15 A23 A34 A45 c3 d3 #0 [1 ]1 [2 ]2 [3 ]3 ]0
C1 : [0 vb1 e vb2 e vb3 e vb4 e vb5 e 1e 3e 1e 3e 3e 4e c′3 e6 d′3 e3 #1 [1 ]1 [2 ]2 [3 ]3 ]0
C2 : [0 1 3 1 3 3 4 e9 #2 [1 vb1 vb2 vb3 vb4 vb5 c′3 ]1 [2 d′3 ]2 [3 ]3 ]0
C3 : [0 1 3 1 3 3 4 e9 #3 [1 b
1b
2b
3b
4b
5 e3 ]1 [2 e3 ]2 [3 ]3 ]0
6
C4 : [0 b
1b
3133b
4 e #4 [1 1 b
234b
5 ]1 [2 e3 ]2 [3 ]3 ]0
3
3
C5 : [0 1 3 3 e #5 α0 β0 e [1 1 b
234b
5 ]1 [2 b
1b
3b
4 e3 ]2 [3 ]3 ]0
3
3
3
3
C6 : [0 1 3 3 e #5 e [1 1 b
234b
5 ]1 [2 1 3 4 e3 α0 ]2 [3 β0 ]3 ]0
234b
5 ]1 [2 1 3 3 12 3 43 α1 ]2 [3 β1 ]3 ]0
C7 : [0 1 3 3 #5 e [1 1 b
234b
5 ]1 [2 1 3 3 12 3 43 α1 ]2 [3 β2 e ]3 ]0
C8 : [0 1 3 3 #5 e [1 1 b
234b
5 ]1 [2 1 3 3 12 3 43 α1 ]2 [3 #5 ]3 ]0
C9 : [0 1 3 3 β2 [1 1 b
234b
5 ]1 [2 1 3 3 12 3 43 α1 ]2 [3 #5 ]3 ]0
C10 : [0 1 3 3 yese [1 1 b
234b
5 ]1 [2 1 3 3 12 3 43 α1 ]2 [3 #5 ]3 ]0
C11 : yes [0 1 3 3 [1 1 b
Configurations C0 to C3 represents the set-up phase where necessary objects
are placed in their respective regions for the succeeding phases. At the same time,
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transition C0 ⇒ C1 makes use of rules in {Aij → ie, Aij → je | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 5}
to choose the vertex that covers the edge represented by object Ai,j . Transition
C3 ⇒ C4 represents the phase where a candidate vertex cover is chosen; in the
example computation, the candidate vertex cover is V C3 = {1, 3, 4} as represented by objects 1, 3 and 4 in region 2. Computation C4 ⇒∗ C7 represents the
verification phase to assure that selected vertex used to cover an edge belongs
to the candidate vertex cover. Lastly, the computation C8 ⇒∗ C11 represents
the output phase. Since all es in region 2 where used up, then α1 will not exit
the region and #5 stays in region 0. This allows β2 to exit region 3, resulting
to the object yes to be communicated to the environment. This means that the
computation succeeded in finding a vertex cover with size at most k of the input
graph G.
If a different transition C0 ⇒ C1′ is introduced where
C1′ : [0 vb1 e vb2 e vb3 e vb4 e vb5 e 1e 3e 1e 2e 4e 5e c′3 e6 d′3 e3 #1 [1 ]1 [2 ]2 [3 ]3 ]0
then the set of vertices chosen to cover the edges of the input graph is {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}.
Since only 3 quanta of energy is present in region 2, the use of rule (ie, in; i′ e, out)
(i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}) in region 1 is limited to 3 applications. This case implies that
two of the objects 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 will remain in region 0. Hence, the corresponding bi for these remaining object will never exit region 1 and thus cannot
be communicated to region 2 through rule (bie, in). This scenario implies that
there will be two e’s left in region 2. This case will allow α1 to be communicated
to region 0 in step 8 and subsequently, no is released to the environment in step
10. This means that not all of the vertices chosen to cover the edges in the setup
phase belong to the candidate vertex cover.
The constructed family of ECPe systems used for VCP can also be used to
solve ISP. This becomes apparent due to the lemma given in [3]. Note that the
only difference will be the encoding of the instance for ISP where the initial
copies of object c will be |VG | − k and d has |EG | − (|VG | − k). Also, at the end
of a successful computation, the elements of ISk , 1 ≤ k ≤ |V | is represented by
object bi in region 1 (as illustrated by objects b
2, b
5 representing IS2 = {2, 5} in
the previous example).
Formally, let the Independent Set Problem (ISP ) be represented by a pair
ISP = (IISP , θISP ) where IISP = {w(G,k) |w(G,k) is a string representing a graph
G and a positive integer k}. If the graph G contains an independent set of size
at least k, θISP (w(G,k) ) = 1; otherwise, θISP (w(G,k) ) = 0.
Corollary 1. ISP ∈ N F ComN RW (6, 4|VG | − 3k + 6, 3|EG | + 2|VG | − k + 5)
where EG is the edge set and VG is the vertex set of the input graph G.
We now present a solution to the 3-SAT problem in ECPe systems. Let
the 3-SAT problem (3SP ) be represented by a pair (I3SP , θ3SP ) where I3SP =
{wφX |wφX is a string representing a 3-CNF boolean formula φX }. Boolean function θ3SP (wφX ) evaluates to 1 if φ is satisfiable, otherwise, θ3SP (wφX ) = 0.
Theorem 2. 3SP ∈ N F ComN RW (5, 2n + 3, 4n + 3) where n is the number of
clauses for the input 3-CNF boolean formula φX .
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Proof. A family of ECPe systems that solves the 3-SAT problem is represented
as a construct Π3SP :
Π3SP (n) = (O, [0 [1 ]1 . . . [n ]n [n+1 ]n+1 ]0 , w0 , ∅, . . . , ∅, R0 , R0′ , R1 , R1′ , . . . , Rn , Rn′ ,
′
)
Rn+1 , Rn+1
where:
◦ O = {xd , d, dˆ | 1 ≤ d ≤ 3n} ∪ {0dq , 1dq | 1 ≤ d ≤ 3n, 1 ≤ q ≤ n}
3n
S
ˆ ∀r ∈ {1, 2, 3}}
{d, d},
∪ {Ai1 i2 i3 ,q , Bi1 i2 i3 ,q | 1 ≤ q ≤ n and ir ∈
d=1

∪ {c, #0 , #1 , #2 , #3 , #4 , Ω, β0 , β1 , no, yes, e}
◦ w0 = x1 x2 . . . x3n #0 cod(wφX )
◦ R0 = {xd → 0d1 0d2 0d3 , xd → 1d1 1d2 1d3 | 1 ≤ d ≤ 3n}
3n
S
ˆ ∀r ∈ {1, 2, 3}}
{d, d},
∪ {Ai1 i2 i3 ,q → Bi1 i2 i3 ,q ce2 | 1 ≤ q ≤ n and ir ∈
d=1

∪ {#0 → #1 Ωe, #1 → #2 , #2 → #3 , #3 → #4 , #4 → yes e2 }
∪ {d → e, dˆ → e | 1 ≤ d ≤ 3n}
◦ R0′ = {(no e, out), (yes en+2 , out)}
◦ For 1 ≤ q ≤ n:
• Rq = {Bi1 i2 i3 ,q → i1 i2 i3 β0 e | ir ∈

3n
S

ˆ ∀r ∈ {1, 2, 3}} ∪ {β0 → β1 }
{d, d},

d=1

• Rq′ = {(Bi1 i2 i3 ,q e, in) | ir ∈

3n
S

ˆ ∀r ∈ {1, 2, 3}} ∪ {(ce, in; β1 e, out)}
{d, d},

d=1

ˆ out), (1dq e, in; de, out) | 1 ≤ d ≤ 3n}
∪ {(0dq e, in; de,
◦ Rn+1 = {Ω → no e}
′
◦ Rn+1
= {(Ωe, in), (β1 e, in; no e, out)}
We associate a pair (cod(wφX ), s(wφX )) over IφX where for each instance wφX ∈
IφX we have s(wφX ) being the number of clauses for the boolean formula φX ,
i.e. s(wφX ) = n. The encoding cod(wφX ) is a multiset containing Ai1 i2 i3 ,q for
1 ≤ q ≤ n where if Cq = yi1 ,q ∨ yi2 ,q ∨ yi3 ,q , then

d if yil ,q = xd
il = ˆ
d if yil ,q = x̄d
for l = 1, 2, 3, where xd ∈ {x1 , x2 , . . . , x3n }. It can be noticed that we limit the
cardinality of X to be at most 3n since the maximum number of variables that
can simultaneously exist on a 3-CNF boolean formula is 3n (that is, when all
variables in all clauses are distinct). If cardinality of the set X is more than the
number of variables present in the boolean formula, then the extra variables can
take any boolean value without affecting the satisfiability of the formula being
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evaluated. Our choice of s(wφX ) for an instance wφX ∈ IφX assures that s(wφX )
is a natural number. Furthermore, our constructed Π3SP includes the encoding
cod(wφX ) in region 1. This restriction guarantees that condition (i) of Definition
7 is satisfied.
To show that condition (ii) holds, we discuss how the computation proceeds
as follows:
Setup and finding a candidate solution phase. In these steps, each variable is
assigned a truth value. The input representation of each clause is also distributed
to different regions.
The initial configuration requires object Ai1 i2 i3 ,q in region 0 as input to represent each clause in φX where q (1 ≤ q ≤ n) symbolizes clause Cq and i1 , i2
and i3 corresponds to the variables contained in the clause Cq . In the next step,
objects Ai1 i2 i3 ,q will evolve to object Bi1 i2 i3 ,q and c, producing two quanta of
3n
S
ˆ Objects
{d, d}).
energy through rules Ai1 i2 i3 ,q → Bi1 i2 i3 ,q c e2 (1 ≤ q ≤ n, il ∈
d=1

xd will be consumed through one of rules xd → 0d1 0d2 0d3 and xd → 1d1 1d2 1d3
(1 ≤ d ≤ 3n) simultaneously. This choice represents the possible truth assignment for all variable xd such that if the latter rule is used, this means xd = 1,
otherwise, xd = 0. Also, during this step, #0 evolves to #1 Ωe. Upon completion
of this step, the system determines a candidate assignment for variables in X.
Validating candidate solution and output phase. Simultaneously, each clause is
checked whether it evaluates to true. If all clauses evaluate to true, the object
yes is sent to the environment, otherwise, object no is sent out.
The next step involves validating the current candidate assignment. In this
time step, object Bi1 i2 i3 ,q is communicated to region q through rule (Bi1 i2 i3 ,q e, in).
At the same time, #1 in region 0 evolves to #2 while Ω enters region n+1. While
#2 in region 0 evolves to #3 and Ω in region n + 1 evolves to no e, the Bi1 i2 i3 ,q ’s
evolve through rule Bi1 i2 i3 ,q → i1 i2 i3 β0 e. The objects i1 , i2 and i3 produced by
this rule may take on values d (interpreted as xd is contained in clause Cq ) or dˆ
(interpreted as clause Cq contains x̄d ), xd ∈ X. Also, #2 in region 0 evolves to
#3 while Ω in region n + 1 evolves to no e.
The quanta of energy left in region 0, as well as the object e produced in the
ˆ out)
aforementioned rule can be utilized to apply the antiport rules (0dq e, in; de,
and (1dq e, in; de, out) in any one of the objects i1 , i2 and i3 present in a region
q (1 ≤ q ≤ n). Meanwhile, #3 evolves to #4 in region 0 and β0 evolves to
β1 in regions 1 to n. Note that only a single application of any one of the
antiport rules can be applied per region, which represents that for a clause
Cq = (yi1 ,q ∨ yi2 ,q ∨ yi3 ,q ), at least one of the yil ,q ’s (1 ≤ q ≤ 3) evaluates
to 1. If all Cq ’s are satisfied, all the quanta of energy in regions 0 to n will
be consumed. Henceforth, communication rules will no longer be applicable in
membranes 1 to n + 1. Afterwhich, #4 evolves to yes e then yes is communicated
to the environment. If at least one of the Cq ’s is not satisfied, then at least one of
regions 1 to n will have an e left, enabling at least one β1 to be communicated to
region 0. The presence of a β1 in region 0 will allow the rule (β1 e, in; no e, out) to
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be used. This scenario results to the presence of no in region 0 and subsequently,
the release of no to the environment.
We now evaluate the communication resources used as final requirement to
satisfy Definition 9.
◦ In the setup and finding a candidate phase, only one communication step is
needed to communicate each B object (representing a particular clause) from
membrane 0 using one symport rule for each clause. This communication step
also involves transporting an object Ω in membrane n + 1.
• number of communication step is one.
• number of communication rules is n+1.
• number of communication steps is n+1.
◦ In the validation and output phase,
• the maximum number of communication step occurs when some clauses
are satisfied and other clauses are not satisfied. This scenario will require
two communication steps for the validation phase. Another two communication steps will be dedicated to communication a no to the skin, and
outside the system. Thus, maximum number of communication step is
four.
• the maximum number of communication rules occurs when the chosen
variable assignment of the system evaluates to false. In such a case, each
b out) or
of the n clauses will use any one of antiport rules (0dq e, in; de,
(1dq e, in; de, out) where d refers to a variable and q refers to a clause (for
satisfied clauses) and (ce, in; β1 e, out) (for unsatisfied clauses). Note that
since our rules are local to membranes/regions, the (ce, in; β1 e, out) in
a membrane i is different from (ce, in; β1 e, out) in a membrane j. The
output phase will be using two communication rules, (β1 e, in; no e, out)
and (no e, out). Therefore, the maximum number of communication rules
will be n + 2.
• the maximum number of communication rules occurs when the chosen
variable assignment of the system evaluates to true. In such a case, there
will be 2n quanta of energy needed for executing antiport rules for satisfied clause (as shown in previous item) and another n quanta of energy
for executing (yes en+2 , out). This occurrence means the maximum number of quanta of energy used is 3n + 2.
It can be observed that the computations to compute the maximum number of
communication steps, rules and objects are not necessarily the same. In fact,
while the maximum number of communication rules occurs when the chosen
variable assignments evaluates to false, the maximum number of energy for communication occurs when the chosen variable assignment evaluates to true. In
summary, ComN (3SP, Π3SP (n)) = 5, ComR(3SP, Π3SP (n)) = 2n + 3, and
ComW (3SP, Π3SP (n)) = 4n + 3.
An Example for 3SP. Given an instance of a 3-CNF boolean formula
φx = (x̄1 ∨ x2 ∨ x3 ) ∧ (x1 ∨ x̄2 ∨ x3 ) ∧ (x̄1 ∨ x2 ∨ x4 ) where X = {x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 },
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an ECPe system solving 3SP is a construct:
Π3SP (3) = (O, [0 [1 ]1 [2 ]2 [3 ]3 [4 ]4 ]0 , w0 , ∅, . . . , ∅, R0 , R0′ , R1 , R1′ , R2 , R2′ , R3 , R3′ , R4 , R4′ )
where:
◦ O = {xd , d, dˆ | 1 ≤ d ≤ 9} ∪ {0dq , 1dq | 1 ≤ d ≤ 9, 1 ≤ q ≤ 3}
9
S
ˆ ∀r ∈ {1, 2, 3}}
{d, d},
∪ {Ai1 i2 i3 ,q , Bi1 i2 i3 ,q | 1 ≤ q ≤ 3 and ir ∈
d=1

∪ {c, #0 , #1 , #2 , #3 , #4 , Ω, β0 , β1 , no, yes, e}
◦ w0 = x1 x2 . . . x9 #0 cod(wφX )
◦ R0 = {xd → 0d1 0d2 0d3 , xd → 1d1 1d2 1d3 | 1 ≤ d ≤ 9}
9
S
ˆ ∀r ∈ {1, 2, 3}}
{d, d},
∪ {Ai1 i2 i3 ,q → Bi1 i2 i3 ,q ce2 | 1 ≤ q ≤ 3 and ir ∈
d=1

∪ {#0 → #1 Ωe, #1 → #2 , #2 → #3 , #3 → #4 , #4 → yese2 }
∪ {d → e, dˆ → e | 1 ≤ d ≤ 9}
◦ R0′ = {(no e, out), (yes e5 , out)}
◦ For 1 ≤ q ≤ 3:
• Rq = {Bi1 i2 i3 ,q → i1 i2 i3 β0 e | ir ∈

9
S

ˆ ∀r ∈ {1, 2, 3}} ∪ {β0 → β1 }
{d, d},

d=1

• Rq′ = {(Bi1 i2 i3 ,q e, in) | ir ∈

9
S

ˆ ∀r ∈ {1, 2, 3}} ∪ {(ce, in; β1 e, out)}
{d, d},

d=1

ˆ out), (1dq e, in; de, out) | 1 ≤ d ≤ 9}
∪ {(0dq e, in; de,
◦ R4 = {Ω → no e}
◦ R4′ = {(Ωe, in), (β1 e, in; no e, out)}
Below is an example of a computation for Π3SP (3), represented as a series
of configurations (Ci ) (0 ≤ i ≤ 6):
C0 : [0 x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9 #0 A1̂23,1 A12̂3,2 A1̂24,3 [1 ]1 [2 ]2 [3 ]3 [4 ]4 ]0
C1 : [0 011 012 013 021 022 023 031 032 033 141 142 143 051 052 053 061 062 063 071 072 073
081 082 083 091 092 093 #1 Ωe B1̂23,1 ce2 B12̂3,2 ce2 B1̂24,3 ce2 [1 ]1 [2 ]2 [3 ]3 [4 ]4 ]0
C2 : [0 011 012 013 021 022 023 031 032 033 141 142 143 051 052 053 061 062 063 071 072 073
081 082 083 091 092 093 #2 c3 e3 [1 B1̂23,1 ]1 [2 B12̂3,2 ]2 [3 B1̂24,3 ]3 [4 Ω ]4 ]0
C3 : [0 011 012 013 021 022 023 031 032 033 141 142 143 051 052 053 061 062 063 071 072 073
081 082 083 091 092 093 #3 c3 e3 [1 1̂23β0 e ]1 [2 12̂3β0 e ]2 [3 1̂24β0 e ]3 [4 no e ]4 ]0
C4 : [0 1̂ 012 013 021 2̂ 023 031 032 033 141 142 4 051 052 053 061 062 063 071 072 073
081 082 083 091 092 093 #4 c3 [1 011 23 β1 ]1 [2 1 022 3 β1 ]2 [3 1̂2 143 β1 ]3 [4 no e ]4 ]0
C5 : [0 e 012 013 021 e 023 031 032 033 141 142 e 051 052 053 061 062 063 071 072 073
081 082 083 091 092 093 yes e2 c3 [1 011 23 β1 ]1 [2 1 022 3 β1 ]2 [3 1̂2 143 β1 ]3 [4 no e ]4 ]0
C6 : yes [0 012 013 021 023 031 032 033 141 142 051 052 053 061 062 063 071 072 073
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081 082 083 091 092 093 c3 [1 011 23 β1 ]1 [2 1 022 3 β1 ]2 [3 1̂2 143 β1 ]3 [4 no e ]4 ]0
Configurations C0 to C3 represent the set-up phase where necessary objects
are placed in their respective regions for the succeeding phases. At the same time,
transition C0 ⇒ C1 makes use of rules in {xd → 0d1 0d2 0d3 , xd → 1d1 1d2 1d3 | 1 ≤
d ≤ 9} to choose assignment for each variable xd ∈ X.
Transition C3 ⇒ C4 represents the validation phase where the antiport rules
ˆ out), (1dq e, in; de, out) | 1 ≤ d ≤ 9} are used to check if the candi{(0dq e, in; de,
date assignments satisfies all clauses.
Note that in C4 all the quanta of energy in regions 0 to 3 were consumed.
Henceforth, communication rules will no longer be applicable in membranes 1 to
4. Finally, transition C4 ⇒∗ C6 , represents the output phase where the object yes
is released to the environment to mean that a satisfying assignment was found
for the given 3-CNF formula.
If we introduce a different transition C0 ⇒ C1′ where configuration C1′ is
represented as:
C1′ : [0 111 112 113 021 022 023 131 132 133 041 042 043 051 052 053 061 062 063 071 072 073
081 082 083 091 092 093 #1 Ωe B1̂23,1 ce2 B12̂3,2 ce2 B1̂24,3 ce2 [1 ]1 [2 ]2 [3 ]3 [4 ]4 ]0
representing the assignment x1 = 1, x2 = 0, x3 = 1, x4 = 0. Note that in
step 4, a quanta of energy is left in each of the regions 0 and 3. Hence, in the
next step, we can apply the communication rule (ce, in; β1 e, out) in membrane
3. The presence of β1 in region 0 allows the application of (β1 e, in; no e, out) in
membrane 4. Finally, in step 7, the object no is released to the environment to
mean that the candidate solution does not satisfy the given 3-CNF formula.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we studied the communication resources needed to non-confluently
decide NP-complete problems namely, Vertex Cover Problem (VCP), consequently Independent Set Problem (ISP), and 3-SAT problem (3SP) using recognizer Evolution-Communication P systems with energy (ECPe systems).
In the solutions presented, it can be observed that while the number of membranes needed to solve VCP is constant (exactly four membranes), the number
of membranes needed to solve 3SP is dependent on the number of clauses. However, in the results presented in both solutions, the number of communication
steps are constant whereas the number of communication rules and energy for
communication is dependent on the number of vertices and edges (for VCP),
and clauses (for 3SP).
It remains an open problem whether we can reduce the number of communication steps, rules and energy; for example, can we construct recognizer ECPe
systems using constant amount of rules or energy for communication? Also, from
our results, it can be observed that the amount of communication steps needed
to solve VCP is greater than the amount needed to solve 3SP, can we achieve a
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better result? Otherwise, can we characterize the class of problems that can be
decided using five communication steps? six communication steps? or lower number of communication steps? It is also worth mentioning that the constructed
ECPe systems used in this paper decides non-confluently. Evaluating communication resources on ECPe systems that decide on problems confluently also
remains to be explored.
As final remarks, part of our future work includes exploring the use of carpets
in understanding communication over the recognizer ECPe systems defined for
solving VCP and 3SP. It is worth noting that Sevilla carpets can be used to
provide a visualization of communication on ECPe systems as explored in [5].
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Abstract. In this article we consider insertion-deletion P systems inserting or deleting one symbol in one or two symbol(s) left context (more
precisely of size (1, 2, 0; 1, 1, 0) and (1, 1, 0; 1, 2, 0)). We show that computational completeness can be achieved by using only 3 membranes in
a tree-like structure. Hence we obtain a trade-off between the sizes of
contexts of insertion and deletion rules and the number of membranes
sufficient for computational completeness.

1

Introduction

The operations of insertion and deletion were first considered with a linguistic motivation [19, 8, 22]. Another inspiration for these operations comes from
the fact that the insertion operation and its iterated variants are generalized
versions of Kleene’s operations of concatenation and closure [14], while the deletion operation generalizes the quotient operation. A study of properties of the
corresponding operations may be found in [10–12]. However, insertion and deletion also have interesting biological motivations, e.g., they correspond to a mismatched annealing of DNA sequences; these operations are also present in the
evolution processes in the form of point mutations as well as in RNA editing, see
the discussions in [3, 4, 26] and [24]. These biological motivations of insertiondeletion operations led to their study in the framework of molecular computing,
see, for example, [6, 13, 24, 27].
In general, an insertion operation means adding a substring to a given string
in a specified (left and right) context, while a deletion operation means removing
a substring of a given string from a specified (left and right) context. A finite
set of insertion-deletion rules, together with a set of axioms provide a language
generating device: starting from the set of initial strings and iterating insertiondeletion operations as defined by the given rules, one gets a language.
Even in their basic variants, insertion-deletion systems are able to characterize the recursively enumerable languages. Moreover, as it was shown in [20],
the context dependency may be replaced by insertion and deletion of strings of
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sufficient length, in a context-free manner. If the length is not sufficient (less or
equal to two) then such systems are decidable and a characterization of them
was shown in [28].
Similar investigations were continued in [21, 16, 17] on insertion-deletion systems with one-sided contexts, i.e., where the context dependency is present only
from the left or only from the right side of all insertion and deletion rules. The
papers cited above give several computational completeness results depending
on the size of parameters of insertion and deletion rules. We recall the interesting fact that some combinations are not leading to computational completeness,
i.e., there are recursively enumerable languages that cannot be generated by
such devices, in particular, by systems of size (1, 1, 0; 1, 1, 0), where the first
three numbers represent the maximal size of the inserted string and the maximal size of the left and right contexts, respectively, while the last three numbers
provide the same information about deletion rules.
In order to increase the computational power of the corresponding variants
they were considered in the framework of P systems [18] and it was shown that
computational completeness can be achieved if 5 membranes are used. In [7]
tissue P systems are considered and computational completeness is achieved with
4 membranes. In [2] computational completeness is achieved by simpler insertiondeletion rules, but instead using priorities. A summary of related results can be
found in [1, 29].
In this article we would like to consider the trade-offs between the sizes of
the contexts and the number of membranes. We consider insertion-deletion P
systems of size (1, 2, 0; 1, 1, 0) and (1, 1, 0; 1, 2, 0), and show that computational
completeness can be achieved with only 3 membranes. We remind that previously it was shown that 4 membranes are enough to achieve computational
completeness with insertion and deletion rules of size (1, 1, 0).

2

Preliminaries

In this paper, the empty string is denoted by λ, the family of recursively enumerable, context-sensitive, and context-free languages by RE, CS and CF , respectively. We will use the notation |w| for the length of a string w, while the
number of occurrences of the symbol a in the string w will be referred to by the
notation |w|a . We do not define the standard concepts of the theory of formal
languages in this section; the reader is invited to consider [25] for further details.
A type-0 grammar G = (N, T, S, P ) is said to be in Geffert normal form [9]
if the set of non-terminals N is defined as N = {S, A, B, C, D}, T is an alphabet
and P only contains context-free rules of the forms S → uSv with u ∈ {A, C}+
and v ∈ (T ∪ {B, D})+ as well as S → λ and two (non-context-free) erasing rules
AB → λ and CD → λ.
We remark that according to [9] the generation of a string using a grammar
in this normal form is done in two stages. During the first stage only context-free
rules S → uSv can be applied (this follows from the fact that u ∈ {A, C}+ and
v ∈ ({B, D} ∪ T )+ ). During the second stage only non-context-free rules can
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be applied (because there is no more symbol S in the string). The transition
between the stages is done by the rule S → λ (note that in [9] a set of rules of
the form S → uv is used instead leading to an equivalent result). Note that the
symbols A, B, C, D are treated like terminals during the first stage and so, each
rule S → uSv is in some sense “linear”.
Throughout this paper we will use the special Geffert normal form. Let G =
(N, T, S, P ) be a grammar with N = N ′ ∪ N ′′ , N ′ ∩ N ′′ = ∅, where N ′′ =
{A, B, C, D} and N ′ is a set of non-terminals containing S, S ′ and some other
auxiliary non-terminals (that are introduced by the translation from the Geffert
normal form to the special variant). We say that G is in the special Geffert
normal form if it only has two (non-context-free) erasing rules AB → λ and
CD → λ and several context-free rules of one of the following forms:
X → bY,
X → Y b,
S ′ → λ.

where X, Y ∈ N ′ , b ∈ N ′′ , X 6= Y
where X, Y ∈ N ′ , b ∈ T ∪ N ′′ , X 6= Y

Moreover, it may be assumed without loss of generality that for any two rules
X → w and U → w in P with the first symbol of w different from S, S ′ , we have
U = X.
Any grammar G in the Geffert normal form can be transformed into a grammar G′ in the special Geffert normal form generating the same language by
replacing the “linear” rules by right- and left-linear ones. Let S ′ be a new nonterminal that will be used to mark the transition from the first stage to the
second. The rule S → uSv of G, where u = a1 . . . an and v = b1 . . . bm is replaced in G′ by the following rules: S → a1 X1 , X1 → a2 X2 , . . . , Xn−1 → an Xn ,
Xn → Xn+1 bm , . . . , Xn+m → Sb1 , where X1 , . . . , Xn+m are new non-terminals
different from each other as well as from the corresponding non-terminals introduced by the translation of other rules. We also add rules Xn+m → S ′ bm and
S ′ → λ to G′ in order to mark the transition to the second stage. Note that the
rule S → λ is not preserved in G′ .
We also note that during the first stage of the derivation of a grammar in the
special Geffert normal form there is exactly one non-terminal from N ′ present
in the string and during the second stage the string does not contain any symbol
from N ′ .
An insertion-deletion system is a construct Γ = (V, T, A, I, D), where V is
an alphabet, T ⊆ V is the terminal alphabet (the symbols from V \ T are called
non-terminal symbols), A ⊆ V ∗ is the set of axioms, and I and D are finite sets
of triples of the form (u, α, v), where u, α, and v are strings over V , with α 6= λ.
The triples in I are called insertion rules, and those in D are called deletion
rules.
An insertion rule (u, α, v) ∈ I indicates that the string α can be inserted
between u and v, while a deletion rule (u, α, v) ∈ D indicates that α can be
removed from between the contexts u and v. In other words, (u, α, v) ∈ I
corresponds to the rewriting rule uv → uαv, while (u, α, v) ∈ D corresponds to
the rewriting rule uαv → uv.
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We denote the “derives by insertion” relation induced by insertion rules by
=⇒ins . Formally, x =⇒ins y (“x derives y by insertion”) if and only if x = x1 uvx2
and y = x1 uαvx2 , x1 , x2 ∈ V ∗ , and there exists (u, α, v) ∈ I. By the notation
=⇒del we refer to the “derives by deletion” relation defined by deletion rules.
Formally, x =⇒del y (“x derives y by deletion”) if and only if x = x1 uαvx2 and
y = x1 uvx2 , x1 , x2 ∈ V ∗ , and there exists (u, α, v) ∈ D. By =⇒ we refer to the
∗
union of the relations =⇒ins and =⇒del , and by =⇒ we denote the reflexive and
transitive closure of =⇒.
Instead of relying on separate sets I and D, we will often consider their union
R = I ∪ D and distinguish between insertion and deletion rules by the subscripts
ins and del . Thus instead of (u, α, v) ∈ I, we will write (u, α, v)ins , and instead
of (u, α, v) ∈ D, we will write (u, α, v)del .
The language generated by the insertion-deletion system Γ = (V, T, A, I, D)
is defined as follows:
∗

L(Γ ) = {w ∈ T ∗ | x =⇒ w, x ∈ A}.
The complexity of an insertion-deletion system Γ = (V, T, A, I, D) is described by the vector (n, m, m′ ; p, q, q ′ ) called size, where
n = max{|α| | (u, α, v) ∈ I}, p = max{|α| | (u, α, v) ∈ D},
m = max{|u| | (u, α, v) ∈ I}, q = max{|u| | (u, α, v) ∈ D},
m′ = max{|v| | (u, α, v) ∈ I}, q ′ = max{|v| | (u, α, v) ∈ D}.
The total size of an insertion-deletion system Γ of size (n, m, m′ ; p, q, q ′ ) is defined as the sum of all the numbers from the vector: Σ(Γ ) = n+m+m′ +p+q+q ′ .
′
′
By IN Snm,m DELq,q
we denote the families of languages generated by inserp
tion-deletion systems of size (n, m, m′ ; p, q, q ′ ).
If ∗ is specified instead of one of the parameters n, m, m′ , p, q, or q ′ , then
there are no restrictions on the length of the corresponding component. In particular, IN S∗0,0 DEL0,0
∗ denotes the family of languages generated by context-free
insertion-deletion systems.
If one of the numbers from the pairs m, m′ or q, q ′ is equal to zero, while the
other one is not, we say that the family is with one-sided context.
An insertion-deletion P system of degree n is the following construct:
Π = (V, T, µ, M1 , . . . , Mn , R1 , . . . , Rn )
where
– V is a finite alphabet,
– T ⊆ V is the terminal alphabet,
– µ is the membrane (tree) structure of the system which has n membranes
(nodes). This structure will be represented by a word containing correctly
nested marked parentheses.
– Mi , for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n is a finite language associated with the membrane i.
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– Ri , for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n is a set of insertion and deletion rules with target indicators associated with membrane i and having the following forms:
(u, x, v; tar)ins , where (u, x, v) is an insertion rule, and (u, x, v; tar)del , where
(u, x, v) is an deletion rule, and tar, called the target indicator, is from the
set {here, in, out}.
Any n-tuple (N1 , . . . , Nn ) of languages over V is called a configuration of Π.
For two configurations (N1 , . . . , Nn ) and (N1′ , . . . , Nn′ ) of Π we write (N1 , . . . ,
Nn ) =⇒ (N1′ , . . . , Nn′ ) if one can pass from (N1 , . . . , Nn ) to (N1′ , . . . , Nn′ ) by
applying the insertion and deletion rules from each region of µ, in the maximally
parallel way, i.e., in parallel to all possible strings from the corresponding regions,
and following the target indications associated with the rules. We assume that
every string represented in a membrane has arbitrary many copies. Hence, by
applying a rule to a string we get both arbitrary many copies of resulting string
as well as old copies of the same string.
More specifically, if w ∈ Ni and r = (u, x, v; tar)ins ∈ Ri , respectively r =
(u, x, v; tar)del ∈ Ri , such that w =⇒rins w′ , respectively w =⇒rdel w′ , then w′
will go to the region indicated by tar. If tar = here, then the string remains in
Ni , if tar = out, then the string is moved to the region immediately outside the
membrane i (maybe, in this way the string leaves the system), if tar = in, then
the string is moved to one of the regions immediately below region j.
A sequence of transitions between configurations of a given insertion-deletion
P system Π, starting from the initial configuration (M1 , . . . , Mn ), is called a
computation with respect to Π. The result of a computation consists of all strings
over T which are sent out of the system at any time during the computation.
We denote by L(Π) the language of all strings of this type. We say that L(Π)
is generated by Π.
′
′
As in [23] we denote by ELSPk (insm,m
, delpq,q ) the family of languages
n
generated by insertion-deletion P systems of degree at most k ≥ 1 having the
size (n, m, m′ ; p, q, q ′ ).

3

Computational power of one-sided insertion-deletion
systems of small size

In this section we consider insertion-deletion P systems of size (1, 2, 0; 1, 1, 0)
and (1, 1, 0; 1, 2, 0). While the computational power of normal insertion-deletion
systems with these parameters is not yet known, based on observations from [15]
we conjecture that the corresponding models are not computationally complete.
We also recall that most combinations of parameters involving left and right
contexts as well as the insertion or deletion of more than one symbol are known
to produce computationally complete insertion-deletion systems, see [29] for a
complete list.
1,0
Theorem 1 ELSP3 (ins2,0
1 , del1 ) = RE.
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Proof. Consider a type-0 grammar G = (N, T, P, S) in the special Geffert normal
form and let N ′′ = {A, B, C, D} ⊆ N . We construct an insertion-deletion P
system
Π = (V, T, [1 [2 [3 ]3 ]2 ]1 , {{X S}}, ∅, ∅, R1 ∪ R1′ , R2 , R3 )
that simulates G as follows. The rules from P are supposed to be labeled in
a one-to-one manner with labels from the set [1..|P |]. The alphabet of Π is
V = N ∪ T ∪ {Mi | i : X → α ∈ P } ∪ {K, K ′ , X }. The sets of rules R1 , R2 , R3
of Π are defined as follows.
For any rule i : X → bY ∈ P we consider following sets of rules:
R1i = {i.1 : (X, Mi , λ; in)ins },
R2i = {i.2 : (XMi , Y, λ; in)ins } ∪ {i.3 : (a, Mi , λ; out)del | a ∈ N ′′ },
R3i = {i.4 : (a, X, λ; here)del | a ∈ N ′′ } ∪ {i.5 : (aMi , b, λ; out)ins | a ∈ N ′′ }.
For any rule i : X → Y b we consider following sets of rules:
R1i = {i.1 : (X, Mi , λ; in)ins },
R2i = {i.2 : (XMi , b, λ; in)ins } ∪ {i.3 : (a, Mi , λ; out)del | a ∈ N ′′ },
R3i = {i.4 : (a, X, λ; here)del | a ∈ N ′′ } ∪ {i.5 : (aMi , Y, λ; out)ins | a ∈ N ′′ }.
For the rules i1 : AB → λ and i2 : CD → λ and i3 : S ′ → λ we consider
following sets of rules:
R1i1 = {i1 .1 : (λ, K, λ; in)ins },
R2i1 = {i1 .2 : (K, A, λ; in)del } ∪ {i1 .3 : (λ, K, λ; out)del },
R3i1 = {i1 .4 : (K, B, λ; out)del },
R1i2 = {i2 .1 : (λ, K ′ , λ; in)ins },
R2i2 = {i2 .2 : (K ′ , C, λ; in)del } ∪ {i2 .3 : (λ, K, λ; out)del },
R3i2 = {i2 .4 : (K ′ , D, λ; out)del },
R1i3 = {i3 .1 : (λ, S ′ , λ; here)del }.
Now for j = 1, 2, 3 we define Rj = ∪1≤i≤|P | Rji and we define R1′ = {X :
(λ, X , λ; out)del }.
We state that L(Π) = L(G). For this we show how each rule of G can be
simulated in Π. Consider a string wXw′ in membrane 1 and suppose that there
is a rule i : X → bY in P . Then the following unique evolution can happen:
(wXw′ , 1) =⇒i.1 (wXMi w′ , 2) =⇒i.2 (wXMi Y w′ , 3) =⇒i.4
=⇒i.4 (wMi Y w′ , 3) =⇒i.5 (wMi bY w′ , 2) =⇒i.3 (wbY w′ , 1).
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In the second step it was possible to apply the rule i.3, yielding string wXw′
in membrane 1, but this just returns to the previous configuration.
The rule X → Y b is simulated in a similar manner:
(wXw′ , 1) =⇒i.1 (wXMi w′ , 2) =⇒i.2 (wXMi bw′ , 3) =⇒i.4
=⇒i.4 (wMi bw′ , 3) =⇒i.5 (wMi Y bw′ , 2) =⇒i.3 (wY bw′ , 1).
The rule i1 : AB → λ is simulated as follows (the case of rule i2 : CD → λ
is treated in an analogous way). First a symbol K is inserted in a context-free
manner into the string ww′ by using the rule i1 .1, yielding wKw′ . If the symbol
to the right of K is not an A, then the only possibility is to apply rule i1 .3 which
deletes K and returns the string ww′ to membrane 1. If K is inserted in front of
a symbol A (w′ = Aw′′ ) then rule i1 .2 can be applied and string wKw′′ goes to
membrane 3. Now if w′′ does not start with B, then the computation of this word
is stopped and it does not yield a result. Otherwise (w′′ = Bw′′′ ), rule i1 .4 is
applied yielding wKw′′′ in membrane 2. Now the computation may be continued
in the same manner and K either eliminates another couple of symbols AB if
this is possible, or the string appears in the skin membrane without K and then
is ready for new evolutions.
When the system Π reaches the configuration X w with w ∈ T ∗ , rule X from
′
R1 can be applied yielding a terminal string w in the environment as a result of
the computation.
Now in order to complete the proof, we observe that the only sequences of
rules leading to a terminal derivation in Π correspond to the groups of rules as
defined above. Hence, a derivation in G can be reconstructed from a derivation
in Π.
⊓
⊔
2,0
Theorem 2 ELSP3 (ins1,0
1 del1 ) = RE.

Proof. Consider the type-0 grammar G = (N, T, S, P ) in the special Geffert
normal form and denote N ′′ = {A, B, C, D} ⊆ N . Consider as well that the
rules from P are bijectively labelled with the numbers from the set [1..|P |]. We
will now construct the following insertion-deletion P system Π which simulates
G:
Π = (V, T, [1 [2 [3 ]3 ]2 ]1 , {{X S}}, ∅, ∅, R1 ∪ R1′ , R2 ∪ R2′ , R3 ∪ R3′ ).
The set of objects of Π will contain new special symbols per each rule of G and
is constructed in the following way:
V = {Mi , Ȳi , Mi′
| i : X → bY ∈ P }
∪ {Mi , Ni , Ȳi , Mi′
| i : X → Y b ∈ P}
∪ {K, K ′ , X } ∪ N ∪ T.
For each i : X → bY ∈ R, we construct the following three sets of rules:
R1i = {i.1 : (λ, Mi , λ; in)ins },
R2i = {i.2 : (Mi , Ȳi , λ; here)ins } ∪ {i.3 : (Mi , b, λ; in)ins }
∪ {i.4 : (bȲi , X, λ; out)del },
R3i = {i.5 : (λ, Mi , λ; out)del }.
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For each i : X → Y b ∈ R, we construct the following three sets of rules:
R1i = {i.1 : (λ, Mi , λ; in)ins },
R2i = {i.2 : (Mi , Ni , λ; here)ins } ∪ {i.3 : (Ni , b, λ; in)ins }
∪ {i.4 : (Ȳi b, X, λ; out)del },
R3i = {i.5 : (Mi , Ȳi , λ; here)ins } ∪ {i.6 : (λ, Mi , λ; here)del }
∪ {i.7 : (aȲi , Ni , λ; out)del | a ∈ N ′′ }.
Moreover, we also build the following three sets:
R1′ = {i′1
R2i = {i′2
∪ {i′3
i
R3 = {i′4

: (λ, Mi′ , λ; in)ins
: (Mi′ , Y, λ; in)ins
: (λ, Mi′ , λ; in)del
: (Mi′ Y, Ȳi , λ; out)del

|i:X
|i:X
|i:X
|i:X

→ bY
→ bY
→ bY
→ bY

∈P
∈P
∈P
∈P

or
or
or
or

i:X
i:X
i:X
i:X

→ Y b ∈ P },
→ Y b ∈ P}
→ Y b ∈ P },
→ Y b ∈ P }.

Finally, for the rules i1 : AB → λ, i2 : CD → λ, and i3 : S ′ → λ we consider the
following sets of rules:
R1i1 = {i1 .1 : (λ, K, λ; in)ins },
R2i1 = {i1 .2 : (K, A, λ; in)del } ∪ {i1 .3 : (λ, K, λ; out)del },
R3i1 = {i1 .4 : (K, B, λ; out)del },
R1i2 = {i2 .1 : (λ, K ′ , λ; in)ins },
R2i2 = {i2 .2 : (K ′ , C, λ; in)del } ∪ {i2 .3 : (λ, K, λ; out)del },
R3i2 = {i2 .4 : (K ′ , D, λ; out)del },
R1i3 = {i3 .1 : (λ, S ′ , λ; here)del }.
Now for j = 1, 2, 3 we define the sets Rj = ∪1≤i≤|P | Rji and also R1′ = {X :
(λ, X , λ; out)del }.
We state that L(Π) = L(G). For this we show how each rule of G can be
simulated in Π. Consider a string wXw′ in membrane 1 and suppose that there
is a rule i : X → bY in P . The simulation of this rule occurs in two phases: in
the first phase we rewrite X to bȲi , while in the second one we substitute Ȳi
with Y . The following is the valid first-phase simulation sequence in Π:
(wXw′ , 1) =⇒i.1 (wMi Xw′ , 2) =⇒i.2 (wMi Ȳi Xw′ , 2) =⇒i.3 (wMi bȲi Xw′ , 3)
=⇒i.5 (wbȲi Xw, 2) =⇒i.4 (wbȲi w′ , 1).
The second phase happens due to the rules in the sets Ri′ , i = 1, 2, 3, and consists
of the following steps:
(wȲi bw′ , 1) =⇒i′ .1 (wMi′ Ȳi bw′ , 2) =⇒i′ .2 (wMi′ Y Ȳi bw′ , 3)
=⇒i′ .4 (wMi′ Y bw′ , 2) =⇒i′ .3 (wY bw′ , 1).
We claim the both the first phase and the second phase simulation sequences
are the only ones which can happen in valid derivations of Π. Indeed, consider
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the wXw′ into which i.1 has inserted an instance of Mi . By inspecting the
symbol requirements of the rules associated with membrane 2, we conclude that
only the rules i.2 and i.3 may become applicable. Suppose that rule i.3 is applied
directly. If, for example, Mi has been inserted to the right of X, this will produce
the string γMi bγ ′′ Xw′ , which will be moved into membrane 3. The case when
i.1 inserts Mi to the right of X is treated in a similar way. Now, the only way
to further move the computation out of membrane 3 is by applying the rule
i.5 which will remove the instance of Mi and move the string into the second
membrane. However, no more rules will be applicable from now on, because the
string contains no service symbols at all, but is in the second membrane.
Suppose now that, after the application of i.1, the rule i.2 is applied k > 1
times. The subsequent application of the rule i.3 will insert an instance of b
after Mi , thus yielding the substring Mi b(Ȳi )k . Again, the only way to move the
string out of membrane 3 is to erase the symbol Mi which produces a string
with a substring of k instances of Ȳi . It is clear that, if X is situated to the left
of this (Ȳi )k , the string cannot contain Ȳi X, which is required by i.3. On the
other hand, if X is to the right of (Ȳi )k , it will not be possible to apply i.3 again,
because the string does not contain the substring Ȳi X preceded by a symbol
from N ′′ .
Finally, it is rather clear that, if i.1 does not insert the Mi just to the left
of X, Π will not be able to move the string containing a Ȳi and an X out of
membrane 2, thus blocking without producing any meaningful result.
We will focus on the second-phase simulation sequence now. The application
of the rule i′ .1 inserts an instance of Mi′ somewhere and moves the string into
membrane 2. There are only two rules that may become applicable: i′ .2 and i′ .3.
Suppose that i′ .3 is applied directly after i′ .1. In this case the system will come
back into the configuration it has been in before the application of i′ .1 without
doing any changes to the string whatsoever. Therefore, to actually modify the
string, the rule i′ .2 must be applied.
An application of the rule i′ .2 inserts exactly one instance of Y after Mi′ and
puts the string into the innermost membrane 3. Now, the only way to exit this
membrane is by applying the rule i′ .4, which means that, if the application of the
rule i′ .1 has not inserted Mi′ to the left of Ȳi , the system Π will unproductively
block in the third membrane. Consequently, after the application of i′ .4, the
string in the second membrane must be of the form wMi′ Y bw′ . At this point, two
rules are still applicable, i′ .2 and i′ .3. Suppose indeed that the rule i′ .2 is applied
a second time and inserts another instance of Y after Mi′ , thus yielding the string
wMi′ Y Y bw′ and moving it into membrane 3. Now, however, the rule i′ .4 is not
applicable because the string lacks Ȳi and Π will thus block. Therefore, the only
productive way to move the string wMi′ Y bw′ out of the second membrane is to
apply i′ .3.
Now consider a rule i : X → Y b. Again, the simulation of i happens in
two phases: in the first phase we rewrite X to Ȳi b, while in the second phase
we substitute Ȳi with Y . Since the second phase of the simulation happens in
exactly the same way as in the case of the rule X → bY , we will only focus on
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the first-stage simulation sequence:
(wXw′ , 1) =⇒i.1 (wMi Xw′ , 2) =⇒i.2 (wMi Ni Xw′ , 2) =⇒i.3 (wMi Ni bXw′ , 3)
=⇒i.5 (wMi Ȳi Ni bXw′ , 3) =⇒i.6 (wȲi Ni bXw′ , 3)
=⇒i.7 (wȲi bXw′ , 2) =⇒i.4 (wȲi bw′ , 1).
We claim that the first-phase simulation sequence we have just shown is the
only possible valid derivation of Π. We will now consider the variations that can
interfere with this subderivation and show that none of them can influence the
result of a computation of Π.
Consider the application of i.1 which inserts Mi into the original string wXw′
and moves the new string, say γMi γ ′ Xw′ , into membrane 2. The case when Mi
is inserted to the right of X is treated in a similar way. In the current situation,
the only applicable rule is i.3, which may insert k instances of Ni , thus yielding
the string γMi (Ni )k γ ′ Xw′ . If one discards the possibility to produce yet more
instances of Ni , the only other way to evolve is the application of the rule i.3 to
insert a b after one of the Ni ’s and thereby to move the string into membrane 3.
In the new configuration, membrane 3 will contain γMi (Ni )k1 b(Ni )k2 γ ′ Xw′ ,
where k1 ≥ 1 and k1 + k2 = k. We immediately remark that the only way for
Π to move out of this membrane is to apply the rule i.7. This rule requires
that there is a substring of Ȳi Ni preceded by a symbol from N ′′ . The string
γMi (Ni )k1 b(Ni )k2 γ ′ Xw′ , with which the system Π has just arrived in membrane
3, does not contain any instances of Ȳi , but the rule i.5 can introduce them.
Suppose this latter rule is applied t times, t ≥ 0, thus yielding the following
result:
γMi (Ȳi )t (Ni )k1 b(Ni )k2 γ ′ Xw′ .
Clearly, the rule i.7 is not yet applicable, because there are no instances of Ȳi
preceded by symbols from N ′′ . The only way to reach this situation is to apply
the rule i.6 to obtain the string
γ(Ȳi )t (Ni )k1 b(Ni )k2 γ ′ Xw′ .
The rule i.7 imposes an even stronger requirement: the instance of Ȳi which
is preceded by a symbol from N ′′ must be immediately followed by Ni . Since
instances of Ȳi can only be inserted to the right of Mi , and since the process of
inserting Ni ’s has already been completed in membrane 2, applying i.7 actually
requires that exactly one instance of Ȳi has been inserted by i.5 (i.e., it requires
that t = 1), giving
γ Ȳi (Ni )k1 b(Ni )k2 γ ′ Xw′ .
An application of the rule i.7 will erase the leftmost instance of Ni and will
put the following string into membrane 2:
γ Ȳi (Ni )k1 −1 b(Ni )k2 γ ′ Xw′ .
The rule i.3 will still be applicable at this moment. Remark, however, that the
string which will be moved into membrane 3 by this application will contain no
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instances of Mi , so the rule which may be applicable is i.7, which will remove yet
another instance of Ni following Ȳi . Applications of the rules i.3 and i.7 in a loop
will only be possible as long as there are instances of Ni just to the right of Ȳi
and then Π will either block in membrane 3 or move the string into membrane
1 with an application of i.4.
Based on the observations we have made in the previous paragraph, we can
assert that the general form of the strings which may appear in membrane 2 after
at least one traversal of membrane 3 is γ Ȳi (Ni∗ (Ni b)∗ )∗ γ ′ Xw′ . If we discard the
possibility of yet again re-tracing the loop formed by the rules i.3 and i.7, the only
other way for Π to proceed is to apply i.4 and move the string into membrane 1.
However, the rule i.4 imposes a strong condition on the form of the string it can
be applied to: there has to exist a substring Ȳi bX. Clearly, the only way to have
exactly one b between Ȳi and X is, firstly, to have i.1 insert Mi exactly to the
left of X (that is, γ ′ should be zero) and, secondly, to only apply i.3 once during
the whole simulation process, thus obtaining the string γ Ȳi bXw′ in membrane 2.
The application of i.4 will thus erase the X and successfully finish the rewriting
of X into Ȳi b.
We conclude the proof by stating the simulation of the rules AB → λ and
CD → λ is done in exactly the same way as in the case of the systems from the
1,0
class ELSP3 (ins2,0
⊓
⊔
1 del1 ).

4

Conclusion

In this article we considered insertion-deletion P systems of size (1, 2, 0; 1, 1, 0)
and (1, 1, 0; 1, 2, 0) and showed that computational completeness can be achieved
with 3 membranes. Compared to [7] this result shows an interesting trade-off
between the size of contexts in insertion-deletion rules and the number of membranes: with 4 membranes, computational completeness is obtained already with
insertion and deletion rules of size (1, 1, 0). Now it remains an open question if
the number of membranes can be further decreased for the investigated systems
or for systems having bigger contexts for the insertion or deletion rules.
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Abstract. We prove that asynchronous P systems with active membranes without division rules can be simulated by single-membrane transition P systems using cooperative rules, even if the synchronisation
mechanisms provided by electrical charges and membrane dissolution
are exploited. In turn, the latter systems can be simulated by means of
place/transition Petri nets, and hence are computationally weaker than
Turing machines.

1

Introduction

P systems with active membranes [10] are parallel computation devices inspired
by the structure and functioning of biological cells. A tree-like hierarchical structure of membranes divides the space into regions, where multisets of objects
(representing chemical substances) are located. The systems evolve by means of
rules rewriting or moving objects, and possibly changing the membrane structure itself (by dissolving or dividing membranes) or the state of the membranes
(by changing their electrical charge).
Under the maximally parallel updating policy, whereby all components of
the system that can evolve concurrently during a given computation step are
required to do so, these devices are known to be computationally universal.
Alternative updating policies have also been investigated. In particular, asynchronous P systems with active membranes [7], where any, not necessarily maximal, number of non-conflicting rules may be applied in each computation step,
have been proved able to simulate partially blind register machines [8], computation devices equivalent under certain acceptance conditions to place/transition
Petri nets and vector addition systems [11]. This simulation only requires object
evolution (rewriting) rules and communication rules (moving objects between
regions).
In an effort to further characterise the effect of asynchronicity on the computational power of P systems, we prove that asynchronous P systems with active
membranes without dissolution can be flattened if we allow the use of cooperative
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rules, obtaining a system that can be easily simulated by place/transition Petri
nets, and as such they are not computationally equivalent to Turing machines:
indeed, the reachability of configurations and the deadlock-freeness (i.e., the halting problem) of Petri nets are decidable [2]. This holds even when membrane
dissolution, which provides an additional synchronisation mechanism (besides
electrical charges) whereby all objects are released simultaneously from the dissolving membrane, is employed by the P system being simulated. Unfortunately,
this result does not seem to immediately imply the equivalence with partially
blind register machines, as the notion of acceptance for Petri nets employed here
is by halting and not by placing a token into a “final” place [8].
The paper is organised as follows: in Section 2 we recall the relevant definitions of P systems with active membranes and place/transition Petri nets; in
Section 3 we prove that asynchronous P systems with active membranes are computationally equivalent to their sequential version, where a single rule is applied
during each computation step; in Section 4 we show that sequential P systems
with dissolution rules can be simulated by sequential transition P systems with
cooperative rules having only one membrane; finally, in Section 5 we show how
sequential single-membrane transition P systems using cooperative rules can be
simulated by Petri nets. Section 6 contains our conclusions and some open problems.

2

Definitions

We first recall the definition of P systems with active membranes and its various
operating modes.
Definition 1. A P system with active membranes of initial degree d ≥ 1 is a
tuple Π = (Γ, Λ, µ, wh1 , . . . , whd , R), where:
– Γ is an alphabet, i.e., a finite nonempty set of objects;
– Λ is a finite set of labels for the membranes;
– µ is a membrane structure (i.e., a rooted unordered tree) consisting of d
membranes injectively labelled by elements of Λ;
– wh1 , . . . , whd , with h1 , . . . , hd ∈ Λ, are strings over Γ , describing the initial
multisets of objects located in the d regions of µ;
– R is a finite set of rules.
Each membrane possesses, besides its label and position in µ, another attribute
called electrical charge, which can be either neutral (0), positive (+) or negative (−) and is always neutral before the beginning of the computation.
The following four kinds of rules are employed in this paper.
– Object evolution rules, of the form [a → w]α
h
They can be applied inside a membrane labeled by h, having charge α and
containing an occurrence of the object a; the object a is rewritten into the
multiset w (i.e., a is removed from the multiset in h and replaced by every
object in w).
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β
– Send-in communication rules, of the form a [ ]α
h → [b]h
They can be applied to a membrane labeled by h, having charge α and such
that the external region contains an occurrence of the object a; the object
a is sent into h becoming b and, simultaneously, the charge of h is changed
to β.
β
– Send-out communication rules, of the form [a]α
h → [ ]h b
They can be applied to a membrane labeled by h, having charge α and
containing an occurrence of the object a; the object a is sent out from h to
the outside region becoming b and, simultaneously, the charge of h is changed
to β.
– Dissolution rules, of the form [a]α
h →b
They can be applied to a membrane labeled by h, having charge α and
containing an occurrence of the object a; the membrane h is dissolved and
its contents are released in the surrounding region unaltered, except that an
occurrence of a becomes b.

We recall that the most general form of P systems with active membranes [10]
also includes membrane division rules, which duplicate a membrane and its contents; however, these rules are not used in this paper.
Each instantaneous configuration of a P system with active membranes is
described by the current membrane structure, including the electrical charges,
together with the multisets located in the corresponding regions. A computation
step changes the current configuration according to the following set of principles:
– Each object and membrane can be subject to at most one rule per step,
except for object evolution rules (inside each membrane several evolution
rules having the same left-hand side, or the same evolution rule can be
applied simultaneously; this includes the application of the same rule with
multiplicity).
– When several conflicting rules can be applied at the same time, a nondeterministic choice is performed; this implies that, in general, multiple possible
configurations can be reached after a computation step.
– In each computation step, all the chosen rules are applied simultaneously
(in an atomic way). However, in order to clarify the operational semantics,
each computation step is conventionally described as a sequence of microsteps as follows. First, all evolution rules are applied inside the elementary
membranes, followed by all communication and dissolution rules involving
the membranes themselves; this process is then repeated to the membranes
containing them, and so on towards the root (outermost membrane). In
other words, the membranes evolve only after their internal configuration
has been updated. For instance, before a membrane dissolution occurs, all
chosen object evolution rules must be applied inside it; this way, the objects
that are released outside during the dissolution are already the final ones.
– The outermost membrane cannot be dissolved, and any object sent out from
it cannot re-enter the system again.
In the maximally parallel mode, the multiset of rules to be applied at each step
must be maximal, in the sense that no further rule can be added without creating
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conflicts. In the asynchronous mode, any nonempty multiset of applicable rules
can be chosen. Finally, in the sequential mode, exactly one rule per computation
step is applied. In the following, only the latter two modes will be considered.
A halting computation of the P system Π is a finite sequence of configurations C = (C0 , . . . , Cn ), where C0 is the initial configuration, every Ci+1 is
reachable from Ci via a single computation step, and no rule can be applied
in Cn . A non-halting computation C = (Ci : i ∈ N) consists of infinitely many
configurations, again starting from the initial one and generated by successive
computation steps, where the applicable rules are never exhausted.
The other model of computation we will employ is Petri nets. In particular,
with this term we denote place/transition Petri nets with weighted arcs, selfloops and places of unbounded capacity [4]. A Petri net N is a triple (P, T, F )
where P is the set of places, T the set of transitions (disjoint from P ) and F ⊆
(P ×T )∪(T ×P ) is the flow relation. The arcs are weighted by a function w : F →
(N − {0}). A marking (i.e., a configuration) is a function M : P → N. Given two
markings M , M ′ of N and a transition t ∈ T we say that M ′ is reachable from
M via the firing of t, in symbols M →t M ′ , if and only if:
– for all places p ∈ P , if (p, t) ∈ F and (t, p) ∈
/ F then M (p) ≥ w(p, t)
and M ′ (p) = M (p) − w(p, t);
– for all p ∈ P , if (t, p) ∈ F and (p, t) ∈
/ F then M ′ (p) = M (p) + w(t, p);
– for all p ∈ P , if both (p, t) ∈ F and (t, p) ∈ F then M (p) ≥ w(p, t)
and M ′ (p) = M (p) − w(p, t) + w(t, p).
Petri nets are nondeterministic devices, hence multiple markings may be reachable from a given configuration. We call halting computation a sequence of markings (M0 , . . . Mn ) where M0 →t1 M1 →t2 · · · →tn Mn for some t1 , . . . , tn , and
no transition may fire in Mn . Several problems related to the reachability of
markings and halting configurations (or deadlocks) are decidable [2].

3

Asynchronicity and Sequentiality

In this section we show how it is possible to construct, for every asynchronous
P system with active membranes, a sequential version that is equivalent to the
original one in the sense that they both halt on the same inputs and produce
the same outputs.
The main idea is that each asynchronous step where more than one rule is
applied can be substituted by a sequence of asynchronous steps where the rules
are reordered and applied one at a time.
Proposition 1. Let Π be a P system with active membranes using object evolution, communication, and dissolution rules. Then, the asynchronous and the
sequential updating policies of Π are equivalent in the following sense: for each
asynchronous (resp., sequential) computation step C → D we have a series of
sequential (resp., asynchronous) steps C = C0 → · · · → Cn = D for some n ∈ N.
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Proof. Every asynchronous computation step C → D consists in the application
of a finite multiset of rules {e1 , . . . , ep , c1 , . . . , cq , d1 , . . . , dr }, where e1 , . . . , ep
are object evolution rules, c1 , . . . , cq are communication rules (either send-in or
send-out), and d1 , . . . , dr are dissolution rules.
Since evolution rules do not change any charge nor the membrane structure
itself, the computation step C → D can be decomposed into two asynchronous
computation steps C → E → D, where the step C → E consists in the application of the evolution rules {e1 , . . . , ep }, and the step E → D in the application
of the remaining rules {c1 , . . . , cq , d1 , . . . , dr }. Notice that in E there still exist
enough objects to apply these communication and dissolution rules, since by
hypothesis C → D is a valid computation step.
Furthermore, notice how there is no conflict between object evolution rules
(once they have been assigned to the objects they transform). Therefore, the
application of the rules {e1 , . . . , ep } can be implemented as a series of sequential
steps C = C0 → · · · → Cp = E.
Each membrane can be subject to at most a single rule of communication or
dissolution type in the computation step C → D; hence, applying one of these
rules does not interfere with any other. Thus, these rules can also be serialised
into sequential computation steps E → Cp+1 → · · · → Cp+q+r = D. Once again,
all rules remain applicable since they were in the original computation step.
By letting n = p + q + r, the first half of the proposition follows. The second
part is due to the fact that every sequential computation step is already an
asynchronous computation step.
⊓
⊔

4

Single-Membrane Transition P Systems

In this section we recall the notion of transition P system, imposing as an additional constraint that the system has only one membrane. For a description of
a general framework in which these systems can be described see [6]. As proved
in [5], these systems are not universal; indeed, a simple simulation by means
of Petri nets, inspired by [3], is provided in the next section. Our simulation
involves a flattening of the membrane structure and the use of cooperative rules;
the first simulation of this type was presented in [1] and, in fact, out construction is similar. Unlike that construction, however, the semantics that we use is
sequential and we do not include promoters and inhibitors.
Definition 2. A single-membrane transition P system is a structure
Π = (Γ, w, R)
where Γ is a finite alphabet, w is a multiset of elements representing the initial
state of the system, and R is a set of cooperative rules in the form v → w where
v and w are multisets of objects of Γ .
Notice that the definition is a simplified version of the original definition of
transition P systems [9], since specifying the membrane structure is not needed.
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We can now show that single-membrane transition P systems are equivalent to
divisionless P systems with active membranes when operating under the sequential semantics.
Let Π = (Γ, Λ, µ, wh1 , . . . , whd , R) be a P system with active membranes and
C a configuration of Π. The flattened encoding of C is the multiset E(C) over
(Γ ∪ {−, 0, +}) × Λ defined as follows:
1. If there are n copies of the object a contained in a membrane h in C, then
E(C) contains n copies of the element (a, h).
2. If a membrane h has charge c, then the object (c, h) is in E(C).
It is easy to see that, for a fixed Π, the encoding function is a bijection between
the configurations of Π and its image, that is, the function E is invertible. Hence,
for any multiset A that is the encoding of some configuration, the decoding is
uniquely identified, i.e., for any configuration C, E −1 (E(C)) = C.
Proposition 2. Let Π = (Γ, Λ, µ, wh1 , . . . , whd , R) be a P system with active
membranes working in the sequential mode and using object evolution, communication, and dissolution rules, with initial configuration C0 . Then, there exists

a single-membrane transition P system Π ′ = (Γ ∪ {−, 0, +} ∪ {•}) × Λ, v, R′ ,
for some initial multiset v, working in the sequential mode, such that:
(i) If C = (C0 , C1 , . . . , Cm ) is a halting computation of Π, then there exists a
halting computation D = (E(C0 ), D1 , . . . , Dn ) of Π ′ such that Dn is the
union of E(Cm ) and the set of all the elements in the form (•, h) where h
is a membrane that has been dissolved in C.
(ii) If D = (E(C0 ), D1 , . . . , Dn ) is a halting computation of Π ′ , then there
exists a halting computation C = (C0 , C1 , . . . , Cm ) of Π such that Dn can
be written as the union of the set of elements in the form (•, h), where h
is a membrane that was dissolved in C, and the set E(Cm ).
(iii) Π admits a non-halting computation (C0 , C1 , . . .) if and only if Π ′ admits
a non-halting computation (E(C0 ), D1 , . . .).
Proof. The main idea is to replace every dissolution rule of a membrane h in R
with a cooperative rule such that an object in the form (•, h) is generated and
all the objects in the form (a, h) are rewritten to (a, h′ ), where h′ is the lowest
ancestor of h in µ that has not been dissolved.
′
Let [a]α
h1 → b be a dissolution rule in R. Then, R contains the following
cooperative rules:
(a, h1 )(α, h1 ) → (b, h1 )(•, h1 ).

(1)

The objects that have h1 as the second component are then rewritten by means
of the following rules:
(a, h1 )(•, h1 ) → (a, h2 )(•, h1 )

(2)

where h2 is the parent membrane of h1 in µ. Notice that, if (•, h2 ) exists, then
membrane h2 has been dissolved during a previous computation step; this means
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that there exists another rule of type (2) rewriting all the objects having h2 as
the second component. This process continues as long as there are objects with
the label of a dissolved membrane as their second component (excluding the ones
having • as the first component).
An object evolution rule [a → w]α
h is simulated by the following cooperative
rule:
(a, h)(α, h) → (w1 , h) . . . (wn , h)(α, h).

(3)

β
A send-out communication rule [a]α
h1 → [ ]h1 b is replaced by the following rules:

(a, h1 )(α, h1 ) → (b, h2 )(β, h1 )

(4)

where h2 is the parent membrane of h1 in µ. As mentioned before, if (•, h2 )
exists, then a rule of type (2) will subsequently rewrite (b, h2 ).
β
Finally, a send-in communication rule a [ ]α
h1 → [b]h1 is simulated as follows.
Let (hn , hn−1 , . . . , h2 , h1 ) be a sequence of nested membranes surrounding h1 ,
i.e., a descending path in the membrane tree µ. For every such sequence, we add
the following rules to R′ :
(•, hn−1 ) · · · (•, h2 )(α, h1 )(a, hn ) → (•, hn−1 ) · · · (•, h2 )(β, h1 )(b, h1 ).

(5)

These rules rewrite the object (a, hn ) into (b, h1 ) if in Π all the membranes
between hn and h1 have been dissolved. Observe that the number of descending
paths leading to h1 is bounded above by the depth of µ.
Notice how every rule of R′ is exactly of one type among (1)–(5); in particular,
given a rule in R′ of type (1), (3), (4), or (5), it always possible to reconstruct
the original rule in R.
Each computation step of Π consisting in the application of an evolution or
send-in communication rule is simulated by a single computation step of Π ′ by
means of a rule of type (3) or (5), respectively.
The dissolution of a membrane h1 in Π requires a variable number of steps
of Π ′ : first, a rule of type (1) is applied, then each object in the form (a, h1 )
must be rewritten, by using rules of type (2), in order to obtain an object in
the form (a, hn ), where hn is the lowest ancestor membrane of h1 that has not
been dissolved in the original system. The exact number of steps depends on the
number of objects located inside h1 and the number of membranes that have
been dissolved. The reasoning is analogous for send-out communication rules,
simulated by means of rules of type (4) and (2).
Part (i) of the proposition directly follows from the semantics of the above
cooperative rules.
Now let D = (D0 = E(C0 ), D1 , . . . , Dn ) be a halting computation of Π ′ .
Then there exists a sequence of rules r = (r1 , . . . , rn ) in R′ such that
D0 →r1 D1 →r2 · · · →rn−1 Dn−1 →rn Dn
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where the notation X →r Y indicates that configuration Y is reached from X
by applying the rule r. Let f : N → N be defined as
f (t) = {ri : 1 ≤ i ≤ t and ri is not of type (2)} .
We claim that there exists a sequence of rules s = (s1 , . . . , sm ) such that the
computation C = (C0 , . . . , Cm ) of Π generated by applying the rules of s, i.e.,
C0 →s1 C1 →s2 · · · →sm−1 Cm−1 →sm Cm
has the following property P (t) for each t ∈ {0, . . . , n}:
For all h ∈ Λ and a ∈ Γ , if (γ, h) with γ ∈ {+, 0, −} is in configuration
Dt of Π ′ , then the number of copies of the objects of the form (a, h′ )
with h′ any descendant of h in µ, or h itself, is equal to the number of
copies of a contained in the membrane substructure rooted in h in Cf (t) ,
and h has the charge γ. If (•, h) is in Dt , then h does not appear in Cf (t)
(having been dissolved before).
We prove this property by induction on t. The case t = 0 clearly holds, by the
definition of the encoding function: E(Cf (0) ) = E(C0 ) = D0 , as f (0) = |∅|.
Now suppose P (t) holds for some t < n. If rt+1 is a rule of type (2) then for
each object a ∈ Γ , the only change in the objects with a as the first component is
when the second component h is the label of a membrane that has been dissolved
in Π and the objects retain a as the first component while the second one became
the label of the parent membrane of h in µ. Furthermore, no symbol in the form
(γ, h), where γ is a charge, is rewritten to a different symbol. Since rt+1 is of
type (2), we have f (t + 1) = f (t) hence Cf (t+1) = Cf (t) , and property P (t + 1)
holds.
On the other hand, if rt+1 is not of type (2), then f (t + 1) = f (t) + 1 by
definition. Let sf (t)+1 = sf (t+1) be the rule corresponding to the cooperative
rule rt+1 as described above (an object evolution rule if rt+1 is of type (3), a
dissolution rule if rt+1 is of type (1), and so on). Observe that if rt+1 is applicable
in Dt , then sf (t)+1 is applicable in Cf (t) by induction hypothesis:
– if (γ, h) is in Dt then the membrane h has charge γ in Cf (t) ;
– if rt+1 is of type (1), (3), or (4) and uses an object (a, h) in Dt , then a copy
of a appears in membrane h in Cf (t) ;
– if rt+1 is of type (5) and uses an object (a, h) and (•, h) is in Dt , then the
object a appears in Cf (t) inside the membrane having the same label as the
lowest ancestor of h in the original membrane structure such that (γ, h) with
γ 6= • is in Dt .
The configuration Cf (t)+1 such that Cf (t) →sf (t)+1 Cf (t)+1 , due to the semantics
of the corresponding rules applied by Π and Π ′ , is such that the property P (t+1)
holds.
In particular, P (n) holds: configurations Dn and Cf (n) have the following
properties: the encoding E(Cf (n) ) is contained in Dn and all other objects non
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contained in E(Cf (n) ) are in the form (•, h), where h is the label of a membrane
that has been dissolved during the computation. Notice that Cf (n) is a halting
configuration, since otherwise any rule applicable from it could be simulated
from Dn as in statement (i). Furthermore, if an object (•, h) is in Dn then no
object in form (a, h) with a ∈ Γ exists, otherwise further rules of type (2) could
be applied, contradicting the hypothesis that Dn is a halting configuration. For
all membranes h in Cf (n) and for all objects a ∈ Γ , the number of copies of a
that are inside the membrane h in Cf (n) is equal to the number of objects in the
form (a, h) in Dn , and statement (ii) follows.
Finally, let us consider a non-halting computation of Π. Each time a computation of Π can be extended by one step by applying a rule, that rule can be
simulated by Π ′ using the same argument employed to prove statement (i), thus
yielding a non-halting computation of Π ′ . Vice versa, in a non-halting computation of Π ′ it is never the case that infinitely many rules of type (2) are applied
sequentially, as only finitely many objects exist at any given time, and eventually
they are rewritten to have the form (a, h) without also having the object (•, h).
As soon as a rule of type (1), (3), (4), or (5) is applied, the corresponding rule
can also be applied by Π, thus yielding a non-halting computation.
⊓
⊔

5

Simulation with Petri Nets

The single-membrane transition P systems described in the last section can be
simulated by Petri nets in a straightforward way. The idea of using Petri nets as
a device for the simulation is originally due to [3].
Proposition 3. Let Π = (Γ, w, R) be a single-membrane sequential transition
P system. Then, there exists a Petri net N , having Γ among its places, such that
C → C ′ is a computation step of Π if and only if M → M ′ is a computation step
of N , where M (a) is the number of instances of a in C.
Proof. The set of places of N is defined as Γ ∪ {lock}, where lock is a place
always containing a single token that is employed in order to ensure the firing of
at most one transition per step. For each cooperative rule v1 · · · vn → u1 · · · um
the net has a transition defined as follows:
v1

v2

...

vn

...

um

r

lock

u1

u2
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Notice that the output places need not be distinct, as the multiset in the left
hand side may contain multiple occurrences of the same symbol; in that case,
a weighted arc is used. The output places need not be distinct from the input
places either; in that case, the net contains a corresponding loop.
The initial marking M0 of N is given by M0 (a) = |w|a , for all a ∈ Γ , where
|w|a is the multiplicity of a in w.
Notice that a transition r in N is enabled exactly when the corresponding
rule r ∈ R is applicable, producing a transition M →r M ′ corresponding to a
computation step C →r C ′ of Π as required. In every moment the number of
tokens in a place is equal to the multiplicity of the corresponding object in the
configuration of Π.
⊓
⊔
By combining Propositions 1, 2, and 3, we can finally prove the following
theorem.
Theorem 1. For every asynchronous P system with active membranes Π using
evolution, communication, and dissolution rules, there exists a Petri net N such
that (i) every halting configuration of Π corresponds to a halting configuration
of N and vice versa (under the encoding of Propositions 2 and 3), and (ii) every
non-halting computation of Π corresponds to a non-halting computation of N
and vice versa.
⊓
⊔
Notice that, given the strict correspondence of computations and their halting configurations (if any) between the two devices, this result holds both for
P systems computing functions over multisets/Parikh vectors and those recognising or generating families of multisets/Parikh vectors, since the only difference
between these computing modes is the initial configuration and the acceptance
condition; these are translated directly into the simulating Petri net.

6

Conclusions

We have proved that asynchronous P systems with active membranes (without
division rules) can be flattened and simulated by single-membrane transition
P systems using cooperative rules. These systems can, in turn, be easily simulated by place/transition Petri nets, and hence are not computationally universal. In order to achieve this result, we exploited the equivalence between the
asynchronous and the sequential parallelism policies for divisionless P systems
with active membranes.
The conjectured equivalence of asynchronous P systems with active membranes and Petri nets does not seem to follow immediately from our result and
the previous simulation of partially blind register machines by means of asynchronous P systems with active membranes [7]. Indeed, an explicit signalling
(putting a token into a specified place) instead of accepting by halting seems to be
required in order to simulate Petri nets with partially blind register machines [8].
Directly simulating Petri nets with asynchronous P systems with active membranes is also nontrivial, since transitions provide a stronger synchronisation
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mechanism than the limited context-sensitivity of the rules of a P system with
active membranes. This equivalence is thus left as an open problem.
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Abstract. We prove that all-parallel enzymatic numerical P systems
whose production functions can be expressed as a combination of sums,
diﬀerences, products and integer divisions characterise PSPACE when
working in polynomial time. We also show that, when only sums and
diﬀerences are available, exactly the problems in P can be solved in
polynomial time. These results are proved by showing how EN P systems
and random access machines, running in polynomial time and using the
same basic operations, can simulate each other eﬃciently.

1

Introduction

Numerical P systems have been introduced in [8] as a model of membrane systems inspired both from the structure of living cells and from economics. Each
region of a numerical P system contains some numerical variables, that evolve
from initial values by means of programs. Each program consists of a production
function and a repartition protocol; the production function computes an output
value from the values of some variables occurring in the same region in which the
function is located, while the repartition protocol distributes this output value
among the variables in the same region as well as in the neighbouring (parent
and children) ones.
In [8], and also in Chapter 23.6 of [9], some results concerning the computational power of numerical P systems are reported. In particular, it is proved
that nondeterministic numerical P systems with polynomial production functions characterize the recursively enumerable sets of natural numbers, while deterministic numerical P systems, with polynomial production functions having
non-negative coefficients, compute strictly more than semilinear sets of natural
numbers.
Enzymatic Numerical P systems (EN P systems, for short) have been introduced in [10] as an extension of numerical P systems in which some variables,
named the enzymes, control the application of the rules, similarly to what happens in P systems with promoters and inhibitors [2]. As shown in [11, 3] and
references therein, the most promising application of EN P systems seems to be
the simulation of control mechanisms of mobile and autonomous robots.
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The computational power of EN P systems has also been thoroughly investigated. In [6] a short review of previously known universality results is presented,
together with an improvement on some of them: linear production functions involving only one variable suffice to obtain universality in the one-parallel and
all-parallel modes.
In this paper we deal with computational complexity issues, and show how
the choice of arithmetical operations allowed in the production functions influences the efficiency of computation of all-parallel EN P systems, exactly as it
happens for random access machines [5]. Indeed, we prove that these two computation devices can simulate each other efficiently in some relevant cases. As
a consequence, we show the limitations of linear production functions, and how
these are overcome by allowing multiplication and integer division, leading to
polynomial time solutions to PSPACE-complete problems.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we recall the definitions of
EN P systems and random access machines, together with the relevant results
from the literature. In Section 3 we show, as a technical result, how indirect
addressing can be eliminated when RAMs operate in polynomial time, thus
simplifying the simulation by means of all-parallel EN P systems that is presented
in Section 4. The converse simulation is illustrated in Section 5, leading to our
main result about the computational complexity of all-parallel EN P systems.
Finally, conclusions and open problems are described in Section 6.

2

Definitions and Previous Results

An enzymatic numerical P system (EN P system, for short) is a construct of the
form:

Π = m, H, µ, (Var 1 , Pr 1 , Var 1 (0)), . . . , (Var m , Pr m , Var m (0))
where m ≥ 1 is the degree of the system (the number of membranes), H is
an alphabet of labels, µ is a tree-like membrane structure with m membranes
injectively labeled with elements of H, Var i and Pr i are respectively the set of
variables and the set of programs that reside in region i, and Var i (0) is the vector
of initial values for the variables of Var i . All sets Var i and Pr i are finite. In the
original definition of EN P systems [10] the values assumed by the variables
may be real, rational or integer numbers; in what follows we will allow instead
only integer numbers. The variables from Var i are written in the form xj,i , for j
running from 1 to |Var i |, the cardinality of Var i ; the value assumed by xj,i at
time t ∈ N is denoted by xj,i (t). Similarly, the programs from Pr i are written in
the form Pl,i , for l running from 1 to |Pr i |.
The programs allow the system to evolve the values of variables during computations. Each program is composed of two parts: a production function and
a repartition protocol. The former can be any function using variables from the
region that contains the program. Using the production function, the system
computes a production value, from the values of its variables at that time. This
value is distributed to variables from the region where the program resides, and to
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variables in its upper (parent) and lower (children) compartments, as specified by
the repartition protocol. Formally, for a given region i, let v1 , . . . , vni be all these
variables; let x1,i , . . . , xki ,i be some variables from Var i , let Fl,i (x1,i , . . . , xki ,i )
be the production function of a given program Pl,i ∈ Pr i , and let cl,1 , . . . , cl,ni
be natural numbers. The program Pl,i is written in the following form:
Fl,i (x1,i , . . . , xki ,i ) → cl,1 |v1 + cl,2 |v2 + · · · + cl,ni |vni

(1)

where the arrow
Pni separates the production function from the repartition protocol.
cl,s be the sum of all the coefficients that occur in the repartition
Let Cl,i = s=1
protocol. If the system applies program Pl,i at time t ≥ 0, it computes the value
q=

Fl,i (x1,i (t), . . . , xki ,i (t))
Cl,i

that represents the “unitary portion” to be distributed to variables v1 , . . . , vni
proportionally with coefficients cl,1 , . . . , cl,ni . So each of the variables vs , for
1 ≤ s ≤ ni , will receive the amount q · cl,s . An important observation is that
variables x1,i , . . . , xki ,i involved in the production function are reset to zero after
computing the production value, while the other variables from Var i retain their
value. The quantities assigned to each variable from the repartition protocol are
added to the current value of these variables, starting with 0 for the variables
which were reset by a production function. As pointed out in [12], a delicate
problem concerns the issue whether the production value is divisible by the
total sum of coefficients Cl,i . As it is done in [12], in this paper we assume that
this is the case, and we deal only with such systems; see [8] for other possible
approaches.
Besides programs (1), EN P systems may also have programs of the form
Fl,i (x1,i , . . . , xki ,i )|ej,i → cl,1 |v1 + cl,2 |v2 + · · · + cl,ni |vni
where ej,i is a variable from Var i different from x1,i , . . . , xki ,i and v1 , . . . , vni .
Such a program can be applied at time t only if ej,i (t) > min(x1,i (t), . . . , xki ,i (t)).
Stated otherwise, variable ej,i operates like an enzyme, that enables the execution of the program but, as happens with catalysts, it is neither consumed nor
modified by the execution of the program. However, in EN P systems enzymes
can evolve by means of other programs, that is, enzymes can receive “contributions” from other programs and regions.
A configuration of Π at time t ∈ N is given by the values of all the variables of Π at that time; in a compact notation, we can write it as the sequence
(Var 1 (t), . . . , Var m (t)), where m is the degree of Π. The initial configuration
can thus be described as the sequence (Var 1 (0), . . . , Var m (0)). The system Π
evolves from an initial configuration to other configurations by means of computation steps, in which one or more programs of Π (depending upon the mode of
computation) are executed. In [12], at each computation step the programs to be
executed are chosen in the so called sequential mode: one program is nondeterministically chosen in each region, among the programs that can be executed at
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that time. Another possibility is to select the programs in the so called all-parallel
mode: in each region, all the programs that can be executed are selected, with
each variable participating in all programs where it appears. Note that in this
case EN P systems become deterministic, since nondeterministic choices between
programs never occur. A variant of parallelism, analogous to the maximal one
which is often used in membrane computing, is the so called one-parallel mode:
in each region, all the programs which can be executed can be selected, but the
actual selection is made in such a way that each variable participates in only one
of the chosen programs. We say that the system reaches a final configuration if
and when it happens that no applicable set of programs produces a change in
the current configuration.
EN P systems may be used as (polynomial) time-bounded recognising devices
as follows. Notice that we use two variables (instead of just one of them), named
accept and reject, to signal the end of computations. This is done because some
programs of the system may be applied forever, causing the system to never halt
even if the configuration does not change any more. By using two variables, the
event of reaching a final configuration is made visible and distinguishable from
the outside.
Definition 1. Let L ⊆ {0, 1}⋆ be a language, and let Π be a deterministic
EN P system with two distinguished variables accept and reject. We say that Π
decides L in polynomial time iff, for all x ∈ {0, 1}⋆ , when the integer having binary representation 1x is initially given to a specified input variable1 the
P system Π reaches a final configuration such that
– if x ∈ L, then accept = 1 and reject = 0
– if x ∈
/ L, then accept = 0 and reject = 1
within a number of steps bounded by O(|x|k ) for some k ∈ N.
As proved in [6], every all-parallel and one-parallel EN P system can be “flattened” into an equivalent (both in terms of output and number of computation
steps) system having only one membrane. For simplicity, in the following sections
we shall always deal with flattened EN P systems.
The proofs in this paper will be based on random access machines [7, 5]. We
define the specific variant we will employ:
Definition 2 (RAM). A random access machine consists of an infinite number
of registers (ri : i ∈ N) having values in N, initially set to zero, and a finite
sequence of instructions injectively labelled by elements ℓ ∈ N. The instructions
are of the following types:
– assignment of a constant k ∈ N: “ℓ : ri := k” (ri is assigned a constant value)
– copying a register: “ℓ : ri := rj ” (ri is assigned the content of a fixed register)
– indirect addressing: “ℓ : ri := rrj ” (ri is assigned the content of a register
whose number is given by a fixed register)
1

The “1” is preﬁxed to the input string x in order to keep the leading zeroes.
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arithmetic operations, with • ∈ {+, −, ×, ÷}: “ℓ : ri := rj • rk ”
conditional jump, with ℓ1 , ℓ2 ∈ N: “ℓ : if ri 6= 0 then ℓ1 else ℓ2 ”
halt and accept: “ℓ : accept”
halt and reject: “ℓ : reject”.

The labels of the instructions will sometimes be left implicit.
We assume, without loss of generality, that it is never the case that a register or a label are mentioned multiple times in the same instruction (e.g.,
in “ℓ : ri := rj • rk ” we assume i 6= j, j 6= k, and i 6= k).
Since RAMs operate on natural numbers, we only allow non-negative subtraction, i.e., x − y = 0 when y > x.
Definition 3. Let L ⊆ {0, 1}⋆ be a language, and let M be a RAM. We say
that M decides L in polynomial time iff, for all x ∈ {0, 1}⋆ , when the integer having binary representation 1x is loaded into a specified input register, the
machine M behaves as follows:
– if x ∈ L, then M reaches an “accept” instruction
– if x ∈
/ L, then M reaches a “reject” instruction
within a number of steps bounded by O(|x|k ) for some k ∈ N.
In the rest of this paper we will denote the class of random access machines
using the set of basic operations X ⊆ {+, −, ×, ÷} by RAM(X), and the class of
all-parallel EN P systems whose production functions can be expressed in terms
of X by ENP(X). In particular, we are interested in all-parallel EN P systems
having linear production functions, ENP(+, −), and those with production functions consisting of polynomials augmented by integer division, ENP(+, −, ×, ÷).
We shall also employ the following notation for complexity classes:
Definition 4. Let D be one of the classes of computing devices described above.
Then, by P-D we denote the class of decision problems solvable in polynomial
time by devices of type D.
The computational power of polynomial-time RAMs is strictly dependent on
the set of basic operations that can be computed in a single time step. When
only addition and subtraction are available, then polynomial-time RAMs are
equivalent to polynomial-time Turing machines [4].
Proposition 1. P-RAM(+, −) = P.

⊓
⊔

On the other hand, multiplication and division considerably increase the
efficiency of polynomial-time RAMs [1]:
Proposition 2. P-RAM(+, −, ×, ÷) = PSPACE.

⊓
⊔
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e := y
z := 1
while e > 0 do
{xe × z = xy }
p := 1
p′ := 2
a := x
a′ := x × x
while p′ ≤ e do
p := p′
p′ := p′ + p′
a := a′
a′ := a′ × a′
end
{e − p ≤ e/2}
e := e − p
z := z × a
end
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Fig. 1. Polynomial-time exponentiation algorithm by repeated squaring.

3

Avoiding Indirect Addressing

In this section we recall how indirect addressing may be eliminated from random
access machines by encoding any number of registers as a single large integer.
The resulting machine only needs a constant number of registers and, when the
original machine runs in polynomial time, the slowdown is only polynomial.
In order to eliminate indirect addressing we employ multiplication, integer
division and exponentiation. The first two operations, which are built-in on
a RAM(+, −, ×, ÷), can be computed in quadratic time by a RAM(+, −) using
repeated doubling.
Proposition 3. The product x × y and the quotient x ÷ y can be computed
in O (log y)2 time and O (log x)2 ) time respectively by a RAM(+, −) using a
constant number of auxiliary registers.
⊓
⊔
Exponentiation can be also computed in polynomial time, using a repeated
squaring algorithm, both by a RAM(+, −) and a RAM(+, −, ×, ÷).

Proposition 4. The exponential xy can be computed in O (log y)2 time by
a RAM(+, −, ×) and in O (y log y log x)2 time by a RAM(+, −) using a constant number of auxiliary registers.
Proof. The algorithm of Fig. 1 computes z := xy by repeated squaring.
The outermost loop maintains the invariant xe × z = xy , and the innermost
loop computes the largest power 2i less than or equal to e, which is then subtracted from e, thus reducing the value of this register by half or more (hence,
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i

eventually, to 0); the product of the values x2 is accumulated into z. In other
words, the algorithm computes the value xy as
m

m−1

m

+ym−1 2m−1 +···+y1 21 +y0 20

xy = xym 2 × xym−1 2
= xym 2

1

× · · · × xy1 2 × xy0 2

0

where ym ym−1 · · · y1 y0 is the binary expansion of y.
Each line of the algorithm
is performed by a RAM(+, −, ×) in constant time,

for a total of O (log y)2 time. On a RAM(+, −), the product of line 8 is com
2
y 2
puted in O (log
x)
time,
and
the
products
of
lines
13
and
17
in
O
(log
x
)
=

2
y
O (y log x) time, since a reaches the value x in the worst
case (i.e., when y

is a power of 2). The total time is thus O (y log y log x)2 .
⊓
⊔
An arbitrary random access machine never uses more registers than time
steps; however, in principle, the largest register index employed can be exponential on a RAM(+, −), or even doubly exponential on a RAM(+, −, ×, ÷). The
following proposition [5] obviates the problem.
Proposition 5. Let M be a RAM with addition, subtraction and possibly multiplication and division, working in time t(n). Then
there exists a RAM with the

same basic operations working in time O t(n)2 , having the same output as M ,
and using only its first O t(n) registers.
⊓
⊔
The three Propositions 3, 4, and 5 allow us to simulate indirect addressing
from polynomial-time RAMs with a polynomial slowdown.
Proposition 6. Let M1 be a RAM(+, −) (respectively, a RAM(+, −, ×, ÷))
working in polynomial time O(nk ). Then, there exists a RAM(+, −) (resp.,

a RAM(+, −, ×, ÷)) M2 working O n8k (log n)2 time (resp., O n2k (log n)2 )
and computing the same result as M1 without using indirect addressing.
Proof. Since M1 works in polynomial time, by Proposition 5 there exists another
RAM M1′ with the same output as M1 , working in polynomial time t = c1 n2k +c0
and using at most the first m = d1 nk + d0 registers (for some c0 , c1 , d0 , d1 ∈ N).
The machine M2 simulates M1′ as follows. All the registers (r0 , . . . , rm−1 )
of M1′ are stored in a single register r of M2 as a base-b number:
r = bm−1 rm−1 + bm−2 rm−2 + · · · + b1 r1 + b0 r0 .
The base b is one more than the largest number that can ever be stored in a
register by M1′ , which can be computed as follows:
– If M1′ is a RAM(+, −), the most expensive instruction (in terms of magnitude
of the values of the registers) is “x := x + x”, where x is the input register.
After t steps, the value of any register is thus bounded by 2t x, and we choose
b = 2t x + 1.
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– If M1′ is a RAM(+, −, ×, ÷), then the most expensive instruction is squaring,
t
i.e., “x := x × x”, leading to an upper bound of x2 after t steps. In this case,
2t
we choose b = x + 1.
Notice that r has an upper bound of bm+1 .
The machine M2 first computes the length n = O(log x) of the input (contained in the register x) as follows:
1
2
3
4
5
6

y := x
n := 0
while y 6= 0 do
y := y ÷ 2
n := n + 1
end


This requires O(log x) steps on a RAM(+, −, ×, ÷), and O (log x)3 steps on
a RAM(+, −), due to the cost of the division of line 4.
M2 then computes the number of steps t of M1′ to be simulated:
7

t := c1 n2k + c0

Line 7 can be executed in O(1) time by a RAM(+, −, ×, ÷), since k, c0, and c1
are constants; on a RAM(+, −) the time is O (log n)2 = O (log log x)2 . Notice
that evaluating such complex expressions only requires a constant number of
auxiliary registers.
The base b described above is then computed. For a RAM(+, −) the calculation is
8

b := 2t x + 1



which executes in O (t log t)2 + (log x)2 = O (n2k log n)2 time.
For a RAM(+, −, ×, ÷) the calculation is
t

8

b := x2 + 1

which executes in O(t2 ) = O(n4k ) time.
The last phase of the initialisation of M2 sets up register r, which initially
contains only x in its 0-th position:
9

r := x

Every time a register of M1′ , say ri (with i a constant), has to be read, its value
can be extracted from the register of r of M2 and stored in an auxiliary register,
say y, as follows:
y := (r ÷ bi ) mod b
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where a mod b = a − (a ÷ b × b). This requires



O (log b)2 + (log r)2 = O (log b)2 + (log bm+1 )2 = O (log bm+1 )2


= O (m log b)2 = O ((d1 nk + d0 ) log(2t x + 1))2

= O (nk (t + log x))2 = O(n6k )
time on a RAM(+, −), and O(1) time on a RAM(+, −, ×, ÷).
If indirect access is needed, that is, we read ri where i < m is not a constant,
then the computation time becomes


O (i log i log b)2 + (log r)2 = O (m log m log b)2 + (m log b)2


= O (m log m log b)2 = O (nk log n log b)2

= O (nk log n · (t + log x))2


= O (nk log n · n2k )2 = O (n3k log n)2

= O n6k (log n)2
on a RAM(+, −), and



O (log i)2 = O (log m)2 = O (log n)2
on a RAM(+, −, ×, ÷). Hence, reading a register of M1′ (and, in particular,
indirect addressing) can be simulated in polynomial time both on a RAM(+, −)
and on a RAM(+, −, ×, ÷).
The operation of writing the value of a register y of M2 into a simulated
register ri of M1′ is similar:
1
2

z := (r ÷ bi ) mod b
r := r − (z × bi ) + (y × bi )

and has the same asymptotical time complexity as above (keeping in mind that i
is a constant in this case).
We can now finally describe how the instructions of M1′ are simulated by M2 .
– Assignment of a constant “ri := c”
z := (r ÷ bi ) mod b
r := r − (z × bi ) + (c × bi )
– Copying the value of a register “ri := rj ”
y := (r ÷ bj ) mod b
z := (r ÷ bi ) mod b
r := r − (z × bi ) + (y × bi )
– Copying the value of a register through indirect addressing “ri := rrj ”
y := (r ÷ bj ) mod b
y ′ := (r ÷ by ) mod b
z := (r ÷ bi ) mod b
r := r − (z × bi ) + (y ′ × bi )
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– Arithmetical operations “ri := rj • rk ” with • ∈ {+, −} (for a RAM(+, −))
or • ∈ {+, −, ×, ÷} (for a RAM(+, −, ×, ÷))
y1 := (r ÷ bj ) mod b
y2 := (r ÷ bk ) mod b
y := y1 • y2
z := (r ÷ bi ) mod b
r := r − (z × bi ) + (y × bi )
– Conditional jump “if ri 6= 0 then ℓ1 else ℓ2 ”
y := (r ÷ bi ) mod b
if y 6= 0 then ℓ′1 else ℓ′2
where ℓ′1 (resp., ℓ′2 ) is the label of the first of the instructions of M2 simulating
the instruction ℓ1 (resp., ℓ2 ) of M1′ .
The discussion above
of M1′ requires at

 implies that simulating each instruction
6k
2
2
most O n (log n) for a RAM(+, −), and O (log n) for a RAM(+, −, ×, ÷).
Hence, the total number
of steps to complete the simulation is O n8k (log n)2

2k
2
and O n (log n) respectively.
⊓
⊔

4

Simulating RAMs without Indirect Addressing

We now prove that each RAM, whose instructions satisfy the mild constraints
we have imposed in the definition, and do not use indirect addressing, can be
simulated by an appropriate EN P system working in the all-parallel mode. The
simulation is efficient, in the sense that each RAM instruction is simulated in
just one step.
Theorem 1. Let M be a RAM that does not use indirect addressing. Then, for
each instruction of M there exists a set of programs for an all-parallel EN P
system Π that simulates it in one computation step.
Proof. We proceed by examining all possible cases. In what follows, z is a variable
whose value is always zero, variables ri , rj , rk represent registers of M (containing non negative integer values), and variables pℓ assume values in {0, 1} to
indicate the next instruction of M to be simulated.
RAM instructions of type “ℓ : ri := k” can be simulated by the following set
of all-parallel programs:
0ri + k + z|pℓ → 1|ri
pℓ → 1|pℓ+1
When pℓ = 0 the first program is not executed, while the second program zeroes pℓ (thus leaving its value unaltered) and gives a contribution of zero to
variable pℓ+1 , thus behaving as a nop (No OPeration). Hence no interference is
produced in the variables involved in the RAM instruction currently simulated.
On the other hand, if pℓ = 1 then the first program first zeroes ri and then
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assigns the value k to it, while the second program zeroes pℓ and sets pℓ+1 to 1,
thus pointing to the next instruction of M to be simulated.
Assignment instructions of type “ℓ : ri := rj ”, with j 6= i, can be simulated
using the following programs:
0ri + 2rj + z|pℓ → 1|ri + 1|rj
pℓ → 1|pℓ+1
As in the previous case, when pℓ = 0 the first program is not active while the
second one operates like a nop. When pℓ = 1, instead, the first program first
zeroes both ri and rj and then assigns to them the old value of rj ; the second
program, as before, passes the control to instruction ℓ+1. Albeit in our definition
of RAMs we have avoided the case when j = i, here we just observe that we can
also easily deal with it: we simply remove the first program, since in this case it
always operates like a nop.
Arithmetic instructions of type “ℓ : ri := rj • rk ”, with • ∈ {+, −, ×, ÷}
and i 6= j, j 6= k, and i 6= k, can be simulated as follows:
0ri + rj • rk + z|pℓ → 1|ri
rj + z|pℓ → 1|rj
rk + z|pℓ → 1|rk
pℓ → 1|pℓ+1

(2)
(3)

When pℓ = 0 the first three programs are not executed, while the last program
behaves as a nop. On the other hand, if pℓ = 1 then the first program first zeroes
variables ri , rj and rk , and then it assigns to ri the result of the operation rj •rk ,
using the old values of rj and rk . Programs (2) and (3) are used to preserve the
old values of variables rj and rk , whereas the last program passes the control to
instruction ℓ + 1.
Finally, instructions of type “ℓ : if ri 6= 0 then ℓ1 else ℓ2 ”, with ℓ 6= ℓ1 , ℓ 6= ℓ2 ,
and ℓ1 6= ℓ2 , can be simulated by the following programs:
pℓ → 1|pℓ1
ri − 1|pℓ → 1|pℓ1
ri + 1|pℓ → 1|pℓ2

(4)
(5)

in which we assume ri 6= 0 and correct if this is not the case. Note, in particular,
that programs (4) and (5) are active if and only if pℓ = 1 and ri = 0. So,
when pℓ = 0 only the first program is executed, behaving as a nop. When pℓ = 1
and ri > 0, the first program passes the control to instruction ℓ1 whereas the
other two programs are not executed. Finally, when pℓ = 1 and ri = 0 the first
program zeroes pℓ and (incorrectly) sets pℓ1 to 1. This time, however, also the
other two programs are executed: after resetting once again the value of ri to 0,
program (4) gives a contribution of −1 to pℓ1 , so that its final value will be zero,
whereas program (5) sets pℓ2 to 1, indicating the next instruction of M to be
simulated.
⊓
⊔
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Simulating all-parallel EN P Systems with RAMs

Having proved that all-parallel EN P systems are able to simulate efficiently
random access machines using the same arithmetic operations, we now turn our
attention to the converse simulation. Without loss of generality, we assume that
the all-parallel EN P systems being simulated have a single membrane [6].
Since the production functions of EN P systems may evaluate to negative
numbers, even if the variables themselves are always non-negative, it is convenient to employ RAMs with registers holding values in Z. This poses no restriction, since signed integers may be simulated with a constant-time slowdown by
RAMs using non-negative numbers, for instance by storing them with a signand-modulus representation.
Proposition 7. Let Π be an ENP(+, −) (respectively, an ENP(+, −, ×, ÷))
working in all-parallel mode and polynomial time t(n) ≤ c1 nk + c0 . Then, there
exists a RAM(+, −) (respectively,
a RAM(+, −, ×,÷)) M computing the same

output as Π in time O t(n)3 (respectively, O t(n) ).
Proof. Let x1 , . . . , xm be the variables of Π. The machine M stores the values
of these variables in registers that we will denote with the same names, and
will have the same value in the initial configuration, including the input variable
of Π. Let p1 , . . . , ph be the programs of Π.
Before describing the simulation proper, let us compute the maximum value
of a variable of Π. If Π is an ENP(+, −), then the rules have one of the following
forms:
ai1 xi1 ± · · · ± aik xik ± a → b1 |x1 + · · · + bm |xm
ai1 xi1 ± · · · ± aik xik ± a|e → b1 |x1 + · · · + bm |xm
for some constants a, ai1 , . . . , aik , b1 , . . . , bm ∈ N. The following program, with
some constant a ∈ N, produces the maximum increase in the variable x, which
we assume to be the input variable:
(6)

ax → 1|x

After t = c1 nk + c0 computation steps, the value of x reaches its maximum at x.
(Naturally, a program such as (6) is not admissible in a halting EN P system;
that program is considered here only in order to provide an upper bound to the
value of the variables of Π.)
On the other hand, if Π is an ENP(+, −, ×, ÷), the program that maximises
the value of x is
xa → 1|x
t

for some a ∈ N. In this case, after t steps the value of x reaches xa . These
upper bounds to the values of the variables of Π will be used later in order to
determine the time required by M in order to simulate the EN P system.
The following is an overview of the simulation of Π:
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repeat
save the current values of the variables
compute the variations due to p1 (if applicable)
..
.
compute the variations due to ph (if applicable)
compute the new values of the variables
until a final configuration is reached
if Π accepted then
accept
else
reject
end
At the beginning of each simulated step, the current values of the variables are
copied:
x′1 := x1
..
.
x′m := xm
In the variables ∆1 , . . . , ∆m , initially zero, we accumulate the contributions to
x1 , . . . , xm given by the programs of Π during the current step:
∆1 := 0
..
.
∆m := 0
Each program pi of the form f (xi1 , . . . , xik ) → a1 |x1 + · · · + am |xm is simulated
as follows:
f := f (xi1 , . . . , xik )
x′i1 := 0
..
.
x′ik := 0
u := f ÷ (a1 + · · · + am )
∆1 := ∆1 + a1 u
..
.
∆m := ∆m + am u
First, the value of the production function is computed. This requires O(1) time,
since by construction Π and M admit the same basic arithmetic operations.
Then, the copies of the variables occurring on the left-hand side of the program
are zeroed.
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The unit u to be distributed according to the repartition protocol is then computed. Here the
in O(1) time if M is a RAM(+, −, ×, ÷),
 division is performed

but O (log f )2 = O (log(at x))2 = O(t2 ) = O(n2k ) if it is a RAM(+, −).
Finally, the contributions to the variables of Π are updated according to the
repartition protocol. This only requires O(1) times, as a1 , . . . , am are constants.
Programs pi of the form f (xi1 , . . . , xik )|e → a1 |x1 +· · ·+am |xm are simulated
analogously, only with an extra test in order to ensure that the value of the
enzyme is larger than the minimum of the variables.
if e > xi1 or e > xi1 or · · · or e > xik then
f := f (xi1 , . . . , xik )
x′i1 := 0
..
.
x′ik := 0
u := f ÷ (a1 + · · · + am )
∆1 := ∆1 + a1 u
..
.
∆m := ∆m + am u
end
The time required is again O(1) if Π is an ENP(+, −, ×, ÷) and O(n2k ) if it is
an ENP(+, −).
After all programs have been examined (and applied, when possible), we
can check whether a final configuration is reached: this occurs when, for each
variable xi , we have xi = x′i + ∆i , i.e., when the old value xi equals the (possibly
zeroed) value increased by the sum of the contributions it received in the current
simulated step. If this is not the case, then the values of the variables are updated:
x1 := x′1 + ∆1
..
.
xm := x′m + ∆m
and the next step of Π is simulated.
When a final configuration is actually reached, the machine M checks the
value of the accept variable of Π and provides the same result:
if accept = 1 then
accept
else
reject
end
The total time required in order to perform the simulation of Π is O(n3k ) for
an ENP(+, −), and O(nk ) for an ENP(+, −, ×, ÷).
⊓
⊔
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We can now state our main result, summarising the computational efficiency
of EN P systems using arithmetic operations.
Theorem 2. The following complexity classes coincide:
P-ENP(+, −) = P-RAM(+, −) = P
P-ENP(+, −, ×, ÷) = P-RAM(+, −, ×, ÷) = PSPACE
Furthermore, the inclusion P-ENP(+, −, ×) ⊆ P-RAM(+, −, ×) holds.

6

⊓
⊔

Conclusions

We have analysed the computational efficiency of all-parallel EN P systems
and their relationships with more traditional computing devices such as RAMs
and Turing machines. We have showed some efficient simulations of all-parallel
EN P systems by RAMs and vice versa, when the same basic arithmetic operations are used.
Hence we found that, by using only addition and subtraction, EN P systems
working in polynomial time and all-parallel mode characterise the complexity
class P, whereas by also allowing multiplication and integer division we obtain
a characterisation of PSPACE.
Establishing the precise efficiency of all-parallel EN P systems (as well as
random access machines) with addition, subtraction and multiplication is still
an open problem. The possibility to extend the results exposed in this paper to
EN P systems working in the sequential or in the one-parallel mode, as well as
to numerical P systems not using the enzyme control, is also open.
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Abstract. In natural processes, the events represented by communication rules in membrane computing are taken place in the vicinity
of membranes. Looking at regions as multisets, partial approximation
spaces generalized for multisets give a plausible opportunity to model
membrane boundaries in an abstract way. Thus, motivated by natural
phenomena, the abstract notion of “to be close enough to a membrane”
can be built in membrane computing.

Keywords: Membrane computing, multiset theory, partial approximation of
multisets.

1

Introduction

Membrane computing invented by Păun [15–17] is motivated by biological and
chemical processes. Membranes delimit regions for which a set of rules is given.
Evolution rules model reactions inside regions (e.g., like chemical processes work),
whereas communication rules model movements of objects through membranes
(e.g., like biological processes work).
In natural processes, however, the events represented by communication rules
are taken place in the vicinity of a membrane. In membrane computing, there
are some attempts to interpret membrane boundary based on space perception
[1, 3]. In regions, however, there is no precise information about the nature of
the space of objects or their positions in general [4].
In [11], an abstract, not necessarily space–like, membrane boundary was proposed. Accordingly, looking at regions as multisets, partial approximation spaces
generalized for multisets give a plausible opportunity to model the abstract concept of “to be close enough to a membrane”.
The paper, with the help of examples, undertakes to show what happens when
the executions of communication rules are constrained to membrane boundaries
defined in an abstract way. Having outlined the fundamental notions of partial
multiset approximation spaces in Section 2, Section 3 and 4 present its application to membrane computing and the examples indicated before.
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General Multiset Approximation Spaces

Set approximations were invented by Pawlak [13, 14]. There are many different
generalizations of Pawlakian rough set theory, among others, for multisets relying on equivalence or general multirelations [6, 8]. Partial nature of real–life
problems, however, requires working out partial approximation schemes. Such a
scheme for multiset first was proposed in [10, 11] in connection with membrane
computing introduced by Păun [15–17]. In this section, the most important features of partial multiset approximation spaces are summarized (based on [11]).
2.1

Set-Theoretical Relations and Operations for Multisets

Let U be a finite nonempty set. A multiset M , or mset M for short, over U is
a mapping M : U → N ∪ {∞}, where N is the set of natural numbers. The set
M ∗ = {a ∈ U | M (a) 6= 0} is called the support of M . M is finite if M (a) < ∞
for all a ∈ M ∗ . The mset M over U is the empty mset, denoted by ∅ if M ∗ = ∅.
Let MS(U ) denote the set of all msets over U .
A set M of finite msets over U is called a macroset M over U [9]. We define
the following two fundamental macrosets: MS n (U ) (n ∈ N), theSset of all msets
∞
M over U such that M (a) ≤ n for all a ∈ U , and MS <∞ (U ) = n=0 MS n (U ).
The basic set–theoretical relations can be generalized for msets as follows.
Definition 1 ([11]). Let M , M1 , M2 be msets over U .
1. Multiplicity relation for an mset M over U is:
a ∈ M (a ∈ U ) if M (a) ≥ 1.
2. Let n ∈ N>0 be a positive integer. n–times multiplicity relation for an mset
M over U is: a ∈n M (a ∈ U ) if M (a) = n.
3. M1 = M2 if M1 (a) = M2 (a) for all a ∈ U (mset equality relation).
4. M1 ⊑ M2 if M1 (a) ≤ M2 (a) for all a ∈ U (mset inclusion relation).
The next definitions give the generalizations for msets of the basic set–
theoretical operations.
Definition 2 ([11]). Let M, M1 , M2 ∈ MS(U ) be msets over U and M ⊆
MS(U ) be a set of msets over U .
(M
d 1 ⊓ M2 )(a) = min{M1 (a), M2 (a)} for all a ∈ U ( intersection).
( M)(a) = min{M (a) | M ∈ M} for all a ∈ U .
(M
F 1 ⊔ M2 )(a) = max{M1 (a), M2 (a)} for all a ∈ U ( set–type union).
F
( M)(a) = sup{M (a) | M ∈ M} for all a ∈ U . By definition, ∅ = ∅.
(M1 ⊕ M2 )(a) = M1 (a) + M2 (a) for all a ∈ U ( mset addition).
For any n ∈ N, n-times addition of M , denoted by ⊕n M , is given by the
following inductive definition:
(a) ⊕0 M = ∅;
(b) ⊕1 M = M ;
(c) ⊕n+1 M = ⊕n M ⊕ M .
7. (M1 ⊖ M2 )(a) = max{M1 (a) − M2 (a), 0} for all a ∈ U ( mset subtraction).

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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By the n-times addition, the n-times inclusion relation (⊑n ) can be defined.
Definition 3. Let M1 6= ∅, M2 be two msets over U .
For any n ∈ N, M1 ⊑n M2 if ⊕n M1 ⊑ M2 but ⊕n+1 M1 6⊑ M2 .
Corollary 1. Let M1 6= ∅, M2 be two msets over U .
Then for all n ∈ N, M1 ⊑n M2 if and only if nM1 (a) ≤ M2 (a) for all a ∈ U
and there is an a′ ∈ U such that (n + 1)M1 (a′ ) > M2 (a′ ).
Note that U hMS(U ), ⊔, ⊓i is a complete lattice [2, 5, 7], and hMS(U ), ⊑i
is a partially ordered set in which M1 ⊑ M2 if and only if M1 ⊔ M2 = M2 , or
equivalently, M1 ⊓ M2 = M1 (M1 , M2 ∈ MS(U )).
In addition, hMS <∞ (U ), ⊔, ⊓i is the sublattice of hMS(U ), ⊔, ⊓i. However,
hMS <∞ (U ), ⊔, ⊓i is not a complete lattice because of it lacks a top element.
For more details, see [12].
2.2

General Multiset Approximation Spaces

A general mset approximation space has four basic components:
– a set of msets as the domain of the space whose members are approximated;
– some distinguished msets of the domain as the basis of approximations;
– definable msets which are derived from base msets in some way and candidates for possible approximations of members of the domain;
– an approximation pair determines the lower and upper approximations of
members of the domain relying on definable msets.
Definition 4 ([11]). The ordered 5–tuple MAS(U ) = hMS <∞ (U ), B, DB , l, ui
is a (general) mset approximation space over U with the domain MS <∞ (U ) if
1. B ⊆ MS <∞ (U ) and if B ∈ B, then B 6= ∅ (in notation B = {Bγ | γ ∈ Γ }
where Γ is an arbitrary non–empty set of indexes);
B is called the base system, its members are called the base msets;
2. DB ⊆ MS <∞ (U ) is an extension of B satisfying the following minimal
requirement: if B ∈ B, then ⊕n B ∈ DB for all n ∈ N; members in DB are
called definable msets;
3. the functions l, u : MS <∞ (U ) → MS <∞ (U ) (called lower and upper approximations) form a weak approximation pair hl, ui if
(C0) l(MS <∞ (U )), u(MS <∞ (U )) ⊆ DB ( definability of l, u);3
(C1) the functions l and u are monotone, i.e., for all M1 , M2 ∈ MS <∞ (U ) if
M1 ⊑ M2 , then l(M1 ) ⊑ l(M2 ), u(M1 ) ⊑ u(M2 ) ( monotonicity of l, u);
(C2) u(∅) = ∅ ( normality of u);
(C3) if M ∈ MS <∞ (U ), then l(M ) ⊑ u(M ) ( weak approximation property).
Corollary 2. l(∅) = ∅ ( normality of l).
3

l(MS <∞ (U )), and u(MS <∞ (U )) denote the range of the functions l and u.
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MAS(U ) is total, if for any M ∈ MS <∞ (U ) there is a definable mset D ∈ DB
such that M ⊑ D, it is partial otherwise.
It is reasonable to assume that the base msets and their n-times additions
are exactly approximated from “lower side”. In certain cases, it is also required
of definable msets.
Definition 5. A weak approximation pair hl, ui is
(C4) granular if B ∈ B, then l(⊕n B) = ⊕n B (n ∈ N) (in other words, l is
granular);
(C5) standard if D ∈ DB , then l(D) = D (in other words, l is standard).
An important question is how lower and upper approximations relate to the
approximated mset.
Definition 6. A weak approximation pair hl, ui is
(C6) lower semi–strong if l(M ) ⊑ M (M ∈ MS <∞ (U )) (l is contractive);
(C7) upper semi–strong if M ⊑ u(M ) (M ∈ MS <∞ (U )) (u is extensive);
(C8) strong if it is lower and upper semi–strong simultaneously, i.e., each subset
M ∈ MS <∞ (U ) is bounded by l(M ) and u(M ): l(M ) ⊑ M ⊑ u(M ).
Definition 7. The general mset approximation space MAS(U ) is a weak/granular/standard/lower semi-strong/upper semi-strong/strong mset approximation
space, if the approximation pair hl, ui is weak/granular/standard/lower semistrong/upper semi-strong/strong, respectively.
2.3

Generalized Pawlakian Multiset Approximation Spaces

It is a natural assumption that DB is obtained (derived) from B by some sorts
of transformations, for the most important cases, see [11]. In order to build a
generalized Pawlakian mset approximation space, first, we define DB as follows.
Definition 8 ([11]). MAS(U ) is a strictly set–union type mset approximation
space if DB is given by the following inductive definition:
1. ∅ ∈ DB ;
2. B ⊆ DB ;
F
3. if B⊕ = {⊕n B | B ∈ B, n = 1, 2, . . . } and B′ ⊆ B⊕ , then B′ ∈ DB .
The next proposition summarizes the most important features of strictly
set–union type mset approximation spaces.
Proposition 1 ([12]). Let MAS(U ) = hMS <∞ (U ), B, DB , l, ui be a strictly
set–union type mset approximation space over U .
1. For any definable set D ∈ DB ,
G
D = {⊕n B ∈ B⊕ | n ∈ N>0 , B ∈ B, B ⊑n D}.
2. If MAS(U ) is also granular and lower semi–strong, for any M ∈ MS <∞ (U ),
G
l(M ) = {⊕n B ∈ B⊕ | n ∈ N>0 , B ∈ B, B ⊑n M }.
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Next, the Pawlakian approximation pair for msets is generalized in strictly
set–union type mset approximation spaces.
Definition 9 ([11]). Let MAS(U ) = hMS <∞ (U ), B, DB , l, ui be a strictly set–
union type mset approximation space.
The functions l, u : MS <∞ (U ) → MS <∞ (U ) are a (generalized) Pawlakian
mset approximation pair hl, ui if for any mset M ∈ MS <∞ (U )
F
1. l(M ) = {⊕n B | n ∈ N>0 , B ∈ B and B ⊑n M },
F
2. b(M ) = {⊕n B | B ∈ B, B 6⊑ M, B ⊓ M 6= ∅ and B ⊓ M ⊑n M },
3. u(M ) = l(M ) ⊔ b(M ),
where the function b gives the Pawlakian boundary of the mset M .
It is easy to check by Definition 9 that when MAS(U ) is a strictly set–
union type mset approximation space with a Pawlakian mset approximation
pair, MAS(U ) is a lower semi–strong mset approximation space, and l is granular. In other words, MAS(U ) fulfills the conditions (C0)–(C3), (C4), (C6).
Definition 10. A strictly set–union type approximation space with a Pawlakian
mset approximation pair is called a Pawlakian mset approximation space.

3

Applications in Membrane Computing

Definition 11. A membrane structure µ of degree m (m ≥ 1) is a rooted tree
with m nodes identified with the integers 1, . . . , m.
A membrane structure µ of degree m (m ≥ 1) can be represented by the set
Rµ ⊆ {1, . . . , m} × {1, . . . , m}. hi, ji ∈ Rµ means that there is an edge from i
(parent) to j (child) of the tree µ which is formulated by parent(j) = i.
Definition 12. Let µ be a membrane structure with m nodes and V be a finite
alphabet. The tuple
Π = hV, µ, w1 , w2 , . . . , wm , R1 , R2 , . . . , Rm i
is a P system if
1. wi ∈ MS <∞ (V ) for i = 1, 2, . . . , m;
2. Ri is a finite set of rules for i = 1, 2, . . . , m such that if r ∈ Ri , its form is
one of the following:
(a) symport rules: hu, ini, hu, outi, where u 6= λ and there is an mset M ∈
MS <∞ (V ) such that u represents M ;
(b) antiport rule: hu, in; v, outi, where u 6= λ, v 6= λ and there are msets
M1 , M2 ∈ MS <∞ (V ) such that u, v represent M1 , M2 , respectively.
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If the P system Π = hV, µ, w1 , w2 , . . . , wm , R1 , R2 , . . . , Rm i is given, let
MAS(Π) = hMS <∞ (V ), B, DB , l, ui be a strictly set–union type mset approximation space with a generalized Pawlakian approximation pair hl, ui. MAS(Π)
is called a joint membrane approximation space.
Having given a membrane system Π and its joint membrane approximation
space MAS(Π), we can define the boundaries of the regions w1 , w2 , . . . , wm as
msets with the help of approximative functions l, u, b specified in Definition 9.4
Definition 13 ([11]). Let Π = hV, µ, w1 , w2 , . . . , wm , R1 , R2 , . . . , Rm i be a P
system and MAS(Π) = hMS <∞ (V ), B, DB , l, ui be its joint membrane approximation space. 
If B ∈ B and i = 1, 2, . . . , m, let
 0, if B ⊑ wi or B ⊓ wi = ∅;
N (B, i) = n, if i = 1 and B ⊓ w1 ⊑n w1 ;

min{k, n | B ⊓ wi ⊑k wi , and B ⊖ wi ⊑n wparent(i) }, otherwise.
Then, for i = 1,
F . . . , m,
bnd(wi ) = {⊕N (B,i) B | B ∈ B}; bndout (wi ) = bnd(wi ) ⊖ wi ;
bndin (wi ) = bnd(wi ) ⊖ bndout (wi ).
The functions bnd, bndout , bndin give membrane boundaries, outside and inside
membrane boundaries, respectively.
The general notion of boundaries given in Definition 9 cannot be used here,
because membrane boundaries have to follow the given membrane structure
µ. The lower approximations l(wi ) (i = 1, . . . , m) obey the membrane structure. The upper approximation u(w1 ) and the Pawlakian boundaries b(w1 ) are
wholly within the environment of the membrane structure. However, the upper
approximation u(wi ), therefore the Pawlakian boundary b(wi ) (i = 2, . . . , m) do
not obey the membrane structure in general. Thus, the Pawlakian boundaries
have to be adjusted to the membrane structure by the function bnd. Of course,
b(w1 ) = bnd(w1 ), but b(wi ) 6= bnd(wi ) (i = 2, . . . , m) in general. Moreover,
membrane boundaries bnd(wi ) (i = 1, . . . , m) are split into two parts, inside and
outside membrane boundaries.
Using membrane boundaries, the following constraints for rule executions are
prescribed: a rule r ∈ Ri of a membrane i (i = 1, . . . , m) has to work only in the
membrane boundary of its region. More precisely,
– a symport rule of the form hu, ini is executed only in the case when
u ⊑ bndout (wi );
– a symport rule of the form hu, outi is executed only in the case when
u ⊑ bndin (wi );
– an antiport rule of the form hu, in; v, outi is executed only in the case when
u ⊑ bndout (wi ) and v ⊑ bndin (wi ).
It can be shown that the membrane computation actually works in the membrane boundaries, see [11], Theorem 1.
4

We are speaking about the boundaries of regions but, to tell the truth, these boundaries are the boundaries of msets of different regions.
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An Illustrative Example

In this section, we follow the customary representations of msets. Accordingly,
if an mset M is finite, it is represented by all permutations of the string w:
(
M (ak )
M (ak1 ) M (ak2 )
. . . akl l , if M is nonempty;
ak2
w = ak1
λ,
otherwise;
where M ∗ = {ak1 , ak2 , . . . , akl } ⊆ U and λ is the empty string.
As usual, with a slight abuse of terminology, simply “the mset w” is said
instead of “the mset M represented by the string w and all of its permutations”.
Moreover, any permutation of the string w can also represent M .
4.1

Giving the P system and its Joint Membrane Approximation
Space

Let the P system be Π = hU, µ, w1 , Ri, where
–
–
–
–

U = {a, b, c, d, e, f } is a finite alphabet;
µ is a membrane structure of degree 1;
the region w1 is represented by the multiset w1 = ab11 c3 d9 e;
R = {hac; outi, hb6 d6 ; outi, hd3 e; outi} is the set of communication rules.

Let the joint membrane approximation space of Π be a strictly set–union
type mset approximation space with a generalized Pawlakian approximation
pair. That is let MAS(Π) = hMS <∞ (U ), B, DB , l, ui, where
– MS <∞ (U ) is the domain of MAS(Π);
– B = {a2 b, abcdef, ac, b3 cd2 , b3 d2 , b3 d2 f, c, e3 , f 2 , f 4 } is the base system;
– DB is the set of definable sets such that
• ∅ ∈ DB ;
• B⊕ = {a2 b, a4 b2 , a6 b3 , . . . , abcdef, a2 b2 c2 d2 e2 f 2 , a3 b3 c3 d2 e3 f 3 , . . . ,
ac, a2 c2 , a3 c3 , . . . , b3 cd2 , b6 c2 d4 , b9 c3 d6 , . . . , b3 d2 , b6 d4 , b9 d6 , . . . ,
b3 d2 f, b6 d4 f 2 , b9 d6 f 3 , . . . , c, c2 , c3 . . . , e3 , e6 , e9 , F
...,
f 2 , f 4 , f 6 , . . . , f 8 , f 12 }, and for any B′ ⊆ B⊕ , B′ ∈ DB ;
• DB does not have any other member;
– hl, ui is a Pawlakian mset approximation pair.
Throughout the computation processes, we utilize the fact that M1 ⊑n M2
if and only if ⊕n M1 ⊑1 M2 (M1 , M2 ∈ MS <∞ (U ), n ∈ N>0 ).
4.2

Computing the Pawlakian Lower- and Upper Approximations
and the Boundary

Computation of l(w1 )

By Definition 9,

l(w1 ) = l(ab11 c3 d9 e) =

G

{⊕n B | n ∈ N>0 , B ∈ B and B ⊑n ab11 c3 d9 e}.
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The computation process of l(w1 ) can be tracked by Table 1.5 The result is:
l(w1 ) = ⊕1 ac ⊔ ⊕3 b3 cd2 ⊔ ⊕3 b3 d2 ⊔ ⊕3 c
= ac ⊔ b9 c3 d6 ⊔ b9 d6 ⊔ c3
= ab9 c3 d6
Computation of b(w1 ) By Definition 9,
b(w1 ) = b(ab11 c3 d9 ) =

G

{⊕n B | B ∈ B, B 6⊑ ab11 c3 d9 , B ⊓ ab11 c3 d9 6= ∅

and B ⊓ ab11 c3 d9 ⊑n ab11 c3 d9 }.
The computation process of b(w1 ) can be tracked by Table 2. The result is:
b(w1 ) = ⊕1 a2 b ⊔ ⊕1 abcdef ⊔ ⊕3 b3 d2 f ⊔ ⊕1 e3
= a2 b ⊔ abcdef ⊔ b9 d6 f 3 ⊔ e3 = a2 b9 cd6 e3 f 3
= a2 b9 cd6 e3 f 3
Computation of u(w1 ) By Definition 9, u(w1 ) = l(w1 ) ⊔ b(w1 ), and so
u(w1 ) = u(ab11 c3 d9 ) = l(ab11 c3 d9 ) ⊔ b(ab11 c3 d9 )
= ab9 c3 d6 ⊔ a2 b9 cd6 e3 f 3
= a2 b9 c3 d6 e3 f 3 .
Since u(w1 ) ∈ DB , by Proposition 1(1), u(w1 ) is decomposable, i.e., u(w1 )
can be formed as a set–type unions of base msets. Its computation can be tracked
by Table 3. The result is:
u(w1 ) = u(ab11 c3 d9 ) = a2 b9 c3 d6 e3 f 3
= a2 b ⊔ a2 b2 c2 d2 e2 f 2 ⊔ a2 c2 ⊔ b9 c3 d6 ⊔ b9 d6 ⊔ b9 d6 f 3 ⊔ e3 ⊔ f 2
= ⊕1 a2 b ⊔ ⊕2 abcdef ⊔ ⊕2 ac ⊔ ⊕3 b3 cd2 ⊔ ⊕3 b3 d2 ⊔ ⊕3 b3 d2 f ⊔ ⊕3 c
⊔ ⊕1 e3 ⊔ ⊕1 f 2
4.3

Computing (Inside/Outside) Membrane Boundaries

Computation of bnd(w1 ) The membrane boundary and the Pawlakian boundary are equal for the skin membrane, i.e., bnd(w1 ) = b(w1 ). Therefore,
bnd(w1 ) = b(w1 ) = a2 b9 cd6 e3 f 3 .
The Pawlakian boundary b(w1 ) = a2 b9 cd6 e3 f 3 was computed by Definition
9 with the help of Table 2. In order to check the equality bnd(w1 ) = b(w1 ), let
us compute bnd(w1 ) by Definition 13, too.
5

All tables are placed after the Section Acknowledgments.
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The numbers N (B, 1) (B ∈ B) (see Definition 13) can be determined as
follows:
N (a2 b, 1) = 1, because a2 b 6⊑ ab11 c3 d9 e, a2 b ⊓ ab11 c3 d9 e = ab 6= ∅,
and a2 b ⊓ ab11 c3 d9 e = ab ⊑1 ab11 c3 d9 e;
N (abcdef, 1) = 1, because abcdef 6⊑ ab11 c3 d9 e, abcdef ⊓ ab11 c3 d9 e = abcde 6= ∅,
and abcdef ⊓ ab11 c3 d9 e = abcde ⊑1 ab11 c3 d9 e;
N (ac, 1) = 0, because ac ⊑ ab11 c3 d9 e;
N (b3 cd2 , 1) = 0, because b3 cd2 ⊑ ab11 c3 d9 e;
N (b3 d2 , 1) = 0, because b3 d2 ⊑ ab11 c3 d9 e;
N (b3 d2 f, 1) = 3, because b3 d2 f ⊓ ab11 c3 d9 e = b3 d2 ⊑3 ab11 c3 d9 e;
N (c, 1) = 0, because c ⊑ ab11 c3 d9 e;
N (e3 , 1) = 1, because e3 6⊑ ab11 c3 d9 e, e3 ⊓ ab11 c3 d9 e = e 6= ∅,
and e3 ⊓ ab11 c3 d9 e = e ⊑1 ab11 c3 d9 e;
N (f 2 , 1) = 0, because f 2 6⊑ ab11 c3 d9 e, f 2 ⊓ ab11 c3 d9 e = ∅;
N (f 4 , 1) = 0, because f 4 6⊑ ab11 c3 d9 e, f 4 ⊓ ab11 c3 d9 e = ∅.

Hence, by Definition 13,
G
bnd(w1 ) = {⊕N (B,1) B | B ∈ {a2 b, abcdef, ac, b3 cd2 , b3 d2 , b3 d2 f, c, e3 , f 2 , f 4 }}
= ⊕1 a2 b ⊔ ⊕1 abcdef ⊔ ⊕0 ac ⊔ ⊕0 b3 cd2 ⊔ ⊕0 b3 d2 ⊔ ⊕3 b3 d2 f ⊔ ⊕0 c
⊔ ⊕1 e3 ⊔ ⊕0 f 2 ⊔ ⊕0 f 4
= a2 b ⊔ abcdef ⊔ ∅ ⊔ ∅ ⊔ ∅ ⊔ b9 d6 f 3 ⊔ ∅ ⊔ e3 ⊔ ∅ ⊔ ∅
= a2 b9 cd6 e3 f 3 .
Computation of bndout (w1 )

By Definition 13,

bndout (w1 ) = bnd(w1 ) ⊖ w1 = b(w1 ) ⊖ w1 ,
= bndout (ab11 c3 d9 e) = a2 b9 cd6 e3 f 3 ⊖ ab11 c3 d9 e = ae2 f 3 .
Computation of bndin (w1 ) By Definition 13,
bndin (w1 ) = bnd(w1 ) ⊖ bndout (w1 ) = b(w1 ) ⊖ bndout (w1 ),
= bndin (ab11 c3 d9 e) = a2 b9 cd6 e3 f 3 ⊖ ae2 f 3 = ab9 cd6 e.
The computation of inside/outside membrane boundaries can easily be carried out when the msets are represented in Parikh vector form:
1. in Table 4, the rows 2, 3, 5 contain Parikh representations of bnd(w1 ), w1 ,
and bndout (w1 ), respectively;
2. in Table 5, the rows 2, 3, 5 contain Parikh representations of bnd(w1 ),
bndout (w1 ), and bndin (w1 ), respectively.
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Executions of Communication Rules without Membrane
Boundary

For the sake of simplicity and in order to show the differences between two types
of computations (without and with membrane boundaries) in the present and
the next subsections the communication rules are executed in sequential (one–
parallel) way. In this subsection, the communication rules are executed in the
region w1 = ab11 c3 d9 e, i.e., without membrane boundary.
Let the execution sequence of the communication rules as follows:
hac; outi, hb6 d6 ; outi, hd3 e; outi.
The steps of computation process without membrane boundary are the following:
Step 1. Since ac ⊑ w1 = ab11 c3 d9 e, the rule hac; outi is applicable. This rule
indicates that the mset ac exits the membrane w1 and goes to the environment:
hac; outi
ab11 c3 d9 e =⇒ b11 c2 d9 e.
Step 2. Since b6 d6 ⊑ w1 = b11 c2 d9 e, the rule hb6 d6 ; outi is applicable. This
rule indicates that the mset b6 d6 exits the membrane w1 and goes to the
environment:
b11 c2 d9 e

hb6 d6 ; outi

=⇒

b5 c2 d3 e.

Step 3. Since d3 e ⊑ w1 = b5 c2 d3 e, the rule hd3 e; outi is applicable. This rule
indicates that the mset d3 e exits the membrane w1 and goes to the environment:
b5 c2 d3 e

hd3 e; outi

=⇒

b5 c2 .

Consequently, in this case, the P system Π halts with the mset b5 c2 in the
region w1 .
4.5

Executions of Communication Rules with Membrane Boundary

In this subsection, the executions of communication rules are constrained to the
membrane boundary
bnd(w1 ) = a2 b9 cd6 e3 f 3 = ⊕1 a2 b ⊔ ⊕1 abcdef ⊔ ⊕3 b3 d2 f ⊔ ⊕1 e3 .
In other words, the communication rules work in the joint membrane approximation space MAS(Π). A communication rule of the form hu; outi is applicable
if u ⊑ bndin (w1 ) = ab9 cd6 e. If the rule hu; outi is applicable, the mset u exits the
inside membrane boundary bndin (w1 ) = ab9 cd6 e and enters the outside membrane boundary bndout (w1 ) = ae2 f 3 . These movements work within the base
msets solely which ensures that the joint membrane approximation space will
not change during the executions of communication rules.
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As before, let the execution sequence of the communication rules as follows:
hab; outi, hb6 d6 ; outi, hd3 e; outi.
Since the inside/outside boundaries are msets but not membranes, the transition of a communication rule execution is denoted by −→.
The steps of computation process with membrane boundary are the following:
Step 1. Since ac ⊑ bndin (w1 ) = ab9 cd6 e, the rule hac; outi is applicable. This
rule indicates that the mset ac exits the inside membrane boundary ab9 cd6 e
and enters outside membrane boundary ae2 f 3 :
hac; outi

(ab9 cd6 e, ae2 f 3 ) −→ (b9 d6 e, a2 ce2 f 3 ).
Step 2. Since b6 d6 ⊑ bndin (w1 ) = b9 d6 e, the rule hb6 d6 ; outi is applicable. This
rule indicates that the mset b6 d6 exits the inside membrane boundary b9 d6 e
and enters outside membrane boundary a2 ce2 f 3 :
(b9 d6 e, a2 ce2 f 3 )

hb6 d6 ; outi

−→

(b3 e, a2 b6 cd6 e2 f 3 ).

Step 3. Since d3 e 6⊑ bndin (w1 ) = b3 e, the rule hd3 e; outi is not applicable.
In sum, the msets ac, b6 d6 exit the w1 = ab11 c3 d9 e, i.e.,
ab11 c3 d9 e

hac; outi,hb6 d6 ; outi

=⇒

b5 c2 d3 e.

Therefore, in this case, the P system Π halts with the mset b5 c2 d3 e in the
region w1 , the mset b3 e in the inside membrane boundary bndin (w1 ), and the
mset a2 b6 cd6 e2 f 3 in the outside membrane boundary bndout (w1 ).
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Table 1. Computation of l(w1 ) = l(ab11 c3 d9 e)
?

?

?

B
⊕1 B ⊑1 w1 ⊕2 B ⊑1 w1 ⊕3 B
2
a b
a2 b 6⊑1
abcdef abcdef 6⊑1

1
2 2
ac
ac
⊑
a
c
6⊑1
 

b3 cd2

b3 cd2 ⊑1

b3 d2
b3 d2 f

b3 d2 ⊑1
b3 d2 f 6⊑1

c
e3
f2
f4

c ⊑1
e3 6⊑1
f 2 6⊑1
f 4 6⊑1

⊑1 w1 ⊕4 B
-



?

⊑1 w1
-

b6 c2 d4 ⊑1 b9 c3 d6 ⊑1 b12 c4 d8 6⊑1


b6 d4 ⊑1
c2 ⊑1
-

9 6

1

b12 d8 6⊑1
-

b d ⊑
 -
3
1
c ⊑

c4 ⊑
6 1
-

-

Table 2. Computation of b(w1 ) = b(ab11 c3 d9 e)
Let B ′ = B ⊓ w1
?

?

B

B 6⊑ w1

B ′ 6= ∅

a2 b

6⊑

ab 6= λ

abcdef

6⊑

abcde 6= λ

ac
b3 cd2
b3 d2

⊑
⊑
⊑

-

b3 d2 f

6⊑

b3 d2 6= λ

c

⊑

-

3

e
f2
f4

6⊑
6
⊑
6
⊑

e 6= λ
=λ
=λ

?
1

?

?

?

⊕1 B ′ ⊑ w1 ⊕2 B ′ ⊑1 w1 ⊕3 B ′ ⊑1 w1 ⊕4 B ′ ⊑1 w1





ab ⊑1



1

abcde ⊑



-

b3 d2 ⊑1



1



e⊑

-



a2 b2 6⊑1

-

-

a b c d e 6⊑

-

-

-

-

-





2 2 2 2 2

b6 d4 ⊑1
2

1

e ⊑
6
-

1



b9 d6 ⊑1



-




b12 d8 6⊑1
-
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Table 3. Computation of the base mset decomposition of u(w1 ) = a2 b9 c3 d6 e3 f 3
?

a2 b

 
2
1
a b ⊑

1

abcdef

abcdef ⊑

ac

ac ⊑1

3

?

⊕1 B ⊑1 u(w1 )

B

2

3

2

1



a4 b2 6⊑1
2 2 2 2 2 2

a b c d e f

6 2 4

b c d ⊑

b3 d2

b3 d2 ⊑1

b6 d4 ⊑1

b3 d2 f

b3 d2 f ⊑1

b6 d4 f 2 ⊑1

c ⊑1

c2 ⊑1

e3
f2
f

4


⊑1



f 2 ⊑1

 
4

1

f 6⊑

1

-

3 3 3 3 3 3

1

⊑ a b c d e f 6⊑

e6 6⊑1

-

a4 c4 6⊑1

1

b cd ⊑


3
e




?

⊕3 B ⊑1 u(w1 ) ⊕4 B ⊑1 u(w1 )

 
 
2 2
1
a
c

⊑

b cd

c

?

⊕2 B ⊑1 u(w1 )

-



9 3 6
1
bc d ⊑

b c d 6⊑1

b9 d6 f 3 ⊑1

b12 d8 f 4 6⊑1

12 4 8

b9 d6 ⊑1



b12 d8 6⊑1

 
3
1
c ⊑

c3 6⊑1

-

-

f 4 6⊑1

-

-

-

-

-

Table 4. Computation of bndout (w1 )
bnd(w1 ) = b(w1 ) = a2 b9 cd6 e3 f 3
w1 = ab11 c3 d9 e
row 2 – row 3
bndout (w1 ) = bnd(w1 ) ⊖ w1 = ae2 f 3

a
2
1
1
1

b c d
9 1 6
11 3 9
-2 -2 -3
0 0 0

e
3
1
2
2

f
3
0
3
3

Table 5. Computation of bndin (w1 )
bnd(w1 ) = b(w1 ) = a2 b9 cd6 e3 f 3
bndout (w1 ) = ae2 f 3
row 2 – row 3
bndin (w1 ) = bnd(w1 ) ⊖ bndout w1 = ab9 cd6 e

a
2
1
1
1

b
9
0
9
9

c
1
0
1
1

d
6
0
6
6

e
3
2
1
1

f
3
3
0
0
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P systems.
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1

Introduction

A P system is a formal parallel and distributed computational model inspired
by the structure and interactions of living cells, introduced by Păun [16]; for a
recent overview of the domain, see Păun et al.’s recent monograph [18]. Essentially, a P system is specified by its membrane structure, symbols and rules. The
underlying structure is a network such as a digraph, a directed acyclic graph
(dag) or a tree (which seems the most studied case). Each node, here better
known as cell, transforms its content symbols and sends messages to its neighbours using formal rules inspired by rewriting systems. Rules of the same cell
can be applied in parallel (where possible) and all cells work in parallel.
P modules can be asynchronous, in the sense used in distributed algorithms
and in Nicolescu [13], admitting the more traditional synchronous definitions as
a special case. Sometimes we also make a fine distinction between (i) generated
objects that can be thought, as traditionally in P systems, as being messaged
back to the current cell, via a sort of loopback channel, and (ii) generated objects
which become immediately available for the following rules, a matrix grammars
inspired approach, used by ElGindy et al. [6]. However, here we strictly focus on
single cell systems, so all these fine distinctions can be safely ignored.
In P systems, the practically very important modularity can be achieved
by two distinct complementary ways: (i) an external modularity, for recursively
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aggregating groups of cells into higher order P modules, as described in Dinneen
et al. [4], an approach which is not further discussed here, and (ii) an internal
modularity, possible inside each cell, where we recursively aggregate objects and
rules to form higher-order components, a more recent approach which is more
systematically discussed and assessed in this paper.
This article presents evidence that complex objects can enable a high-level
programming style, with data structures, control flow, and several useful functional programming elements. We have previously used complex objects to successfully model and even improve large practical applications, ranging from computer vision [9, 10, 8] to complex graph theoretical problems [15, 6] and to wellknown critical distributed algorithms [19]. Here we attempt to generalise our
field-proven methods and sketch how to apply similar techniques to other, more
theoretical, domains: numerical P systems and NP-complete problems.
Because of space constraints, for the rest of the paper we assume that the
reader is already familiar with basic definitions used in tissue-like transition
P systems, including state based rules, weak priority, promoters and inhibitors.
Section 2 presents a formal definition for complex objects, slightly beyond what
we have earlier proposed [13, 6]. Section 3 shows how fundamental data structures, such as stacks, trees and dictionaries, can be built and processed using
our proposals. Section 4 sketches the basic ideas behind an integer arithmetic
package, which can be extended to a rational package. Section 5 covers control
flow techniques which can be used to implement higher level operations such
as branching statements, parallel compositions, sequential functions definitions
and invocations. Section 6 proposes a high-level linguistic support for developing
P system models in a simple functional style. Section 7 illustrates a couple of
more theoretical applications, not attempted in our earlier modelling projects:
numerical P systems and NP-complete problems. Note that the ideas of integer
arithmetic, compositional properties and high-level programming, although in
different settings, recall similar ideas also presented to carry out arithmetic and
register-machine computation, for example, in [2, 11].

2
2.1

P systems with complex objects
Complex objects

We consider the following formal definition for complex objects, which are Prologlike ground terms, which can include either lists of complex objects or dotseparated strings (here interpreted as sequences) of complex objects:
<complex-object> ::= <term-object>
<term-object> ::= <atom> | <functor-object> ’(’ <object-arguments> ’)’
<functor-object> ::= <atom> | <complex-object>
<object-arguments> ::=

λ | <object-list> | <object-sequence>

Complex Objects

<object-list> ::=
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<complex-object> (’,’ <complex-object>)*

<object-sequence> ::= <complex-object> (’.’ <complex-object>)*

Atoms (simple objects) are typically denoted by lower case letters, such as
a, b, c, possibly with indices. Example ground complex objects: a, a(), a(b, c),
a(b(c)), a.b().c, a(b.c), a(b(c))(d(e)), a(b(c), d(e)), a(b(c), d.e), a(b(c).d(e)).
We typically reserve sequences to represent natural numbers. For example,
considering that l represents the unary digit, then the following complex objects
can be used to describe the contents of a virtual integer variable a: a() — the
value of a is 0; a(l3 ) — the value of a is 3.
We are considering to extend our string objects to mean bags (i.e. multisets),
instead of sequences. This could be useful in some scenarios, but we are not
following these ideas here.
2.2

Variables and pattern matching

Variables are used for pattern matching on object arguments and are typically
denoted by uppercase letters, such as X, Y , Z, possibly with overbars, e.g. X,
and with indices, e.g. X1 , X2 . Variable ’ ’ (underscore) is a wild-card and is
used when pattern matching is required but its value is not further used. Using
variables require the following redefinitions:
<object-list> ::= <var-or-object> (’,’ <var-or-object>)*
<var-or-object> ::= <variable_1> | <complex-object>
<object-sequence> ::= <var-or-object-subsequence>
(’:’ <var-or-object-subsequence>)*
<var-or-object-subsequence> ::= <variable_2>
| λ | <var-or-object> (’.’ <var-or-object>)*

With these definitions, a variable can match either:
1. a complex object in a list of arguments or in a string, or
2. any substring of a complex objects sequence, including λ.
Variables of the type 1 will be denoted by symbols without overbars and
variables of type 2 will have overbars. For example:
– matching a(b(c), d.e.f ) = a(X, d.Y ) creates the bindings X, Y = b(c), e.f
– matching a.b().c = X.Y creates the binding X, Y = a, b().c
– matching a.b().c = X.Y creates the binding X, Y = a.b(), c
– matching a.b().c = X.Y nondeterministically creates one of the following
bindings X, Y = λ, a.b().c, X, Y = a, b().c, X, Y = a.b(), c, X, Y = a.b().c, λ
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With the exception of subsequence matchings, our pattern matching rules
are a simplified version of term unification in Prolog-like languages, so they
can be implemented with reasonable efficiency. As we will later see, arithmetic
operations are based on particular subsequence matchings on unary sequences:
these matchings can also be efficiently implemented. However, general subsequence matchings could be expensive, so these should be prudently used, e.g. for
proof-of-concept prototyping.
Type 2 (overbarred) variables and much of the pattern matching complexities
have been mainly introduced to support efficient arithmetic operations (on unary
sequences); the complex objects construction would look much simpler if we
would accept natural numbers as primitives in our P modules.
2.3

Generic rules

By default, rules are applied top-down, in the so-called weak priority order.
As we are here exclusively focusing on single cell systems, we only consider a
simplified generic rule format (with no messaging), of the following type:
current-state objects →α target-state objects′ | promoters ¬ inhibitors,
where
– left-side objects, right-side objects′ , promoters and inhibitors are bags of
complex objects, possibly containing (which makes rules generic) variables,
which are matched (unified) as described in the previous section;
– α ∈ {min.min, min.max, max.min, max.max}, is a combined instantiation and
rewriting mode, as discussed in Nicolescu et al. [13, 6] (discussion further
adapted below).
To explain generics, consider a cell, σ, containing three counter-like complex
objects, c(c(a)), c(c(a)), c(c(c(a))), and all four possible instantiation.rewriting
modes of the following “decrementing” rule:
(ρα ) S1 c(c(X)) →α S2 c(X).
where α ∈ {min.min, min.max, max.min, max.max}.
1. If α = min.min, rule ρmin.min nondeterministically generates one of the following rule instances:
(ρ′1 ) S1 c(c(a)) →min S2 c(a) or
(ρ′′1 ) S1 c(c(c(a))) →min S2 c(c(a)).
In the first case, using (ρ′1 ), cell σ ends with counters c(a), c(c(a)), c(c(c(a))).
In the second case, using (ρ′′1 ), cell σ ends with counters c(c(a)), c(c(a)),
c(c(a)).
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2. If α = max.min, rule ρmax.min generates both following rule instances:
(ρ′2 ) S1 c(c(a)) →min S2 c(a) and
(ρ′′2 ) S1 c(c(c(a))) →min S2 c(c(a)).
In this case, using (ρ′2 ) and (ρ′′2 ), cell σ ends with counters c(a), c(c(a)),
c(c(a)).
3. If α = min.max, rule ρmin.max nondeterministically generates one of the following rule instances:
(ρ′3 ) S1 c(c(a)) →max S2 c(a)
(ρ′′3 )

or

S1 c(c(c(a))) →max S2 c(c(a)).

In the first case, using (ρ′3 ), cell σ ends with counters c(a), c(a), c(c(c(a))).
In the second case, using (ρ′′3 ), cell σ ends with counters c(c(a)), c(c(a)),
c(c(a)).
4. If α = max.max, rule ρmin.max generates both following rule instances:
(ρ′4 ) S1 c(c(a)) →max S2 c(a) and
(ρ′′4 ) S1 c(c(c(a))) →max S2 c(c(a)).
In this case, using (ρ′4 ) and (ρ′′4 ), cell σ ends with counters c(a), c(a), c(c(a)).
The interpretation of min.min, min.max and max.max modes is straightforward.
While other interpretations could be considered, the mode max.min indicates that
the generic rule is instantiated as many times as possible, without superfluous
instances (i.e. without duplicates or instances which are not applicable) and each
one of the instantiated rules is applied once, if possible.
For all modes, the instantiations are conceptually created when rules are
tested for applicability and are also ephemeral, i.e. they disappear at the end of
the step. P system implementations are encouraged to directly apply high-level
generic rules, if this is more efficient (it usually is); they may, but need not, start
by transforming high-level rules into low-level rules, by way of instantiations.
This type of generic rules allow (i) a reasonably fast parsing and processing
of subcomponents, and (ii) algorithm descriptions with fixed size alphabets and
fixed sized rulesets, independent of the size of the problem and number of cells
in the system (sometimes impossible with only atomic symbols).

3
3.1

Data structures
Stacks

A n-size stack s, with contents a1 , a2 . . . an−1 , an (top), can be represented by a
complex object s(an (an−1 (. . . a2 (a1 ()) . . . ))). Essentially, this is a simple linked
list where the list head is the stack top. Examples: s() — an empty stack, s;
s(a(b(c()))) — a stack, s, with contents a, b, c.
Fundamental operations on stacks include:
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– construct an empty stack
S1 →min.min S2 s()
– replace a by b, if s is empty
S1 a →min.min S2 b | s()
– clear a stack
S1 s(X) →min.min S2 s()
– push a, if a is in the current contents
S1 a s(X) →min.min S2 s(a(X))
– push the content of c, if this exists and is a term (not sequence)
S1 c(T ) s(X) →min.min S2 s(T (X))
– conditional pop a, if a is on top
S1 s(a(X)) →min.min S2 a s(X)
– unconditional pop, if s is not empty
S1 s(T (X)) →min.min S2 T s(X)
– conditional peek a, if a is on top
S1 s(a(X)) →min.min S2 a s(a(X))
– unconditional peek, if s is not empty
S1 s(T (X)) →min.min S2 T s(T (X))
– reverse stack s on stack t
S1 s(T (X)) t(Y ) →max.min S2 s(X) t(T (Y ))
Complexity. Each of the above stack operations can be accomplished in a single
P step, O(1), except the stack reversal, which may take longer (in this case the
number of steps required equals the length of the stack).
Extensions. All preceding stack operations can be formally redefined to work
on strings, instead of nested terms. Queues can also be implemented as strings,
essentially by renaming pop as dequeue, and replacing push by an enqueue operation (adding to the other end):
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– unconditional dequeue, if q is not empty
S1 q(T.X) →min.min S2 T q(X)
– enqueue the content of c, if this exists and assuming is a term (not sequence)
S1 c(T ) q(X) →min.min S2 q(X.T )
Alternatively, queues can be also be implemented as pairs of stacks, using
stack reversals when needed. This can be reasonably efficient, as reversal costs
will normally amortize in the long run.

3.2

Trees

Trees can be represented as nested terms, in a straightforward manner. For example: (1) a leaf node with contents X can be represented as f (X); (2) an
intermediary node, with contents X and two subnodes, can be represented as
n(X, Y, Z), where Y and Z can be leaves or other intermediary nodes. For example, the following term describes a binary tree consisting of 2 intermediary
nodes and 3 leaves, all with integer contents:
n(l10 , n(l20 , f (l30 ), f (l40 )), f (l50 ))
Most tree operations are either recursive or have rather elaborate descriptions
(needed to simulate recursion). As recursion is discussed later in the article,
here we only show a simple operation which, in P systems, does not really need
recursion: a destructive summation of all values in a binary tree, n, with integer
contents. The first rule creates placeholder for the total sum, s, and stores a
copy of the original tree in a backup store, b:
r1
r2
r3
r4
r5
r6
r7
r8

: S0 n(X, Y, Z)
→min.min
: S1 s(T ) v(X)
→min.min
: S1 v(X) v(Y )
→max.min
: S1 f (X)
→max.min
: S1 n(X, f (Y ), f (Z))
→max.min
: S1 n(X, f (Y ), n(Z, Z1 , Z2 ))
→max.min
: S1 n(X, n(Y, Y1 , Y2 ), f (Z))
→max.min
: S1 n(X, n(Y, Y1 , Y2 ), n(Z, Z1 , Z2 )) →max.min

S1 n(X, Y, Z) s() b(n(X, Y, Z))
S1 s(T.X)
S1 v(X.Y )
S1 v(X)
S1 v(X) v(Y ) v(Z)
S1 v(X) v(Y ) n(Z, Z1 , Z2 )
S1 v(X) n(Y, Y1 , Y2 ) v(Z)
S1 v(X) n(Y, Y1 , Y2 ) n(Z, Z1 , Z2 )

For the above sample tree, the result is s(l150 ), as indicated by the following
traces, where b(. . . ) represents the backed up tree, b(n(l10 , n(l20 , f (l30 ), f (l40 )),
f (l50 ))):
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n(l10 , n(l20 , f (l30 ), f (l40 )), f (l50 ))
r1
=⇒
s() n(l10 , n(l20 , f (l30 ), f (l40 )), f (l50 )) b(. . . )
r7
=⇒ s() v(l10 ) n(l20 , f (l30 ), f (l40 )) v(l50 ) b(. . . )
r2
=⇒
s(l10 ) n(l20 , f (l30 ), f (l40 )) v(l50 ) b(. . . )
r5
=⇒ s(l10 ) v(l20 ) v(l30 ) v(l40 ) v(l50 ) b(. . . )
r2
=⇒
s(l30 ) v(l30 ) v(l40 ) v(l50 ) b(. . . )
r3
=⇒ s(l30 ) v(l120 ) b(. . . )
r2
=⇒
s(l150 ) b(. . . )
The complexity of this snippet is O(h) P steps, where h is the height of the
tree.
3.3

Dictionaries

Dictionaries are key/value mappings. Typical dictionaries have unique keys; their
efficient implementations use hash tables or balanced trees (e.g. red-black trees).
A dictionary, d, can be represented by a string of complex objects of the form
m(k, v), where k is the key and v is the value. Examples: d() — an empty
dictionary, d; d(m(a, b).m(c, d)) — a dictionary, d, with two mappings, a → b
and c → d.
Fundamental operations on dictionaries include:
– construct an empty dictionary
S1 →min.min S2 d()
– clear a dictionary
S1 d(X) →min.min S2 d()
– add a → b, if key a is not already present (to preserve key uniqueness)
S1 m(a, b) d(X) →min.min S2 d(m(a, b).X) ¬ d(Y .m(a, V ).Z)
– non-destructive query of the mapping for key a, if it exists
S1 a d(X.m(a, V ).Y ) →min.min S2 m(a, V ) d(X.m(a, V ).Y )
– reset the mapping for key a to a new value, if a has a mapping (and also
return the old value for this key)
S1 m(a, b) d(X.m(a, V ).Y ) →min.min S2 m(a, V ) d(X.m(a, b).Y )
– remove the mapping for key a, if it exists
S1 a d(X.m(a, V ).Y ) →min.min S2 d(X.Y )
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Complexity. Apparently, each of the above dictionary operations can be accomplished in a single P step, O(1). However, these rules use a generalized
string unification which probably is not efficient for practical purposes. Thus,
this dictionary structure should be reserved for theoretical proofs-of-concept or
prototype implementations.
Assuming a natural order on atoms, we can define a more efficient dictionary
implementation based on balanced trees; however, we are not following this idea
here.

4

Arithmetic

Recall that we use complex objects with sequence contents to represent natural
numbers. For example, considering that l represents the unary digit, then the
following complex objects can indicate that: a() — the value of a is 0; a(l3 ) —
the value of a is 3.
Fundamental arithmetic operations on natural numbers include:
– c := a + b, destructive addition:
S1 a(X) b(Y ) →min.min S2 c(X.Y )
– c := a − b, destructive subtraction:
S1 a(X.Y ) b(Y ) →min.min S2 c(X)
– c := a ∗ b, multiplication, which destroys a:
S1
→min.min S2 c()
S2 a(l.X) b(Y ) c(Z) →max.min S2 a(X) b(Y ) c(Y .Z)
– c, d := a / b, a % b, division, which destroys a:
S1
→min.min S2 c()
S2 a(X.Y ) b(Y ) c(Z) →max.min S2 a(X) b(Y ) c(l Z)
S2 a(X)
→max.min S3 d(X)
Complexity. Additions and subtractions can be performed in single P steps,
O(1), but multiplications and divisions may take longer. For multiplication, the
number of steps equals the value of a plus one, whereas for division this is the
value of the quotient c plus two.
If desired, non destructive operations can be implemented in a straightforward
manner. Alternatively, we can define arithmetic operations using counter stacks,
but this is much slower.
These ideas can be extended to define more complete arithmetic packages for
integer numbers and for rational numbers.
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Control flow

Composing bigger chunks out of smaller rule snippets can require careful object
relabelling, to ensure continuity and avoid clashes. This is probably best done
automatically, using a well designed composition model. However, we do not
follow this here; we just present a proof of concept where all required relabeling
has been manually done.
5.1

Basic composition

Basic composition includes sequencing and conditional transfers, which can be
further used to define higher-level structured constructs, such as if-then-else
conditionals and while loops (not detailed here).
– BR(S ′ ), branch, unconditional branch to state S ′ :
S →min.min S ′
– BP(S ′ ; p1 , p2 , . . . ), branch on promoters, branch to state S ′ , given promoters
p1 , p2 , . . . :
S →min.min S ′ | p1 p2 . . .
– BI(S ′ ; i1 , i2 , . . . ), branch on inhibitors, branch to state S ′ , given inhibitors
i1 , i2 , . . . :
S →min.min S ′ ¬ i1 i2 . . .
– BPI(S ′ ; p1 , p2 , . . . ; i1 , i2 , . . . ), branch on promoters and inhibitors, branch to
state S ′ , given promoters p1 , p2 , . . . and inhibitors i1 , i2 , . . . :
S →min.min S ′ | p1 p2 . . . ¬ i1 i2 . . .
Other branching primitives are described in the sections for function calls.
5.2

Parallel composition

Consider running in parallel two rule fragments, Π1 , with M states, and Π2 , with
N states. In general, the composed system, Π1 × Π2 , will need M · N states,
thus it will need O(M · N ) rules.
However, using complex state objects, we can define an equivalent parallel
system, Π2 k Π2 , with just O(M +N ) rules — essentially the same rules initially
used for describing Π1 and Π2 . Additional semantics is required for matching
variables on components of state objects.
We illustrate this on a simple ad-hoc example, not doing any meaningful
work, except that Π1 loops over three states and Π2 loops over two states.
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– Π1 , a fragment with 3 states and 3 rules:
S1 a →min S2 b
S2 b →min S3 c
S3 c →min S1 a
– Π2 , a fragment with 2 states and 2 rules:
S1 d →min S2 e
S2 e →min S1 d
– Π1 × Π2 , has 6 (= 3 · 2) states and 18 (= 3 · 2 · 3) rules:
S11 a d →min S22 b e
S22 b e →min S31 c d
S11 a →min S21 b
S22 b →min S32 c
S11 d →min S12 e
S22 e →min S21 d
S12 a e →min S21 b d
S31 c d →min S12 a e
S12 a →min S22 b
S31 c →min S11 a
S12 e →min S11 d
S31 d →min S32 e
S21 b d →min S32 c e
S32 c e →min S11 a d
S21 b →min S31 c
S32 c →min S12 a
S21 d →min S22 e
S32 e →min S31 d
– Π1 k Π2 , also has 6 (= 3 · 2) states, but only 5 (= 3 + 2) rules:
Θ(S1 , Y ) a →min
Θ(S2 , Y ) b →min
Θ(S3 , Y ) c →min
Θ(X, S1 ) d →min
Θ(X, S2 ) e →min

Θ(S2 , Y ) b
Θ(S3 , Y ) c
Θ(S1 , Y ) a
Θ(X, S2 ) e
Θ(X, S1 ) d

Note that, although Π1 k Π2 has, in general, an order of magnitude fewer
user-written rules than Π1 × Π2 , as O(M + N ) ≪ O(M · N ), their state sets are
isomorphic. Figure 1 shows state charts for Π1 , Π2 and Π1 × Π2
5.3

states

≃

Π1 k Π 2 .

Parameterless sequential functions

We need states and a global stack for return states, let it be ρ(). Consider that:
Sf is the entry state of function f ’s ruleset, Sc is the current state and Sr is the
return state (to be entered after function f completes). We define the following
high-level boiler-plate P macros:
– BAL(Sf , Sr ), branch and link to state Sf , i.e. to function f , and request
return to state Sr :
Sc ρ(X) →min.min Sf ρ(Sr (X))
– RET, return from function f (assuming that its last state is Sg ):
Sg ρ(Z(X)) →min.min Z ρ(X)
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S31
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S32
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S22
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(a) Π1 .

(b) Π1 × Π2

states

≃

Π 1 k Π2 .

Fig. 1: State charts of Π1 , Π2 and Π1 × Π2

5.4

S2

(c) Π2 .
states

≃

Π1 k Π 2 .

Sequential functions with parameters

We need one more stack for each parameter. Alternatively, we can combine all
parameters in a single complex object, so just one additional stack would suffice.
We can even combine this with the return stack, to mimic a typical runtime
stack frame.
Here we consider a single global stack for all parameters, π, and a global
placeholder for function results, φ. If needed, but not shown here, global stack
π could also be used to create slots for local variables. Additional high-level
boiler-plate P macros:
– PUSHP(p1 , p2 , . . . ), push parameters, push contents of objects with functors
p1 , p1 , . . . on π, and create an empty φ(), as a placeholder for the expected
results (we assume that this does not yet exist):
Sc p1 (X1 ) p2 (X2 ) . . . π(X) →min.min Sc π(p(X1 , X2 , . . . )(X)) φ()
– PEEKP(p1 , p2 , . . . ), peek parameters, peek top of π into contents of objects
with functors p1 , p1 , . . . :
Sc →min.min Sc p1 (X1 ) p2 (X2 ) . . . | π(p(X1 , X2 , . . . )(X))
– POPP(), pop parameters, pop top of π:
Sc π(T (X)) →min.min Sc π(X)
– POPP(p1 , p2 , . . . ), pop parameters, pop top of π into contents of objects with
functors p1 , p1 , . . . :
Sc π(p(X1 , X2 , . . . )(X)) →min.min Sc p1 (X1 ) p2 (X2 ) . . . π(X)
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– RESULT(r1 , r2 , . . . ), set result, set φ using contents of objects with functors
r1 , r2 , . . . :
Sc r1 (X1 ) r2 (X2 ) . . . φ() →min.min Sc φ(X1 , X2 , . . . )
– POPR(q1 , q2 , . . . ), pop results, extract φ’s contents into objects with functors
q1 , q2 , . . . :
Sc φ(X1 , X2 , . . . ) →min.min Sc q1 (X1 ) q2 (X2 ) . . .
For convenience, the following P macro combinations are also defined:
– CALL(Sf ; p1 , p2 , . . . ; Sr ; q) = PUSHP(p1 , p2 , . . . ); BAL(Sf , Sr ); POPR(q)
– FUNC(p1 , p2 , . . . ) = PEEKP(p1 , p2 , . . . )
– RETURN(r1 , r2 , . . . ) = RESULT(r1 , r2 , . . . ); POPP; RET
5.5

A first example

Consider a snippet calling an arithmetic multiply function, to compute z = x ∗y.
– Pseudo P code, using our high-level P macros (its essential two lines are
exactly as given in Section 4):
% calling program
Sc CALL(Sm ; x, y; Sr ; z)
Sr ...
% function mult Sm
Sm FUNC(a, b)
Sm
Sn a(l.X) b(Y ) c(Z)
Sn a( ) b( )
So RETURN(c)

% inputs: x(X) y(Y )
% PUSHP(x, y); BAL(Sm , Sr ); POPR(z)
% output: z(Z)

% creates: a(X) b(Y )
→min.min Sn c()
→max.min Sn a(X) b(Y ) c(Y .Z)
→min.min So
% RESULT(c); POPP; RET

– Direct translation to P rules:
% calling program: x(X) y(Y )
Sc x(X) y(Y ) π(P ) →min.min
Sm π(p(X, Y )(P ) φ()
Sc ρ(R)
→min.min
Sm ρ(Sr (R))
Sr φ(Z)
→min.min
Sr z(Z)
...
% function mult Sm
Sm
→min.min
Sn a(X) b(Y ) | π(p(X, Y )(P ))
Sm
→min.min
Sn c()
Sn a(l.X) b(Y ) c(Z) →max.min
Sn a(X) b(Y ) c(Y .Z)
Sn a( ) b( )
→min.min
So
So c(Z) φ()
→min.min
So φ(Z)
So π(T (P ))
→min.min
So π(P )
So ρ(Z(R))
→min.min
Z ρ(R)
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A recursive example

As a more elaborated example, consider the classical naive definition of factorial:
fact n = if n = 0 then 1 else (fact (n-1)) * n
The following versions show the call y = fact x.
– Pseudo P code, using our high-level P macros:
% calling program
Sc CALL(Sf ; x; Sr ; y)
Sr ...

% input: x(X)
% PUSHP(x); BAL(Sf , Sr ); POPR(y)
% output: y(Y )

—
—

% function fact Sf
—
Sf FUNC(n)
Sf n()
→min.min
→min.min
Sf n(l.N )
Sf CALL(Sf ; n; Sg ; f )
Sg PEEKP(n)
Sg CALL(Sm ; f, n; Sh ; f )
Sh RETURN(f )

defined with macros
% creates: n(N )

Sh f (l)
Sf n(N )
% creates: f ( )
% recreates: n(N )
% call mult
% RESULT(f ); POPP; RET

– The above function definition can be more efficiently (but less readably)
implemented by the following rules, which peek parameter values directly
from the stack, inline the mult call and use two temporary objects, σ and τ ,
to evaluate the product.
% calling program
Sc x(X) π(Y ) ρ(R)
Sr ...
...
% function fact Sf
Sf φ() π(n()(Y )) ρ(Z(X))
Sf φ() π(n(l.N )(Y )) ρ(Z(X))

—
% input: x(X)
→min.min Sf φ() π(n(X)(Y )) ρ(Sr (R))
—
% output: φ(Y )

—
manually optimised code
→min.min Z φ(l) π(Y ) ρ(X)
→min.min Sf φ() π(n(N )(n(l.N )(Y )))
ρ(Sf (Z(X)))
Sf φ(F ) π(n(N )(Y )) ρ(Z(X)) →min.min Sg φ() σ(N ) τ (F ) π(Y ) ρ(Z(X))
Sg φ(P ) σ(l.N ) τ (F )
→max.min Sg φ(F .P ) σ(N ) τ (F )
Sg σ() τ (F ) ρ(Z(X))
→min.min Z ρ(X)
– In the particular case x = 5: X = l5 , Y = l120 , y = 120.

6

Linguistic support

With proper linguistic support, the factorial sample can be rewritten at a more
user-friendly high level, where the user needs only develop application’s specific
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function main =
state Sc =
→min.min x(l3 )
set y = f a c t x continue Sr
state Sr =
...
function f a c t n =
state Sf =
n() →min.min Sh f (l)
% explicit target, Sh
→min.min n1 (N ) | n(l.N ) % implicit target, Sf
set f1 = f a c t n1 continue Sg
state Sg =
set f = mult f1 n continue Sh
state Sh =
return f
function mult a b =
state Sm =
→min.min c()
state Sn =
a(l.X) b(Y ) c(Z) →max.min a(X) b(Y ) c(Y .Z)
return c

Fig. 2: High-level factorial sample. There are only 5 user defined “business” specific P rules (lines 3, 10, 11, 20, 22); the other P rules are automatically generated.
“business” P rules and the system completes the required boiler-plate templates
required by function invocations.
As shown in Figure 2, our proposed high-level language includes the following
elements:
– Except hidden system objects, such as a parameter stack and a return stack,
no global objects should be used (but the system does not enforce this recommendation).
– States, parameters and variables are local (not visible outside the enclosing
function).
– Statement function introduces a function, followed by an optional (space
separated) list of parameters.
– A function invocation consists of (i) the keyword set, (ii) a parameter or
variable name (which will receive the result), (iii) the function name, (iv) a
(space separated) list of arguments, (v) the keyword continue, and (vi) the
state to which the function must return.
– Each function argument is either (a) the name of a parameter or variable,
or (b) the functor of a complex object.
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– Each parameter or variable is implemented by a complex object with the
same functor name, which contains its value.
– Complex objects which implement parameters and variables are automatically managed, but are also fully accessible within P system rules.
– We propose that function invocations use call-by-reference evaluations, followed by a copy-on-write, for parameters that are subsequently changed.
– Statement state starts a group of rules sharing the same start state (which
is now omitted in individual rules). By default, if not explicit, the target
state of each rule remains the current state.
– Inside a group, statements and rules are executed top-down, using a weak
priority order.
– There is no implicit fall-through from one state to the textually following
state.
The traces shown in Table 1 highlight critical steps which occur in the invocation of ( fact 3).
We are still considering a default convention for the implicit return-to state
after a function invocation, and, more important, extensions for parallel function
invocations (which need parallel stacks). However, we are not further developing
these ideas here.

7
7.1

Applications
Numerical P systems

Consider first the numerical P system sample Π1 , given in Păun [17], which
sequentially generates numbers in {n2 |n ≥ 0}. Π1 is equivalent to a P module,
Π1′ , with one single cell and a single generic rule involving three complex objects,
a, b, c:
S1 a(X) b(Y ) c(Z) →min.min S1 a(XY Y l) b(Zl) c(Zl)
Assuming that initially all three objects are empty, a() b() c(), after n steps,
2
a contains a(ln ), which represents the number n2 .
Considering the arithmetic operations that can be efficiently modelled in
P modules, we emit the following conjecture:
Conjecture 1. All numerical P systems with arithmetic functions on integers and
rational numbers can be simulated in real-time by single cell P modules with
complex objects.
Note that, if we are not interested in a faithful simulation, the above system
can be straightforwardly implemented by the following single rule, which directly
maps the algebraic rule (n + 1)2 = n2 + 2n + 1:
S1 a(X) b(Y ) →min.min S1 a(XY Y l) b(Y l)
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Table 1: Traces for fact of 3. This table asserts the contents of (i) global hidden
stacks and (ii) local parameters and variables, before a line starts. The small
intervals between lines 14–16 indicate calls to mult, which are not detailed here.
Frame Line
ρ()
π() n() n1 () f1 () f ()
fact 3
”
10
Sr
p(l3 ) l3
”
11
Sr
p(l3 ) l3
”
12
Sr
p(l3 ) l3
l2
fact 2
”
10
Sg (Sr )
p(l2 )(p(l3 )) l2
”
11
Sg (Sr )
p(l2 )(p(l3 )) l2
”
12
Sg (Sr )
p(l2 )(p(l3 )) l2
l
fact 1
”
10
Sg (Sg (Sr ))
p(l)(p(l2 )(p(l3 ))) l
”
11
Sg (Sg (Sr ))
p(l)(p(l2 )(p(l3 ))) l
”
12
Sg (Sg (Sr ))
p(l)(p(l2 )(p(l3 ))) l
λ
fact 0
”
10 Sg (Sg (Sg (Sr ))) p(λ)(p(l)(p(l2 )(p(l3 )))) λ
”
16 Sg (Sg (Sg (Sr ))) p(λ)(p(l)(p(l2 )(p(l3 )))) λ
l
fact 1
”
14
Sg (Sg (Sr )))
p(l)(p(l2 )(p(l3 ))) l
l
2
3
”
16
Sg (Sg (Sr )))
p(l)(p(l )(p(l ))) l
l
fact 2
”
14
Sg (Sr )
p(l2 )(p(l3 )) l2
l
2
3
2
”
16
Sg (Sr )
p(l )(p(l )) l
l2
fact 3
”
14
Sr
p(l3 ) l3
l2
3
3
”
16
Sr
p(l ) l
l6

7.2

NP-complete problems

With complex objects, we can solve NP-complete problems using a single cell, a
fixed-sized alphabet and a fixed-sized set of generic rules.
Consider, for example, the SAT problem; see Nagy [12] for a comprehensive
overview of this problem and current state-of-art P solutions.
We start with an example. Consider the following formula, with n = 3
boolean variables:
f = (x1 ∨ x¯2 ) ∧ (x1 ∨ x¯3 ).
This formula can be expressed as a complex object, in fact a list of disjunctions, where each item is a list of conjunctions:
f = ∧(∨(x1 (¬(x2 )))(∨(x1 (¬x3 )))).
As such formulas can quickly become unwieldy, we use a simplified notation
for list structures, inspired from list structures in System F based functional
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programming languages:
a(d)(b(e)(c(f ))) = [a(d); b(e); c(f )] = [a(d) : [b(e); c(f )]] = [a(d) : [b(e) : [c(f )]]]
With this notations, our formula f can be represented as:
f = ∧[∨[x1 ; ¬(x2 )]; ∨[x1 ; ¬(x3 )]].
To map our formula to a fixed vocabulary, we represent xn by the complex
object x(ln ). Finally, our formula f can be represented as:
f = ∧[∨[x(l); ¬(x(ll))]; ∨[x(l); ¬(x(lll))]].
To check its satisfiability, we use a naive brute force approach: we create
2n = 23 = 8 dictionary complex objects, all named v, corresponding to all
possible truth (0/1) assignments of our n = 3 variables:
v(m(x(l), 0).m(x(ll), 0).m(x(lll), 0))
v(m(x(l), 0).m(x(ll), 0).m(x(lll), 1))
v(m(x(l), 0).m(x(ll), 1).m(x(lll), 0))
v(m(x(l), 0).m(x(ll), 1).m(x(lll), 1))
v(m(x(l), 1).m(x(ll), 0).m(x(lll), 0))
v(m(x(l), 1).m(x(ll), 0).m(x(lll), 1))
v(m(x(l), 1).m(x(ll), 1).m(x(lll), 0))
v(m(x(l), 1).m(x(ll), 1).m(x(lll), 1))
All these dictionaries can be built in parallel by the following rules, starting
from an empty dictionary, v(), and a variable n(N ), which indicates the number
of boolean variables; if this number is not given, it can be easily computed by
scanning the given formula (this step is not detailed here):
S1 n(lN ) v(M ) →max.min S1 n(N ) v(m(x(lN ), 0).M ) v(m(x(lN ), 1).M )
→max.min S2 w(t(1), s(0), v(M ))
S1 n() v(M )
Next, we evaluate the given formula, f , in parallel over all existing dictionaries, v, which are now enclosed in larger complex objects, w. The partial results
are stored in variables s, for the current disjunction, initially s(0), and t, for the
whole formula (a conjunction), initially t(1). These variables start with default
values for their corresponding boolean operations and are updated while the
formula is evaluated left-to-right. The evaluation looks at the top variable in the
top conjunction and picks its value from the associated dictionary. When the
top conjunction becomes empty, the value of s is and-ed to the value of t, and
then variable s is reset to 0, s(0), to start the next disjunction. When there is no
other disjunction, the evaluation has ended and t contains the correct evaluation
value according to the current dictionary.
For clarity, we use the convenience abbreviations (abbreviations are not objects) vijk = v(m(x(l), i).m(x(ll), j).m(x(lll), k), i.e. x1 = i, x2 = j, x3 = k. The
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following two derivations illustrate the step-by-step evaluation of our formula,
f , using the dictionaries v000 and v001 :
∧[∨[x(l); ¬(x(ll))]; ∨[x(l); ¬(x(lll))]]
∧[∨[¬(x(ll))]; ∨[x(l); ¬(x(lll))]]
∧[∨[]; ∨[x(l); ¬(x(lll))]]
∧[∨[x(l); ¬(x(lll))]]
∧[∨[¬(x(lll))]]
∧[∨[]]
∧[]

w(t(1), s(0), v000 ) ⇒
w(t(1), s(0), v000 ) ⇒
w(t(1), s(1), v000 ) ⇒
w(t(1), s(0), v000 ) ⇒
w(t(1), s(0), v000 ) ⇒
w(t(1), s(1), v000 ) ⇒
w(t(1), s(0), v000 ) ⇒
t(1)

∧[∨[x(l); ¬(x(ll))]; ∨[x(l); ¬(x(lll))]]
∧[∨[¬(x(ll))]; ∨[x(l); ¬(x(lll))]]
∧[∨[]; ∨[x(l); ¬(x(lll))]]
∧[∨[x(l); ¬(x(lll))]]
∧[∨[¬(x(lll))]]
∧[∨[]]
∧[]

w(t(1), s(0), v001 ) ⇒
w(t(1), s(0), v001 ) ⇒
w(t(1), s(1), v001 ) ⇒
w(t(1), s(0), v001 ) ⇒
w(t(1), s(0), v001 ) ⇒
w(t(1), s(0), v001 ) ⇒
w(t(0), s(0), v001 ) ⇒
t(0)

and

Without using usual boolean shortcuts, these evaluations can be completed
by following rules (using the simplified list notation, for clarity):
S2 ∧ [∨[¬(x(X)) : D] : C] w(t(T ), s(S), v(P .m(x(X), V ).Q))
→max.min S2 ∧ [∨[D] : C] w(t(T ), s(Z), v(P .m(x(X), V ).Q)) | e(S, V, Z)
S2 ∧ [∨[x(X) : D] : C] w(t(T ), s(S), v(P .m(x(X), V ).Q))
→max.min S2 ∧ [∨[D] : C] w(t(T ), s(Z), v(P .m(x(X), V ).Q)) | d(S, V, Z)
S2 ∧ [∨[] : C] w(t(T ), s(S), v(M ))
→max.min S2 ∧ [C] w(t(Z), s(0), v(M )) | c(T, S, Z)
S2 ∧ [] w(t(T ), s(S), v(M ))
→max.min S3 t(T )
where c(), d() and e are “read-only” internal tables for required boolean operations, given as complex objects (intuitively, these represent tables for x∧y, x∨y,
x ∨ ȳ, respectively):
c(0, 0, 0) c(0, 1, 0) c(1, 0, 0) c(1, 1, 1)
d(0, 0, 0) d(0, 1, 1) d(1, 0, 1) d(1, 1, 1)
e(0, 0, 1) e(0, 1, 0) e(1, 0, 1) e(1, 1, 1)
The final rules collect and reduce the individual results, t(). In our case, the
formula f is satisfiable, for example for x1 = 0, x2 = 0, x3 = 0.
We have used a single cell, a fixed alphabet, {0, 1, x, l, ∨, ∧, ¬, c, d, e, v,
m, w, s, t}, and essentially just 6 generic rules and 3 states. In this example,
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we used only the most basic brute force approach; however, better variants are
possible.
A similar approach seems to work well for other NP-complete problems, for
example, the graph colouring problem; see Gheorghe et al. [7] for state-of-art
P solutions of this problem. We emit the following conjecture:
Conjecture 2. Any NP-complete problems can be solved by a single cell P module with a fixed sized atomic alphabet and a fixed sized set of generic rules.

8

Conclusions

Despite their exceptional theoretical and modelling power, P systems seem to
remain difficult to use for large practical applications, apparently requiring large
varying size unstructured rulesets that can be difficult to verify. We want to show
that this need not be the case, that there are ways to increase their usability.
This paper presents evidence that complex objects can enable a high-level
programming style, with fixed sized alphabets and rulesets, adequate data structures and useful functional programming elements. We have previously used
complex objects to successfully model and even improve large practical applications, ranging from computer vision to complex graph theoretical problems and
to well-known critical distributed algorithms. Here we attempt to generalise our
field-proven methods and sketch how to apply similar techniques to other, more
theoretical, domains: numerical P systems and NP-complete problems.
The presented evidence suggests that complex objects could enable a more
advanced high-level functional programming style, including: local functions
(functions inside functions), closures, memoizations (i.e. top-down dynamic programming), combinators (e.g. the Y combinator), monads and meta-programming. A follow-up paper will address these topics.
Many of our extensions can be directly mapped on modern computing platforms, bypassing a possible translation to traditional simpler objects and rules,
which opens the way towards more efficient general purpose simulators.
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Abstract. The internal structure of the iterations of Koch curve and
Sierpiński gasket—the known fractals [4]—is described in terms of multihypergraphical membrane systems related to membrane structures [13]
and whose membranes are hyperedges of multi-hypergraphs used to deﬁne gluing patterns for the components of the iterations of the considered
fractals.

1

Introduction

One ﬁnds in [10] a more or less explicit conclusion that the birth of functional
analysis was accompanied by the emergence of various mathematical structures
(from vector space, abstract metric spaces and topological spaces to Hilbert
spaces, including spaces of functions) which were an antidotum against ‘capricious’ intuitiveness of symbolic ‘calculations’ of early calculus.
This conclusion inspired the author of the present paper to search for structures of fractals and self-similarity against their intuitive explanations1 proposed
e.g. in [9]:
‘Local’ statements of self-similarity say something like ‘almost any small pattern observed in one part of the object can be observed throughout the object,
at all scales’. Global statements say something like ‘the whole object consists of
several smaller copies of itself glued together’; more generally, there may be a
whole family of objects, each of which can be described as several objects in the
family glued together.
Viewed from another angle, a theory of global self-similarity is a theory of
recursive decomposition.
One should point out here that in a large extent the concepts of fractals and
self-similarity have been already described precisely in terms of iterated function
systems with their attractors constructed by using the tools of functional analysis (Hahn–Banach ﬁx point theorem) [4] and domain theory (Tarski ﬁx point
theorem) [3]. But a translation from the language of the above intuitive explanation to the language of some derived concepts from the precise description of
1

the explanations suggested by the visual presentations of the iterations of some
fractals seen in the books and many articles about fractals.
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fractals and self-similarity (e.g. the trees induced by iterated function systems,
cf. [3]) is not eﬀortless and not yet ready.
Thus searching for structure of fractals and self-similarity is approached by
various mathematicians, cf. [7], [9], not necessarily motivated explicitly by a need
of the above translation.
The goal of the paper is to propose an approach to searching for structure
of fractals which could provide the above translation. We describe in Section 3
the internal structure of the iterations of Koch curve and Sierpiński gasket—the
known fractals [4]—in terms of multi-hypergraphical membrane systems related
to membrane structures [13] and whose membranes are hyperedges of multihypergraphs used to deﬁne gluing patterns for the components of the iterations
of the considered fractals.

2

Multi-hypergraphical membrane systems

We introduce the following new concepts.
By a directed multi-hypergraph we mean a structure G given by its set E(G)
of hyperedges, its set V (G) of vertices and the source and target mappings
sG : E(G) → P(V (G)),

tG : E(G) → P(V (G))

such that V (G) together with

(V1 , V2 ) | sG (e) = V1 and tG (e) = V2 for some e ∈ E(G)
form a directed hypergraph as in [5], where P(X) denotes the set of all subsets
of a set X.
We say that two directed multi-hypergraphs G, G ′ are isomorphic if there
exist two bijections h : V (G) → V (G ′ ), h′ : E(G) → E(G ′ ) such that
sG ′ (h′ (e)) = {h(v) | v ∈ sG (e)} and tG ′ (h′ (e)) = {h(v) | v ∈ tG (e)}
for all e ∈ E(G).
Membrane structures in [13] are simply ﬁnite trees with nodes labelled by
multisets, where the ﬁnite trees have a natural visual presentation by Venn
diagrams and the tree nodes are called membranes.
We introduce (directed ) multi-hypergraphical membrane systems to be ﬁnite
trees with nodes labelled by (directed) multi-hypergraphs.
We consider directed multi-hypergraphical membrane systems of a special
feature described formally in the following way.
A multi-hyperedge membrane system S is given by:
– the underlying tree TS of S which is a ﬁnite graph given by its set V (TS )
of vertices, its set E(TS ) ⊆ V (TS ) × V (TS ) of edges, and its root r which
is a distinguished vertex such that for every vertex v diﬀerent from r there
exists a unique path from v into r in TS , where for every vertex v we deﬁne
rel(v) = {v ′ | (v ′ , v) ∈ E(TS )} and in trivial case V (TS ) = {r} we assume
E(TS ) = ∅;
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– a family (Gv | v ∈ V (TS )) of ﬁnite directed multi-hypergraphs for Gv given
by its set V (Gv ) of vertices, its set E(Gv ) of edges, its source function sv :
E(Gv ) → P(V (Gv )), and its target function tv : E(Gv ) → P(V (Gv )) such
that the following conditions hold:
1) E(Gv ) = rel(v),
2) V (Gv ) is empty for every elementary vertex v, i.e. such that rel(v) is
empty.
The above multi-hypergraphical membrane systems can be drawn by using
Venn diagrams with discs or boxes dv corresponding to vertices v of TS .
One can expect the applications of multi-hypergraphical membrane systems
for modelling various hierarchically organized systems of nested modules (hyperedges) interconnected by many input and output lines (vertices), where the
module interactions are described by source and target functions. These systems
of modules appear in computer science, where the modules are complex actions,
instructions, transitions (e.g. of structured Petri nets [2]), etc., from state charts
[6], models of systemC components [17], the systems discussed in [1], to the
semantics of some extensions of formal systems in [12], [17], and hierarchical
speciﬁcations [15].

3

Koch curve and Sierpiński gasket

We describe in this section the iterations of Koch curve and Sierpiński gasket
[8], [4], [14] in terms of multi-hypergraphical membrane systems.
For natural numbers n > 0 and i ∈ {Koch, Sierp} we deﬁne multi-hyperedge
membrane systems Sni in the following way:
– the underlying tree Tin of Sni is such that
• the set V (Tin ) of vertices is the set of all strings (sequences) of length
not greater than n of digits in DSierp = {1, 2, 3} for i = Sierp, and in
DKoch = {1, 2, 3, 4} for i = Koch,
• the set E(Tin ) of edges of Tin is such that E(Tin ) = {(Γ j, Γ ) | {Γ j, Γ } ⊂
V (Tin ) and j ∈ Di } with source and target functions being the projections on the ﬁrst and the second component, respectively, where Γ j is
the string obtained by juxtaposition
a new digit j on the right end of Γ ,

– the family GiΓ | Γ ∈ V (Tin ) of directed multi-hypergraphs of Sni is such
that for every non-elementary vertex Γ ∈ V (Tin ), i.e. with rel(Γ ) 6= ∅, GiΓ
is determined in the following way:
• for i = Koch if Γ is the empty string, then the directed multi-hypergraph
GiΓ is such that V (GiΓ ) is a ﬁve element set {v0 , . . . , v4 }, E(GiΓ ) =
{Γ j | j ∈ Di }, and the source and target functions of GiΓ are given by
sGiΓ (Γ j) = {vj−1 },

tGiΓ (Γ j) = {vj } for all j ∈ {1, . . . , 4},

where
2
), v3 = ( 32 , 0), v4 = (1, 0),
v0 = (0, 0), v1 = ( 31 , 0), v2 = ( 12 , 2√
3
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• for i = Sierp if Γ is the empty string, then the directed multi-hypergraph
GiΓ is such that V (GiΓ ) is a six element set {v0 , . . . , v5 }, E(GiΓ ) =
{Γ j | j ∈ Di }, and the source and target functions of GiΓ are given by
sGiΓ (Γ 3) = {v1 , v2 },

tGiΓ (Γ 3) = {v0 },

sGiΓ (Γ j) = {vj+2 , vj+3 },

tGiΓ (Γ j) = {vj } for j ∈ {1, 2},

where
v0 = ( 21 ,
v1 = ( 14 ,
v3 = (0, 0),

√

3
4 ),

√

3
2 ),

v2 = ( 34 ,

v4 = ( 12 , 0),

√

3
4 ),

v5 = (1, 0),

Tin

• if a non-elementary vertex Γ of
is of the form2 kΩ for k ∈ Di and a
i
string Ω of digits in D , then

V (GiΓ ) = fki (v) | v ∈ V (GiΩ ) , E(GiΓ ) = {Γ j | j ∈ Di },
and

δGiΓ (Γ j) = fki (v) | v ∈ δGiΩ (Ωj)

for all j ∈ Di and δ ∈ {s, t}

where fki is the k-th function of the iterated function system given in
[14] for Koch curve in the case i = Koch and for Sierpiński gasket in the
case i = Sierp, respectively.
Lemma. For all natural numbers n > 0 and i ∈ {Koch, Sierp} the multihyperedge membrane system Sni is such that for every non-elementary vertex
Γ of Tin the directed multi-hypergraph GiΓ is isomorphic to GiΛ for empty string
Λ—the root of Tin .
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on n and by using the property of the
functions of the iterated function systems for Koch curve and Sierpiński gasket
that they are injections.
For all natural numbers n > 0 and i ∈ {Koch, Sierp} we deﬁne a geometrical
realization of Sni , denoted by space(Sni ), to be a subset of R2 (R2 is a Cartesian
product of two copies of the set R of real numbers) which is the n-th iteration of
Koch curve for i = Koch and the n-th iteration of Sierpiński gasket for i = Sierp,
i.e.
[
fjKoch (interval),
space(S1Koch ) =
j∈D Koch

space(S1Sierp )

=

[

fjSierp (equitriang),

j∈D Sierp
i
space(Sn+1
)=

[

fji (space(Sni )) for i ∈ {Koch, Sierp}

j∈D i
2

the form kΩ of Γ is understood that the ﬁrst element of Γ is k followed by the
string Ω.
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where fji (X) is the image of a set X for fji , interval = {(t, 0) | t ∈ R, 0 ≤ t ≤ 1},
and equitriang is the union of the interior√and the frontier of the equilateral
triangle in R2 whose vertices are (0, 0), ( 12 , 23 ), (1, 0).
Theorem. For all natural numbers n > 0 and i ∈ {Koch, Sierp} the set space
(Sni ) is not an amorphous set of points of R2 but it is a structured set by its
hierarchically organized decomposition into subsets according to the underlying
tree Tin of Sni , where the components of the decomposition form a family CΓi,n
(Γ ∈ V (Tin ), Γ is non-empty and is not an elementary vertex of Tin ) such that:
– if Γ is of the form jΩ for j ∈ Di and a string Ω of digits in Di , then
i,n
i
• for the empty string Ω the component CjΩ
is fji (space(Sn−1
)),
i,n
i,n−1
i
• for a non-empty string Ω the component CjΩ is fj (CΩ
) for the Ω-th
i,n−1
i
component CΩ
of space(Sn−1
),
– for mi = max Di the mi components CΓi,n1 , . . . , CΓi,nmi are glued according to
the pattern given by GiΓ understood that
δ(Γ j ′ ) ∩ γ(Γ j ′′ ) = CΓi,nj ′ ∩ CΓi,nj ′′
for all δ, γ, j ′ , j ′′ with {δ, γ} ⊆ {siGi , tiGi }, {j ′ , j ′′ } ⊆ Di , and j ′ 6= j ′′ .
Γ

Γ

Proof. The theorem is an immediate consequence of the adopted deﬁnitions.
The above multi-hypergraphical membrane systems can be drawn by using
Venn diagrams with discs or boxes dΓ corresponding to vertices Γ of Tin such
that dΓj is an immediate subset of dΓ .
Conclusion
The above lemma and theorem provide the translation claimed in the introduction of the paper for iterations of fractals in the cases of Koch curve and
Sierpiński gasket. In this translation the main feature of self-similarity described
in its ‘local’ statement corresponds to the isomorphisms of hypergraphs ‘giving’
the gluing patterns (see the above theorem) for every level of hierarchical organization of the decomposition, where the levels of hierarchical organization
coincide with scale layers.
The iterations of jD-Cantor set (j ∈ {1, 2, 3}) require another approach
which is proposed in [11], where multigraphical membrane systems are used
with vertices as membranes. Thus one may say that the approach proposed in
the present paper is a ‘hyperedges as membranes’ approach.
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Abstract. The efficiency of computational devices is usually expressed
in terms of their capability to solve computationally hard problems in
polynomial time. This paper focuses on tissue P systems, whose efficiency has been shown for several scenarios where the number of cells
in the system can grow exponentially, e.g. by using cell division rules or
cell separation rules. Moreover, in the first case it suffices to consider
very short communication rules with length bounded by two, and in the
second one it is enough to consider communication rules with length at
most three. This kind of systems have an environment with the property
that objects initially located in it appear in an arbitrarily large number
of copies, which is a somewhat unfair condition from a computational
complexity point of view. In this context, we study the role played by
the environment and its ability to handle infinitely many objects, in
particular we consider tissue P systems whose environment is initially
empty.

1

Introduction

Several different models of cell-like P systems have been successfully used to
efficiently solve computationally hard problems by trading space for time. An
exponential workspace is created in polynomial time by using some kind of rules,
and then massive parallelism is used to simultaneously check all the candidate solutions. Inspired by living cells, several ways for obtaining exponential workspace
in polynomial time were proposed: membrane division (mitosis) [12], membrane
creation (autopoiesis) [5], and membrane separation (membrane fission) [8]3 .
These three ways have given rise to the following models: P systems with active
membranes, P systems with membrane creation, and P systems with membrane
separation, respectively.
3

The name separation rule appeared earlier in [1], but with a slightly different definition.
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A new type of P systems, the so-called tissue P systems, was introduced in
[7]. The hierarchical membrane structure that was commonly used in the first
models, inspired on the way vesicles and compartments are arranged within a
cell, is discarded. Instead, an arbitrary graph of connections among elementary
membranes (now called cells) is considered. That is, the inspiration comes now
not from a single cell but from a collection of cooperating cells within a multicellular organism, e.g. in a tissue. Moreover, the functioning of tissue P systems
heavily relies on the intercellular communication, since objects can move under
symport/antiport rules, but cannot be rewritten.
This paper addresses two models of tissue P systems which are of a great
interest from a computational complexity point of view. The first one was presented in [14], where the definition of tissue P systems is combined with aspects
of the definition of P systems with active membranes, yielding tissue P systems
with cell division. In these models, cells may replicate, that is, the two new cells
generated by a division rule have exactly the same objects except for at most
one differing pair of objects. The second model that will be considered is tissue
P systems with cell separation [9]. In this case, an alternative method for generating an exponential number of cells in linear time is used. When a cell divides,
its contents are not replicated, but distributed, according to a fixed partition of
the alphabet.
The paper is organized as follows. First, we recall the basic mathematical
and theoretical background underlying the definitions of the two tissue P systems models mentioned above, together with the definition of complexity class
in the membrane computing framework. Then, Section 3 compares the computational power achieved by cell division and by cell separation, evaluating in both
cases the role of the environment. Some concluding remarks summarizing the
borderlines of efficiency discussed in the paper are given in Section 4.

2

Tissue P Systems

Let us recall that an alphabet Γ is a non–empty set whose elements are called
symbols. A multiset m over an alphabet Γ is a pair m = (Γ, f ) where f : Γ → IN
is a mapping. If m = (Γ, f ) is a multiset then its support is defined as
supp(m) = {x ∈ Γ | f (x) > 0}. A multiset is finite if its support is a finite
set. Let supp(m) = {a1 , . . . , ak } be the support of a finite multiset, m, then we
f (a )
f (a )
will denote m = a1 1 . . . ak k (here the order is irrelevant), and we say that
f (a1 ) + . . . + f (ak ) is the cardinal of m, denoted by |m|. The empty multiset is
denoted by λ. We also denote by Mf (Γ ) the set of all finite multisets over Γ .
Let m1 = (Γ, f1 ) and m2 = (Γ, f2 ) multisets over Γ . The union of m1
and m2 , denoted by m1 + m2 is the multiset (Γ, g), where g = f1 + f2 , that
is, g(x) = f1 (x) + f2 (x) for each x ∈ Γ . The relative complement of m2 in
m1 , denoted by m1 \ m2 is the multiset (Γ, g), where g(x) = f1 (x) − f2 (x) if
f1 (x) ≥ f2 (x) and g(x) = 0 otherwise.
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Definition 1. A basic tissue P system of degree q ≥ 1 is a tuple
Π = (Γ, Σ, E, M1 , . . . , Mq , R, iin , iout ), where:
Γ is a finite alphabet and E is a subset of Γ .
Σ is an (input) alphabet strictly contained in Γ such that E ∩ Σ = ∅.
M1 , . . . , Mq are finite multisets over Γ \ Σ.
R is a finite set of communication rules of the form (i, u/v, j),
for i, j ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , q}, i 6= j, u, v ∈ Mf (Γ ), and |u + v| =
6 0;
5. iin ∈ {1, 2, . . . , q}, and iout ∈ {0, 1, . . . , q}.

1.
2.
3.
4.

A basic tissue P system Π = (Γ, Σ, E, M1 , . . . , Mq , R, iin , iout ) of degree q ≥ 1
can be viewed as a set of q cells, labelled by 1, . . . , q, with an environment
labelled by 0 such that: (a) M1 , . . . , Mq are finite multisets over Γ representing
the objects (elements in Γ ) initially placed in the q cells of the system; (b) Σ is
the input alphabet and E is the set of objects located initially in the environment
of the system, all of them appearing in an arbitrary number of copies; and (c)
iin represents the input cell, and iout ∈ {0, 1, . . . , q} indicates the region that
stores the output of the system (which can be either a distinguished cell when
iout ∈ {1, . . . , q}, or the environment when iout = 0). If E = ∅ then we say that
the tissue P system is without environment.
A communication rule (i, u/v, j) is applicable to regions i, j if the multiset u
is contained in region i and multiset v is contained in region j. When applying
a communication rule (i, u/v, j), the objects of multiset u are sent from region i
to region j and, simultaneously, the objects of multiset v are sent from region j
to region i. The length of communication rule (i, u/v, j) is defined as |u| + |v|.
The rules are used in a non-deterministic maximally parallel manner as customary in membrane computing. At each step, we apply a multiset of rules which
is maximal : no further applicable rule can be added.
A configuration at any instant of a basic tissue P system is described by all
multisets of objects over Γ associated with all the cells present in the system,
and the multiset of objects over Γ \ E associated with the environment at that
moment. Recall that there are infinitely many copies of objects from E in the
environment, and hence this set is not properly changed along the computation.
For each multiset m over the input alphabet Σ, the initial configuration with
input m is C0 = (M1 , · · · , Miin + m, · · · , Mq ; ∅). Therefore, we have an initial
configuration associated with each input multiset m (over the input alphabet
Σ) in this kind of systems. We will use the notation (Π + m) to refer to a P
system Π such that its initial configuration is the one associated with m. A
configuration is a halting configuration if no rule of the system is applicable to
it. We say that configuration C1 yields configuration C2 in one transition step,
denoted by C1 ⇒Π C2 , if we can pass from C1 to C2 by applying the rules from
R following the previous remarks.
A computation of Π is a (finite or infinite) sequence of configurations such
that: (a) the first term of the sequence is the initial configuration C0 of the system
associated with a given input; (b) for each n ≥ 2 the n–th configuration of the
sequence is obtained from the previous configuration by applying a maximal
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multiset of rules of the system as described above; and (c) if the sequence is
finite (called halting computation) then the last term of the sequence must be a
halting configuration. Only halting computations give a result, which is encoded
by the objects present in the output region iout in the halting configuration. The
result of a computation can be defined in various ways, just like in the cell-like
case. Obviously, when the output is collected in the environment, symbols from
E must be ignored.
If C = {Ct }0≤t≤r of Π (r ∈ IN) is a halting computation, then the length of
C, denoted by |C|, is r.
2.1

Cell division and cell separation

Reproduction is doubtlessly one of the fundamental mechanisms on every living
being. Thus, there is a clear motivation to try to get inspiration from the various processes that generate new cells (or new membranes, in general) and to
adapt them into the tissue P systems framework. Moreover, as mentioned in the
Introduction, division rules (mitosis), and separation rules (membrane fission)
have been already introduced for cell-like P systems [12, 8].
Definition 2. A tissue P system with cell division of degree q ≥ 1 is a tuple
Π = (Γ, Σ, E, M1 , . . . , Mq , R, iin , iout ), where:
1. Π = (Γ, Σ, E, M1 , . . . , Mq , Rc , iin , iout ) is a basic tissue P system, where Rc
is the set of communication rules in R.
2. R may also contain cell division rules of the form [a]i → [b]i [c]i , where
i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , q}, i 6= iout and a, b, c ∈ Γ .
Definition 3. A tissue P system with cell separation of degree q ≥ 1 is a tuple
Π = (Γ, Γ1 , Γ2 , Σ, E, M1 , . . . , Mq , R, iout ), where:
1. Π = (Γ, Σ, E, M1 , . . . , Mq , Rc , iin , iout ) is a basic tissue P system, where Rc
is the set of communication rules in R.
2. {Γ1 , Γ2 } is a partition of Γ , that is, Γ = Γ1 ∪ Γ2 , Γ1 , Γ2 6= ∅, Γ1 ∩ Γ2 = ∅.
3. R may also contain cell separation rules of the form [a]i → [Γ1 ]i [Γ2 ]i , where
i ∈ {1, . . . , q}, a ∈ Γ and i 6= iout .
A tissue P system with cell division is a basic tissue P system that allows cell
division rules. When applying a division rule [a]i → [b]i [c]i , under the influence
of object a, the cell with label i is divided into two cells with the same label;
in the first copy, object a is replaced by object b, in the second one, object a is
replaced by object c; all the other objects are replicated and copies of them are
placed in the two new cells.
A tissue P system with cell separation is a basic tissue P system that allows
cell separation rules. When applying a separation rule [a]i → [Γ1 ]i [Γ2 ]i , in reaction with an object a, the cell i is separated into two cells with the same label;
at the same time, object a is consumed; all the other objects in the cell are distributed (not replicated): those from Γ1 are placed in the first cell, while those
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from Γ2 are placed in the second cell. The output cell iout cannot be divided nor
separated.
The label of a cell precisely identifies the rules which can be applied to it. Note
that in the previous definitions {1, . . . , q} is used as the set of labels, but without
loss of generality any finite set can be considered instead. The rules are used in
a non-deterministic maximally parallel manner with the following restriction:
when a cell is divided (or separated), the objects inside that cell do not get
involved in any communication rule during this step. The two new resulting
cells could participate in the interaction with other cells or the environment by
means of communication rules at the next step – provided that they are not
divided (or separated) again.
2.2

Recognizer Tissue P Systems

A decision problem is a pair (IX , θX ) where IX is a language over a finite alphabet
(whose elements are called instances) and θX is a total Boolean function over IX .
There are many different ways to describe instances of a decision problem, but
we assume that each problem has associated with it a fixed reasonable encoding
scheme (in the sense of [3], page 10) which provides a string associated with
each problem instance. The size of an instance u ∈ IX is the length of the string
associated with it by means of a reasonable encoding scheme.
A correspondence between decision problems and languages over a finite alphabet, can be established as follows. Given a decision problem X = (IX , θX ),
its associated language is LX = {w ∈ IX : θX (w) = 1}. Conversely, given a language L over an alphabet Σ, its associated decision problem is XL = (IXL , θXL ),
/ L}. The solvability of
where IXL = Σ ∗ , and θXL = {(x, 1) | x ∈ L} ∪ {(x, 0) | x ∈
decision problems is defined through the recognition of the languages associated
with them by means of languages recognizer devices.
Definition 4. A tissue P system of degree q ≥ 1 is a recognizer system if:
1. The working alphabet Γ has two distinguished objects yes and no being, at
least, one copy of them present in some initial multisets, but none of them
are present in the alphabet of the environment.
2. All computations halt.
3. If C is a computation of Π, then either object yes or object no (but not both)
must have been released into the environment, and only at the last step of
the computation.
Note that, because of the first condition, the presence or absence of objects
yes and no in the environment can be accounted for in any configuration. Note
also that all computations are finite as a consequence of the second condition,
and thus it is possible to refer to their “last step”.
Given a recognizer tissue P system Π and a computation C of Π, we say
that C is an accepting computation (respectively, rejecting computation) if object
yes (respectively, object no) appears in the environment associated with the
corresponding halting configuration of C. Note that, since Π is a recognizer
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system, neither object yes nor no appears in the environment associated with
any non–halting configuration of C.
For each natural number k ≥ 1, we denote by TDC(k) (respectively, TSC(k))
the class of recognizer tissue P systems with cell division (respectively, with
cell separation) and communication rules with length at most k. We denote by
d
d
TDC(k)
(respectively, TSC(k))
the class of recognizer tissue P systems with
cell division (respectively, with cell separation), with communication rules with
length at most k, and without environment.
Now, we define what it means to solve a decision problem in the framework
of tissue P systems efficiently and in a uniform way. Since we define each tissue
P system to work on a finite number of inputs, to solve a decision problem we
define a numerable family of tissue P systems.
Definition 5. We say that a decision problem X = (IX , θX ) is solvable in a
uniform way and polynomial time by a family Π = {Π(n) | n ∈ IN} of recognizer
P systems if the following holds:
1. The family Π is polynomially uniform by Turing machines, that is, there
exists a deterministic Turing machine working in polynomial time which
constructs the system Π(n) from n ∈ IN.
2. There exists a pair (cod, s) of polynomial-time computable functions over IX
such that:
(a) for each instance u ∈ IX , s(u) is a natural number and cod(u) is an
input multiset of the system Π(s(u));
(b) for each n ∈ IN, s−1 (n) is a finite set;
(c) the family Π is polynomially bounded with regard to (X, cod, s), that is,
there exists a polynomial function p, such that for each u ∈ IX every
computation of Π(s(u)) with input cod(u) is halting and it performs at
most p(|u|) steps;
(d) the family Π is sound with regard to (X, cod, s), that is, for each u ∈ IX ,
if there exists an accepting computation of Π(s(u)) with input cod(u),
then θX (u) = 1;
(e) the family Π is complete with regard to (X, cod, s), that is, for each
u ∈ IX , if θX (u) = 1, then every computation of Π(s(u)) with input
cod(u) is an accepting one.
From the soundness and completeness conditions above we deduce that every
P system Π(n) is confluent, in the following sense: every computation of a system
with the same input multiset must always give the same answer.
Let R be a class of recognizer P systems. We denote by PMCR the set
of all decision problems which can be solved in a uniform way and polynomial
time by means of families of systems from R. The class PMCR is closed under
complement and polynomial–time reductions [16].
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Computational Efficiency of Tissue P Systems without
environment

It is well known that tissue P systems with cell division and tissue P systems
with cell separation are able to solve computationally hard problems efficiently.
Specifically, NP–complete problems have been solved in polynomial time in [19]
by using families of tissue P systems with cell division and communication rules
of length at most 2, and by using families of tissue P systems with cell separation
and communication rules of length at most 3. Thus,
NP ∪ co − NP ⊆ PMCTDC(2) ∩ PMCTSC(3)
In [4, 9, 10] it has been proved that only tractable problems can be efficiently
solved by using families of tissue P systems with cell division and communication
rules of length 1 (or with cell separation and communication rules of length
bounded by 2). That is, P = PMCTDC(1) = PMCTSC(1) = PMCTSC(2) .
Therefore, in the framework of tissue P systems with cell division (respectively,
cell separation), passing the maximum length of communication rules of the
systems from 1 to 2 (respectively, from 2 to 3) amounts to passing from non–
efficiency to efficiency, assuming that P 6= NP. That is, the cooperation of 2
objects (respectively, 3 objects) in the communication rules is a key feature that
allows efficient solutions of NP–complete problems.
3.1

Efficiency of tissue P systems with cell division and without
environment

In this section, we give a family of tissue P systems with cell division, communication rules of length at most 2, and without environment which solves
the HAM-CYCLE problem, a well known NP–complete problem [3], in polynomial
time, according to Definition 5.
Let us recall that the HAM-CYCLE problem is the following: given a directed
graph, to determine whether or not there exists a Hamiltonian cycle in the graph.
The idea is the following: starting from the family Π = {Π(n) | n ∈ IN} of
tissue P systems from TDC(2) provided in [19], we construct a family
d
Π′ = {Π ′ (n) | n ∈ IN} of tissue P systems from TDC(2)
such that Π ′ (n)
processes all instances G of HAM-CYCLE with n nodes. The construction is implemented according to Definition 6.2 in [15], in such a way that each Π ′ (n)
simulates its counterpart Π(n) in an efficient way. We refer to [15] for details,
but informally speaking, each computation from Π ′ (n) matches (or “simulates”)
an equivalent one from Π(n), except for a polynomial amount of additional auxiliary steps.
Let us recall that for each n ∈ IN, Π(n) is the following tissue P system:
Π(n) = (Γ, Σ, E, Min , Mh , My , Myes , Mno , Mout ,
Mei,j,k (1 ≤ i, j, k ≤ n), Mci (1 ≤ i ≤ n), R, iin , iout )
• The input alphabet is Σ = {(i, j)k | 1 ≤ i, j, k ≤ n}.
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• The working alphabet is
Γ = {(i, j)k , (i, j)′k , (i, j)′′k | 1 ≤ i, j, k ≤ n} ∪
{(i, j)k,r , (i, j)′k,r , (i, j)′′k,r | 1 ≤ i, j, k ≤ n ∧ 1 ≤ r ≤ n3 } ∪
{wi | 1 ≤ i ≤ n3 + 6} ∪ {cr , hr , yr | 1 ≤ r ≤ n3 } ∪
{w, c, c′ , c′′ , h, h′ , h′′ , h′′′ , y, y ′ , y ′′ , y ′′′ , y ′′′′ , x, yes, no, #}
• The alphabet of the environment is
E = {wi | 1 ≤ i ≤ n3 + 5} ∪ {w, c′′ , y ′′ , h′′ , y ′′′ , h′′′ , y ′′′′ }
• The initial multisets are

n

 Min = c y h ′′


Mei,j,k = (i, j)k,n3 , 1 ≤ i, j, k ≤ n




= cn3 , 1 ≤ i ≤ n
M


 ci
Mh = hn3
My = yn3




M

yes = yes



M
= wn3 +6 no


 no
Mout = x
• The set R consists of the following rules:
(no , wr / wr−1 , 0), for 2 ≤ r ≤ n3 + 6.
(no , w1 / w , 0).
[ (i, j)k ]in → [ (i, j)′k ]in [ # ]in , for 1 ≤ i, j, k ≤ n.
[ (i, j)′′k,r ]ei,j,k → [ (i, j)′′k,r−1 ]ei,j,k [ (i, j)′′k,r−1 ]ei,j,k ,
for 1 ≤ i, j, k ≤ n and 2 ≤ r ≤ n3 .
(5) [ (i, j)′′k,1 ]ei,j,k → [ (i, j)′′k ]ei,j,k [ (i, j)′′k ]ei,j,k , for 1 ≤ i, j, k ≤ n.
(6) [ cr ]ci → [ cr−1 ]ci [ cr−1 ]ci , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n ∧ 1 ≤ r ≤ n3 .
(7) [ yr ]y → [ yr−1 ]y [ yr−1 ]y , for 1 ≤ r ≤ n3 .
(8) [ hr ]h → [ hr−1 ]h [ ar−1 ]h , for 1 ≤ r ≤ n3 .
(9) (in , (i, j)′k / (i, j)′′k , ei,j,k ), for 1 ≤ i, j, k ≤ n.
(10) (in , c / c′ , ci ), for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
(11) (in , y / y ′ , y).
(12) (in , h / h′ , h).
(13) (in, (i, j)′′k (i, j ′ )′′k′ / λ, 0), for 1 ≤ i, j, j ′ , k, k′ ≤ n.
(14) (in, (i, j)′′k (i′ , j)′′k′ / λ, 0), for 1 ≤ i, i′ , j, k, k′ ≤ n.
(15) (in, (i, j)′′k (i′ , j ′ )′′k+1 / λ, 0), for 1 ≤ i, i′ , j, j ′ , k ≤ n, and j 6= i′ .
(16) (in, (i, j)′′k (i′ , j ′ )′′k / λ, 0), for 1 ≤ i, i′ , j, j ′ , k ≤ n.
(17) (in , c′ / c′′ , 0).
(18) (in , y ′ / y ′′ , 0).
(19) (in , h′ / h′′ , 0).
(20) (in , (i, j)′′k c′′ / λ , 0) for 1 ≤ i, j, k ≤ n.
(21) (in , y ′′ / y ′′′ , 0).
(22) (in , h′′ / h′′′ , 0).
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
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(in , c′′ h′′′ / λ , 0).
(in , y ′′′ / y ′′′′ , 0).
(in , h′′′ y ′′′′ / λ , yes).
(yes , y ′′′′ yes / λ , out).
(out , x yes / λ , 0).
(no , w no / λ , out).
(out , x no / λ , 0).

• The input cell is iin = in.
• The output region is the environment, iout = 0.
Let us notice that |Γ | = 3n4 + 7n3 + 23, |E| = n3 + 12 and the degree of Π(n) is
q = n3 + n + 6. Let Labn denote the set of labels of cells in Π(n). Besides, the
execution-time is n3 + 7 if the answer is affirmative and it is n3 + 8 if the answer
is negative. We thus consider p(n) = n3 + 8 as the polynomial bound on the
number of steps needed for the construction, according to Definition 6.2 in [15].
Now, for each n ∈ IN, let us construct, using Π(n) as a starting point, a tissue
d
P system from TDC(2)
of degree q1 = 1 + (n3 + n + 6) · (n3 + 10) + (n3 + 12),
Π ′ (n) = (Γ ′ , Σ ′ , E ′ , M′0 , M′1 , . . . , M′q1 −1 , R′ , i′in , i′out )
defined as follows:
• Γ ′ = Γ ∪ {αj | 0 ≤ j ≤ n3 + 7}.
• Σ ′ = Σ and E ′ = ∅.
• Each one of the q cells of Π(n) provides a cell of Π ′ (n) with the same label.
In addition, Π ′ (n) has:
− For each one of the q cells of Π(n), n3 + 9 new cells,
labelled by (i, 0), . . . , (i, n3 + 8), respectively, where i stands for the original label of the cell in Π(n).
− A distinguished cell labelled by 0.
− A new cell, labelled by lb , for each b ∈ E.
• M′lb = {α0 }, for each b ∈ E, M′(i,0) = Mi , for each i ∈ Labn , and every
other multiset of Π ′ (n) is initially empty.
• R′ = R ∪ {[αj ]lb → [αj+1 ]lb [αj+1 ]lb | b ∈ E ∧ 0 ≤ j ≤ n3 + 6}
∪ {[αn3 +7 ]lb → [b]lb [b]lb | b ∈ E}
∪ {(lb , b/λ , 0) | b ∈ E} 
∪ { (i, j), a/λ , (i, j +1) | a ∈ Γ ∧ i ∈ Labn ∧ 0 ≤ j ≤ n3 + 7}
∪ { (i, n3 + 8), a/λ , i | a ∈ Γ ∧ i ∈ Labn }
′
• iin = (iin , 0), and i′out = 0.
Let us notice that Π ′ (n) can be considered as an extension of Π(n) without
environment, in the following sense:
⋆ Γ ⊆ Γ ′ , Σ ⊆ Σ ′ and E ′ = ∅.
⋆ Each cell in Π is also a cell in Π ′ (n).
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⋆ There is a distinguished cell in Π ′ (n) labelled by 0 which plays the role of
environment of Π(n).
⋆ R ⊆ R′ , and now 0 is the label of a “normal cell” in Π ′ (n).
Note also that this construction does not affect the maximum length of the
communication rules, since the communication rules in R′ \R are of type symport
and length 1.
An Overview of the Computations
Let G = (V, E), with V = {1, . . . , n} and E = {(u1 , v1 ), . . . , (up , vp )}, be an
arbitrary instance of the HAM-CYCLE problem.
The size mapping on the set of instances is defined as s(G) = n, and the
encoding of the instance is the multiset
cod(G) = {(ui , vi )k | 1 ≤ i ≤ p ∧ 1 ≤ k ≤ n ∧ (ui , vi ) ∈ E}
Each object (ui , vi )k can be interpreted as considering arc (ui , vi ) being “placed”
in the “k-th position” in a sequence of n arcs that could be a Hamiltonian cycle.
This way of encoding arcs by means of objects is one of the keys to understand
the design of the solution. A brute force approach is followed, generating all
possible combinations by division and subsequently checking for each subset of
n objects from cod(G) whether it represents a Hamiltonian cycle or not.
Let us now informally describe how system Π ′ (s(G)) with input multiset
cod(G), denoted by Π ′ (s(G)) + cod(G), works, in order to process the instance
G of the HAM-CYCLE problem.
At the initial configuration of Π ′ (s(G)) + cod(G) we have the following:
– Cell labelled by 0 is empty.
– For each i ∈ Labn , the contents of cell i is empty and the contents of cell
(i, 0) is Mi (except for the case i = iin , where M′(in,0) = Min + cod(G)).
– For each i, j (i ∈ Labn and 1 ≤ j ≤ n3 + 8), the contents of cell (i, j) is
empty.
– For each b ∈ E, cell labelled by lb contains only object α0 .
It is easy to check that the rules of a system Π(n) of the family are recursively
defined from n and the amount of resources needed to build an element of the
family is of a polynomial order in n. Therefore, there exists a deterministic
Turing machine that builds the system Π(n) in time polynomial with respect to
n.
At the first n3 + 9 steps of any computation C ′ of Π ′ (n), only the following
rules can be applied:
–
–
–
–

{[αj ]lb → [αj+1 ]lb [αj+1 ]lb | b ∈ E ∧ 0 ≤ j ≤ n3 + 6}
{[αn3 +7 ]lb → [b]lb [b]lb | b ∈ E}
{(lb , b/λ , 0) | b ∈ E} 
{ (i, j), a/λ , (i, j + 1) | a ∈ Γ ∧ i ∈ Labn ∧ 0 ≤ j ≤ n3 + 7}
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– { (i, n3 + 8), a/λ , i | a ∈ Γ ∧ i ∈ Labn }
Besides, they are applied in a deterministic manner. Then, the configuration
Cn′ 3 +9 of any computation C ′ of Π ′ (s(G)) + cod(G) is characterized by the following:
n3 +8

n3 +8

(1) The contents of cell 0 is b21
. . . b2α
, where E = {b1 , . . . , bα }.
(2) For each i ∈ Labn , the contents of cell i is Mi (except for the case i = iin ,
that contains Min + cod(G)).
(3) For i, j (i ∈ Labn and 0 ≤ j ≤ n3 + 8) the contents of cell (i, j) is empty.
3
(4) For each b ∈ E, there exist 2n +8 cells labelled by lb whose content is
empty.
Basically, this is the “initial” configuration of the system Π(s(G)) + cod(G),
together with a large number of empty cells. Therefore, from step n3 + 9 any
computation of Π ′ (s(G)) + cod(G) “reproduces” a computation of the system
Π(s(G)) + cod(G) with a delay.
Bearing in mind that the family Π = {Π(n) | n ∈ IN} solves HAM-CYCLE
problem in polynomial time, we deduce that the system Π′ = {Π ′ (n) | n ∈ IN}
also solves HAM-CYCLE problem in polynomial time. Hence, we have the following
result:
Theorem 1. HAM-CYCLE ∈ PMCTDC(2)
d .

That is, a uniform solution working in polynomial time has been found for
an NP–complete problem using an empty environment alphabet. Hence, the
environment does not play a relevant role in recognizer tissue P systems with
cell division with respect to the efficiency of these models.
3.2

Non-efficiency of tissue P systems with cell separation and
without environment

In [6] it has been proved that only tractable problems can be efficiently solved
by using tissue P systems with cell separation where there is not an environment
having infinitely many copies of some objects. Thus, tissue P systems with cell
separation and without environment are non-efficient in the sense that they are
not capable to solve NP–complete problems in polynomial time, according to
Definition 5, assuming that P 6= NP.
Theorem 2. For each k ∈ IN, k ≥ 1 we have P = PMCTSC(k)
d .

Hence, the environment plays a relevant role in recognizer tissue P systems
with cell separation with respect the efficiency of these models. That is, by using
environment, NP–complete problems can be solved in polynomial time, but this
is not possible when the initial environment is empty.
Another interesting consequence of the previous result is the following. In
the framework of recognizer tissue P systems without environment, the kind of
rules provides a frontier of the efficiency, that is, passing from division rules to
separation rules amounts to passing from efficiency to non-efficiency, assuming
that P 6= NP.
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Conclusions

In this paper we have discussed how allowing an infinite supply of objects in the
environment determines (or not) that the model of tissue P systems considered
will be efficient or not.
More precisely, we have highlighted the key role that environment plays in
the case of tissue P systems with cell separation. It does actually constitute
a borderline between efficiency and non-efficiency for the classes TSC(k) and
d
TSC(k),
for every k ≥ 3. However, it is important to note that cooperation (of at
least 3 objects) in the communication rules is another important ingredient, since
we cannot get efficient solutions with tissue P systems with cell separation and
communication rules of length bounded by 2, irrespectively of using environment
or not [10].
On the other hand, the environment has been shown to be an irrelevant
ingredient in the case of tissue P systems with cell division. Indeed, a uniform
polynomial solution has been described for HAM-CYCLE using a family of tissue
d
P systems with cell division and without environment from TDC(2).
Note that
the borderline of efficiency concerning the length of communication rules remains
the same as what was already known when environment is allowed: symport of
length 1 versus cooperation of 2 objects.
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Abstract. We simulate a P system with active membranes by a transitional P system involving priorities, catalysts and cooperation. The
difference in the number of applied rules depends on the fact that in a
P system with active membranes a change of configuration is done by a
single rule application (one step), while in the corresponding transitional
P system involving priorities, catalysts and cooperation this is achieved
through several steps.

1

Introduction

The family of membrane systems (also called P systems) is presented in the
handbook [2], while several applications of membrane computing are presented
in [1]. Membrane systems are distributed, parallel and non-deterministic computing models inspired by biological entities.
A P system with active membranes [2] is a construct
Π = (V, T, H, µ, w1 , . . . , wn , α1 , . . . , αn , R), where:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

n ≥ 1 represents the number of membranes;
V is an alphabet (the total alphabet of the system);
T ⊆ V (the terminal alphabet);
H is a finite set of labels for membranes;
µ is a membrane structure, consisting of n membranes, labelled in a one-toone manner with elements of H;
6. w1 , . . . , wn are strings over V , describing the multisets of objects placed in
the n regions of µ;
7. α1 , . . . , αn , with αi ∈ {+, −, 0} for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, are the initial polarisations
of the membranes;
8. R is a finite set of developmental rules, of the following forms:
∗
(a) [a → v]α
object evolution
h , for h ∈ H, α ∈ {+, −, 0}, a ∈ V , v ∈ V
An object a placed inside a membrane evolves into a multiset of objects v, depending on the label h and the charge α of the membrane.
The membrane does not take part in the application of the rule and is
not modified by it.
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α2
1
(b) a[ ]α
communication
h →[b]h , for h ∈ H, α1 , α2∈{+, −, 0}, a, b ∈ V
An object a is introduced in the membrane labelled h and with charge
α1 . Furthermore, the object a may be modified to b and the polarisation
may be changed from α1 to α2 during the operation. The label of the
membrane remains unchanged.
α2
1
(c) [a]α
communication
h →[ ]h b, for h ∈ H, α1 , α2∈{+, −, 0}, a, b ∈ V
An object a is removed from the membrane labelled h and with charge
α1 . Furthermore, the object a may be modified to b and the polarisation
may be changed from α1 to α2 during the operation. The label of the
membrane remains unchanged.
(d) [a]α
dissolving
h → b, for h ∈ H, α∈{+, −, 0}, a, b ∈ V
An object a dissolves the surrounding membrane labelled h and with
charge α. Furthermore, the object a may be modified to b during the
operation.
α2
α3
1
(e) [a]α
h →[b]h [c]h , for h∈H, α1,α2,α3∈{+, −, 0}, a, b, c ∈ V
division of elementary membranes
In reaction with an object a, a membrane labelled h and with charge α is
divided into two membranes with the same label, of potentially different
polarisations. Furthermore, the object a may be replaced in the two new
membranes by possibly new objects.

The above rules are applied in the usual non-deterministic maximally parallel
manner (every rule that is applicable inside a region has to be applied in that
region), subject to the following constraints: (i) any object can be subject of only
one rule of any type and any membrane can be subject of only one rule of type
(b)-(e); (ii) rules of type (a) are not counted as applied to membranes, but only
to objects; (iii) if a membrane is dissolved, then all the objects and membranes
in its region are incorporated in the surrounding region; (iv) the rules are applied
in a bottom-up manner; (v) the skin membrane cannot be dissolved or divided,
but it can be the subject of in/out operations.

2

Expressing P Systems with Active Membranes

In a P system the evolution rules can be applied according to a priority relation,
given in the form of a partial order relation: the rule with the highest priority
among the applicable rules is always the one actually applied. If there are rules
that specify the evolution of several objects at the same time, then the system is
cooperative. An intermediate case is that where there are certain objects, called
catalysts, that do not evolve alone, but appear together with other objects in
evolution rules and they are not modified by the use of the rules. (e.g., cu → cv,
u ∈ V + , v ∈ V ∗ ).
Proposition 1. Given a P system Π with active membranes, its operations can
be expressed by a P system Π p involving priorities, catalysts and cooperative
rules.
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Proof. Starting from the P system Π, we construct the P system
Π p = (V p , T p , [ ], wp , (Rp , ρp )), where:
1. V p = {ah | a ∈ V, h ∈ H ∪HN }∪ {αh , αhdi , αhm | α ∈ {+, −, 0}, h, i ∈ H ∪HN }
∪ {pij , p′ij | i, j ∈ H ∪ HN }
• ah - models an object a from membrane h;
• αh - models the polarisation α of membrane h;
• pij - represents the fact that membrane i is included in membrane j; this
object is used to model the membrane structure of the initial system;
• HN ⊆ {hi | h ∈ H, i ∈ N} is used to uniquely track the copies of the
membranes from H created by division;
2. T p = {ah | a ∈ T, h ∈ H ∪ HN } the terminal alphabet considers all combinations of terminal objects and locations from the initial system;
3. wp = {ah , a′h | a ∈ wh , h ∈ H}
∪ {αh | h ∈ H} ∪ {pij | membrane i is included in membrane j in µ}
• ah - models an object a from the initial multiset wh ;
• αh - models the initial polarisation α of membrane h;
• Rp is a finite set of evolution rules:
(a) a rule [a → v]α
h is simulated by the rule:
i. αh ah → αh vh′ ; vh′ denotes the fact that a label h is added to all objects from the multiset v, and that the newly created objects cannot
be used by any other rule in the current evolution step;
α2
1
(b) a rule a[ ]α
h →[b]h is simulated by the rule:
i. phi ai α1h → phi b′h α2h ;
α2
1
(c) a rule [a]α
h →[ ]h b is simulated by the rule:
i. phi ah α1h → phi b′i α2h ;
(d) a rule [a]α
h → b is simulated by the rules:
i. phi ah αh → p′hi αhdi b′i ; αhdi represents a special object that models the
fact that the membrane labelled h in the initial membrane structure
is marked to be dissolved (d - symbolises dissolution, i - the parent
membrane of dissolved membrane h). When a membrane is marked
for dissolution, some objects pij need to be modified in order to keep
track with the modification of the initial structure. To do this, the
object phi is replaced with the object p′hi in order to announce the
children of membrane h (if any) to change their parent to i.
ii. p′hi pjh → p′hi pji ; any membrane contained in the dissolved membrane h, if any, changes its parent from h to i.
iii. p′hi → ε; if there are no more membranes with parent h, the intermediate object p′hi is removed.
iv. αhdi ah → αhdi a′i ; any object from membrane h moves to membrane i.
v. αhdi → ε; if there are no more objects in the dissolving membrane h,
then intermediate object αhdi is removed.
The rules are applied according to the following sequence of priorities:
(d).i > (d).ii > (d).iii > (d).iv > (d).v
α2
α3
1
(e) a rule [a]α
→[b]
h
h [c]h is simulated by the rules:
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i. phi ah α1h → ph1 i b′h1 ph2 i c′h2 αhm ; αhm represents a special object that
models the fact that the membrane labelled h in the initial membrane
structure is multiplied (m - symbolises multiplication). In order to
keep track which objects belong to which membrane in the initial
system, we consider that the new copies of the membrane and its
inner objects have labels that uniquely identify them, namely h1 and
h2 . To be able to apply similar rules as for the initial membrane h also
to the newly created membranes labelled by h1 and h2 we duplicate
the rules from h in the newly created membranes by replacing the
objects ah by the objects ah1 or ah2 , respectively.
ii. αhm ah → αhm a′h1 a′h2 ; in the presence of the object αhm any object
from the initial membrane h is duplicated in the two new copies of
membrane h: the object ah is replaced by the objects a′h1 and a′h2 .
iii. αhm → αh1 αh2 ; after all objects of membrane h are replicated into
the new copies of membrane h, namely h1 and h2 , the object αhm is
replaced with the objects αh1 and αh2 , representing the polarisations
of the newly created membranes.
The rules are applied according to the following sequence of priorities:
(e).i > (e).ii > (e).iii
(f) a′h → ah ; in order to move to the next step of the evolution, the primed
objects (e.g., a′h ) are transformed into simple objects (e.g., ah ).
The rules are simulated using the application constraints of P systems with active
membranes, except for rule (f ) which has the lowest priority among all rules and
is applied last in order to prepare the system for a new evolution step.
⊓
⊔
Remark 1. We end by emphasising the size of the P system Π p with respect to
that of Π. Consider that the largest configuration has m membranes. Thus, the
cardinality of the alphabet V p is,
card(V p ) = m × (card(V ) + 10 × m)
while the cardinality of the rule set Rp is,:
card(Rp ) = m × (card(R(a)) + card(R(a)) + card(R(c))+
+5 × card(R(d)) + 3 × card(R(e)) + card(V p )),
where R(a) denotes the number of (a) rules from the set of rules R.
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Abstract. We explore the principle of causality in the parallel multiset
rewriting systems.

1

Introduction

This paper explores the concept of causality in membrane and multiset rewriting
systems. Its goal is to capture the causal dependencies existing among executions
of rules, while abstracting away from other aspects. In the membrane computing
literature there are several attempts to formalize causal semantics (e.g., [1], [2]
and [3]), most of them proposing a notion of causality based on the temporal
order of single rule applications. Our new approach introduces regular expressions to define the causal relation between executions of rules; the time between
the moments when these rules compete for objects can be also specified in the
definition of regular expressions. We define causal sequences as a method for
modelling different possible evolutions in metabolic networks, and their causal
relationships.
We also use indexed multisets in the context of multiset rewriting systems.
The indexes are used to keep track of causal relations. An indexed rewriting
system has rules of the form (r, i) which correspond to a rule r applied at step
i. Indexing allows to identify the rules which can be applied “early” without
changing the result of the evolution. In this situation the “early” applied rule r
is causally independent from the rules which can be postponed to be applied after
r, which leads to a specific notion of causality. When a rule is applied as early
as possible, the rules preceding it represent its cause. This approach naturally
extends to multisets of rules. Indexing is suitable for the causal analysis of the
evolution strategy used in membrane systems (maximally parallel application)
as well as for the one used in Petri nets (unconditional application).
1.1

Preliminaries

A multiset rewriting system is a tuple (O, R, w0 ) consisting of an alphabet of
objects O, a set of rules R and an initial multiset of objects w0 . Each rule
r ∈ R has two associated non-empty multisets over O, denoted by lhs(r) and
rhs(r); the notation used for a rule is r : lhs(r) → rhs(r). The set of labels
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of the rules from R (uniquely identifiable) is denoted by L.When considering a
multiset F of rules we extend the notations
for left hand side and right hand
P
side
to
the
entire
multiset:
lhs(F
)
=
F
(r)
· lhs(r) and similarly rhs(F ) =
r∈R
P
F
(r)
·
rhs(r).
r∈R
A multiset rewriting system (O, R, w0 ) evolves by applying a multiset of rules
to the initial multiset (configuration), then applying yet another multiset of rules
to the multiset obtained from the first application and so on, possibly imposing
certain restrictions on the applied multisets of rules.
We call step sequence a sequence of multisets F1 . . . Fn of rules such that
Fn
F1
wn .
w1 . . . wn−1 −−→
there exists a sequence of transitions of the form w0 −→
A maximally parallel step sequence is a step sequence given by a transition
Fn
F1
wn such that every multiset of rules Fi applied
w1 . . . wn−1 −−→
sequence w0 −→
throughout is maximal with respect to application to wi−1 .

2

Causal Sequence System

A Causal Sequence System (CSS, for short) is a multiset rewriting system
Π = (O, C, R, w0 , E), where C ⊆ O (the catalysts); the set E is a finite set
of regular expressions over L ∪ {d} (where d is a special symbol (the “delay”
symbol), d 6∈ L); moreover, if e ∈ E then L(e) ⊆ (L ∪ {d})∗ L(L ∪ {d})∗ . Here
we consider non-cooperative rules l : a → v or catalytic rules l : ca → cv, where
l ∈ L, a ∈ O \ C, v ∈ (O \ C)∗ , and c ∈ C;
The evolution of Π is determined by the followings. Let E = {e1 , . . . , es }; in
addition, let L1 , . . . , Ls be the corresponding regular languages. A word l0 . . . lt ∈
Li , 1 ≤ i ≤ s is called a causal sequence and illustrates the fact that the corresponding rules (if there exist such corresponding rules; recall that d is not
associated with any rule) are applied (if possible) in the implicit order of symbols. Given a multiset of objects w, a causal sequence l0 . . . lt is applicable to w
if the rule having the label l0 is applicable to w or l0 = d; similarly, a causal
sequence is started if the rule labelled with l0 is applied to w or l0 = d. A computation of Π is determined by a maximally parallel step sequence such that at
each step the multiset of rules to be applied is selected as follows. For a causal
sequence l0 . . . lt that is started in configuration k, the rule labelled li , 1 ≤ i ≤ t,
li 6= d, compete for objects in configuration k + i iff the rules labelled li−j ,
1 ≤ j ≤ i, li−j 6= d were applied in the corresponding configurations k + i − j. A
started causal sequence is said to be entirely applied if the rules corresponding
to all labels were applied in the given order, in consecutive configurations; in
case there exists a rule labelled li , 1 ≤ i ≤ t, li 6= d, that lost the competition
on objects, or if the rule cannot be applied, then the started causal sequence is
said to be interrupted ; the executions of the remaining rules in the subsequent
configurations are dropped. In any configuration, new causal sequences from
each Li , 1 ≤ i ≤ s, are nondeterministically selected for applications. Given
such a causal sequence and a configuration wk , if the first label of rule appears
in the causal sequence on position l ≥ 0 (the first symbols all being d), then
the corresponding rule competes for objects with other rules (from the causal
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sequences in progress) after l computational steps. For configuration wk , there
might exist new causal sequences, causal sequences in progress, and interrupted
causal sequences, which determine the rules to be applied in order to obtain the
next configuration wk+1 .
A computation of Π is a halting one if no rule can be applied (all the started
causal sequences are interrupted and no matter how a new causal sequence is
selected for application it becomes interrupted at the first symbol corresponding
to a rule) in the halting configuration; the result is the number of objects from
a set Σ ⊆ O in the halting configuration. Non-halting computation yields no
result. By collecting the results of all possible halting computations of Π, one
gets N (Π) – the set of all natural numbers generated by Π.
The family of all sets of numbers computed by CSS systems and with a list
of features f is denoted by N OCSS(f ). The features considered in this paper
are ncoo (systems using only non-cooperative rules) and catk (systems using
non-cooperative rules and catalytic rules with at most k catalysts).
Theorem 1. N OCSS(cat1 ) = N RE.
A particular case is when all possible causal sequences used by a CSS system
Π are of type dl1 w1 dl2 w2 dl3 . . . dlk wk dlk+1 , where wi ∈ L+
i , li ∈ IN , 1 ≤ i ≤ k+1.
We consider that the regular expressions from E are of type
d∗ α1 d∗ α2 d∗ . . . d∗ αk d∗ ,
where each αj , 1 ≤ j ≤ k, are regular expressions over Li which use only grouping
and Boolean OR operations in their definitions
For a causal sequence x = dl1 w1 dl2 w2 dl3 . . . dlk wk dlk+1 ∈ Li , 1 ≤ i ≤ s, we
define deg(x) = max {|wi |}. For a given CSS system Π we define the degree of
1≤i≤k

synchronization as deg(Π) = max{deg(x) | x ∈ Li , 1 ≤ i ≤ s}.
The family of all sets of numbers computed by CSS systems with the feature f ∈ {ncoo, cat} and of synchronization degree at most n is denoted by
N OCSS dn (f ).
Example 1. The set {2n | n ≥ 1} is generated by Π1 = (O, R, w0 , E) where
O = {a, b}; R = {r1 : b → b, r2 : a → aa, r3 : b → λ};
w0 = ab; E = {d∗ r1 d∗ r2 d∗ r3 d∗ }.
Theorem 2. For any n ≥ 2 and k ≥ 1, we have
N OCSS(f ) ⊇ N OCSS dn (f ) ⊇ N OCSS dn−1 (f ), f ∈ {ncoo, catk }.
The following results reveal various relations between the family of all the
sets of numbers computed by CSS some families from formal languages [4].
Proposition 1. N OCSS d1 (ncoo) ⊃ N CF = N REG.
Theorem 3. N OCSS d2 (ncoo) ⊇ N ET 0L.
Theorem 4. N OCSS d3 (cat1 ) = N RE.
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Indexed Multisets

A multiset α over X × N is called an indexed multiset over X. Given a multiset
w over a set X we let (w, n) denote the indexed multiset over X defined by
(w, n)(a, i) = 0, if i 6= n and (w, n)(a, i) = w(a) if i = n.
The index i of a pair (a, i) is used to specify that an object a is a part of a
multiset produced by the i-th transition, if a denotes an object, or that a rule a
is applied in the i-th transition, if a denotes a rule. Consider an indexed multiset
α over X. We let αn denote the multiset over X defined by αn (a) = α(a, n).
Given a multiset rewriting system Π = (O, R, w0 ) we associate to it another
multiset rewriting system Π ind = (Oind , Rind , w0ind ), with Oind = O ×N, w0ind =
(w0 , 0) and Rind defined as follows. Let Rτ be the set R ∪ {τa | a ∈ O}, where
τa : a → a. Then Rind is the set Rτ × {1, 2, . . .}, namely each element of Rind
is a pair (s, i) given by a rule, of the form s = r ∈ R or s = τa , and a non-zero
index. The rules of Π ind are of form (s, i) : (lhs(s), i − 1) → (rhs(s), i). Here, s
can be either a rule r of the initial multiset rewriting system Π or a special rule
τa . For the first situation, an application of the indexed rule σ = (r, i) is meant
to correspond to an application of rule r during transition i in Π: it consumes
the multiset lhs(r) (which was produced during transition i − 1) and produces
the multiset rhs(r). An application of a rule σ = (τa , i) in a step sequence of
Π ind is meant to correspond to an object a not being consumed by any rule
during a transition i in a step sequence in Π; hence the effect on a is manifested
only in the increment of index i − 1 by 1.
F1

Fn

Consider a step sequence F = F1 . . . Fn in Π, w0 −−→ w1 . . . wn−1 −−→ wn
We associate a sequence F̃ = F̃1 . . . F̃n of multisets over Rτ to F as follows: each
F̃i is obtained by adding a rule τa to the multiset Fi for each object a which is
Fi
wi . Let SF denote the set of step
not consumed in the i-th transition wi−1 −→
ind
sequences S in Π
for which sum(S) = (F̃1 , 1) + . . . + (F̃n , n).
Theorem 5. For any step sequence F in Π, every step sequence S ∈ SF is
complete. For any complete step sequence S in Π ind there exists a unique step
sequence F in Π such that S ∈ SF .
Theorem 6. For any maximally parallel step sequence F in Π, every step sequence S ∈ SF is safe and complete. For any safe and complete step sequence S
in Π ind there exists a unique maximally parallel step sequence F in Π such that
S ∈ SF .
Definition 1. For a sequence of multisets of rules S = S 1 . . . S n in Π ind we
denote by ρ(S) the sequence (S1 , 1) . . . (Sk , k) where S = sum(S) and k + 1 =
deg(S).
Definition 2. Consider two step sequences S = S 1 . . . S n and T in Π ind . Let ∼
be the relation on step sequences given by T ∼ S whenever one of the following
takes place:
– T = S 1 . . . S i−1 (S i + S i+1 )S i+2 . . . S n for some i;
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– T = S 1 . . . S i−1 (S i − X)(S i+1 + X)S i+2 . . . S n for some i and X < S i .
Theorem 7. Let ≡ be the equivalence relation generated by ∼.
If S is a step sequence in Π ind , then S ≡ ρ(S).
Theorem 8. If S and T are two step sequences in Π ind , then
S ≡ T ⇔ sum(S) = sum(T).
Conclusion: Inspired by biological phenomena, we have defined and studied
causal sequence in membrane and multiset rewriting systems. Regular expressions are used to express the causal dependence relations existing between various executions of rules. Indexed multisets provide information concerning the
timing of events such as rule application and objects being produced. Indexing
represents here the idea of tracking the moments in which resources or rules
become active.
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In the string case, the insertion operation was first considered in [7, 8] and
after that related insertion and deletion operations were investigated, e.g., in [9,
15]. In [10] contextual grammars were introduced, for an overview see [11].
Array insertion grammars have already been considered as contextual array
grammars in [5], whereas the inverse interpretation of a contextual array rule
as a deletion rule has newly been introduced in [2] and [3], which continued the
research on P systems with left and right insertion and deletion of strings, see
[6]. The results described in this note were elaborated in [3] for one-dimensional
arrays and in [2] for two-dimensional arrays.

Sequential Grammars
A (sequential) grammar G (see [4]) is a construct (O, OT , w, P, =⇒G ) where
O is a set of objects, OT ⊆ O is a set of terminal objects, w ∈ O is the axiom
(start object), P is a finite set of rules, and =⇒G ⊆ O × O is the derivation
relation of G induced by the rules in P . We consider grammars of type X, e.g.,
string grammars with regular, etc. rules or with insertion and deletion rules,
and array grammars with regular, etc. array rules as well as with array insertion
and deletion rules. In [6], left and right insertions and deletions of strings were
considered; the corresponding types of grammars using rules inserting strings of
length at most k and deleting strings of length at most m at either side of a
string are denoted
by Dm I k .
n
o
∗
L∗ (G) = v ∈ OT | w =⇒G v is the language generated by G (in the ∗n


o
∗
mode); Lt (G) = v ∈ OT | w =⇒G v ∧ ∄z (v =⇒G z) is the language generated by G in the t-mode, i.e., the set of all terminal objects derivable from the
axiom in a halting computation. The family of languages generated by grammars
of type X in the derivation mode δ, δ ∈ {∗, t}, is denoted by Lδ (X).
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If for every G of type X, G = (O, OT , w, P, =⇒G ), we have OT = O, then X
is called a pure type, otherwise it is called extended.
The family of recursively enumerable string languages and of d-dimensional
array languages is denoted by L∗ (ARB) and L∗ (d-ARBA), respectively.

Arrays and array grammars
Let d ∈ N; then a d-dimensional array A over an alphabet V is a function
A : Zd → V ∪ {#}, where shape (A) = v ∈ Zd | A (v) 6= # is finite and
# ∈
/ V is called the background or blank symbol. The set of all d-dimensional
arrays over V is denoted by V ∗d . For v ∈ Zd , v = (v1 , . . . , vd ), the norm of
v is kvk = max {|vi | | 1 ≤ i ≤ d}. The translation τv : Zd → Zd is defined by
τv (w) = w + v for all w ∈ Zd . For any array A ∈ V ∗d , τv (A), the corresponding
d-dimensional array translated by v, is defined by (τv (A)) (w) = A (w − v) for
all w ∈ Zd . For a (non-empty) finite set W ⊂ Z d the norm of W is defined as
kW k = max
 { kv − wk | v, w ∈ W }.
[A] = B ∈ V ∗d | B = τv (A) for some v ∈ Zd is the equivalence class of arrays with respect to linear translations containing A. The set of all equivalence
classes of d-dimensional
arrays over V with respect to linear translations is de
noted by V ∗d etc.


GA = (N ∪ T ) , T ∗d , A0 , P, =⇒GA is called a d -dimensional array grammar, where N is the alphabet of non-terminal symbols, T is the alphabet of ter∗d
minal symbols, N ∩T = ∅, A0 ∈ (N ∪ T ) is the start array, P is a finite set of d∗d
∗d
dimensional array rules over V , V := N ∪T , and =⇒GA ⊆ (N ∪ T ) ×(N ∪ T )
is the derivation relation induced by the array rules in P .
A d-dimensional contextual array rule (see [5]) over the alphabet V is a
pair of finite d-dimensional arrays (A1 , A2 ) with dom (A1 ) ∩ dom (A2 ) = ∅ and
shape (A1 ) ∪ shape (A2 ) 6= ∅; we also call it an array insertion rule, as its effect
is that in the context of A1 we insert A2 ; hence, we write I (A1 , A2 ). The pair
(A1 , A2 ) can also be interpreted as having the effect that in the context of
A1 we delete A2 ; in this case, we speak of an array deletion rule and write
D (A1 , A2 ). For any (contextual, insertion, deletion) array rule we define its
norm by kdom (A1 ) ∪ dom (A2 )k.
The types of d-dimensional array grammars using array insertion rules of
norm ≤ k and array deletion rules of norm ≤ m are denoted by d-Dm I k A; if
only array insertion (i.e., contextual) rules are used, we have the case of pure
grammars, and the type is denoted by d-CA.
∗d

(Sequential) P Systems
For the the area of P systems, we refer the reader to [12] and the P page [14].
A (sequential) P system of type X with tree height n is a construct Π =
(G, µ, R, i0 ) where G = (O, OT , A, P, =⇒G ) is a sequential grammar of type X;
µ is the membrane (tree) structure of the system with the height of the tree
being n, the membranes are uniquely labelled by labels from a set Lab; R is a
set of rules of the form (h, r, tar) where h ∈ Lab, r ∈ P , and tar, called the
target indicator, is taken from the set {here, in, out} ∪ {inh | h ∈ Lab}; i0 is the
initial membrane containing the axiom A.
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A configuration of Π is a pair (w, h) where w is the current object (e.g., string
or array) and h is the label of the membrane currently containing the object w.
A sequence of transitions between configurations of Π, starting from the initial
configuration (A, i0 ), is called a computation of Π. A halting computation is a
computation ending with a configuration (w, h) such that no rule from Rh can
be applied to w anymore; w is called the result of this halting computation if
w ∈ OT . The language generated by Π, Lt (Π), consists of all terminal objects
from OT being results of a halting
 computation in Π.
By Lt (X-LP ) (Lt X-LP hni ) we denote the family of languages generated
by P systems (of tree height at most n) using grammars of type X. If only the
targets here, in, and out are used, then the P system is called simple, and the cor
responding families of languages are denoted by Lt (X-LsP ) (Lt X-LsP hni ).

Undecidability
An instance of the Post Correspondence Problem (PCP) is a pair of sequences
of non-empty strings (u1 , . . . , un ) and (v1 , . . . , vn ) over an alphabet T . A solution
of this instance is a sequence of indices i1 , . . . , ik such that ui1 . . . uik = vi1 . . . vik ;
we call ui1 . . . uik the result of this solution. Let L ((u1 , . . . , un ) , (v1 , . . . , vn ))
denote the set of results of all solutions of the instance ((u1 , . . . , un ) , (v1 , . . . , vn ))
of the PCP, and let the homomorphism hΣ be defined by hΣ : Σ → Σ + with
hΣ (a) = aa′ for all a ∈ Σ.
Lemma 1. Let I = ((u1 , . . . , un ) , (v1 , . . . , vn )) be an instance of the PCP over
T . Then we can effectively construct a one-dimensional array insertion P system
Π such that [L (Π)] = {LL′ hT (w) RR′ | w ∈ L ((u1 , . . . , un ) , (v1 , . . . , vn ))} .
As is well known (see [13]), the Post Correspondence
Problem is undecidable,

hence, the emptiness problem for Lt 1-DIA-LP hki is undecidable:

Corollary 1. For any k ≥ 1, the emptiness problem for Lt 1-DIA-LP hki is
undecidable.
For d ≥ 2, even the emptiness problem for Lt (d-CA) is undecidable, as in [1]
it was shown that every recursively enumerable one-dimensional array language
can be characterized as the projection of an array language generated by a twodimensional contextual array grammar using rules of norm one only.

Computational Completeness
In [6] it was shown that in the string case, for insertion and deletion rules
applied on either side of strings, we have Lt D1 I 1 -LsP h8i = L∗ (ARB). As
one-dimensional arrays can also be interpreted as strings, we immediately infer

the corresponding result for one-dimensional arrays, Lt 1-D1 I 1 A-LsP h8i =
L∗ (1-ARBA). With respect to the tree height of the simple P systems, this
result was improved considerably in [3]:

Theorem 1. Lt 1-D1 I 1 A-LsP h2i = L∗ (1-ARBA).
Allowing norm two, we even do not need the regulating mechanism of membranes:
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Theorem 2. Lt 1-D2 I 2 A = L∗ (1-ARBA).
It remains as an interesting question for future research whether this result
for array grammars only using array insertion and deletion rules with norm at
most two can also be achieved in higher dimensions, but at least for dimension
two, as in [2], the corresponding computational completeness result has been
shown for 2-dimensional array insertion and deletion P systems using rules with
norm at most two.

Theorem 3. Lt 2-D2 I 2 A-LsP h2i = L∗ (2-ARBA).
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In the following we would like to argue that chemical programs and membrane
systems are closely related. Both models are highly parallel, non-deterministic,
and distributed. A membrane system is structured set of regions working with
multisets of objects which can travel between the regions. Each region have
associated evolution rules that define how objects are produced. Chemical programs use the notion of a chemical solution which consists of molecules and
reaction rules. Data can be seen as molecules and operations as chemical reactions. If some molecules satisfy a reaction condition, they are replaced by the
result of the reaction. If no reaction is possible, the solution becomes inert, and
the program terminates. Similarly to membrane computing, chemical solutions
are represented by multisets. The chemical programming metaphor has been
employed in different areas, see [3] for programming self-organizing systems, [4]
for service orchestration, or [1] for a more general overview.
The Higher-Order Chemical Language (HOCL) is a higher-order extension
of the Gamma-calculus, see [1]. A HOCL program consists of molecules, reaction
rules, and sub-solutions. Reaction rules can be written as
replace P by M if C
where P is a pattern which matches the required atoms, C is the reaction condition, and M is the result of the reaction. For example, the solution
{(replace x, y by x if x < y), 2, 7, 4, 3, 6, 8}
will result in a solution containing the minimum value of the molecules.
Reactions can be tagged using the syntax: let name = replace . . . where
we can also use a pattern ω which matches any molecule, even the empty one.
With this pattern we can extract elements from the solution. Molecules inside
a solution cannot react with molecules inside a sub-solution, or outside the solution. For example, to find the least common multiple of 4 and 6, we need a
nested sub-solution inside the main solution.
let multiplier = replace x, ω by ω if not(4 div x and 6 div x)
let min = replace x, y by x if x < y
{min, {multiplier, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21,
22, 23, 24 . . . } }
The { } border between sub-solutions adds sequentiality to this parallel model.
⋆
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From chemical solutions to membrane systems
The border between sub-solutions can be seen as some kind of membrane, so our
goal of this section is to show how to rewrite a chemical program to a membrane
system. For this purpose, we use an example from [1].
Mail system - Basic membrane system The mail system (see Figure 1) is
described by a solution. Clients send messages by adding them to the pool of
messages of their domain. They receive messages from the pool of their domain
and store them in their mailbox. The solution named NETWORK represents
the global network interconnecting domains. Message stores are represented by
sub-solutions, messages are represented by basic molecules. Solutions named
T oSenddi and M boxdi contain the messages to be sent and received by the client
i of domain d, respectively, solutions named P oold contain the messages that the
server of domain d must take care of. A client i in domain d is represented by
two active molecules senddi and recvdi , a server of a domain d is represented by
two active molecules putd and getd .

Fig. 1. Mail system

The movement of messages are performed by reaction rules of the form
replace A : {msg, ωA }, B : {ωB } by A : {ωA }, B, : {msg, ωB } if Cond.
The send molecule sends the messages from the client to the pool, recv gets
the messages from the pool and places them inside the message box of the client,
put forwards messages to the network, get receives messages from the network.
senddi = replace T oSenddi : {msg, ωt }, P oold : {ωp }
by T oSenddi : {ωt }, P oold , : {msg, ωp }
recvdi = replace P oold : {msg, ωp }, M Boxdi : {ωb }
by P oold : {ωp }, M Boxdi : {msg, ωb } if recipient(msg) = i
putd = replace P oold : {msg, ωp , }, N etwork : {ωn }
by P oold : {ωp }, N etwork : {msg, ωn } if recipientDomain(msg) 6= d
getd = replace N etwork : {msg, ωn }, P oold : {ωp }
by N etwork : {ωn }, P oold : {msg, ωp } if recipientDomain(msg) = d
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MailSystem:{ sendA1 , recvA1 , T oSendA1 : {. . .}, M BoxA1 : {. . .},
sendA2 , recvA2 , T oSendA2 : {. . .}, M BoxA2 : {. . .},
sendA3 , recvA3 , T oSendA3 : {. . .}, M BoxA3 : {. . .},
putA , getA , P oolA , N etwork, putB , getB , P oolB ,
sendB1 , recvB1 , T oSendB1 : {. . .}, M BoxB1 : {. . .},
sendB2 , recvB2 , T oSendB2 : {. . .}, M BoxB2 : {. . .} }
This chemical solution can be represented by a membrane system (See Figure 2). In the corresponding membrane system message stores can be represented
by membranes. The active molecules are represented by the following evolution
rules:

Fig. 2. Membrane mail system

– T oSenddi : msgdi → (msgdi , out),
– P oold : msgd′i → (msgdi , out), msgdi → (msgdi , inM Boxi ),
– N etwork: msgdi → (inP oold ).
Self healing - Basic extensions We can extend the mail system to handle
server breakdowns on its own (see Figure 3). byintroducing backup servers for
every original server in the system. A backup server automatically comes online,
if the original server is down.
The molecule f ailured represents an error in the poold . If it is present, the
system initiates a server repair with the repairserverd rule. The DownOutd
and DownInd rules exchange the messages between the original and the backup
server. U pd runs after the original server is repaired: It transfers all the remaining
messages from P oold′ to P oold .
crashserverd = replace putd , getd , U pd
by putd′ , getd′ , DownInd , DownOutd if f ailure(d)
repairserverd = replace putd′ , getd′ , DownInd , DownOutd
by putd , getd , U pd if recover(d)
DownOutd = replace P oold : {msg, ωp , }, P oold′ : {ωp }
by P oold : {ωp , }, P oold′ : {msg, ωp } if domain(msg) 6= d
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Fig. 3. Self-repairing mail system

DownInd = replace P oold : {ωp , }, P oold′ : {msg, ωp }
by P oold : {msg, ωp , }, P oold′ : {ωp } if domain(msg) = d
U pd = replace P oold′ : {msg, ωp , }, P oold : {ωp }
by P oold′ : {ωp , }, P oold : {msg, ωp }
′
′
MailSystem:{ . . . , U pA , U pB , P oolA
, P oolB
, crashserverA ,
repairserverA , crashserverB , repairserverB }

In the corresponding membrane system, the backup server comes online by
dividing the P oold membrane. When the original server comes back online we
simply destroy the P oold′ membrane.
The evolution rules are the following:
– P oold : f ailured → [P oold ], [P oold′ ],
– P oold′ : msgd′′i → (msgdi , out), msgd′i → (msgdi , inM Boxi ), U pd → δ,
– N etwork: f ailured , msgdi → (inP oold′ ).
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Already in the first papers introducing membrane systems (P systems), catalytic rules were considered, see [10]. Since then the question how many catalysts
are needed for obtaining computational completeness in (purely) catalytic P systems, both in the generating as well as in the accepting case, has remained an
interesting research topic. In [4], two (three) catalysts were shown to be sufficient
for getting computational completeness with (purely) catalytic P systems in the
generating case, whereas d + 2 (d + 3) are needed in the accepting case, with d
being the dimension of the vectors of non-negative integers to be accepted. In
all cases, just one membrane is enough.
It is still one of the most challenging open problems in the area of P systems, whether or not one (two) catalyst(s) might already be enough to obtain
computational completeness with (purely) catalytic P systems. Using additional
control mechanisms as, for example, priorities or promoters/inhibitors, P systems with only one catalyst can be shown to be computationally complete, e.g.,
see Chapter 4 of [11].
The idea of P automata was first published in [2] and considered at the same
time under the notion of analysing P systems in [5]. For some more variants we
refer to [9] and to Chapter 6 in [11]. We here consider both P automata, where
the input is taken from the environment, using an additional target indication
come as, for example, used in a special variant of communication P systems
introduced by Petr Sosı́k (e.g., see [12]), and accepting (analysing) P systems
where the input is given in an input membrane.

(Purely) Catalytic P Systems
For the the area of P systems, we refer the reader to [11] and the P page [13].
A catalytic P system is a construct Π = (O, C, µ, w1 , . . . , wm , R1 , . . . , Rm , f )
where O is the alphabet of objects, C ⊂ O is the set of catalysts, µ is the
membrane structure (with m membranes), w1 , . . . , wm are multisets of objects
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present in the m regions of µ at the beginning of a computation, R1 , . . . , Rm are
finite sets of evolution rules, associated with the regions of µ, and f is the label of
the membrane region from which the outputs are taken (in the generative case)
or where the inputs are put at the beginning of a computation (in the accepting
case); f = 0 indicates that the output/input is taken from the environment.
The rules in the Ri either are non-cooperative rules of the form u → v, where
u ∈ O and v = (b1 , tar1 ) . . . (bk , tark ) with bi ∈ O and tari ∈ {here, out, in} or
tari ∈ {here, out} ∪ {inj | j ∈ Lab}, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, or catalytic rules of the form
ca → cv, where c is a catalyst. In a purely catalytic P system we only allow
catalytic rules. The evolution rules are used in the non-deterministic maximally
parallel way. The objects present in the membrane regions of a system at a
given time form a configuration; starting from a given initial configuration; a
sequence of transitions using the rules in the maximally parallel way forms a
computation. A computation is halting if it reaches a configuration where no
rule can be applied.
In the generative case, with a halting computation we associate a result, in
the form of the number of objects present in region f in the halting configuration
(in the following, we assume f = 0). In the accepting case, for f 6= 0, we accept
all (vectors of) non-negative integers whose input given in membrane f , leads to
a halting computation; the set of non-negative integers and the set of (Parikh)
vectors of non-negative integers generated/accepted by halting computations in
Π are denoted by Ngen (Π)/Nacc (Π) and P sgen (Π)/P sacc (Π), respectively.
For the input being taken from the environment, i.e., for f = 0, the multiset of
all objects taken from the environment during a halting computation of Π is the
multiset accepted by the so-called P automaton; the set of non-negative integers
and the set of (Parikh) vectors of non-negative integers accepted by halting
computations ofthe P automaton Π are denoted by Naut (Π) and P saut (Π),
respectively.
Let RE and REG denote the families of recursively enumerable and regular
string languages. For a family of languages F L, by P sF L we denote the family
of Parikh images of languages in F L, and by N d F L the family of Parikh images
of languages over an alphabet of d letters in F L; for N 1 F L we write N F L.
The family of sets Yδ (Π), Y ∈ {N, P s}, δ ∈ {gen, acc, aut}, computed by
(purely) catalytic P systems with at most m membranes and at most k catalysts
is denoted by Yδ OPm (catk ) (Yδ OPm (pcatk )). The following characterizations
are known from the results proved in [4]:
1. Yδ OP1 (catk ) = Yδ OP1 (pcatk+1 ) = Y RE for any k ≥ 2, Y ∈ {N, P s},
δ ∈ {gen, aut};
2. P sacc OP1 (catd+2 ) = P sacc OP1 (pcatd+3 ) = N d RE for any d ≥ 1.

P Systems with Label Selection
A P system with label selection is a construct
Π = (O, µ, w1 , . . . , wm , R1 , . . . , Rm , H, W, f )

(Purely) Catalytic P Systems: One (Two) Catalyst(s) Can Be Sufficient
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where Π ′ = (O, µ, w1 , . . . , wm , R1 , . . . , Rm , f ) is a P system as defined above,
H is a set of labels for the rules in the sets R1 , . . . , Rm , and W ⊆ 2H . In any
transition step in Π we first select a set of labels U ∈ W and then apply a
non-empty multiset R of rules such that all the labels of these rules in R are in
U and the set R cannot be extended by any further rule with a label from U
so that the obtained multiset of rules would still be applicable to the existing
objects in the membrane regions 1, . . . , m. The family of sets N (Π) and P s (Π)
computed by P systems with label selection with at most m membranes and
rules of type X is denoted by N OPm (X, ls) and P sOPm (X, ls), respectively.
It is somehow surprising that with purely catalytic accepting P systems with
only one catalyst, even with label selection, we obtain less than with purely catalytic P automata with only one catalyst; the following results were established
in [6]:
Lemma 1. For any m ≥ 1 and any Y ∈ {N, P s}, Y REG = Yaut OPm (pcat1 ).
Lemma 2. Any set in P sacc OP1 (pcat1 ) is the Parikh set of a regular language
∗
∗
of the form {a1 } . . . {an } .
Theorem 1. For any m ≥ 1 and any Y ∈ {N, P s},
Yacc OPm (pcat1 ) = Yacc OPm (pcat1 , ls)
⊂ Y REG = Yaut OPm (pcat1 ) = Yaut OPm (pcat1 , ls) .

Controlled P Systems and Time-Varying P Systems
Another method to control the application of the labeled rules is to use
control languages (see [8] and [1]). A controlled P system is a construct
Π = (O, µ, w1 , . . . , wm , R1 , . . . , Rm , H, W, f )
where Π ′ = (O, µ, w1 , . . . , wm , R1 , . . . , Rm , f ) is a P system as defined above,
H is a set of labels for the rules in the sets R1 , . . . , Rm , and W is a string
language over 2H from a family F L. Every successful computation in Π has to
follow a control word U1 . . . Un ∈ W : in transition step i, only rules with labels
in Ui are allowed to be applied, and after the n-th transition, the computation
halts; we may relax this end condition, and then we speak of weakly controlled
∗
P systems. If W = (U1 . . . Up ) , Π is called a (weakly) time-varying P system: in
the computation step pn + i, n ≥ 0, rules from the set Ui have to be applied; p is
called the period. The family of sets Y (Π), Y ∈ {N, P s}, computed by (weakly)
controlled P systems and (weakly) time-varying P systems with period p, with
at most m membranes and rules of type X as well as control languages in F L
is denoted by Y OPm (X, C (F L)) (Y OPm (X, wC (F L))) and Y OPm (X, T Vp )
(Y OPm (X, wT Vp )), respectively.

Computational Completeness Results
The computational completeness results for catalytic P systems were shown
in [7], the results for purely catalytic P systems in [3], and the results for P
automata and accepting P systems were established in [6].
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Theorem 2. For Y ∈ {N, P s}, δ ∈ {acc, aut, gen},
Yδ OP1 (pcat2 , ls) = Yδ OP1 (cat1 , ls) = Y RE.
Theorem 3. For any Y ∈ {N, P s} and α ∈ {λ, w}, δ ∈ {aut, gen},
Yδ OP1 (cat1 , αT V6 ) = Yδ OP1 (pcat2 , αT V6 ) = Y RE.
For time-varying accepting P systems, the number of catalysts depends on
the dimension d of the input vectors as already observed for the case without
any control mechanism in [4]:
Theorem 4. For any d ≥ 1 and any α ∈ {λ, w},


P sacc OP1 cat1 , αT V3(d+2) = P sacc OP1 pcat2 , αT V3(d+2) = N d RE.
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The insertion operation was first considered in [4, 5] and after that related
insertion and deletion operations were investigated, e.g., in [6, 11]. If the length
of the contexts and/or of the inserted and deleted strings are big enough, then
the insertion-deletion closure of a finite language leads to computational completeness, e.g., see [11] for an overview of this area. For specific references of
using biologically motivated point mutations – insertions, deletions, and substitutions – in the area of molecular computing we refer to [2] and [3]; the results
described in this note were established in these papers.

Grammars, Post Rewriting Rules, Point Mutations
A (string rewriting) grammar G of type X is a construct (V, T, A, P ) where
V is a (finite) set of symbols, T ⊆ V is a set of terminal symbols, A ∈ V ∗ is the
axiom, and P
n is a finite set of rules
o of type X.
∗
∗
L (G) = v ∈ T | A =⇒G v is the language generated by G, and La (G) =
n
o
∗
v ∈ T ∗ | v =⇒G A is the language accepted by G. The family of languages
generated (accepted) by grammars of type X is denoted by L (X) (La (X)). If
instead of a single axiom A we allow a finite set of axioms, we put an A in front of
the type X for this variant of grammars, thus obtaining the family of languages
generated (accepted) by grammars of type X denoted by L (A-X) (La (A-X)).
We here consider string rewriting rules only working at the ends of a string
(they can be seen as restricted variants of Post rewriting rules as already introduced by Emil Post in [9]):
Simple Post rewriting rule P [u$x/y$v] with u, x, y, v ∈ V ∗ :
P [u$x/y$v] (uwx) = ywv for w ∈ V ∗ .
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Normal Post rewriting rule P [x/y] with x, y ∈ V ∗ : P [x/y] (wx) = yw for
w ∈ V ∗.
Left substitution SL [u/y] with u, y ∈ V ∗ : SL [u/y] (uw) = yw for w ∈ V ∗ .
Right substitution SR [x/v] with x, v ∈ V ∗ : SR [x/v] (wx) = wv for w ∈ V ∗ .
For a type of grammars using only substitution rules SL [x/y] with |x| ≤ k
k,m
m
and |y| ≤ m, we write SLk,m ; in the same way, we define the types SR
, ILm , IR
,
k
k
k m k ′ m′
DL , and DR . The type D I S
allows for the deletion of strings with length
≤ k, for the insertion of strings with length ≤ m, and for the substitution of
strings of length ≤ k ′ by strings of length ≤ m′ on either side of a string.
Example 1. Let G = (V, T, A, P ) be a regular grammar, i.e., the rules in P are of
the form A → bC and A → λ with A, C ∈ V \ T and b ∈ T . Then the grammar
G′ = (V, T, A, {SR [A/y] | A → y ∈ P }) with substitution rules generates the
same language as G, i.e., L (G′ ) = L (G). Hence, with REG
denoting the family


1,2
of regular languages, we obviously have got REG ⊆ L SR
.


Theorem 1. Every language L ⊆ T ∗ in L D1 I 1 S 1,1 can be written in the
form Tl∗ STr∗ where Tl , Tr ⊆ T and S is a finite subset of T ∗ .




Corollary 1. L A-D1 I 1 S 1,1 = L A-I 1 = La A-D1 I 1 S 1,1 = La A-D1
⊂ REG.

Post Systems
A Post system (V, T, A, P ) is a grammar of type SP S ( N P S) using only
simple (normal) Post rewriting rules; it is said to be in normal form (of type
P SN F ) if and only if the Post rewriting rules P [x/y] in P are only of the forms
P [ab/c], P [a/bc], P [a/b], and P [a/λ], with a, b, c ∈ V , and to be in Z-normal
form (of type P SZN F ) if and only if it is in normal form, A ∈ V \ T , and,
moreover, there exists a special symbol Z ∈ V \ T such that
– Z appears only once in the string x of a Post rewriting rule P [x/y], and this
rule is P [Z/λ];
– if the rule P [Z/λ] is applied, the derivation in the Post system stops yielding
a terminal string;
– a terminal string can only be obtained by applying the rule P [Z/λ].
The results established in [2] and [3] and presented in this note are based on
results for Post systems being folklore since many years, e.g., see [7] and [1]:
Theorem 2. For every recursively enumerable language L ⊆ T ∗ there exists
– a Post rewriting system G in Z-normal form generating L, i.e., L (SP S) =
L (P SN F ) = L (P SZN F ) = RE;
– a Post rewriting system G′ in normal form accepting L {Z}, Z ∈
/ T.

P Systems with Minimal Left and Right Insertion and Deletion
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(Sequential) P Systems
For the the area of P systems, we refer the reader to [8] and the P page [10].
A (sequential) P system of type X with tree height n is a construct Π =
(G, µ, R, i0 ) where G is a sequential string grammar of type X; µ is the membrane
(tree) structure of the system with the height of the tree being n, the membranes
are uniquely labelled by labels from a set Lab; R is a set of rules of the form
(h, r, tar) where h ∈ Lab, r ∈ P , and tar, called the target indicator, is taken from
the set {here, in, out} ∪ {inh | h ∈ Lab}; i0 is the initial membrane containing
the axiom A.
A configuration of Π is a pair (w, h) where w is the current object (e.g., string
or array) and h is the label of the membrane currently containing the object w.
A sequence of transitions between configurations of Π, starting from the initial
configuration (A, i0 ), is called a computation of Π. A halting computation is a
computation ending with a configuration (w, h) such that no rule from Rh can
be applied to w anymore; w is called the result of this halting computation if
w ∈ OT . The language generated by Π, Lt (Π), consists of all terminal objects
from OT being results of a halting
computation in Π.

By L (X-LP ) (L X-LP hni ) we denote the family of languages generated by
P systems (of tree height at most n) using rules of type X. If only the targets
here, in, out are used, then the P system is called simple, and the families of
languages are denoted by L (X-LsP ) (L X-LsP hni ). If even only the targets
in and out are used, then the P system is called a channel type P system, as any
change taking place in such a P system can be interpreted as only happening
when an object (a string) passes through a membrane; the
 corresponding families
of languages are denoted by L (X-LcP ) (L X-LcP hni ).
For the accepting case, i0 is the initial membrane where the axiom A together
with the input w ∈ T ∗ is put as wA at the beginning of a computation, and
the input w is accepted if and only if there exists a halting computation from
the initial configuration
(wA, i0). By La (X-LP ), La (X-LsP ), and La (X-LcP )

(La X-LP hni , La X-LsP hni , and La X-LcP hni ) we then denote the families of languages accepted by P systems, simple P systems, and channel type P
systems (of tree height at most n) using rules of type X.
1 1
Example 2. Let Π = (G, [1 [2 ] 2 [3 ] 3 ] 1 , R, 1) be a P system of type IR
IL with

G = ({a, b} , {a, b} , a, {IR [b] , IL [a]}) ,
R = {(1, IR [b] , in) , (2, IL [a] , out)}

Then Π generates the non-regular language an+1 bn+1 | n ≥ 0 , which is
also accepted by the P system Π ′ = (G, [1 [2 ] 2 [3 [4 [5 ] 5 ] 4 ] 3 ] 1 , R, 2) of type
1
1 1
DR
DL
IR with
G = ({a, b} , {a, b} , λ, {DL [a] , DR [b] , IR [#]}) ,
R = {(2, DL [a] , out) , (1, DR [b] , in) , (3, DR [a] , in) , (3, DR [b] , in)}
∪ {(1, IR [#] , in) , (2, IR [#] , out) , (3, DR [#] , in)}
∪ {(4, IR [#] , in) , (5, DR [#] , out)} .
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Computational Completeness of P Systems with
Minimal Insertion, Deletion, and
Substitution Rules



1 1 1,1
The results RE = L DR
IL SR -LP h1i = L D1 I 1 -LsP h8i were already
established in [2], the remaining results were obtained in [3].




1 1 1,1
1 1 1,1
IL SR -LP h1i .
Theorem 3. RE = L DR
IL SR -LP h1i = La DR
If we want to restrict ourselves to the simple targets here, in, out or even to
the targets in and out as well to use only minimal insertions and deletions, then
we need P systems with larger tree height (and also much more difficult proof
techniques):


Theorem 4. L D1 I 1 -LsP h8i = La D1 I 1 -LsP h8i = RE.


Theorem 5. L D1 I 1 -LcP h8i = La D1 I 1 -LcP h8i = RE.
The P systems constructed in the proofs for the theorems stated above have
rather large tree height; it remains an open question to reduce this complexity
parameter.
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Abstract. We illustrate a quantum-inspired solution to the following
dictionary search problem: given as input a word from a predefined natural language (for example, English), produce its translation to another
predefined natural language (in our example, Romanian). In our solution,
words are represented as vectors in an appropriate finite-dimensional
Hilbert space. Such a simple representation opens up the possibility to
solve several classes of problems from computational linguistics by quantum computations.

Keywords: unconventional computation, quantum computation, computational linguistics, quantum-inspired UREM P system, quantum linguistic string.

1

Introduction

Problems of Natural Language Processing (NLP) are known to consume many
resources. Search for solutions of such classes of problems usually inspire the employment of new techniques, methods and even computational devices. Hence,
during the last decade, NLP problems have become widespread practical applications for unconventional computation. In the late 2000s, our groups of researchers, dealing with quantum and bio-inspired (more specifically, with P systems) computational models, joined their efforts. After proposing to use a hybrid bio-quantum model for NLP [1], we now concentrate on selecting problems
whose solutions look promising for the new formalism. In particular, narrowing
the domain of NLP to computational linguistics, we chose the problem of dictionary search, which simply consists of producing a string which is the translation
(to a predefined human language) of the string given as input.
The solution to this problem by P systems was proposed in [2], and works
as follows. The P system operates on strings of symbols, where each symbol is a
lowercase letter from the English alphabet. The P system consists of a skin, containing 26 subsystems — one for each letter of the alphabet. The string given as
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input is put into the region enclosed by the skin membrane. The system removes
the first character of the string and, based on its value, sends the remaining
substring to the subsystem labeled by the corresponding character. The same
process then occurs into such subsystem, which has the same structure as the
skin membrane: the second character of the string is removed and the remaining
substring is sent into one of the subsystems at the next level down the hierarchy.
In the last step, when the last character of the string has been analyzed, the system produces a new string — which is the translation of the word represented
by the string given as input — and sends it to the environment as output.
In this extended abstract we propose a quantum version of this process, based
on quantum-inspired UREM P systems [3]. Despite the fact that quantum computations have a wide range of features suitable for solving NLP tasks, the application of such features are still under consideration by researchers. The main
stumbling block is the problem of giving a quantum representation of linguistics
elements, especially the main one — orthographic strings. Several approaches
to this problem have been proposed since 2009, but even more recent solutions
assume strong restrictions on the processed subsets of the natural language. In
this work we propose to represent linguistic strings as vectors of an appropriate finite-dimensional Hilbert space. Such a simple representation opens up the
possibility to solve several problems of computational linguistics by quantum
computations.

2

The proposed approach

Our quantum version of the dictionary search process is based on quantuminspired UREM P systems, which have been introduced in [3]. Due to the lack
of space, we refer the reader to [3] for their precise definition as well as the
details on how they work. Here we just recall that each symbol is a quantum
system which assumes its states in a finite-dimensional Hilbert space, whereas
each membrane has a truncated harmonic oscillator associated to it, representing
its status. Interactions between objects and membranes occur by means of linear
(in general, non-unitary) operators, realizing projectors between quantum base
states. Transformations between superpositions of base states occur by linearity.
Let Σ = {a, b, c, . . . , z, sp} be the alphabet containing
o
n the 26 lowercase latin
2
d−2
1
, d−1
, . . . , d−1
,1
letters plus the symbol sp, indicating a space. Let Ld = 0, d−1
be the set of base states of the Hilbert space Cd . We can represent each letter
of a string by a quantum system that is able to assume one of the 27 values
contained in the basis B27 = {|xi | x ∈ L27 } of the Hilbert space C27 ; so, for
4
example, letter e is represented as 26
, also written as |ei in the following. If we
denote by n the maximum length of the strings we are dealing with, then each
string that the system will process can be represented as a vector |c1 , . . . , cn i,
where each ci , with 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is a quantum system representing a character.
Such a vector is an element of the Hilbert space ⊗n C27 , whose basis is the set
n
B27
= {|x1 , . . . , xn i | xi ∈ L27 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n}. If the given string has a length
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less than n, we pad it with spaces; so, for example, the string hello will be
represented as the vector |h, e, l, l, o, sp, . . . , spi of length n.
Now we can use projection operators to transform letters to letters. Precisely,
the operator Ex,y = |yi hx|, where x, y ∈ L27 , works as follows: Ex,y |xi = |yi,
whereas Ex,y |zi = 0 for all z ∈ L27 \ {x}. It is known that linear (and nonunitary) operators Ex,y , for any choice of x, y ∈ L27 can be realized as a
composition of creation and annihilation operators working on harmonic oscillators, as described in [3]. If we apply Ex,y to an argument |zi which is a
superposition of vectors from the basis B27 then the result is obtained by linearity. For example, let |zi = α |xi + β |ti, with x 6= t and x, t ∈ L27 ; then
Ex,y |zi = Ex,y (α |xi + β |ti) = αEx,y |xi + βEx,y |ti = α |yi + β0 = α |yi.
Working on tensor products of the Hilbert space C27 , we can also transform
n
strings into strings. So, given two vectors |vi , |wi ∈ B27
representing two words
as described above, we can build the projection operator Ev,w = |wi hv| that
transforms |vi into |wi as follows. Let |vi = |v1 , . . . , vn i and |wi = |w1 , . . . , wn i.
The operator Ev,w can be decomposed as Ev,w = Ev1 ,w1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Evn ,wn , so that
n
given any |zi = |z1 , . . . , zn i = |z1 i ⊗ · · · ⊗ |zn i ∈ B27
we have:
Ev,w |zi = (Ev1 ,w1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Evn ,wn )(|z1 i ⊗ · · · ⊗ |zn i)
= Ev1 ,w1 |z1 i ⊗ · · · ⊗ Evn ,wn |zn i

(1)

From this decomposition it is clear that vector |zi is transformed to vector |wi if
and only if |zi coincides with |vi, character by character: zi = vi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
In fact, let zi 6= vi for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then, applying the operator Evi ,wi on |zi i
produces the null vector of C27 , and hence the null vector of ⊗n C27 is obtained
as a result in (1). We can thus conclude that Ev,w operates as follows on the
n
n
vectors of B27
: Ev,w |vi = |wi, whereas Ev,w |zi = 0 for all |zi ∈ B27
\ {v}.
Once again, Ev,w operates by linearity on vectors |zi which are superpositions
n
n
of base vectors from B27
. Each operator Ev,w , for any |vi , |wi ∈ B27
, can be
realized as an appropriate composition of creation, annihilation operators and
tensor products, as described in [3].
A dictionary can be implemented by summing appropriate operators Ev,w .
For example, assume that we want to translate the word bat to liliac and
the word milk to lapte. Moreover, for simplicity assume that n = 8. Then, the
operator D corresponding to our dictionary is:
D = Ebat,liliac + Emilk,lapte
= |l, i, l, i, a, c, sp, spi hb, a, t, sp, sp, sp, sp, sp| +
|l, a, p, t, e, sp, sp, spi hm, i, l, k, sp, sp, sp, sp|
Once again, this operator can be realized using only creation and annihilation
operators, together with tensor products and sums, as discussed in [3].

3

Discussion

Although being theoretically perfect, the idea of using the tensor product to represent words brings with it the so-called “curse of dimensionality”. In particular,
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considering the approach closest to our one [4], that implements linguistics retrieval through quantum vector spaces and projectors, we found orderly quantum
schemes supplied by simplified examples.
In our case, the problem lies with the size of the linear matrix describing the
operator D. Assuming n = 100 for a given natural language, and an alphabet of
27 symbols, the order of the square linear matrix describing D would be 27100 ,
a huge number that makes impractical the physical realization of D.
At the moment, we see two possibilities to escape from this situation. The
first possibility uses a pure quantum approach and consists of identifying each
word of the language we want to translate by a natural number, and encoding the
translation as a mapping between natural numbers. So doing, given for example
the word bat, we should first calculate the natural number associated to it,
then apply the linear operator describing the mapping, and finally find the word
(liliac) that corresponds to the resulting number. This, of course, seems to be
more complicated than the original translation problem; anyway, in this case, the
order of the linear matrix implementing the mapping between natural numbers
would be equal to the number of words contained in our languages (usually no
more than 500 thousands).
Another possibility lies in attempts to decompose the linear matrix as a
tensor product of several smaller matrices. This can be done if and only if the
action of D can be decomposed as two or more independent actions on different
(and separated) parts of the vectors given as input. Albeit we prefer this second
solution, since the preparation and separation of inputs can be implemented
both by pure quantum and hybrid bio-quantum approaches, we recognize that
looking for the possibility of separating the action of D into independent parts is
in general a difficult task, requiring an impressive amount of pre-computation.
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Abstract. Although it has been proven already in 2005 [1] that catalytic
P systems with two catalysts are computationally universal, no simple
example of such a P system generating a non-semilinear set was known.
The present paper intends to fill this gap and provides such an example
with 54 rules. It is expected, however, that this number of rules can
be dramatically reduced and the minimal number of rules to generate
a non-semilinear set in a catalytic P system with two catalysts remains
open.

1

Main result

In this paper we use extended catalytic P systems as defined at the beginning of
Chapter 4 in [2], where the terminal set of output objects is formed by all noncatalytic objects. No cooperative rules, bistable catalysts, priorities or similar
enhancements are considered.
Theorem 1. Extended catalytic P systems with a single membrane, two catalysts and 54 rules can generate non-semilinear sets of numbers.
Proof. We construct an example of a catalytic P systems with two catalysts and
54 rules generating the set {2n − 1 | n ≥ 1}. This set is generated by a nondeterministic register machine with the following program, starting with both
registers empty and with the result in register 1:
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

(ADD(1), 2, 7)
(SUB(1), 3, 5)
(ADD(2), 4, 4)
(ADD(2), 2, 2)
(SUB(2), 6, 1)
(ADD(1), 5, 5)
HALT
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We construct a catalytic P system Π following precisely the construction in the
proof of Corollary 8 in [1]. This construction uses a specific group of rules of a P
system to implement each instruction of the register machine. However, we use
the terminal set of objects O \ C to define the output as in [2], instead of another
membrane used in [1]. Therefore we omit the rules in [1] which transport objects
to membrane 2. The resulting catalytic P system simulates the non-deterministic
register machine described above and it generates a representation of contents
of its registers by the corresponding number of symbols o1 and o2 , respectively:
Π = (O, {c1 , c2 }, [ 1 ] 1 , w, R, 1),
O = {#} ∪ {c1 , c′1 , c′′1 , c2 , c′2 , c′′2 } ∪ {o1 , o2 }
∪ {pj , p̃j , p′j , p′′j , p̄j , p̄′j , p̄′′j , p̂j , p̂′j , p̂′′j | j = 2, 5}
∪ {pj , p̃j | j = 1, 3, 4, 6, 7},
R = {x → # | x ∈ {pj , p̃j , p′j , p′′j , p̄j , p̄′′j , p̂j , p̂′′j | j = 2, 5}}
∪ {x → # | x ∈ {c′1 , c′′1 , c′2 , c′′2 }} ∪ {# → #}
∪ {c1 p7 → c1 , c2 p̃7 → c2 }
∪ {c1 p̃j → c1 | j = 1, 3, 4, 6}
∪ {c2 p1 → c2 p2 p̃2 o1 , c2 p1 → c2 p7 p̃7 o1 ,
c2 p3 → c2 p4 p̃4 o2 , c2 p4 → c2 p2 p̃2 o2 , c2 p6 → c2 p5 p̃5 o1 }
∪ {cr pj → cr p̂j p̂′j , cr pj → cr p̄j p̄′j p̄′′j , cr or → cr c′r , cr c′r → cr c′′r ,
c3−r c′′r → c3−r , cr p̂′j → cr #, c3−r p̂′j → c3−r p̂′′j , cr p̂′′j → cr pk p̃k ,
cr p̄j → cr , c3−r p̄′′j → c3−r p′′j , c3−r p′′j → c3−r p′j ,
cr p′j → cr pl p̃l | (j, r, k, l) = (2, 1, 3, 5), (5, 2, 6, 1)}
∪ {c2 y → c2 | y ∈ {p̃2 , p̂2 , p̄′2 }}
∪ {c1 y → c1 | y ∈ {p̃5 , p̂5 , p̄′5 }},
w = c1 c2 p1 p̃1 .
The above construction is correct (provided that the proof of Corollary 8 in
[1] is correct). The total number of rules is 62. However, the above construction
is general and can be simplified in specific cases. For example, when a SUB
instruction is followed in the program by one or more instructions ADD, the rules
implementing ADD can be eliminated and substituted by an extended last rule
of SUB which would add the necessary objects. Similarly, the rules implementing
HALT can be substituted by a modification of rules of the previous instruction.
Particularly, in our case we can:
1. (a) remove the rules c1 p̃3 → c1 , c1 p̃4 → c1 , c2 p3 → c2 p4 p̃4 o2 , c2 p4 →
c2 p2 p̃2 o2 , implementing instructions 3: (ADD(2), 4, 4), 4: (ADD(2), 2, 2),
and
(b) modify the rule c1 p̂′′2 → c1 p3 p̃3 which is a part of implementation of
2: (SUB(1), 3, 5) to the form c1 p̂′′2 → c1 p2 p̃2 o2 o2 ;
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2. (a) remove the rules c1 p̃6 → c1 , c2 p6 → c2 p5 p̃5 o1 , implementing instruction
6: (ADD(1), 5, 5), and
(b) modify the rule c2 p̂′′5 → c2 p6 p̃6 which is a part of implementation of
2: (SUB(2), 6, 1) to the form c2 p̂′′5 → c2 p5 p̃5 o1 ;
3. (a) remove the rules c1 p7 → c1 , c2 p̃7 → c2 , implementing 7: HALT, and
(b) modify the rule c2 p1 → c2 p7 p̃7 o1 which is a part of implementation of
1: (ADD(1), 2, 7) to the form c2 p1 → c2 o1 .
These modifications allow to save eight rules (and some objects), getting us to
the final number of 54 rules. The resulting P systems will have the form:
Π = (O, {c1 , c2 }, [ 1 ] 1 , w, R, 1),
O = {#} ∪ {c1 , c′1 , c′′1 , c2 , c′2 , c′′2 } ∪ {o1 , o2 } ∪ {p1 , p̃1 }
∪ {pj , p̃j , p′j , p′′j , p̄j , p̄′j , p̄′′j , p̂j , p̂′j , p̂′′j | j = 2, 5}
R = {x → # | x ∈ {pj , p̃j , p′j , p′′j , p̄j , p̄′′j , p̂j , p̂′′j | j = 2, 5}}
∪ {x → # | x ∈ {c′1 , c′′1 , c′2 , c′′2 }} ∪ {# → #}
∪ {c1 p̃1 → c1 , c2 p1 → c2 p2 p̃2 o1 , c2 p1 → c2 o1 }
∪ {cr pj → cr p̂j p̂′j , cr pj → cr p̄j p̄′j p̄′′j , cr or → cr c′r , cr c′r → cr c′′r ,
c3−r c′′r → c3−r , cr p̂′j → cr #, c3−r p̂′j → c3−r p̂′′j ,
cr p̄j → cr , c3−r p̄′′j → c3−r p′′j , c3−r p′′j → c3−r p′j ,
cr p′j → cr pl p̃l | (j, r, l) = (2, 1, 5), (5, 2, 1)}
∪ {c1 p̂′′2 → c1 p2 p̃2 o2 o2 , c2 p̂′′5 → c2 p5 p̃5 o1 }
∪ {c2 y → c2 | y ∈ {p̃2 , p̂2 , p̄′2 }}
∪ {c1 y → c1 | y ∈ {p̃5 , p̂5 , p̄′5 }},
w = c1 c2 p1 p̃1 .

2

Conclusion

We have shown that an extended catalytic P systems with a single membrane,
two catalysts and 54 rules can generate non-semilinear sets of numbers. However,
this result is barely optimal in terms of simplicity of the P system, particularly
the minimal number of necessary rules.
For example, we conjecture that a significant simplification of implementation
of instructions SUB can be achieved using the fact that for each register there
exists only one instruction SUB decrementing it. Another promising way is to
abandon the constructions used in [1, 2] and to construct a catalytic P system
generating a non-semilinear set directly “from the scratch.”
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